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REFLEX DAMPING-A NEW TECHNIQUE
THE NOISE OF RADIO ONE
PREVENTING OVERLOAD AND COMPONENT FAILURE
HI-FI À LA FRANCE
REVIEW OF GOLDRING 800 SUPER- ECARTRIDGE

Introducing the
fabulous new Intl'lex
from Imhufs

It takes the combined skills of Imhofs
craftsmen/technicians to devise acabinet so
ingenious as the new lmflex mini- trolley.
The clean elegant lines are typical of what
has come to be expected in any Imhof
cabinet but our engineers believe that a
hi-fi cabinet should be more than just a
pretty face. The mini- trolley, which has been
specially developed for the new generation
of transistorised hi-fi units, incorporates the
new ' nit:ex equipment module. This module
can be completely removed from the cabinet
(by simply undoing two screws) to allow
installation or maintenance to be carried
out the easiest and most economical way.

The equipment shown here is the Garrard
LAB 80 motor; the Leak Stereo 30
amplifier and the matching Leak Trough
Line 3tuner. Other suitable units include the
following: Nikko TRM 40, Quad 303,
Rogers Ravensbourne. Armstrong 421,
Medley MM 25 and Goodmans Maxamp 30
amplifiers; Nikko FAM/12, Quad FM,
Rogers FM. Armstrong 423-4. Eddystone
EB 35 and Goodmans Stereomax tuners;
Goldring GL 75, Thorens 150 AB. B and 0
Beogram 1000, Garrard SP 75. Garrard
SP 75 Mkll and Dual 1019 Automatic
motors. The mini- trolley is finished in
Teak yene?r

Some of the other exclusive cabinets recently added to the Imhof range which are fully
described in ' This Year of Hi -Fi'

For full technical information on the Imflex
mini- trolley, send 2/6d today for your copy
of ' This Year of Hi -Fi'. In it, you will find
details of all other Imhof hi-fi cabinets
together with information on all the
worthwhile hi-fi equipment that is currently
available. Each copy of 'This Year of Hi -Fi'
contains avoucher for £ 1which is valid
against any purchase of equipment over £ 20.
For people living overseas, we will send a
copy free and post free but the voucher
is not included

IMHOF'S
Dept. 4/6 112-116 New Oxford St, London WC1
telephone 01-636 7878

HFU/22RS record storage
cabinet finished in a
choice of either Teak.
Walnut or Sapele Mahogany
veneers
Imhof/Quad Unit to
house the new Quad stereo
system. Finish in Sapele
Mahogany veneer
HFU/22 hi-fi cabinet
Teak veneer finish
WS2 wall or shelf
hi-fi unit available in
Teak veneer finish

'init

HFLI/22

Wall or
shelf unit WS2

Please tick appropriate squares
Ienclose cheque/postal order/stamps for 2/6c1—
please serd me acopy of 'This Year of Hi -Fi'
Living overseas Iwould like afree copy of
This Year of Hi -Fi' D
Please send me. free of charge, details of:
monthly record accounts
guaranteed export service D
Eddystone communication receivers D
name

address
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Britain's largest selling
hi-fi journal, with an
audited average net sale of
38,473 copies per issue at the
last half- yearly count ( July- Dec 1968).

We're so choc a- bloc with fine>
hi-fi equipment, there's just
room to burst through and say...
*expert service * 12 months guarantee
* no waiting * no repair bills
* demonstrations in the home
Call, write or 'phone:Chew

& Osborne Ltd

e

148, High Street, Epping, Essex Tel: 4242
Open Monday to Saturday 9 a.m. t.I1 6 p.m.
except Wednesday ( closed all day)
and Friday ( late shopping) 9a.m. till 8 p.m.

attatateaaa.

Ferrograph
New Generation
Series -

not ayear old and
already aclassic

Ferrograph Tape Recorders, Series 1to 6, have been famous since i949, and although Series 7was
introduced only ayear ago it is already acknowledged as aclassic. No other recorder to-day gives you
quality like this, reliability like this, and offers so many desirable facilities.
It has the finest specification—and when Ferrograph gives you afigure, it is aconservative minimum.
Ferrograph guarantees it. Every instrument is individually tested. With Ferrograph you know where
you are—exactly.
Available in Mono, and in Stereo with and without end amplifiers; with this unique range of 30
facilities:

•
•
•

All silicon solid-state electronics with FET
input stages and wide input overload margins.
Vertical or horizontal operation.
Unit construction: The 3 individual units
i.e. tape deck, power unit and amplifier complex are mounted on a single frame easily
removable from cabinet for service or installation in other cabinets or racks.
3 motors ( no belts).
3 tape speeds.
Variable speed spooling control for easy
indexing and editing.
Electrical deck operation allowing presetting for time-switch starting without need
for machine to be previously powered.
Provision for instantaneous stop/start by
electrical remote control.
Immediate access head block for editing
and cleaning.
Single lever-knob deck operation with
pause position.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Independent press-to-record button for
safety and to permit click-free recordings
and insertions.
Adjustable reel height control.
Damped tension arms for slur-free starting.
8*" reel capacity.
Endless loop cassette facility.
Provision for signal operated switching
units.
Internal loud speakers (2)-1 each channel on stereo, 2phased on mono.
4digit, one-press re-set, gear-driven index
counter.
2 inputs per channel with independent
mixing (ability to mix 4 inputs into one
channel on stereo machine).
Signal level meter for each channel operative on playback as well as record.
Tape/original switching through to output
stages.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Re-record facility on stereo models for
multi-play, echo effects etc., without external
connections.
Meters switchable to read 100 kHz bias
and erase supply with accessible preset
adjustment.
Three outputs per channel i.e. (1) line
out—level response. (2) line out—after tone
controls. (3) power output-8-15 ohms.
Power output IOW per channel.
Independent tone controls giving full lift
and cut to both bass and treble each channel.
Retractable carrying handle permitting
carrying by one or two persons.
Available in several alternative presentations.
U.K. Retail prices from £ 150 incl. P.T.
See and hear Ferrograph Series 7recorders
at your local Ferrograph stockist, or post
coupon for details and address of nearest
Ferrograph specialist (or ring 01-589 4485)

•

•

•
•
•
•

the tape recorder with
the hearing- is- believing sound

FERROGRAPH
Mil

MI MI

IIIM

IBM Ma Ma

To the Ferrograph Co Ltd, Mercury House, 195 Knightsbridge, London SW7

I

I

Please send me FREE brochure on Ferrograph Series 7Tape Recorders Li
OR send me the new Ferrograph Manual, for which Ienclose £
1
D

please
tick

NAME

ADDRESS

I
HFN

IM Mal BM Ma

IIM

III
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Instant Comparison
makes aSound Choice

Paired speakers in Largs showroom with Largs MINI-COMPARATOR
Meet the MINI-COMPARATOR - newest product of Largs
technical brains. It's asmall relation of the magnificent Comparator
Console in our Hi-Fi auditorium. The MINI-COMPARATOR is
in our re-modelled ground floor showroom, and it's there to help
you choose the less expensive loudspeakers.
We stock many good makes (and no other kind), at prices per pair
from £21 to £335 for the Tannoy Autograph (and at Largs is the
only stereo pair of these in any British showroom). There's no
indisputable 'best'. But there is abest for you ;the make that pleases
your ear at the price that suits you. And the only way to settle on
that one (ask any expert) is to listen to them all - in close comparison.
That is what the MINI-COMPARATOR lets you do. To it we
couple one of sixteen record playing units - and any of twenty-five
pairs of speakers. You then have instant comparison of pair after pair
after pair, switching backwards and forwards among the ' possibles'
and the 'probables' - till you find the pair that satisfies you
completely.
Downstairs the Comparator Console uses an even wider selection of
choices (tuners, amplifiers, turntables, pickups, speakers), to
compare one Hi-Fi set up with another till you find the most
rewarding combination.
And that's worth finding, you'll find!
Delivery and normal installation are free within 20 miles of London,
so are Largs technical brains for servicing within 12 months.

ARGYLL - by
Largs own cabinet craftsmen.
Very compact ser long,
4" deep, with perspex
cover to record player.
Designed for transistorised
equipment, especially Leak 70 and 3oX.
In satin mahogany, walnut or oiled teak
finish - (cabinet only) £3o r8s 6d.
Send for our booklet Contemporary Furniture'
(or, if you prefer period styling ask for our
'Traditional' brochure).

Now probably the best showrooms in the world
for choosing agood radio-gram.
76-77 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I. - 01-242 2626, (PBX)
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Top Flight

Well Behaved

Recommended

'The Goodmans team of
designers are to be
congratulated on this Mambo
enclosure. Iput it in the top
flight of bookshelf models
now available.'

'... with the new model
(Mambo) the increased
power capability leads to
great surprise that such a
small box can behave itself
so well ..

". . . these two latest
Goodmans' models ( Mambo
and Marimba), judged on a
size- performance ratio, are
very good loudspeakers and
can be recommended.'

John Gilbert,
The Gramophone, April ' 69.

Clement Brown,
Hi-Fi Sound, May ' 69.

Donald Aldous and David Phillips,
Audio & Record Review,
March ' 69.

Mambo by Goodmans
Newest compact High Fidelity
loudspeaker system
Mambo is for the critical of ear — and
the young at heart. High Fidelity
performance — and a new, new shape.
The sophisticated enclosure is but
10Z" x 8?T " x 8" deep, beautifully
finished in Teak or Walnut to order,
with a particularly attractive grille
in ' Hawaiian' weave, trimmed with
svelte 'satin silver'.
See how good Mambo is to look
at — and listen to — call in at your

Goodmans dealer today. Or send the
coupon for full details of Mambo and
all Goodmans High Fidelity products.
Specification:
Range: 45-20,000 Hz.
Power: 15 watts r.m.s.
Impedance: 8 ohms.
Two new purpose- made loudspeakers.
Supplied in ready- matched pairs.
Price: £17.18.0.
plus P.T. £ 4.8.6. ( per pair £ 44.13.0)
Purchase Tax shown is subject to any amendment
in the Budget.
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FREE. Please send me a free copy of
Goodmans High Fidelity Manual.
Name
Address

HFN5

Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd.
Axiom Works, Wembley, Middx.
Telephone: 01-922 1200
—J

the turntable that
turned the tables.
We thought that perfectionists would insist on aseparate turntable and pick-up arm.
But when we released the GL75 we were proved wrong.
You can afford to be aperfectionist ... with the Goldring Lenco GL75.

Low mass de-coupled arm with knife-edge bearings. Precision settings for playing
weight and bias compensation. Hydraulically operated lowering device. Stylus overhang
adjustment. Massive die-cast non-ferrous dynamically balanced turntable.
Four speeds with infinitely variable adjustment. Unique vertical drive system. GL75 unit £36.8.2.
The GL75 unit is mounted on an individual hand finished wood plinth
for which ahinged perspex dust cover is available which may be left in position
while the unit is in operation. GL75/P as illustrated £49.2.8. tax paid.
Available separately as Plinth 75 and Lid 75 £ 12.14.7. tax paid.
The Goldring 800/E Free-Field true transduction magnetic
cartridge is an ideal choice for use with the GL 75 unit.
Tracking between to it grams with avertical
tracking angle of j5°, it is fitted with a
replaceable elliptical micro diamond stylus
having an effective tip mass of less than img.
£15.4.6. (plus £ 3. 2.7. P.T.)

®

Goldring Manufacturing Co. (Great Britain) Ltd.,
486/488 High Road, Leytonstone, E.n. Tel: Leytonstone 8343
536

Slow
slow
quiet
quiet

Quite.
'Scotch' Low- Noise ' Dynarange' tapes
reduce background noise.
They also increase your dynamic range.
And improve your frequency response.
So you can reduce recording speeds
if you want.
In fact you can halve them. Without
losing quality.
So you save money, even though you pay
abit more.
Or you can exploit that increased
dynamic range and improved frequency
response.
And make the best recordings you've
ever heard in your life.

202 STANDARD PLAY
sizes: 5", 52-" and 7"
203 LONG PLAY
sizes: 5", 51", 7" and Eq."

SCbtch

it:s7+11r.

For Price List of the full ' Scotch' range with
technical details, write to: G. C. Wride,
Magnetic Products Division. 3M Company,
3M House, Wigmore Street,
P.O. Box 1.E.T.. London, W.1.

DYNARANGE

3M, 'Scotch' and Dynarange' are trademarks of Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company.
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Loudspeakers for
the Perfectionist

Celestion

Studio
Series

DITTON 10
The finest miniature
hi- fidelity system
known.

DITTON 25
The true sourd of music—you'll hear it as
you have never heard it before—every
'nuance' and 'timbre' is reproduced with
breathtaking realism by Celestion's new
Ditton 25. An elegant slimline High Fidelity
system designed for luxury installations

DITTON 15
Celestion's outstanding bookshelf system
designed for the enthusiast. The sound reproduction of this proven enclosure is truly
exceptional, the three radiators giving a
smooth and effortless performance—from
Bach to Basie— a superb recreation of the
original in your home.

Fill in the coupon for free brochure detailing
the complete Ditton Series and explanation of the exclusive Celestion Auxiliary
Bass Radiator ( ABR) which ' as revolutionised
compact loudspeaker design.
Please send free brochure to:—
!NAME
IADDRESS

L
HFN/569

_1

ROLA CELESTION LTD., Ferry Works, THAMES DITTON, Surrey. 01-398 3402

Honesty is
the best policy.
What does any stereo enthusiast
want out of astereo system? The truth.
That's all. Sound in its purest, natural
state. The way you hear it from
Sansui.
As one of the world's great audioonly specialists, we've made it our
business to know all there is to know
about sound, and have built our
audio equipment line accordingly.
Anyone who has heard the 70 watt
Sansui 800 AM/FM Multiplex Stereo
Tuner Amplifier already knows what

we're talking about. This receiver
offers performance capabilities that
many higher powered and priced units
cannot match: awide 20 to 35,000Hz
power bandwidth, a distortion factor
that never exceeds 0.8% and better
than 35db in FM stereo separation.
The same surprising quality is found
in the SR-2020BC 2-speed manual
turntable and SP-100 3-way 3-speaker
system. The turntable teatures anumber of refinements of Sansui's deluxe
units, setting anew standard of excel-

lence in its price range.
You get the same honest policy
right through the line— speakers, receivers, turntables, headsets— over
100 combination stereo systems in
all.
Select the Sansui system that best
suits your needs ... and the truth will
out.

England: TECHNICAL CERAMICS LTD. Thornhill, Southampton Hampshire Tel: Southampton 45166 / Ireland: RADIO CENTRE 122A, St. Stephen's Green, Dublin
2 / West Germany: COMPO HI-FI G.M.B.H. 6 Frankfurt Am Main, Reuterwcg
Swdzerland & Liechtenstein: EGLI, FISCHER & CO. LTD. ZURICH 8022 Zurich.
Gotthardstr. 6, Claridenhof / France: HENRI COTTE & CIE. 77, Rue J.- R. Thorell.... 77, 92 Bourg-la-Reine / Luxembourg: MICHAEL SHEN, EUROTEX 15, Rue Glesener /
Italy: ELECTRONICA LOMBARDA S.P.A. Via Montebello 27, 20121 Milano Aust..a: THE VIENNA HIGH FIDELITY & STEREO CO. 1070 Wien, Burggasse 114 / Belgium:
MATELECTRIC 199, Boulevard Leopold II Laan, 199, Bruxelles 8 / Netherlands: TEMPOFOON BRITISH IMPORT COMPANY N.V. Tilburg, Kapitein Hatterasstraat a,
Postbus 540 / South Africa: GLENS ( PTY) LTD. P.O. Box 6406 Johannesourg , Southern Yemen: BHICAJEE COWASJEE LTD. Steamer Point, Aden SANSUI ELECTRIC
CO LTD. FRANKFURT OFFICE Schiller Strasse 31, Frankfurt Main, West Germany / SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 14-1, 2-chome, lzumi, Suginami-ku, Tokyo, Japan
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FRANCIS
OF WOOD GREEN

TELETON SH30IP HEADPHONES

SONOTONE
9TA or 9TAHC
(Fitted Diamond
Styli) ( Ceramic)

BUDGET
PRICE

69/6

TYPE 9TAHC

A7/6

List price (82/-)

Plus 416 p. & p.

Plus 2/6 post and packing.

Professional Stereo/Mono model.
Headphone frequency response. 2015,000 cps Soft padded ear cushions.
Suitable for use with 4 to 16 ohm
outputs. Complete with Stereo Jack
plug.

Sensitivity: 9TA 8mV 9TAHC 55 mV/
cm/sec rms minimum at 45' at 1,000 Hz,
measured on Decca SXL2057
All goods listed on this page are fully
guaranteed and carry our money back
guarantee if not completely satisfactory.

CARTRIDGES
8T4A (
CERAMIC)
(Fitted Diamond Styli)

List 35/-

Price 60/9.

^NE

Plus 2/6
post and
packing

Exclusive Rumble Filter
The rumble filter takes the form of a compliance
between the pick-up mass and the arm mass. These
three elements together with the compliance of the
pick-up itself form a four- element filter. This filter
acts against vertical movement of the stylus causing a drop in the output voltage below 120 Hz.
The attenuation provided averages 10 dB.

MAGNETIC

TELETON 203E
AMPLIFIER

(DIAMOND)
STYLI

n

CARTRIDGE!

/-

TODAY'S VALUE £ 6
5
each
OUR PRICE
Plus 2/6 post and packing

A solid state Mono/Stereo amplifier with the following features:
6 watts per channel. Scratch
filter, Phones input. Magnetic
and ceramic inputs.

£28.7.6.

where the cost
of Hi-fi
comes down!

FREE

HI-FI THAT'S

Stereo Head Phones valued at
£4/6/3 with every amplifier.

EASY ON THE

CASSETTE HEAD CLEANER

EAR AND THE

PLINTH

NAGRA

CASSETTE HEAD CLEANER

A magnetic stereo cartridge fitted
with diamond styli, compatible for
mono. Stylus replacement is simple
and can be carried out without
removing the cartridge. Send S.A.E.
for performance and technical data.
Fully guaranteed.

UNBEATABLE
VALUE

GUARANTEED NON-ABRASIVE

POCKET

AND

COVER

95i -each

Plus 10/- post
and packing.
At last, direct from America
the unique cassette head only
cleaner. Removes deposits Pi" 2/
6 ix'st
and
from the recording headpacking
with a non-abrasive polishing action.
Fits all compact cassette recorders and
playback units.

11/3

We are the specialists for this—
"The finest portable tape recorder in the world"

Suitable for AT60;
SP25; 3000; 2500; 3500.
A superbly finished
Plinth of British design in teak wood ready cut for AT60 and
SP25 units. Spindle can be left in position with cover on. Complete with perspex cover of neutral smoke tint. The whole unit
has very clean lines and will blend in with a wide range of
furniture.

MAIL ORDER— BY RETURN POST — GUARANTEED !

PRESS SECTION!
The
"COUNT
DOWN" Stereo
Budget System at
65 gns. is an outstanding
success. Compare
opposite the cost
if bought at normal prices.
Ready wired and
tested.
Fully
guaranteed.

2 Solent Speakers ..
1Garrard SP25 Mk II..
1 Plinth and Cover ..
1 Arena F210 Amplifier
1Magnetic Cartridge
Connecting Cables and Plugs
Total

36 0
15 6
7 0
34 13
6 6
1 5

0
4
0
0
0
6

£100 10 10

YOU GET ALL
THIS FOR ONLY
Delivery charges by arrangement

TRULY GREAT VALUE
540

REPLACEMENT STEREO
DIAMOND STYLI
8TA
ALL AT
9TA
9TAHC ..
15/_ each
GP91
ST9
P. & P. 1/6.
8T4
J others on request

ZONAL TAPE
7" L.P. 1800 ft. ..
25/7" S.T.D. 1200 ft...
14/5" L.P. 900 ft. ..
9/5" S.T.D. 600 ft..
6/6
10" Nab spool 2400 ft. 35/Post & packing, 2/- each.
Orders £5or more post free

J. J. FRANCIS
(WOOD GREEN) LTD
123 ALEXANDRA ROAD, HORNSEY,
LONDON, N.8.
BOWes Park 1662

THE NAME THAT CARES FOR YOUR LISTENING PLEASURE

TURNTABLES

*

Nearly 50 years experience in the design and manufacture of record playing equipment is reflected in the high
quality and reliability of these Garrard Turntables.

SL 95

Weight- counterbalanced pick-up arm has gimbal type pivots and a
rigid design of pick-up arm is achieved by use of a slide- in cartridge
carrier . Calibrated pick-up arm bias compensation and calibrated firestylus force adjustment are incorporated and the pick-up arm is positively locked on its rest. The retractable record platform can be pushed
down out of the way when the unit is used for single play and is released at the press of a button for automatic play. Further refinements are cue and pause facility, and automatic play of single recoros.
Finished in dark green, black and silver.
Size: 15-r5i," x 14r x4r.

£37.19.6
plus 101- carriage.

MODEL AP 75

PLINTH & COVER

Three- speed, single record playing unit offering advanced features
for the Hi -Fi enthusiast. The non-magnetic turntable is recessed
into the unit plate and this fact together with the slim depth measurement of the specially designed diecast aluminium pickup arm gives
an attractive " low-line" look. Features include cue and pause
facility, calibrated pickup arm bias compensation, calibrated fine
stylus force ad,ustment and aslide- in cartridge carrier. As well as
manual control, this unit offers the additional facifity of amomatic
play of single records.
Finish: Black and Silvei.
Size: 15 TV wide by 14-e front to rear
by 21* high.
pus 101- carriage

We now have a superb
British designed Plinth and
cover suitable and ready
cut to accept Garrard
SL 95; SL 75 and SL 65
turntables.

£19.19.6 £6.17.6

pius 101- carriage.

THE NAME THAT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

3000 Features low- mass tubular pick-up arm
for use with high compliance cartridges.
Fitted with 9TAHA cartridge with diamond
stylus.

E10/17/6p,us

101- carriage

AT60 Mk II. Automatic turntable. Weight
counterbalanced pick-up arm with bias
compensation and calibrated stylus force
adjustment. Cue and pause control.

I
3/9/6

plus 101- carriage

SL65 Four- speed automatic witt cue and
pause control.
Weight-counterbalanced
pick- up arm with calibrated bias compensation and fine stylus force adjustment.

£14/19/6

plus 10T- carriage

Spis Mk II. High quality single record
playing unit with special features including cue and pause control. Automatic pick-up return and switch off.

£11/19/6

plus 101- carriage

GARRARD ALWAYS GUARANTEES FINEST REPRODUCTION
All units are fully-guaranteed, but your best guarantee is
Garrard's world-renowned reputation for advanced design,
first-class manufacture and absolute reliability, which is
endorsed by our own confidence in offering this range to
our customers.
You may order by post with complete confidence. All
orders are despatched the same day as they are
received.
Open Monday to Saturday 9a.m. - 6p.m. Thursday 1p.m.

J. J. FRANCIS

Please forward by return .... Garrard turntable(s) Model No.
for which Ienclose cheque for the sum of

plus 10/- carriage.
Total

NAME
ADDRESS

(WOOD GREEN) LTD
123 ALEXANDRA ROAD, HORNSEY,
LONDON, N.8.
BOWes Park 1662

(HFN3)
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Sounds that sound better than that of any
comparably priced equipment—that's what Bryan
Amplifiers, Tuners and Tuner Amplifiers offer the
discerning listener. Made to the highest technical
specifications with every worthwhile refinement
necessary for flexibility of control, these units are
the finest value available on the Hi-fi market today.
Model 9000 Amplifier £48.0.0
10 10 watts R.M.S. into 15 or 8 ohms.

Model 8000 Amplifier £55.0.0
25 25 watts R.M.S. into 4, 8 or 15 ohms .

AB units fully transistorised and covered by our
comprehensive Two-Year Guarantee..
Export enquiries to Wilmex Ltd.,
Compton House, Malden Rd.,
New Malden, Surrey.
Tel: Malden 9566/7

Model 6000 MPX Tuner Amplifier £103.14.1
25 - 25 watts R.M.S. into 4. 8 or 15 ohms.

M o de l1500 MPX T uner

£ 53.3.8

2-3 uVs sensitivity.

542

Bryan Amplifiers Ltd.,
120 Ashley Road, Hale,
Altrincham, Cheshire.
Tel: 061-928 6026.

bryan

amplifiers
Ltd

4

RECORD MAINTENANCE TAKES
ANOTHER BIG STEP FORWARD!
With these latest advanced products ...

NEW HI—FI PARASTAT(Regd)

Pat. App. 58216/67.

Gramophone Record
Maintenance and Stylus
Cleaning Kit

NEW STYLUS
CLEANER

Designed for use on NEW records or records in new
condition which are to be played with pick-ups
requiring very low tracking pressures. The 30,000
finely pointed tips of the Hi -Fi Parastat Brush
positively explore every detail in the record groove to
provide the high degree of record cleanliness
necessary when using ultra lightweight pick-ups
tracking at 2 grammes or less. The cover pad in the
lid of the case is provided for the purpose of cleaning
and activating the brush which when enclosed within
the case is kept at the correct level of humidity
required to control all static at the working surface.
Perfectly clean records must be played with a
perfectly clean stylus and an integral part of the kit
is the new Watts Stylus Cleaner which provides a
safe and efficient method of cleaning the stylus.
Supplied complete with instructions, 1 oz New
Formula dispenser, Distilled Water dispenser, spare
pad cover and ribbons. Price 42/6. rlus113P.T.
Replacements: 1 oz. New Formula dispenser 4/6.
Distilled Water Dispenser 4/—. Pad Cover and
Ribbons 1/9.

'PARASTAT' Re g,Manual Model Mk.IIA

A dual purpose record maintenance device.
Keeps new records in perfect condition. Restores
fidelity to older discs. Complete with 1 oz. New
Formula dispenser and instructions. Price 45/—.
Replacements: Pad Covers 2/— each. Brush '1216
Sponge Cover Pad 1/—. 1 oz New Formula
Dispenser 4/6.
Humid Mop. Recommended for use in conjunction with the Manual Parastat and Preener. Cleans
and conditions the bristles and velvet pads.
Ensures correct degree of humidity at the time of
use. Complete with spare sponges and instructions.
Price 4/6. Replacements: Set of Sponges 2[6.

Available separately
complete with instructions Price 51— plus.1/3
F.T.

The original ' DUST BUG' Rege

'PARASTATIK' Re„ DISC PREENER

(Patent No. 817598)

(Patent No. 982599,1

Keeps new records like new. Expressly
designed for use with records which have
not had previous antistatic treatment.
Complete with instructions. Price 6/9.
Replacements: Packet of 4wicks 2/—

ALL OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR
LOCAL SPECIALIST OR DIRECT:

Automatic Record Cleaner, Easily fitted to any
transcription type turntable. Provides asimple and
effective method of removing static and dust while
the record is being played. Surface noise and
record and stylus wear is reduced, resulting in
cleaner reproduction. Complete with
oz New
Formula Dispenser and instructions. Price 18/9.
plus 45P.T.
Replacements: Nylon Bristle and Plush Pad 1/9.
oz. New Formula Dispenser 2/6.

A GUIDE TO THE BETTER CARE OF L.P.
AND STEREO

RECORDS

igu.
Id e
to the
better cal ,,
of LP anci
Stereo
Records

e

Second Edition
Now Available.
Completely revised
and incorporating
Data Sheets Nos.
1, 2, 4, and 5. 48
pages, fully illustrated, providing all
necessary informa tion on Record Care.
2/6 Post Free.
(Data Sheets Nos.
2 and 5 available
free on request for
those readers who
already have the
First Edition —
S.A.E. please).

DARBY

To CECIL E. WATTS LTD.
HOUSE, SUNBURY ON THAMES,

MIDDLESEX.

Please send ( Post Free U.K. and Commonwealth)
Disc Preeners 4
(; 6/9
Dust Bugs @ 18/9 plus 4/5 P.T.
..... A8 page Booklets @ 2/6.
Replacement Parts"
Ienclose cheque/P.O. value £
(Do not send postage stamps)
Name
Address

Hi- Fi Parastats e 42/6 plus 1/3 P.T.
Manual Parastats
Stylus Cleaners @, 5/—

Plus 1,3 P.T.

You've never
¡t so goo

A-6010
The top of the TEAC line.

Unique electric phase- sensing auto- reverse system. Symmetrical control operation.

544

A-1500
Tape deck, 4- head,

4- track,

3- motor.

button system. Echo & add recording.

All push-

Autoreverse.

Metal portable case or walnut case.

A-2020
Bi-directional operation. Recording and playback. Symmetrical cortrol lever.
Metal portable case or walnut case. Stereo tape recorder, complete with power
amplifier and speaker systems.

A-4010
4- head, 4- track, 2- channel tape deck. Dual speed hysteresis synchronous motor for capstan drive. Two eddy current outer- rotor
motors for reel drive. Symmetrical control operation. Four solid-

A-1200
3 - head, 4- track, 3- motor tape deck. All push-button system.
Automatic shutoff. Echo & add recording system. çwithout autoreverse) 2 track available as special order.

state amplifiers. Tape tension control switch. Independent LINE
and MIC input controls. Great walnut styling. Autoreverse.

It's no exaggeration.

A short time ago two TEAC decks

were introduced in the United States. The big A-6010 featured phase sensing autoreverse and both the A-6010 and
the 4010S had symmetrical control operation. Their sound
was judged just short of incredible.
The instant recognition we gained was astonishing. Now

there are four TEAC decks and one portable recorder. They
offer extraordinarily good sound and the newest features,
like bi-directional recording. The price range is probably the
widest offered by any manufacturer. Your customers have
never heard it so good from so many. For complete information and specifications of the entire TEAC line, write us.

TEAC®

94-7, 2-chome, Tsunohazu, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo

TEAC DISTRIBUTORS IN EUROPE AND SOUTH EAST ASIA: U.K. B.H. Morris & Co., ( Radio) Ltd, 84/88, Nelson Street, London, E. 1 Phone:
01-790-4824 Australia Australian Musical Industries Pty. Ltd. 108 Elizabeth Street, Melborne Denmark QUALI-FI Christianholms Parkvej 26,
Klampenborg Phone: OR- 10-600 Greece Elina Ltd., 59 & 59A Tritis Septemvriou Street. Athens 103 Phone: 820-037
Italy Auckel sa. 20124
Milano, Viale Tunisia 45 Phone: 661168 Portugal Jorge Goncalves, Avenida 5de Outubro, 53, 1., Lisboa- 1° Phone: 44029 Sweden Audio Nike
AB, Sunnanvag 14. Lund 7 Phone: 0412-15800 Spain Ingra S.A. Francisco Tarrega. 14 Barcelona- 16 Phone: 236-3300
Hong Kong Excel Hi Fi Company, Central Building, Queen's Road PhoAe: 232528
Philippines Empire Electronics, 708 Aurora Blvd., Quezon City Phone: 7-16-66
Singapore & Malaysia Hwee Seng & Co., 259 Beach Road, Singapore 7 Phone: 35348 Taiwan Tai Sheng Trading Co., 214 Sing Shing Street,
Kaohsiung Phone: 54800 Thailand Union Sound Co., Ltd., 722 Near Grand Theatre, Wang-Burapa Road, Bangkok Phone: 21411
EXCLUSIVE US & RCAF SUPPLIERS IN EUROPE NAAFEXCO Corp., Navy, Army, Air Force Exchange Contractors P.O. Box 27, 6830 Chiasso 3,
Switzerland Canada American General Supply of Canada. Ltd. 8320 Grenache Ville D'Anjou, Montreal 5, Que. Phone: 351 3520 U.S.A. TEAC
Corporation of America, 2000 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica, Calif. 90404 Phone: 213-394-0240
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Nikko is a range of equipment you can buy purely for its
looks because you know that what lies behind the facia is
the very latest in solid state techniques— sophisticated circuitry which gives superb reproduction— and it's reliable—
.", backed by research, testing and most important by service—
'in the U.K! So, if your wife chooses a Nikko Amplifier to
match the curtains — don't worry, she's quite right, of course,
she's chosen the best !

Model TR M-4013
Solid State Stereo Amplifier £ 46.10. 0.
Model TRM-120
Professional Solid State
Stereo Amplifier £ 95. 0.
Model FAiV1-12F
Solid State AM/FM Stereo
Multiplex Tuner
£ 68. 8.
Model ST- 501
Solid State AM/FM Stereo
Multiplex Tuner Amplifier £ 121.17.11.
Model ST- 701
Solid State AM/FM Stereo
Multiplex Tuner Amplifier £ 136. 3.11.
Stereo Headphones from
L £ 4.15. O.

"ege000**0000
HOWLAND
WEST

ta
. u

Send for free illustrated catalogue giving full details of Nikko equipment and
the complete range of Howland- West Audio Products:

HOWLAND-WEST LIMITED
2, Park End, South Hill Park, London, N.W.3. Telephone: 01-794 6666/6033.

PRODUCTS

Ulm

WY/

4,14
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LIP

Westminster
Hi-Fi Centres

for choice.

•

Two great offers from Westminster High Fidelity Limited

WESTMINSTER ` SP 2511' PLAYING DECK
The Westminster ' SP 25 Il' playing deck is
built with quality components specially
selected to give you a high standard of
reproduction at a down-to-earth price. It
features the rent) ned Garrard unit-cast,

•

Laboratory Series, SP 25 Mk II 4- speed
record player with cue and pause control,
fine stylus force adjustment, and pick-up
arm bias compensation. At the end of
play the pick-up arm automatically lifts,
returns to its rest, and the motor switches
off. The cartridge is the famous Shure
Stereo Dynetic Cartridge, Model M3D,
with high compliance diamond stylus,
with 0.0007' radius, and a frequency response of 20-15,000 Hz. Output voltage
is 5mV per channel at 1000 Hz, 5cm/sec.
Tracking pressure is 3to 6grammes. The
whole unit is mounted on a teak plinth
with a transparent dust cover and is fully
wired with mains lead and screened pickup leads with phono plugs.

all leading makes
ARENA, ARMSTRONG
B & 0, GARRARD,
GOODMANS, LEAK,
Price Complete £28.14.0
QUAD, ROGERS,
Carriage 15/—
SANYO, TRUVOX,
WESTMINSTER SERIES ' 100' S
TEREO SYSTEM
WHARFEDALE etc.
The "Series 100" is for the purist— the fan who values his records, and expects them

for terms • • •
confidential, self-financed,
Personal Credit Sale and
Hire Purchase Facilities
available with payments
over any period from
9 to 24 months.

to last for life. Whose ear is sensitive, can detect subtleties that render many similar
units unacceptable. We could enthuse on and on about the virtues of the "Series 100"
but frankly, unless you experience the " Series 100" you will never know how good it is.
Call in at any of our
centres, we shall be delighted to share the "100" with you
and arrange a free 7 day home loan. Postal customers can also be similarly accommodated.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
GARRARD SP.25 TURNTABLE with integral cueing device for raisidg ana lowering arm. Pick-up
arm has automatic stop an.' return and bias compensator.
Additional features include integral
calibrated stylus— Pressure adjustment, plug in
Pick-up head, heavy cast balanced turntable.

for part
exchange...
highest allowances for
photographic as well
as HiFi equipment.
119 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1 01-834 0669/4330
83 CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2
81 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
76 EDEN STREET, KINGSTON, SURREY
1WEST STREET, SUTTON, SURREY
12 /14 HIGH STREET, BROMLEY, KENT

01-638 0451
01-836 9773
01-546 0723
01-643 2686
01-460 2113

10 CLAREMONT RD., SURBITON, SURREY ...
24a GREENS END, WOOLWICH, S.E.18

01-399 2603
01-854 9711

o

21 WEST ST., BRIGHTON, SUSSEX

0273 28596

AN ASSOCIATE COMPANY OF
WESTMINSTER PHOTOGRAPHIC

CARTRIDGE SHURE DYNETIC ( MAGNETIC)
for FULL RESPONSE and MINIMUM RECORD
WEAR.
AMPLIFIER 10 WATTS PER CHANNEL ALL
TRANSISTOR USING THE LATEST SILICON
SEMI-CONDUCTORS. BUILT ON MODULAR
SYSTEM THE PRE-AMPLIFIER STAGE USES
LOW NOISE DEVICES in a circuit designed to
give matching and equalisation for Pick-up and
recording characteristics set by international
standards.
Controls on single panel: 3 switches ON/OFF,
GRAM/RADIO, STEREO/MONO.
4 rotary
controls govern, BASS, TREBLE (both with
boost and cut), VOLUME, STEREO BALANCE.
A neon light indicates Power "ON". Two radio
input sockets (
Ieach channel) for stereo broadcasts or tape, these sockets suitable for mono as
well as stereo.
Two tape record outlets for recording disc to tape.
Loudspeakers are the famous WESTMINSTER
bookshelf size enclosures in teak veneer. The
complete unit is supplied with 10ft, speaker leads
and plugs ready for use and smoky transparent
turntable cover.

Price complete 85 gns.
Carriage 25/—

WESTMINSTER
HIGH

FIDELITY

LIMITED

We will be pleased to send you details and quotation on any equipment which is of interest to
you: use this coupon to let us know your requirements.
Iam interested in
Iwish to order the Series 100' Hi Fi Stereo System
Ienclose

SP 25 II' Playing Deck

full cash, deposit ( minimum 2,6 in Li

with balance over

months

NAME
ADDRESS
Block letters please
POST TO: Dept. HFN 5, WESTMINSTER HIGH FIDELITY LTD
119 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W. I
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ORDERQ *
fIDELITY*
from London's leading

AUDIO

CENTRES

ON INTEREST FREE TERMS!
Phillips Family Tape Recorder

SANSUI MODEL 500A
AM/FM Multiplex Stereo Tuner Amplifier
RMS power: 23/13 W.
Music power: 50 YV ( IHFM).
Harmonic distortion: 1.0%, at 1000 Hz RMS rated power output.
Frequency response: 20-20,000 Hz
IS dB at normal listening
level.
FM sensitivity: 2-0 IJV
3dB ( IHFM).
List Price 115 gns. Our price only 99 gns.
Full range of SANSUI, QUAD, BOWERS-WILKINS.
DYNATRON, GRUNDIG. SONY, FERROGRAPH, ARMSTRONG dan TANDBERG etc. in stock.

EL 3573 (4305)
Another in a famous line of high quality,
low-cost family tape recorders, this
model is handsomely styled in black,
with a grey lid and brushed aluminium
control panel.
Records and plays back on four tracks at two
speeds: Il and 31 p.s.
Mixing, monitoring, personal listening and
parallel track facilities.
All transistor for instant recording and playback.
Push-button controls for record ( with safety
interlock),
playback,
fast- wind,
re- wind,
pause and stop. Separate controls for on-off/
volume, tone microphone and radio/gramophone recording level.
8"X 3" loudspeaker for full, rich sound.
Excellent frequency response. Will take 7- in.
spool.
Illuminated recording level indicator. Mains
on-off lamp.
Tape position indicator with push-button
zero re-set.
Sockets for microphone, gramophone, radio,
second recorder, external loudspeaker, headphones, amplifier and stereo pre-amplifier
(for stereo playback, duoplay and multiplay).
Fully tropicalised.
Supplied with moving coil microphone, tape
spool and recording/playback lead.
List price £16.13.II.
Our price only 36 gns.—superb value for
money!
Also: Philips EL 3302 Cassette Battery Tape
Recorder.
List price £32.I.7. Our price only 25 gns.
Philips EL 3575 Stereo Tape Recorder, list
price £ 101.19.4.
Our price only 72 gns.

SANSUI 3000
AM/FM Stereo Tuner/
Amplifier fully transistorised
£172.11.6 130 gns.
SANSUI TR707A
AM/FM Stereo Tuner/
Amplifier, fully transistorised — .. 130 gns.
110 gns.
SANSUI 1000
AM/FM Stereo Tuner/
Amplifier .. .. 130 gns.
110 gns.
GOLDRI NG GL75
Complete with Shure
F175 Cartridge
43 gns.
PHILIPS GL 559
Speaker
£ II.1.2
11# gns.
AKAI M9 Stereo
Quarte" track
Tape
Recorder £ 195
f195*
(Free with each machine, two Wharfedale
Denton Speakers, listed at £31.10.0. per pair).
AKAI 1710W Stereo Tape Recorder, list
price £ I09. Our price only £ 19.10.0.
TELEFUNKEN 204E Stereo Recorder, list
price £ 136. Our price only 99 gns.
TELEFUNKEN M302 battery portable Tape
Recorder, list price £76.0.10. Our price only
59 gns.
GOLDRING Transcription Unit GL75 and
Goldring G800 Stereo Cartridge, list price
£49.8.3. Our price only 41 gns.

COMPLETE PHILIPS RANGE ALWAYS
IN STOCK! A selection of Special Offers
Brand New, and Fully Guaranteed,
List
Price
AKAI SW130 Hi -Fi
Loudspeakers ..
FISHER XP9B
4- way Speakers
SANYO MR929
Quarter- track Stereo
Tape
Recorder with
Speakers
The Dokorder MS-20I X offers acomplete, compact system for the
discriminating listener with enthralling reproduction of records
and AM/FM radio. High powered silicon transistors and OTL
circuitry ensure a standard of reproduction fidelity to satisfy the
most fastidious ear, and built-in multiplex decoder brings realism
in stereo. Records up to 12 in. diameter can be accommodated
and a highly sensitive cartridge is provided. 69 gns. cash or on
interest-free terms, £24.3.0. dep. and 12 m/pyts. of £4.0.6.

EMS31

Our
Price

£36.0.0

£29.15.0

91 gns

66 gns.

£96.0.0

79 gns.
AKAI M9

Enormous stocks, skilled and experienced staff and better demonstration facilities—these
are just some of the reasons why you're sure to find that machine you want at the R.E.W.
Audio Centres. You can have any machine on interest free terms over twelve months—just
pay one third cash price deposit, balance over 12 months—and everything you buy is covered
by the R.E.W. After Sales Service. Call in now or write for lists, including current bargain
offers!

IrEeW ( Earlsfield)

e WEST

Ltd.

END SHOWROOMS: 146 CHARING CROSS ROAD,
LONDON, WC2. Telephone: 01-836 3365 ( opposite Astoria Cinema)
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e HEADQUARTERS

SHOWROOMS AND MAIL

ORDER:

DEPT. HFN, 266-8 UPPER TOOTING ROAD,
LONDON, SWI7. Tel. 01-672 4471/2 & 9175

TRIO Research
Guarantees
Newest Styling Techniques

120 WATT SOLID STATE STEREO AMPLIFIER KA -4000
The KA 4000 stereo amplifier is a dynamic example of the " ahead- of- today- quality"
for which TRIO is famous.
A 120- watt instrument providing IHF standard total music power— more than enough
to drive even low- low efficiency Hi Fi speakers.
It has a wide power bandwidth of 13Hz to 30,000 Hz
with very low— almost nonexistent— IM distortion.
Momentary silence is a snap with the KA 4000's lever type-20dB
quick- response muting switch.
Equipped with 2dB step type tone controls and lever type high and low filter switches,
the magnificently ultra- new designed KA 4000 also has blue light indicator for input selector switch.
The KA 4000 also includes pre- amplifier output for use with another power or multi channel system.
Its main amplifier inputs for easy use with another pre- amplifier,
tuner and tape recorder with pre- amplifier.
But total performance is the crowning achievement by which TRIO's KA -4000 proves its merit.
Along with the compact KA -2500, it can not be matched for over-all system excellence.

70 WATT SOLID STATE STEREO AMPLIFIER

KA -2500

•Very low IM distortion for exceptional clear
low level to high level listening
•All silicon transistor amplifier provides wide
11 to 32.000 Hz frequency response and 15
to 30,000 Hz power bandwidth.
11

the sound approach to quality
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TO: B.H. Morns & Co.. ( Radio)Ltd.

HN

Send me informatrzr on TRIO TUNER..
AMPLIFIERS & name of nearest TRIO •etailer.
NAME

AGE

ADDRESS

JA.AN

B.H. MORRIS 8« CO., (RADIO) LTD. 84/88, Nelson Street, Tower Hamlets, London E. 1, Phone: 01-790 4824.
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COUNTDOWN

Is your
tape recorder
due for its
10 hour
service?

The speaker you,
the public designed

If you have not cleaned the tape heads of your
recorder for ro hours of playing and or recording time,
you are likely to be wearing the heads and not enjoying
the best quality reproduction.
An excellent investment is the easy-to-use Bib
Tape Head Maintenance Kit which costs only 16 rod.
including purchase tax.
It is the Kit recommended by Ferrograph, Revox,
Tandberg and other leading tape recorder manufacturers and has been tested and approved by the
Technical Editors of the leading Audio Journals.

Yes, we solicited the help of the 1,000 ' COUNTDOWN'
Stereo System owners to produce a speaker to supercede the ' Solent'. We questioned them, spoke to them
—even argued with them—and with the information
that we gained, using the ' Solent' speaker chassis we
developed a speaker of outstanding specifications and
technical merit at an exceptionally low price. ( Would
be sold through normal channels at £18).

Solid teak cabinet

£12

Carriage and
insurance ea.

SPECIFICATIONS
Cabinet size: 14" x10'rx 6.
Speakers:

61-

low resonance
linear surround
woofer.

31. Tweeter ( C' bored

to minimise High frequency distortion).

7/6

Available in 4or 8ohms.
Suitable for use with Hi- F1
domestic equipment with rated
output power up to 10 watts
Efficient acoustic damping with
Doctor Bailey's long fibre wool.

Try the '
Countdown' at home for 7 days
under our money beck guarantee

Bib

J. J. FRANCIS
(WOOD GREEN) LTD

123 ALEXANDRA ROAD, HORNSEY,
LONDON, N.8.
BOWes Park 1662

SID
*
550

Tape Head
Maintenance Kit

Size E.

in handy folding plastic wallet contains Bottle Bib
Instrument Cleaner, two blue Tape Head Applicator tools, two white Tape Head polisher tools, io
Applicator and polisher sticks, double-ended brush,
packet cleaning tissues, instruction leaflet.
Obtainable from most audio stockists. Price shown recommended retail.
Bib Division, Multicore Solders Ltd., Hemel Hempstead, Herts

Armstrong
the high fidelity sound

Tuners, Amplifiers, Tuner- amplifiers
521 Stereo Amplifier (
illustrated)
A transistor amplifier from Armstrong
with asuperb performance. It is based in circuitry and internal layout on the successful
421 amplifier which it supersedes. It has 25
watts power output per channel (continuous
sine wave), a total of 50 watts, and the facilities you would expect to find in ahigh fidelity
amplifier; inputs for magnetic and ceramic
pickups, tape playback and radio, rumble
filter, two treble filters, loudness control, tape
monitor and headphone listening, stabilised
power supply, output transistor protective
circuit and plug-in modules for easy servicing.
The amplifier has a teak veneered case, for
which there is no extra charge.

523 AM- FM Tuner (
illustrated)
524 FM Tuner
Two alternative tuners to match the 521
amplifier in looks and performance. Both
tuners provide good sensitivity and high
quality on the FM band and, with the optional
M4 Stereo Decoder added, give excellent
results on stereo radio.
For all those who want AM radio as part of
their sound systems, the 523 gives coverage
of the medium and long wavebands.
Each tuner has a teak veneered case, for
which there is no extra charge.

425 FM Tuner- amplifier (
illustrated)
426 AM- FM Tuner- amplifier
The 425 Tuner-amplifier, although differently
styled, is a 521 Amplifier and 524 FM Tuner
combined in one compact unit. Similarly the
426 Tuner-amplifier is a combination of the
521 Amplifier and the 523 AM- FM Tuner.
Each
tuner- amplifier
has a simulated
rosewood case, for which there is no extra
charge.

The tuner- amplifier was in constant use for some weeks as well as being subjected to
laboratory tests and proved to be avery stable and capable performer. Some tuner-amplifiers
cost twice the price of the Armstrong 426 and many intending buyers may well wonder what
Improvements in performance the high price brings. Higher power output costs more, of
course, as does extremely low harmonic distortion over a greatly extended frequency
range but there are few if any Instruments that better the Armstrong here. Purchasers of
the equipment under review will be getting very good value for money; it does comfortably
all that is claimed of it, it will do justice to any signal fed into it and deliver results at more
than adequate power for domestic use with an acceptably low level of distortion into any
ordinary loudspeaker load.—Technical review, HiFi News, October 1968

Recommended retail prices
521 Stereo Amplifier £ 52 0
523 AM- FM Tuner
£ 52 9
524 FM Tuner
£ 40 4
425 FM Tuner-amplifier £ 79 14
426 AM- FM Tuner-amplifier £ 88 19
M4 Stereo Decoder
£9 10

For details and technical specifications of all models, plus stockists list, post coupon or
write mentioning 5HFN69.

address

Armstrong Audio Ltd, Waiters Road, London N.7

5HFN96

Tel. 01-607 3213
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THE
RICHARD
ALLAN
STORY Part 2

An Immediate Success!

R EADERS will recall that the first part of ` The
Richard Allan Story' last month dealt with
the formation of the Company and its early
teething troubles.
Having mastered the proper construction
techniques necessary for building loudspeakers, an
extension speaker complete in cabinet presently
evolved. An interesting study in changing fashions is
afforded here, for the ` Bafflette with its distinctive
curved sides and polished walnut finish was an
immediate success! This presentation obviously
suited the fashions dictated in the late 1940's, and
the encouraging results more than judstified the
long hours spent with the cabinet makers to
obtain exactly the features required. It would be
fair to say that it was this series of Bafflette
speakers (known as "The Four Aces") which first
put the name of Richard Allan on the map.
At about this time it was decided to offer record
players for sale, the idea being to plug the player
directly into the normal domestic radio set,
utilizing the sets, amplifier and speaker. An
agreement was reached with Collaro and subsequently many thousands of such players were
sold. In retrospect, however, it was felt that an
error was made in not supplying them complete
with their own amplifier and speaker. As it was,
rival companies were quick to see the possibilities,
and Richard Allan lost a good business
opportunity.
Meanwhile, business was moving in another
direction—export. It was little visualised at the

time that the initial connection with a firm in
Singapore would in later years lead to the large
percentage of production which goes abroad at
the present time. From the outset, export has
been the responsibility of Ken Sykes, one of the
original founders, and he very quickly developed
aflair for this side of the business.
Back at home, it was becoming apparent that
the small quarters of the Nissen Hut were by now
somewhat cramped and overpopulated, so during
the summer of 1949 the business moved to alarge
converted Chapel in Taylor Street, Batley, which
offered much more spacious accommodation.
The September of 1950 saw Richard 'Allan at
their first Radio Show at Olympia. It was an
ambitious move and Lady Luck lent a hand by
placing their stand between two of the biggest
names in the radio industry—Pye and Cossor, and
there was no doubting the value and beneficial
effect of this fortunate manoeuvre.
Confidence and morale were high, but when
Eric Worley suggested that the time was ripe to
enter the set-makers market, more than a little
apprehension
was
felt
in
some
quarters.
Undeterred, he decided to visit one or two
potential customers, and amazed everybody
(including himself) by securing orders totalling
some 40,000 loudspeaker units. Thus was the
way paved to Richard Allan becoming one
of todays major suppliers of loudspeakers to
the record player and radio and television
industries.

HI-FI in the Home
by John Crabbe, editor of Hi-Fi News and Tape Recorder
"the most up-to-date and comprehensive treatment on domestic hi-fi yet in print"
AUDIO RECORD REVIEW
"gives copious advice on practically any aspect of the topic you can imagine. . . .
Should be a very useful guide to anyone on the threshold of heavy expenditure who
is rightly wary of the smooth talk in the hi-fi shop"
THE MUSICAL TIMES
"written with the authority of a dedicated professional, it could well become a
recognised standard on the subject. . . . Deserves a place on the bookshelf of all who
are interested in improving the quality of sound reproduction in the home"
ELECTRICAL
"a practical and helpful book. . . .

& RADIO TRADING

Mr. Crabbe explains everything and includes

asizeable

glossary and plenty of diagrams"
THE TIMES

40/- from booksellers
or direct from the publishers (post 2/-)
BLANDFORD PRESS, 167 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1
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the superb
Pavane loudspeaker

RICHARD ALLAN TODAY . . .
Richard Allan have, over the years, acquired an
enviable reputation for offering new innovations
in High Fidelity Equipment which combine
modest outlay with genuine high quality—a rare
marriage indeed!
The PAVANE is yet another fine example of
this desirable combination.
A free-standing
3-speaker system of excellent value, and providing the listener with the sort of high quality
reproduction one normally expects from loudspeakers costing far more. A good example of
Richard Allan today!
Richard Allan Ltd.,
Bradford Road, Comersal, aeckheaton,
Yorkshire. Tel.: Cleckheaton 2442.

For
ou what
are ainout to receive
— others have paid amuch greater price. But, by building this Heathkit AR- 14 30 watt Solid /
State Stereo Tuner- Amplifier yourself, you have entered the world of low cost, high quality /
/
stereo reproduction.
/
Of course, when visiting friends admire your self-made masterpiece, you will /
A
,\
...0
probably tell them that it was child's play — and forget to mention the step e e
/
by- step instructions that made it all so simple. But we forgive you.
/ e
Now that you are an expert you are ready for the next stage. Tape- recorders? / \Oce
Speaker systems? Specifications of these and much more can be
/ 0
found in the 1969 catalogue. Fill in the coupon and send for it today. / .§ .c.>

/
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Avon Hi-fi 2- way
Speaker System

AR- 14 FM
Stereo Tuner(Amplifier

[1:1:121MD

o 5

eis

TSA-12
Stereo Amplifier

ansasal

o •

AFM-2
AM- FM Stereo Turer

DAYSTROM LTD.,Gloucester GL2 6EE /
England.Tel.Glos. 29451. Telex 43T6.
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Ferrograph
F.307
anew
stereo
amplifier

'Music when soft voices die,
Vibrates in the memory '

the quality companion
for the Ferrograph
Series 7tape recorders
and any good
Hi -Fi system
Ferrograph's Stereo Amplifier Type F307 was
developed alongside the Ferrograph New
Generation Series 7Tape Recorders, to the same
standards of quality and reliability. It is an integrated
stereo amplifier with aunique combination of facilities,
compatible with all Ferrograph Series 7and with other
top-quality recorders and Hi -Fi systems.
Features include: independent adjustment of each
channel for tone and gain ; high power output; frequency
response 15 Hz to 30 kHz — 3dB ; minimal distortion,
hum and noise; choice of four inputs.
See and hear this new instrument at your local
Ferrograph stockist or use the coupon on page 533 for
details and name of nearest Ferrograph specialist.

FERROGRAPH
The Ferrograph Co Ltd
Mercury House, 195 Knightsbridge, London SW7
Telephone: 01-589 4485

g
J

The best pick-up arm in the world

Write to SME Limited • Steyning • Sussex • England
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ja a die
HI-FI STEREO EQUIPMENT
Offers high performance at reasonable cost. Every model in the range has an abundance of features to provide your
complete stereo enjoyment. Modern designs exacting specifications, thorough inspection and double checking are
your guarantee of outstanding quality and reliability.
LA- 20 Solid State AM/FM STEREO TUNER
AMPLIFIER with separate matching loudspeakers,
£50.2.0d. plus r13.15.9d. pt. Provides outstanding
stereo radio reception and reproduction—add astereo
record player unit and acomplete stereo music system
can be yours for an amazingly low cost.

LT-425T SOLID STATE AM/FM STEREO
TUNER. Matches Model LA- 85T, in size and
appearance. Incorporates four integrated circuits and two F.E.T.'s for outstanding FM stereo
reception and reproduction. Built in AM/FM
aerials. Automatic stereo indication. Tuning
meter. Muting control. Noise filters.
FM 88108 mHz. AM 535-1605 kHz. £47 ,8/1 plus £13/0/8
pt.

LA-85T SOLID STATE STEREO AMPLIFIER. An integrated stereo amplifier with our
stereo inputs, separate volume controls for each
channel, bass and treble controls. Stereo headphone socket. Tape output socket. Speaker
outputs for 4/8/16 ohms. Brushed alumirium
gold anodised extruded front panel. Simulated
walnut wood grain case size 13' x3r >c91".
£49/10/0.

Send for illustrated
leaflet giving full
details of Lafayette
Amplifiers, Tuners,
Tuner Amplifiers,
Loudspeaker
Systems, Stereo
Headphones,
Stereo Tape
Deck etc.

LR-500T SOLID STATE AM'FM STEREO
TUNER
AMPLIFIER.
Incorporates every
needed control and input facility for complete
stereo listening pleasure. A 40 watt stereo amplifier with AM/FM MPX Tuner in one unit size
only 15" x12" x5".
Frequency range FM 88108 mHz, AM 535-1605 kHz. Features include
Integrated Circuits and F.E.T.'s.
Automatic
FM stereo indication. Main and remote speaker
outputs.
Headphone socket.
Tape output
socket etc., etc. £74/2/3 plus £20/7/8 pt.

Please send Lafayette leaflet and price list
Name
Address
HN

jeyelte
BARNET FACTORS LTD.
4Lisle Street, London, W.C.2
Telephone: 01-437 2723.
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U.K. Distributors
Trade Enquiries
invited.

Outstanding
sound
value...
EMPEROR
Mk11 Series
FROM
Believe it or not, this handsome instrument cost around
£200. It was built at home, and in tone and quality is
comparable to a commercial organ costing three
times as much.

SPECIFICATION
Power rating: 20 Watts
Dimensions: 31" x17' x9"

If you can follow simple wiring irstructions, you should
qualify for this fantastic saving. For by building this
organ yourself, you are cutting out an initial large
capital outlay and economising right through to the
finished job.

Weight: 39f lb.
Impedance:
Emperor 101 8 Ohms
Emperor 102 16 Ohms
Frequency Range:
Flat within ± 3db, 50-16,000 Hz

Details of the simple unit construction are published
in an important series of articles starting in the May
issue of PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS.

Finish:
Teak effect, melamine plastic.
Hard wearing. Lasts a lifetime
H.F Balance: Adjustable

Not only will this professional class instrument be
your own handiwork, but it will prov:de in its wealth of
tone colours a creative common fami'y interest for
years to corre.

Demonstration
in your own
home. 14 day
trial. Money
back guarantee

LOOK AT THIS TOP-VALUE SPECIFICATION
Fully transistorised with 23 watts of amplification
19 distinctive theatre voices
Independent swell pedals for each five- octave manual
Full pedal compass of 30 notes
Leslie tremulant to the two full 61- note manuals
Separate two- unit speaker enclosure

NMI .

G.

To prove our point that hi-fi need not
mean high price, read what the experts
wrote about our Mk. 1 model:
"... it passed that very critical test using
the ambient sounds in between concert
items—a lovely little speaker...."
Ralph West in HiFi News
"... It is well made, has no performance
faults and the positive virtues of efficiency, good power handling and a
balanced frequency response..."
John Borwick in Gramophone
We think the Mk Il is even better because
we have succeeded in increasing the low
frequency output without increasing the
dimensions. The speaker is still only 9'
thin. And you can set the high frequency
balance to suit your surroundings—
which is the best possible way to choose
a speaker— in the comfort and privacy
oi your own home, in the room where you
are going to instal it. We will gladly
arrange a home demonstration without
any obligation whatsoever. This is a
pretty unique offer! Why not take us
up on it?
P.S. We se even
AC
red uced the price!

29

SEND COUPON TODAY

PRACTICAL

Please send details of your 14-day home tria/ scheme
MMG Associates, 500 Chesham House, 150 Regent Street,
London, W.1

NAME
ADDRESS

May issue OUT NOW! 3/Make sure of your copy TODAY

(HFN)
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"The Reviewers
gave it a
wonderful
write up..."
... perhaps they did!
We have heard this many atime and oft. Sometimes we
have agreed with them, sometimes we haven't. The only
sensible way to choose an Audio System—or part of one
—is to compare one product with another, under the
same conditions. We exist to give you this chance, and,
in some cases, to compare your choice to the very best
that man has been able to devise. By contrast, if you want
the worst way to buy anything—BE SOLD! But that
won't happen at Studio 99. As we've said before, we
have no salesmen. The staff whom you meet consists of
men who enjoy music enormously and like to have it
reproduced for them as well as their pockets will permit.
This is the approach they will adopt with you and they
will use their experience and knowledge of equipment to
ensure that you spend your money as wisely as possible.
A cliché you may well hear quoted to you at Studio 99
runs "The most expensive is not necessarily the best".
By coincidence it could be, but, at the time of writing,
we can't think of a single instance in domestic HiFi
where it is, so the cliché is dead accurate.

studio

81 FAIRFAX ROAD
SWISS COTT.,
LONDON N.W.6
TELEPHONE: 01-624 8855

Please note! Open 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
including Saturday.
Closed all day Thursday.
Park outside—No meters.
How to get there—Nearest
Underground stations: Swiss
Cottage and Finchley Road.
Buses 2, 2A, 13, 31, 113

Because we look after them, our customers have a strange
habit of becoming very good friends. Why not join their
ranks by coming and listening to some music with us?
Your own ears will tell you everything you need to know.
We are a Free House, tied to no particular Manufacturer's apron strings. This means that
we will give praise generously where it is due, but we will criticise je'arlessly when necessary.
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The majority of Recording and T.V.
studios use TANNOY monitors
Tannoy Monitor Gold Dual Concentric Loudspeakers, accepted
as the " Quality Standard" most specified for professional use by
Recording, Broadcasting and T.V. companies as well as the
World's largest manufacturers of professional Audio Equipment.

THE NEW MONITOR GOLD now incorporates aTreble Roll Off Control and Treble
Energy Control enabling precise adjustments to be made for room acoustics and
programme material.
Frequency Response
Power Handling
Capacity

30-20,000 cps
15" 50 watts
12" 30 watts
I
I
ILZ 15watts
8 i2 Nominal

Impedance

5 12 Minimum

TANNOY/c,

TANNOY PRODUCTS LIMITED
NORWOOD ROAD

F. CAVE

*CASH DISCOUNTS
*TERMS
*MAIL ORDER SERVICE

TAPE RECORDER AND HI- F1 EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

AMPLIFIERS
AND TUNER
AMPLIFIERS
ARMSTRONG
LUX
PHILIPS
ROGERS
SANSUI
LEAK
QUAD
WIEN, etc.

CARTRIDGES
SHURE-GOLDRING

F. CAVE

WEST NORWOOD • LONDON, S.E.27 • TEL: 01-670 1131

AUDIO-TECHNICA
etc.
SPEAKERS
DECCA
JORDAN WATTS
LEAK
TANNOY
TANDBERG
CELESTION
GOODMANS
K.E.F.
LOWTHER
QUAD
WHARFEDALE
ELAC, etc.

TURNTABLES

*

Provision for microphone, radio and low output magnetic cartridge.

*

As an amplifier only with Bass and Treble controls.

*

10 watts R.M.S. per channel and fully protected by stabilised supply.

*

4 Loudspeakers in rattle free cabinet.

*

Solenoid controlled mechanism.

*

Quiet running deck, very cool even with prolonged use.

*

Fully transistorised on 10 printed circuit boards.

*

3 head system and three speeds— I9, 9.5, 4.75 cm/s.

CONNOISSEUR
TRANSCRIPTOR
GOLDRING
THORENS
GARRARD
DUAL, etc.
TAPE
RECORDERS
AKAI
TRUVOX
PHILIPS
RE VOX
SANYO, etc.

Send s.a.e, for sole list.

141 Gns.

27 HILL STREET, RICHMOND
940-0632 or 948-1441 up to 8 p.m.

Chassis version
from 124 Gns.

Magnetic Tapes Ltd., Chilton Works,
Garden Road, Richmond, Surrey
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Telephone: 01-876-7957

A sound sensation
A fresh beauty
A new peak in performance
A new simplicity of installation and use
The optimum investment value in amplifiers
The first appearance of anew concept in hi-fi
equipment - the Cambridge Audio Laboratories
Series P Stereo Amplifiers.
Developed by Cambridge Consultants Ltd.;
Britain's fastest growing technical consultants
whose electronics team has developed and
introduced seven world firsts in professional
instrumentation in the last 12 months alone.
Series P are the outcome of two years refining
electronic techniques to bring entirely new
solutions to the complex problems facing the
audio amplifier designer.
Result - the P40 and P80, Integrated Stereo
Amplifiers - representing new standards in
appearance, design and performance.
The patented pre- amplifier defeats input
overload, a universal problem in modern
domestic amplifiers. A problem because of the
remarkably wide range of recording levels
occurring on today's records and tapes and the
variation between pickups. By use of an
operational amplifier input stage the Cambridge
Audio Series P can accept 3 volts through the
3 millivolt input - an unprecedented overload of
60dB - 1000 times - more than 10 times the
claimed overload capability of any other
manufacturer. Series P outdates pickup matching
by preset control or plug-in board and eliminates
the once inevitable input overload. And pre- amp
bonuses - the new circuit optimises signal to
noise ratio to low levels for any gain setting and
any source impedance.

Power
P40 - 20 watts per channel without change in
performance - enough for the normal living
room and typical quality speakers.
P80 - 40 watts per channel and the same
excellent performance - for the larger room or
low- efficiency speakers.

Wide bandwidth power amplifier ensures fast
rise time for excellent transient response, low
phase distortion, high stability and minimal
differential phase distortion. The power amp
bonus - high efficiency - is close to theoretical
limit - runs cool. But to withstand high ambient
temperatures silicon transistors are used
throughout both pre- amp and power- amp.

Compare the specifications with other top
amplifiers.

In Series P distortion is low, typically 0.08%
throughout the power range, close to limits of
best measurement instruments available.
Crossover distortion, bugbear of transistor
amplifiers has been eliminated by use of patented
current driven complementary output stage,
Class A/B operation giving best characteristics
of both Class A and Class B thus ensuring low
distortion at usual half watt listening levels.

Then compare the performance -- ask your
retailer to play his most difficult samples through
good speakers from aquality pickup or tape
recorder. Its the most critical music which will
help you to hear the difference between the
good and the outstanding amplifier.
Specification

Frequency response is maintained up to full
power, ( 25 Hz - 25 kHz ± 0.5 dB).
Toroidal transformer minimises effect of
mains transients; low leakage inductance
lessens stray- field- induced hum; transformer
is lightly loaded even at full output, to
run cool.
Straightforward construction within a beautiful
and functional case makes assembly and testing
simple and the unlikely fault easy for us or your
supplier to remedy.
High damping factor cuts unwanted bass
resonance from speakers.
Amplifier is unconditionally stable into any load
from 2 to 20 ohms.
Full protection from short circuit and open circuit
by electronic protection circuit.
Price
P40 £ 64 10s
P80 £ 92 15s

Power
P40 not less than 20W RMS per channel into
8 ohms
P80 not less than 40W RMS per channel into
8 ohms
Damping factor
Better than 80 into 8 ohms & 150 into 15 ohms
Frequency response
25 Hz - 25 kHz ± 0.5 dB
Signal to noise ratio
Better than 60 dB, pick-up. 70 dB, tuner
Total harmoriic distortion
Less than 0.1% at 1 kHz at full rated output
Less than 01% at 1 kHz at 0.5 watts output
Input overload capability
Better than 60 dB
Sensitivity
PU 1 Magnetic 3 mV impedance 47 kohms
nominal
PU 2 Ceramic 100 mV impedance 100 kohms
Tuner 100 mV impedance 100 kohms
Tape 50 mV impedance 100 kohms
Short circuit protection by electronic switch.
Persistent short-circuit protection by fuse.
Stable into open- circuit or complex impedances.
Dimensions: 161" 91" 2"
Weight: 12 lbs
Mains power requirements
200/240 volts AC
110/120 volts AC
Two mains outlets ( one switched)

Cambridge Audio
Cambridge Audio Laboratories Limited
6 Queen Street, Mayfair
London W1

Please send me details of the Cambridge Audio
P40 and P80 amplifiers
Name

Address

Bar Hill
Cambridge

HFN I
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There much
more to a
PHILIPS

microphone
A Complete Stereo
Record and Playback
System from Tandberg
The Tandberg Series 1200X incorporates all the world
renowned Tandberg qualities of reliability; elegance; compact,
portable design and robustness. Plus a quality of recording
normally found only in fully professional machines.
The features:
*Stereo/mono operation.
*2or 4tracks. 3speeds.
* 10 watts output per channel.
*Cross field bias head.
*Mixing facilities.

than meets
the ear

•Separate bass and treble controls.
*Straight through amplifier position with magnetic i'ceratnic
inputs.
*Frequency responses: 40-18,000, 40-14,000 and 40-8,000
cycles all within an accuracy of + 2db at 7-I, 3i and
i.p.s.
respectively.
*Priced from £ 143.7.0d.
For further details, please fill in and return the coupon below.

It's the sound quality that really counts although
impeccable appearance is certainly an asset. In
fact, every aspect of microphone manufacture is
covered by the makers of ten million of them—
Philips. What's more, Philips make an unrivalled
range of compatible equipment—amplifiers, loudspeakers, tape- recorders, record players and
much more—for complete sound systems. All
backed up by the finest service organisation in
the country. Please ask for full information.

See the full Tandberg story — Readers' Digest, April
1969 issue

Please
r

min
mim
mil
mow
um um
send me full details on the Tandberg 1200X
Tandberg 6X
Tandberg 15 _
(Please tick appropriate box)

NAME
ADDRESS

1PYE TVT LIMITED
PHILIPS SOUND DIVISION
Addlestone Road, Weybridge, Surrey
Telephone: Weybridge 45511
Telex 262319

Post to:

Elstone Electronics Ltd.,

andberg

H2 Hereford HouseT
'Dept.
Vicar Lane, Leeds, 2.
Mal

TVT3
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package deals
•

May is here—the month to celebrate the joys of spring with music. You will want to hear your favourite sounds clearly and
cleanly reproduced—the sounds that only true High Fidelity equipment can provide. We know that spring budgets are often
on the lean side—that's why May is Economy Package Deal month at Lasky's. These systems are carefully matched to offer
the best possible quality with the greatest economy and we guarantee they will provide complete satisfaction at a price you can
afford. All units are fully guaranteed and your lasting pleasure is assured by our comprehensive after sales service.

pa cha I

TRIO TK-ISOT Stereo Amplifier Output 2x13.5 watts RMS ( 35 watts
music power). Inputs for magnetic phi (2 mV)., tape and aux. Controls
include bass, treble, loudness and tape monitor. Stereo headphone jack.
Metal cabinet with wood grain enamel finish. Size 10-1 x4if x91 in. Price
E36.0.0.

PHILIPS GH-925 Stereo amplifier. Output 2x4 watts RMS ( 12 watts
music power). Inputs for crystal pu, tuner and tape recorder. Bass.
treble and balance controls. Teak finish cabinet size 12# x13} x 34 in.
Price E26.0.8.
2 PHILIPS GL-559 bookhself speaker systems. Frequency response 9020.000 Hz. Teak finish cabinet size 10}x 74 X 7+ in. Price per pair
E22.8.9.

2 SE- I602 Slimline two-way 5speaker systems. Each system uses four 6in.
bass/mid range woofer units and 24 in. H.F. tweeter in specially designed
ultra slim housing only 4 in. in depth. Frequency response 40-18,000 Hz.
Overall size 214 X In x 4 in. Oiled walnut finish. Price per pair 06.0.0.

GARRARD 2025TC Autochanger. 4 speed. Features automatic record
size selection. low mass arm, cue and pause facilities. Black and silver
finish. Price f12.10.1.
ARENA Mk
Price E6.16.6.

1 Plinth

and

cover—teak

finish—size

GARRARD SI55 Autochanger. 4 speed with Synchro-Lab motor. Cue
and pause controls. automatic record size selection, stylus force adjustment
Polychromatic Dark Green and Black finish. Price ( 13.17.9.
GARRARD Plinth and cover—teak finish—size 14x 12}x3{.1n. Price
f6.I 1.11.
AUDIO DEVELOPMENT AD-86K Moving Magnet stereo cartridge.
High compliance diamond stylus. Frequency response 20-20,000 Hz. Output 5 rnV. Tracking weight 3grins. Price E6.2.6.

16.1x 124 x 61 in.

GOLDRING E.R.2SB/A Stereo/mono ceramic turn- under
Diamond LP stylus. Tracking weight 3-5 grms. Price E3.8.I.

cartridge

Total recommended list price £71.4.1

Total recommended list price £98.12.2

Packwie Price £88.0.0.

U.K. Carriage

U.K Carnage 23 -

THESE UNIQUE PACKAGE DEALS ARE AVAILABLE BY MAIL ORDER OR FROM ANY OF OUR BRANCHES
33 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I. Tel.: 01-636 2605
High Fidelity Audio Centres:
Tel.: 01-723 9789
207 Edgware Road, London, W.2.
Tel.: 01-723 3271
118 Edgware Road, London W.2.
152/3 Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.
Tel.: 01-353 2833
42-45 Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.I . Tel.: 01-580 2573
MAIL ORDERS & CORRESPONDENCE to: 3-15 Cavell St.., Tower Hamlets, London, E.I
Tel: 01-790 4821

31Eaaslw.3rm
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... and QUAD is producing more equipment than
ever before because QUAD gives a quality of reproduction closely approaching that of the live concert
hall.Performance and engineering is, of course, to the
highest possible standard, as it has been since the
beginning of the high fidelity era.

QUAD sales and service centres,
with specialist dealers, operate in over
50 countries throughout the world.

QUAD

FOR THE

ANGOLA
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA
BAHRAIN
BELGIUM
BRAZIL
CANADA
CANARY ISLANDS
CEYLON
CHILE
COLOMBIA
CYPRUS
DENMARK
EIRE
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY

uLHLIAH
GREECE
HAITI
HAWAII
HONG KONG
ICELAND
ISRAEL
ITALY
JAMAICA
JAPAN
KENYA
LEBANON
MALAYSIA
MAURITIUS
THE NETHERLANDS
NETHERLANDS
ANTILLES
NEW ZEALAND

.0R\NAY
PERU
PHILIPPINES
PORTUGAL
PUERTO RICO
RHODESIA
SINGAPORE
SOUTH AFRICA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND
THAILAND
TRINIDAD
UGANDA
UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES
ZAMBIA

CLOSEST APPROACH TO THE ORIGINAL SOUND- the world over
Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd. Huntingdon Tel: Huntingdon ( 0480) 2561.2

Hi- Fi News

Specialised words and abbreviations
used in HiFi News are all defined in our
Audio Talk booklet. Over 1000 terms are
explained In this handy publication, and
we urge all hi-fi beginners to obtain a
copy straight away. Audio Talk costs
2s. 6d. (inclusive) from Link House.

IN ANY HOBBY one can find controversies about
fairly basic techniques. Sometimes, debates
between equally qualified and sincere experts
flicker on and off for years, while commercial
practice plods along without significant change.
In audio, the hardy perennial is tape-versusdisc, with most experts agreeing that tape is
theoretically the better medium—cost and
inconvenience apart—but with adeep division
of opinion when it comes to practical commercial sound sources.
Tape has been heralded as a hi-fi saviour at
several crucial points in the last twenty years,
but the disc record has met the various challenges, first by adopting microgrooves, then
by going stereo, currently by stealthy introduction of ' replay stylus compensation', and next,
no doubt, by application of an overall noise
reduction system to master the snap/crackle/
pop problem. During the same period, tape
first entered the market place, then seemed to
offer great promise for stereophony, returned
again with pre-recorded music on open spools
for a tape-conscious society, currently offers
an expanding catalogue via easy-to-handle
cassettes, and may soon offer 4-channel stereo.
Why come back to this hackneyed topic?
What has changed since our rather severely
anti-tape Editorial last September? One event
in particular makes us pause for further
thought: the introduction, on low-noise tape,
of commercial 1.-track- 3t i/s stereo recordings
which far outstrip their predecessors in terms
of signal-to-noise ratio, and at a price very
little above that of the equivalent discs. These
tapes received a passing reference last month
(see Into the HiFi Future, page 469, April
issue), but we have done some more comparative listening and are bound to say that EMI
have set astartlingly high standard at aspeed
and track width previously regarded as quite
unacceptable by any self-respecting high
fidelity enthusiast.
For commercial prerecorded tapes, the virtual absence of hiss is
astonishing: they are quite as good in this
respect as the few best ftrack-74 i/s stereo
recordings we have collected over the years as
outstanding examples of tape sound.
The frequency range is not so extended on
these new tapes as on their disc equivalents,
and an initial impression of greater transparency or vividness is found to be due, not

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

CORRESPONDENCE AND ARTICLES

Annual subscription rates to
HiFi News and its associated
Journal Tape Recorder are 47s. and
36s. respectively, at home or
overseas ( U.S.A. $5.60 and
$4.30), from Link House Publications Ltd.,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA
HiFi News is published on the 28th
of the preceding month unless that
date falls on a Sunday, when it
appears on the Saturday.

Letters on all topics should be sent to the address given on this page, those for publication In our
correspondence section being addressed to the Editor, and those carrying technical queries or
asking for advice on Installation matters marked for the attention of ' Crossover', and enclosing, please,
a stamped addressed envelope. ' Crossover' will reply by post, though some delay is often unavoidable.
Queries and answers of general interest may be published in our Readers' Problems feature at a
later date.
This advisory service cannot deal with requests for information about manufacturers' products
when these details are available from the makers, nor can we accept responsibility for the consequences
of any advice given, although every effort is made to ensure accuracy. Letters should be as clear and
concise as possible, with queries on separate subjects written on separate sheets of paper, and on
no account contain matter for the attention of other departments. Very particularly, please do not
send any money unless in response to a specific request from these offices or for purchase of advertised
Link House items such as the Audio Annual, Audio Talk and Audio Diary. We regret that technical

Technical articles of full page length or
over appearing in HiFi News are
Indexed in the British Technology Index.

Articles or suggestions for features on all aspects of high quality sound recording and reproduction
will be received sympathetically. Manuscripts should be typed or clearly handwritten and submitted
with rough drawings where appropriate. We are happy to advise would-be authors on matters of style,
length, etc.
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TAPE & TAPE RECORDERS
AUDIO NEWS
STEREO NEWS: RECORD NEWS

EDITOR
JOHN CRABBE
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FRANK JONES

TECHNICAL ADVISORS
STANLEY KELLY,
JAMES MOIR, RALPH WEST
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Editorial and Advertising Offices:
LINK HOUSE,
DINGWALL AVENUE,
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Telephone: 01-686 2599
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' Link House Publications Ltd., 1969
All rights reserved

COVER PICTURE
Would you lulu) some electronic Bach with
a dash of orchestral Rimsky-Korsakov,
or perhaps afew Viennese overtures to
contrast with a Shostakovich symphony?
Or maybe your taste encompasses
Schubert and Haydn, with a little
Stravinsky as an apératif. Alternatively,
Richard Strauss may paint you a sonic
picture; or Dvorak will transport you to
musical Bohemia; or Coleridge-Taylor
will tell the tale of Hiawatha. Our small
selection of record sleeves—thrown on
a table at random in front of the camera
—underlines the vastness of the world's
recorded repertoire available in good
stereo, and we hope makes an attractive
picture to delight the eye.

TECHNICAL TERMS
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queries cannot be answered by telephone.
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to the absence of pickup tracking and tracing
problems, but to some recorded treble boost
which helps to make up for the lack of extreme
high frequencies. Some juggling with the replay
amplifier's treble and filter controls confirmed
this impression by giving an almost identical
subjective effect from discs when a modestly
rising treble response was arrested fairly
sharply at about 8kHz. In this respect the
discs are better, as might be expected, though
one unexpected feature was the seemingly
higher level of overall distortion on the tape
during heavy orchestral climaxes. It would
seem that pickup limitations are subjectively
no worse ( using the best cartridges) than
flutter-distortion or tape overload due to the
considerable HF boosts needed at low speeds.
Also, with gain controls set for equal loudness
on quiet passages, there was an impression on
some full orchestral music that peak levels are
more restricted on the tapes. If this is a
genuine restriction it hardly seems necessary
from the viewpoint of S/N ratio, as pianissimo
episodes are still well above tape noise.
Despite these critical points, the deficiencies
of the tapes tested were subtle, and if the disc
equivalents had not been to hand we would
have judged the tapes as good enough, for
instance, to be included in our regular stereo
record reviews. Why not include them, then?
Well, we still have serious doubts about consistency in commercial tape copying, and having
burnt our fingers some years ago by recommending itrack-n i/s tapes which readers
found very variable from sample to sample,
we will wait a while before taking another
plunge at half the speed and half the track
width. Also, the whole business of prerecorded tapes is at present in turmoil because
of commercial successes with the compact
cassette system, which already offers—at its
best—something like midfi, and may in turn
be revolutionised by new tape coatings or more
reliable transport mechanisms.
But don't panic, for disc still offers the
highest fi available in commercially recorded
form. Also, even if and when all the tape
problems have been solved, how many domestic
machines are there which radiate as little
acoustic noise as a good gramophone turntable? We have yet to find one.
Contents List on page 531

Advertiser's Announcement.

The nineteenth in a series of discussions by KEF engineers on aspects
of loudspeaker design.

You and your
loudspeaker
THE MOST NOTICEABLE DIFFERENCE between loudspeakers is the variation
in balance between different parts of the musical range. Some accentuate the bass, others make the high notes fairly sizzle whilst some
again have a very forward sound whereas in contrast others appear
rather distant in their presentation. By selecting speakers one can have
a seat in the front stalls or listen from the back of the upper gallery.
Clearly all these variants cannot be truthful and yet it is unwise to be
dogmatic since many people have firm preferences for certain peculiarities of balance. Even loudspeaker designers have their rooted convictions evinced by acharacteristic ' house sound' which pervades all
the products of certain manufacturers.
Distortions of balance in loudspeakers are generally the result of
quite sharp changes in level resulting from cone breakup or bad
behaviour in the enclosure. These effects cannot be simulated electronically by the tone controls fitted to ordinary domestic amplifiers
nor can they be corrected electronically. If aloudspeaker possesses a
marked irregularity of balance it will have to be tolerated on every
kind of programme, whether it is appropriate or not.
Sound recording engineers also have their preferences and fashions.
Many of today's hit records incorporate considerable degrees of
distortion which have been deliberately introduced to achieve certain
effects. The presence of some other fortuitous modification of balance
in the loudspeaker can conceivably ruin the reproduction by cancelling
the intended ambience. For some purposes such as public address in
noisy locations, aircraft announcing systems etc, tonal balance is
deliberately modified by accentuating certain portions of the audio

range to 'cut through' or overcome the masking effects of ambience
sounds. Such speakers are unacceptable for high fidelity reproduction
and are very tiresome to listen to for long periods. In general terms
highly individual speakers are best avoided since gross peculiarities of
balance are likely to prove unsatisfactory in aproportion of cases. A
speaker having aneutral balance is most likely to provide satisfactory
results over the widest range of programme material and listening
conditions.
Choosing loudspeakers by listening to one or two records is liable to
be misleading because peculiarities of balance may well be acceptable
in some circumstances. A safer approach is to audition awide enough
range of programme material in the hope of unmasking incompatible
characteristics in the reproduction.
The performance of a loudspeaker cannot be divorced from the
effects of the listening room and except for very close listening positions,
the room will modify the balance considerably especially at very low
frequencies and in the upper mid-range from 2to 8kHz. Provision is
made in some loudspeakers to alter the balance by attentuating the
level of the high frequency unit. This expedient is rarely successful
however because the step in the response which is produced by this
method is seldom of the correct shape to achieve the desired correction.
At the same time the use of simple potentiometers can also upset the
fundamental behaviour of ahigh frequency unit by altering the circuit
damping. More sophisticated controls are now required both at the
loudspeaker and amplifier to give better adjustment in correcting
acoustic environment. Active electronic filters will probably become
more popular following further miniaturisation and these will provide
added sophistication.
Summary. Although peculiarities of balance should not be condemned if the overall result is pleasant, nevertheless aneutral balance has
been found to give the greatest listening pleasure with the widest range
of programme material. The modifying influence of local acoustics
may have to be compensated if correct balance is to be restored at
listening points, some distance from the speakers. Such equalisation
may prove to be beyond the capabilities of amplifier tone controls and
simple high frequency attentuators. More sophisticated regulation is
required to deal properly with this problem.
RAYMOND E.COOKE

That vital
first link...

Choose your cartridge
carefully—it's the very vital
first link in your chain of sound reproduction. Even the finest equipment
cannot offset apoor cartridge.

For the connoisseur seeking the ultimate in musical reproduction, lowest distortion and undetectable record wear,

the ADC 10/E Mk Il offers the lowest tip mass ever achieved—combined with an elliptical stylus for high definition tracing.
Price £ 45.8.4d. ( incl. p.t.)
Send for details to
KEF Electronics Ltd
Tovil Maidstone Kent Tel: Maidstone 57258
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THE GREAT MUSICIANS

APAE EXHIBITION

magazines designed to be collected and combined to form
worthwhile works of reference—have become
increasingly popular in Britain in recent years,
and a new series called The Great Musicians is
perhaps the most ambitious series so far, for
though it is designed to be sold through newsagents, each copy contains a 10 in. long-playing
record to accompany the text and provide the
purchaser with the basis of arecord library as
well as asubstantial set of notes and essays on
the music and musicians represented.
An impressive editorial team has been
assembled to write the text matter of The
Great Musicians, and such familiar names as
H. C. Robbins Landon, Joan Chissel, John
Warrack, Noel Goodwin, Charles Cudworth
and Alec Robertson help to deal with the life
and the music of composers ranging from
Berlioz to Wagner with substantial treatment
being afforded to Bach (8 issues), Beethoven
(12 issues), Brahms (6 issues), Mozart ( 10
issues), and Tchaikovsky ( 5issues). There are,
in all, 84 weekly parts to the complete series,
each with an accompanying gramophone
record, most of the issues being in stereo.
Individual copies can be purchased if required,
and the price for record and magazine is
13s. Il d. from newsagents or post free from
the publishers.
Included with each issue of the magazine/
record, Baton is a newsletter designed to
add information and news to the prepared
textual matter. Competitions, details of current events and concert programmes and
schemes for discount purchase of medium
priced hi-fi equipment will be included in this
section which is supplied free with each issue.
The first two issues of The Great Musicians
included works by Beethoven and Mozart,
both recorded in stereo and both very acceptable and as good in some respects as top price
recordings. It is of course impossible for us
to comment on the quality of future issues,
but at 13s. lid, the records available so far
represent excellent value, and readers who do
not feel inclined to order the complete issue
may well feel that individual discs are worth
obtaining. Accordingly, we hope to include
a brief review of the discs issued each month
in our Record Review pages, commenting
briefly on perfotmance and recorded quality—
omitting only mono issues (few in number)
except where these are of solo performances.
The Great Musicians is published by Fabbri
& Partners Ltd., 39/40 St. James's Place,
London S.W.1.

at the King's Head Hotel,
Harrow-on-the- Hill, this year's APAE exhibition also commemorated the 21st year of the
Association with a small display including
some tried and tested veterans of the hi-fi/PA
world. As usual a number of external events
were arranged, including a lecture on Flameproof Loudspeakers, with the Cosmocord
Sound-level Meter and APAE test record
(available to members only) being subjects for
demonstration.
Apart from the main exhibits—rather fewer
it seemed than in previous years—we were
entertained by one gentleman who had devised
agadget for detecting police radar traps before
they detect you. What this had to do with
PA equipment was not made clear, but armed
with acopy of the Police Gazette, which confirmed that it was not illegal, this enterprising
fellow eagerly tried to sell us one of these
devices which was buzzing furiously in conjunction with the £ 1000' (?) radar set under
the demonstrator's table. Intrepid experimenters that we are, we boldly declared that
if we needed such a device we would design
and build it ourselves—though we learn since
that many car radios act as awarning device
of this sort. Nevertheless, one can't help
feeling that this sort of thing is not only ' not
cricket', it isn't likely to lessen the slaughter
on our roads either.

PART PUBLICATIONS—SCries of

NEXT MONTH
BRIAN QUILTER will offer further
thoughts on his Elac based speaker
system, including some careful
comparisons with commercial models,
while at the other end of the chain
M. J. Cockrell discusses the choice of
cartridge in the first of a short series
on high fidelity pickups. Geoffrey Jeanes
transports us into a world of audio
fantasy by looking back at possible hi-fl
developments from the year 1999, and
of course all regular series and review
features will appear.
May Tape Recorder, now on sale,
carries articles on metrication in audio,
design of the Rayos A.77 capstan servo
system, and studio acoustics. Also,
the Tandberg 12X recorder is reviewed.

HELD ANNUALLY

AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY

the provisional announcement,
details of which were contained in our February
issue (page 157) a further meeting of the
fledgling Audio Engineering Society was held
at the Northern Polytechnic, Holloway Road,
on Tuesday, March 18th. Those present were
informed that despite the many legal complications involved a limited company was being
formed with an office in London, and that
applications were being invited for membership. The company, to be known as the Audio
Engineering Society Ltd, Great Britain, will be
a non-profit making organization, affiliated to
the American Audio Engineering Society Inc,
and members will receive the AES Journal.
Lecture programmes will be arranged—to be
held in London—and members will be entitled
to the various other benefits available to
members of the American Society.
Two grades of membership are available,
for professional qualified engineers and fer
those amateurs interested in the objectives of
the Society. The enrolment fee is $ 12.50 (payable in sterling) and full details are available
from the Audio Engineering Society Ltd,
10 Museum Street, London W.C.1. Interested
readers are asked not to send any money—
application forms must be completed and
accepted before dues are payable.
FOLLOWING

KELLY ON TONE BURSTS ETC.

by way of introduction, with a
potted history of hi-fi over the past twenty
years or so, Stanley Kelly's lecture to the
fledgling AES, following the meeting reported
above, proved both entertaining and instructive almost before it began. After reported
some of the more spectacular developments in
pickups and gramophone records—including
the precipitous introduction of stereo in this
country and in the United States—Mr. Kelly
BEGINNING,
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news&
views
went on to demonstrate both the equipment
and the records that enthusiasts of yesteryear
enthused about, including one of his own
Cosmocord pickups, which produced not unpleasant results through aTannoy loudspeaker
and Leak amplifier. Also heard were some
early stereo discs, the most notorious of which
was the Decca sampler which included ' that
train' and branded many stereophiles for many
years.
Turning from history, Mr. Kelly proceeded
to demonstrate the versatility of the toneburst test method he has devised, using his
own apparatus ( Mk. It version) in conjunction
with B&K generator, amplifier and oscilloscope. The drive unit tested was shown to be
quite incapable of reproducing the interrupted
tone-burst waveform, often producing more
output during the ' signal-off' periods than
when the signal was on. Apart from this ' distortion', it was also demonstrated that the
waveform produced varied considerably with
comparatively small variations in input frequency or ' on—off' periods, and the lecturer
afterwards observed that this behaviour was
general, and that results on tone-bursts were
seldom repeatable using different units even
when the steady state response was similar.
During the period allotted for questions, Mr.
Kelly said that he had not formulated any
'rules' for interpreting the results of the
experiments, although he was prepared to say
that in his experience a correlation between
tone-burst performance and subjective effect
was apparent. Various units had been tried,
but none were outstandingly good at reproducing tone-bursts, whereas a 20 W valve
amplifier was demonstrated to be capable of
excellent performance on this type of signal.
Although the lecturer presented no firm
conclusions he was able to demonstrate clearly
the inability of loudspeakers to produce
reasonable waveforms when subjected to interrupted tones or tone bursts of adiscrete nature.
It was suggested that this inability was significant from the point of view of aural performance, and it was thought that transient performance was the most likely aspect of this
performance to be affected. It is to be hoped
that loudspeaker manufacturers will thoroughly
investigate this new method of testing loudspeakers, for Mr. Kelly has shown his tone
burst generator to be potentially an indispensable addition to the armoury of designer and
development engineer.
(Continued on page 573)

I Palais d'Orsay seen from across the
River Seine
2 Festival
kiosks

entrarce—note

the

ticket

3 O.R.T.F. live talk session in prowess
In the Salon Doré
4 Philips amplifier graced by the presence of a more ancient instrument
5 A visitor examines the
recorder

Carad

tape

8 Electric guitarist at work in the Klemt
room—a rather noisy dem. this one
7 ' Jupiter' multi- unit loudspeaker system made by Paul- Louis Gastaud, a
keen specialist retailer
8 The Editor ( right) discusses the new
Elipson speaker with one of its
designers
9 Musicians assembling for aconcert in
the
Grand Salon.
Note special
'doubled up' high power mortitoi versions of the Elipson speaker
10 Ray Dolby of Dolby Laboratories
giving a lecture in the Salle Belle chasse
11 Pleasant musical discussion after
trying an organ in the Dereux room.
12 J.C. chatting up the girls ( very helpful
girls) at the Press Table
13 One of the staircase junctions, complete with giant photograph of a
saxophone
14 Pause
French
Hassan
Aldous
mond
(HFN)

for a chat over a very nondrink. Left-to-right: Cyril Rex( London Audio Fair), Donald
( Audio Record Review), RayCooke ( KEF), John Crabbe

TAKE ninety manufacturers or importers of
I audio equipment and musical instruments,
and give them demonstration rooms to display
and play over 400 items; organise a series of
live music concerts, both serious and pop;
arrange an exciting and unusual audio/visual
entertainment; bring the record companies
along to provide some static displays; provide
astudio for an enthusiastic radio broadcasting
authority, and also alarge salon for a succession of live transmissions before an audience;
offer aprogramme of serious lectures on many
aspects of sound recording and reproduction;
provide acontinuous advice service, with interpreters to hand for overseas visitors; obtain
the organisational backing of manufacturers'
associations dealing with reproduction and
recording, electronics and musical instruments,
and of the national radio and television broadcasting body, all under the patronage of the
Minister of State responsible for cultural
affairs; produce a special stereo test/demonstration record to commemorate the occasion;
print an enormous catalogue, in which all
equipment on show is itemised under appropriate group headings, with detailed technical
specifications; and make the whole event last
six days, opening the proceedings with a bang
by means of akey event in the nation's musical
year; do all these things, and you have produced
the eleventh Festival International du Son, an
audio fair in the French manner which took
place from Thursday, March 6th to Tuesday the
1lth at the Palais d'Orsay in Paris.
That opening ' key event' was packing the
entrance hall and Grand Salon as we arrived,
not surprising as it was a gathering and ceremony to announce the Grand Prix International
du Disque (
Académie Charles Cros) for 1969.
Top two were EMI and Decca sets, so even if
Paris can teach us how to present an audio
show, London is still at the hub of recording
affairs. But the Palais d'Orsay was certainly
at the hub of French audio for those six days,
and as so much was going on all the time it
would be impossible to give asystematic roomby-room report. The following notes therefore offer a series of impressions, no doubt
coloured somewhat by the Parisian atmosphere but Ihope picking out the more interesting developments.
The Palais d'Orsay is strictly adisused main
railway station, the western end of which is
employed as arather grand but fusty Edwardian
hotel (nearly everything architectural in France,
except the automatic glass doors at Oily airport,
seems of 1905 vintage). It is situated just along
the road from the Chamber of Deputies,
opposite the Tuileries across the River Seine.
The place has particularly nostalgic associations for me, as my wife and Iattempted to
gain entrance to the station part some years
ago when looking for somewhere to rest with
our tandem whilst waiting for a fruit lorry to
give us a lift to Provence. Being good Youth
Hostelling types, we ended up in the small
hours on the river bank just beneath what is
now the hotel entrance; it was hard but healthy.
Next year, alas, will see the dear old establishment pulled down, and Monsieur Marc Boissinot, the Festival's Commissaire Général, has
on his plate the problem of where to go. In
London, his equivalent Cyril Rex-Hassan is
moving to Olympia this October, but as yet the
French are uncertain about 1970. The Hilton
hotel at Orly (God or de Gaulle forbid!) and
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the Porte de Versailles (the Olympia of Paris)
have been mentioned, but we shall have to
wait and see. The Paris components show,
incidentally, followed three weeks after the
sonic event and was also organised by M. Boissinot.
The Palais d'Orsay seems larger than the
Russell in London, and with all exhibitors
confined to their individual rooms around the
corridors on five floors, several large salons on
the first floor are available for the general
events listed in my opening paragraph. Corridor
walls and other surfaces had been extensively
treated as part of an overall smartening-up
operation, with pictures of eminent composers
displayed at intervals and massive close-up
photographs of musical instruments placed on
the many stairway landings. Entrance was by
ticket (4 francs = 6s. 8d.) obtainable from
small kiosks just outside the hotel, with the
almost formidably lush catalogue selling at
3 francs (5s.) or catalogue and disc record
together for 25 francs (42s.). The disc, processed by the Charlin recording company,
carries several test bands for adjustment of
pickup tracking, etc, followed by a series of
musical items chosen to illustrate various
aspects of recorded quality. Unfortunately it is
a somewhat mediocre production by British
standards—but the idea is sound.
Eleven British firms were dotted around the
hotel (Celestion, Connoisseur, Ferguson, Garrard, Goodmans, KEF, Leak, Quad, Radford,
Truvox and Wharfedale), with a similar
number of familiar names each from Germany,
Japan and the U.S.A. A half dozen manufacturers from Scandinavia, three each from
Switzerland, Belgium and Italy, one from
Austria and one from Holland (Philips, of
course), completed the large international
contingent. Only 25% of the ninety exhibitors
were French, compared wih 60% British at the
last London show; but while this may indicate
the relative weakness of France's audio
industry, it certainly underlines the truly international nature of the Festival. It seems that
costs are high for exhibitors in Paris, while the
size of market reached may not be attractive.
However, this depends very much on the
individual product, and—as always with overseas sales—on the efficiency and enthusiasm
of the local agent. One visiting but nonexhibiting manufacturer remarked that, compared with London, the Festival costs four
times as much in order to reach only aquarter
of the market; but KEF, 75% of whose products are exported, apparently sell more loudspeakers in France than in the U.K. and regard
the Paris show as quite the most important
event in the international audio calendar.
A quick initial whip round at opening time
on the first (trade) day revealed the usual lastminute chaos of preparation so characteristic
of France. (Iwas once in the Rodin Museum
in Paris just before lunch, and red carpets
were being laid and woodwork painted ready
for an important ceremonial visit that afternoon.) In fact, the Festival was sandwiched
between a shopkeepers' strike on March 5th
and an electricity strike on its last day, though
the latter was overcome by disconnecting some
equipment to reduce the load, there being no
actual power failure. The show was already
creaking into life by mid-afternoon on the
Thursday, and British exhibitors in particular
were actually producing some tasteful music.

ALL SILICON STEREO AMPLIFIER

A 25+ 25 watt Integrated Stereo Amplifier, employing Silicon
Transistors throughout. Remarkable technical performance
figures have been achieved, figures so good that the amplifier is
audibly better than any comparable amplifier currently available.
Ally this exceptional technical performance with superb new
sty ling, meticulous construction and wiring, high quality materials
and acomprehensive overall specification and you have an amplifier to satisfy the most discriminating enthusiast.

FET FM TUNER ( SERIES 11)

A high performance, fully transistorised, FM Tuner, featuring
an FET Front End and an Integrated Circuit IF strip. Particularly suitable for use in fringe areas. The specification includes
switched A.F.C. and Inter-station Noise Suppression. A built-in
high performance Stereo Decoder features automatic electronic
switching. Tuner styled to match the RAVENSBOURNE
Amplifier.
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ROGERS

COMPACT SPEAKER SYSTEM
Developed primarily for use ‘Nith the RAVENSBOURNE
Amplifier although suitable for virtually any high quality amplifier. Infinite baffle loading is employed with an 8" 15,000 gauss
main drive unit, high performance tweeter unit ( Rola Celestion
HF1300) and precision 2,500 Hz crossover. Styling is simple and
unobtrusive with a family likeness to the RAVENSBOURNE
Amplifier. Finish, selected teak veneers and black Vynair fret
material. Overall dimensions: 22" high, 114" wide, 91" deep.
Recommended U.K. Retail Prices:
Stereo Amplifier:

Case: £64.0.0d.

Chassis: £59.10.0d.

FET FM Tuner:

Case: £ 53.10.0d.

Chassis: £49.10.0d.

P.T.: £ 13.7.9.

P.T.: £ 12.7.9d.

'Compact' Speaker System: £ 25.0.0d.
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Rogers Developments (Electronics) Limited,
4-14, Barmeston Road, Catford, London, S.E.6.
Telephone: 01-698 7424/4340
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Please send me acopy of your new full colour leaflet describing the complete
RAVENSBOURNE Stereo System.
Iam also interested in your new RAVENSBROOK range.
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Peter Walker of Quad was setting his own
volume control, a somewhat heroic gesture in
France, where visitors are inclined to expect
a degree of personal freedom permitting
amplifiers and loudspeakers to be driven to
the verge of explosion or collapse. Good
music was also emanating from the KEF
room, suitably draped for decor, where we
found Managing Director Raymond Cooke
busy on the floor dealing with some lastminute connection problem.
Truvox were showing their current range,
with signals fed into speakers by Celestion,
who were next door but one. Ferguson were
sandwiched in a tiny room between the two
and never on any of the many occasions when
we looked in was there a single person to be
seen or sound to be heard. This was far from
the situation in the next room, where Celestion
opted for a French approach by employing an
electric guitarist to show how much sound can
be had from the Ditton speakers. Connoisseur
had a modest static display, with emphasis on
the kit versions of their turntables, while
Garrard had their very extensive range fully
available for inspection and demonstration.
Some extremely musical and well balanced
sounds were to be heard from Goodmans, who
were handing out their excellent new blackcovered Goodmans High Fidelity '69 catalogue/
booklet (but no French version, although the
Germans and Americans had the most elaborate
brochures in French). The Rank twins were
well contrasted, with some fine sounds from
Wharfedale but rather indifferent quality from
Leak. It was difficult to judge the superb
potential of Radford speakers, as they were
being fed with rather noisy percussion and
semi-pop stuff for most of the time. A pity,
this, but they were conforming to French practice, which still places a rather immature
emphasis on the superficially impressive. A
British firm not officially exhibiting but very
well represented was SME, whose pickup arms
seemed to be in use all over the hotel. British
audio goods are rather pricey in France: the
KEF Concerto speaker (£53 10s.) costs £ 118,
while the Quad 303/33 amplifier (£98) rockets
up to £300. But this is against a background
of generally higher prices, about 50% up for
similar equipment.
All the better-known Continental, Japanese
and American exhibitors were showing and
sounding their standard wares, and some had
really gone to town with display and presentation (Grundig for instance, had avery extensive
entry). The art of display is of course very
much aFrench speciality, and one could sense
the strong influence of local agents in adding
avisual flavour that would never have occurred
to non- French manufacturers. In France, even
humble butchers, bakers and confectioners
put our shopkeepers to shame with their consummate mastery of eye-appeal—in Paris, an
Englishman (this one, certainly) is contantly
brought to a halt by displays of pastries,
clothes, even a collection of shellfish and
vegetables on a market stall. But my enthusiasms deflect me; it must be admitted that a
flair for things visual sometimes overshoots
itself when applied to technical products, and
one comes across the very moderne' effects
so ably ridiculed by Jacques Tati in Mon Oncle
and Playtime. The firm Era, for instance,
produces aperfectly respectable range of equipment, including an elegant and plainly styled

Symbolic dice for gamblers (left) or a record
player with detachable speakers when opened up
(above). Either way, this is the ' Kontact' player by
Distrimex

turntable/pickup unit; but this is paralleled by
amost curiously shaped player with turned-up
edges, finished in aglaring scarlet. Their sister
firm Hi- Tone had atuner-amplifier in aversion
specially styled for the French market; the
original design featured atypical Anglo-Saxon
frontage, but this was regarded as unsaleable—
hence the face-lift. As their man said, ' In
France, styling is more important than performance'.
An important product at the show was the
new A.4050 loudspeaker by Elips-on. This is a
monitoring quality model to supersede the
famous egg-shaped speakers used by O.R.T.F.
(the French radio authority), and employs an
unusual column loading system for the bass
unit. A hole in the front (see photo) does not
accommodate aforward facing drive unit, but
is part of an acoustical system which loads
both sides of the bass diaphragm with adouble
cavity. LF crossover is at 100 Hz to a midrange unit mounted in a sphere to avoid unwanted diffraction effects, with afurther crossover around 4kHz to a tweeter at the top.
The latter unit is by Audax, but British audio
also gets a boost as the mid-range and bass
units are specially made by Goodmans. There
is still a tendency to regard British speakers
with some awe: Arena, for instance, made a
point of displaying their biggest model with
its front panel removed to show its many KEF
drive units.
The Belgian firm of Servo-Sound had an
'aperiodic' reproducing system, resurrecting
the idea of infinite speaker damping by means
of a negative source impedance at the amplifier output. The speaker is connected in a
bridge circuit which is adjusted to ` cancel' the
resistive component in the speaker impedance,
thus giving total electromagnetic damping.
The system no doubt works, but the small
speakers used for demonstration sounded just
as coloured as any other small speakers, so
we must await further evidence. Also from
Belgium were Carat!, with studio control equipment and a very impressive semi-professional

tape recorder with the facility for moving the
spool hub operating centres out to accommodate 104 in. reels (sorry, 27 cm).
Cabasse pointed a finger to the future with
a range of speakers incorporating their own
built-in transistor power amplifiers; in this
respect the French are ahead of us, as Iam
sure that one future path for the best hi-fi
speakers lies in this direction.t Schneider had
some attractive complete stereo systems, one
of which was said to have an unusual tone
control for the mid-frequencies, but we
couldn't locate this particular feature. One
very classy exhibitor was Paul-Louis Gastaud,
a Paris retailer offering the most elaborate
installation services and a vast range of audio
goods and speakers of his own concoction.
While we were in this room, music was accompanied by slides of individually tailored customers' hi-fi set-ups.
Ortofon were showing only established items,
though I was given a private preview of an
entirely new magnetic pickup cartridge earmarked for world release in June. This has a
detachable stylus/cantilever assembly in the
manner of moving- magnet devices, but is said
to use a new (patented) magnetic transducer
system. Various stylus tip shapes and sizes
will be available, but the cartridge body will
be standard to accommodate them all. Total
cartridge mass is only 4gm, so Ortofon are
working on anew lightweight arm to reap the
full advantages of low inertia.
What of overall impressions from the many
demonstrations?
In general, the strictly
musical standard was low, and it was notable
that the surest way to hear some classical music
at asensible loudness and tonal balance was to
visit one of the British rooms. There were of
course exceptions, such as Hero (
a German
firm, though) who were pi aying some gentle
baroque music when we looked in. The audience looked serious and attentive, apparently
unperturbed by the most appalling wow!
Apart from loudness, which varied but was
often not particularly excessive, the main
problems for me arose from choice of music,
with much ' impressive' percussion and frequent
doses of pseudo-oriental stuff with plenty of
gongs. This is to some extent legitimate, as
French music has absorbed more Eastern
influences than Western music as a whole
(Messiaen's vast assemblages of gongs and
bells come to mind), though it does sometirnes

*See Monitoring Loudspeakers by Raymond Cooke
in ' Audio Annual 69', price is. 6d.

tsee Into the Hi-Fi Future by John Crabbe, HI-FI
News, April 1969.
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Akai can think of 24 reasons
why you should go for the new
M.9. stereo tape recorder
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4-track stereo/monaural recording and playback.
3 speeds ( II, 31 and 71 ips) plus 15 ips with 15 ips
adaptor kit.
3 heads . . . CROSS- FIELD HEAD SYSTEM ( erase,
recording playback and bias heads).
Hysteresis synchronous 2-speed motor.
High capacity 40 W MUSIC POWER
silicon transistor amplifier.
Shield Type head for high S/N ratio.
Wide CROSS- FIELD frequency response.
Sound on Sound.
Automatic shut-off, Automatic stop.
Automatic pinch
lever release.

wheel

release,

Automatic

Two- lever system for sure operation and
construction.
Track selector knob for single selection
stereo and monaural.

robust
between

Instant stop control with start button.
Tape cleaner with release button.
Recording mode switch.
Tone controls.
Bass switch.
Equalizer for each tape speed.
Tape shifter in fast forward/rewind operation.
DIN jack, Stereo headphone jacks.
Four-digit
meters.

index counter with

reset button, VU

Finely oil-finished wooden cabinet.
Vertical and horizontal operation.
Universal voltage selector (from
50/60 cps).

100 V to 240 V;

but you will probably choose it simply because it's the best

AK AI
PULLIN

PHOTOGRAPHIC

(A Company within the Rank Organisation)

To:

PULLIN PHOTOGRAPHIC DEPT.
11 Aintree Road, Perivale, Middx.

Please send me details of the
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make one wonder about string tone and the
delicacies of woodwind timbre. But if electric
bass guitars in dem rooms, together in some
cases with equipment of mere PA quality, was
sometimes off-putting, it was apleasure to find
many visitors interested in running their fingers
over keyboards in the musical instrument
corridor; and it certainly didn't give me
apoplexy to find one room devoted to agaudy
display of moving coloured lights, controlled
by the rhythm and tonal make-up of music.
Very French this, and just the sort of thing to
invoke Jacques Tati's ridicule, but harmless
enough despite an outraged Cyril Rex-Hassan
(London Audio Fair boss) who sent me up to
see just how dreadful this rival show can be—
rm still not sure whether he was serious. A
final touch of calm was found in the room
taken by Laboratorie National d'Essais (
a sort
of French N.P.L.?), who preferred to give
properly organised demonstrations at set times
and who were offering ataped lecture on sound
reproduction when we looked in. Tape,
incidentally, seemed to be used rather more as
a sound source than is normal in London—
perhaps because it is less prone to acoustic
feedback problems at high volume levels (!).
The ` exciting and unusual audio/visual
entertainment' to which Ireferred earlier took
place in the Salle I3ellechasse, second largest of
the main salons, and was called Diaporama.
This may not be new to all readers, but it was
certainly new to me. To the accompaniment
of a recorded commentary, with music and
sound-effects in stereo, groups of three colour
slides are displayed in succession side- by-side
on a broad screen. The slides change, sometimes one only, sometimes two, or maybe all
three, and the effect is dynamic and interesting
in a continuous manner never achieved with
conventional slide shows. Two complete series
were run alternately in continuous succession in
the afternoons and evenings, one dealing with
Corsica and the other with India. We saw the
latter—India, Dream or Reality ?—and the
brilliance and beauty of photography, intense
juxtaposition of images, range of subject
matter and the sheer compelling humanity of
the thing quite bowled me over. Perhaps some
measure of its success was the spontaneous
applause at the end, even though it was

Berlioz, a large proportion of the Saturday
FranceMusique programme was devoted to
him; and there were other Berlioz events
taking place in Paris around the centenary
weekend, so perhaps poor old Hector could
now feel more at ease in his homeland than I
had implied. As the talks given in the Salon
Doré were ' on the air' there was a natural
hush in the room, and it was interesting to note
that broadcast recorded music played in the
salon on a pair of Efipson monitor speakers
was offered at amodest loudness and without
any gimmicks. People thus found themselves
listening to serious music rather than just
Loudspeakers by Cabasse. Above, the ' ZEF' in
hearing it as part of a technical exercise—
assembled and dissembled form. Left, the
another counter to the sonic pandemonium so
'Brigantin 3VT', one of a series of models with
easily let loose by the commercial boys elsebuilt-in power amplifiers
where in the Palais d'Orsay.
Summing up, Iwould say that the Festival
International du Son is a far more interesting
and imaginative event than London's Audio
Fair has ever been. Musically, it is agood deal
less refined in terms of demonstration stanoperated by amere technician—and there was
dards and the programme sources employed,
always aqueue outside, including children, who
and the ' closed dem' designed to cover awide
must find the French show a good deal more
range of musical material is conspicuous by
stimulating than its British counterpart.
its absence. On the other hand, visitors are
Incidentally, readers wishing to introduce their
children to the French language should take a more free to operate controls according to
their own taste, and there is so much going on
look at the excellent course called Bonjour, me
apart from manufacturers' dems that it really
voici, employing disc records and a well
is a Festival and not just acommercial exhibiillustrated book and designed for 6 to 10
tion. Serious enthusiasts come for the lectures
year-olds.*
or to follow the broadcast talks, families come
Twelve serious lectures on musical acoustics,
to see and choose the latest equipment, a
hearing, reproduction, etc, were given in the
younger generation patronises the pop and
same salon at other times, one English language
jazz concerts—going on until well after midnight
contribution coming from Dr. Dolby of Dolby
on the Saturday, and they all pay asubstantial
Laboratories—adescription of basic principles
entrance fee. Mr. Rex-Hassan, master of the
employed in his noise reducing system. This
London International Audio Festival and Fair,
aspect of the show imparts an academic tone
was in Paris to see how things are done at the
to the event and draws in a more serious type
Palais d'Orsay— Ihope very much that he is
of visitor, at the same time helping to counternow looking beyond this year's event at
act an otherwise heavily commercial bias and
Olympia towards something that is more truly
balancing the ' pop' element.
Another non-commercial attraction was a International, more obviously a Festival and
a Fair, something that has at least been influseries of live musical recitals, special audio
enced by an audio event produced ' in the
demonstrations, pop and jazz concerts, etc,
French manner'.
held mostly in the Grand Salon, and providing
a range of material likely to appeal to most
visitors at one time or another. Mozart from
a small ensemble of string players, sonatas by
Schubert or Shostakovich, hot jazz from a
small group, a guitar recital, pop from a sizeable band—take your pick if you wish at the
Festival du Son, without ever visiting a single
manufacturer's dem room. Also, if you are
an aspiring young composer there is a special
prize of 10,000 francs (£850) for the best
musical composition in the genre of your
choice.
The O.R.T.F. played a large part in these
musical activities, some of which were broadcast, and throughout the Festival the FranceMusique programme ran aworking monitoring
room behind glass fer general observation, at
the same time using the Salon Doré (third
largest of the general salons) for public presentation of its continuous transmissions of
recorded music and talks on musical subjects.
Contradicting my rather snide comments in a
recent issuet about the French attitude to
•Details from European Schoolbooks Limited,
Children's Language Courses, 100 Great Russell
Street, London, W.C.1.
tHector Berlioz—Sonic Perfectionist
Crabbe, Hi FI News, March 1969.
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'Cactus' hi-fl equipment stand by Distrimex.
This looks surprisingly effective in use, and has
side racks for temporary disc and tape storage

E

Milt ORDER SPECIMISTS
SALES AND SERVICE

e GUARANTEED

PICK-UPS & CARTRIDGES
A.D.C. 220 Stereo Cartridge
A.D.C. 660 Stereo Cartridge
Auriol Pick-up Control
B. & O. SPI Stereo Cartridge
B. & O. SP6 Stereo Cartridge ..
Connoisseur SCU-1 Stereo Cartridge
Connoisseur SAU-2 P.U. arm ..
Decca Mk. 4 C4E or H4E Stereo Cart.
Decca Super 4SC4E or SH4E St. Cart.
Decca Deram Transcription cartridge
Decca Deram ARI pick-up complete
Decca International Pick-up arm ..
G
d SPG3 Stylus Pressure Gauge
Goldring 800 or 800H Stereo Cart...
Goldring 800E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Goldring 800 Super E Stereo Cart. ..
Goldring CS90 Stereo Cartridge ..
Goldring G65 P.U. arm
Goldring GL75 P.U. arm ..
Goldring CS9IE Elliptical Stereo Cart.
Ortofon SL 15E Stereo Cartridge ..
Ortofon SI
5TE Pick-up Cartridge ..
Ortofon SPU-T/E Stereo Cartridge ..
Pickering V I
5/AME2 Stereo Cartridge
S.M.E.3009/II Arm with shell ..
S.M.E.30 I
2/11 Arm with shell ..
Shure M55- E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure M44-5 Stereo Cartridge ..
Shure M44- E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure VI5/11 Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure M75E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure M75-6 Stereo Cartridge ..
Shure M44-7 Stereo Cartridge
Shure M32E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Transcriptors Fluid Pick-up arm ..
Transcriptors Stylus Scales
Watts Manual Parastat
Watts HiFi Parastat Mk IV
Watts Dust Bug

9
16
3
6
8

4 10
6 6
16 4
3 9
5 6
5 16 9
13 11 10
22 10 o
32 o o
5 5 o
12 15 o
26 10 o
1 3 2
13 O 0
18 17
1
26 O 1
54 o
7 16
12 10 10
7 16
29 12 I1
33 17 7
25 0 4
19 5 9
31
6 3
33 7 3
20 15
14 9
17 8 4
40 15 3
25 18 10
17 8 4
12 19
12 19 5
19 2 8
2 15 8
2 5 o
2 3 9
I 3 2

9
8
0
8
7
I

$60.39
$64.35

HI-FI

HI-FI INSTALLATIONS

o CASH

EASY TERMS SEND MINIMUM + DEPOSIT
TUNERS
Armstrong M5 MPX Stereo Decoder
Armstrong 114 MPX Stereo Decoder
Armstrong 523 AM/FM Tuner
Armstrong 524 Transistor FM Tuner
Goodmans Stereo AM/FM MPX Tuner
Leak Troughline 3 FM Tuner Chassis
Leak Troughline 3 FM Tuner Case ..
Leak Troughline Stereo FM Tnr Chassis
Leak Troughline Stereo FM Tnr. Case
Quad FM Multiplex Tuner ..
Quad Multiplex Stereo Decoder ..
Rogers Switched FM chassis Mk. Ill ..
Rogers Switched FM Mk. Ill in case ..
Rogers Ravensbourne FM Chassis ..
Rogers Ravensbourne FM Case ..
Rogers Ravensbourne FM/MPX Chassis
Rogers Ravensbourne FM/MPX Case
Rogers Multiplex Stereo Decoder ( U/P)
Rogers Multiplex Stereo Decoder ( S/P)

14
9
52
40
82
36
44
51
59
51
16
21
24
43
48
61
66
15
17

10
10
9
4
10
8
12
10
13
0
0
0
7
15
15
17
17
0
0

O $ 34.80
O $22.80
O $ 100.68
6 $72.22
4 $ 156.48
10 $ 65.20
2 $ 85.20
5 $94.50
10 $ 114.00
0 $96.00
0 $ 38.40
I $ 37.25
7 $46.80
2 $84.00
2 $93.60
9 $ 118.80
9 $ 128.40
0 $ 36.00
0 $ 40.80

Armstrong 521 Stereo Transistor Amp.
Dulci 207 Stereo Amplifier .. ..
Dulci 207M Stereo Amplifier ..
Ferrograph F307 Stereo Amplifier ..
Goodmans Maxamp Trans Stereo Amp.
Leak " Stereo 30" Trans. Amp. Chassis
Leak " Stereo 30 plus" Amp. Chassis
Leak " Stereo 30 plus" Amp. in case
Leak " Stereo 70" Trans. Amp. Chassis
Leak " Stereo 70" Trans. Amp, in case
Quad 33 Stereo Control Unit ..
Quad 303 Stereo Power Amplifier ..
Quad 11 Power Amplifier .. ..
Radford SCA30 Trans. Stereo Amp.
Radford SC22P Stereo/Mono Control
Rogers Cadet Mk. Ill Chassis ..
Rogers Cadet Mk. Ill in case .. ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Amp. Chassis ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Amp. in case ..
Rogers Ravensbourne Amp. Chassis
Rogers Ravensbourne Amp. in case ..
Shure Stereo Pickup/Tape/amp ( mains)
Truvox TSA200 Trans. Stereo Amp.

PORTABLE

52
24
27
56
54
52
53
59
63
69
43
55
25
106
50
33
37
42
47
59
64
13
54

0
3
6
0
0
0
0
10
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
15
10
10
10
10
0
10
12

O $ 124 80
O 157.96
O $ 65.62
O $ 134.40
O $ 129.60
O $ 124.80
O $ 127.20
O $ 142.80
O $ 151.20
O $ 166.80
O $ 103.20
O $ 132.00
O $60.00
0 $254.40
O $ 120.00
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

$90.00
$ 102.00
$ 114.00
$ 138.48
$ 153.60
$ 129.00

RADIOS

B & 0 600 LW MW/SW/VHF £ 31
1 3
Hacker Sovereign LW/MW/VHF £45 9 9
Roberts 600 LW/MW/VHF £25 15 o
Roberts 700 LW/MW/VHF ....£ 33 10

$37.08
$6.68
$5.40
$5.25
$2.78

Goldring CS9IE £4 0 6
Decca Deram £ 1 7 6
B & 0 SPI /SP2 £2 18 0
B & 0 SP6/SP7 £ 3 8 9
ConnoissuerSCUI £ 1 18 11
OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE

TUNER AMPLIFIER CHASSIS
Armstrong 127 Stereo Tuner/Amp. .
Armstrong 425 FM Stereo Tuner/Amp.
Armstrong 426 AM/FM Stereo T/Amp.
B. & 0. 900K Mk. II

LONDON'S

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
$7.35
$14.58
$19.50
$11.34
$26.40
$43.59
862.17
$10.08
$24.08
$51.48
$2.78
$25.20
$36.42
$43.20
$9.96
$15.00
$24.30
$15.00
$57.60
$66.00
$48.48

DIAMOND STYLI
Shure N44- E
el I 9
Shure N44-7 .. £7 15
Shure N55- E .. £ 12 12
Sonotone9TAHC LI 12
A.D.C. R660 .. £7 11
Goldring CS90 £ 1 14

SAFE LY

A selection from our extensive stocks

MOTORS
Connoisseur - Craftsman" 3- speed ..
26 3 9 850.40
Deccadec Deluxe with Deram cart...
19 0 0 $ 37.28
Dual 1019 Auto Transcription Unit ..
44 8 5 $87.15
Garrard SL65 Auto ( less cart.)
..
18 8 4 $ 32.40
Garrard SP25 Mk. 11 ( less cart.)
..
15
1 II $ 32.08
Garrard AP75 Transcription Unit
..
23 6 7 $45.96
Garrard 401 Transcription Motor
..
31
4 2 S61 14
G
d SL95 Auto Transcription
..
45 9 1 $ 76.20
Garrard SL75 Auto Transcription ..
35 2 5 $ 64 80
Goldring G99 Transcription Motor ..
24 4 I $ 45.88
Goodmans MT.I000 Turntable Ass'bly 73 5 2 $ 139.86
Lenco GL68 Transcription Unit ..
22 5 2 $ 44.00
Lenco GL75 Transcription Unit ..
36 8 2 $70 26
S.M.E. 2000 Plinth & Cover from ..
31
0 0 $ 60.75
Thorens TD124 Series II Trans. Unit
46 5 10 $88.80
Thorens TD150 Motor .
29 8 1 $55.68
Thorens TDI5013 Motor on plinth
o 3 $ 63.60
Thorens TDI50A Motor/arm ..
35 4 6 $67.68
Thorens TD150AB Motor/arm/plinth
39 6 9 $75.60
Thorens TD224 Auto Trans. Unit ..
89 2 8 $ 170.10
Thorens TDI25 Trans. Turntable ..
69
1 2 $ 132.00
Transcroptors Motor/arm/6 wgts/cover 79 3 10 $ 157.08
PLINTHS AVAILABLE FOR MOST OF ABOVE UNITS

43 13 9 582.25
79 14 9 $ 153.06
88 19 0 $ 170.76
89 7 2 $ 171.96

EXPORT
INFORMATION
Motors, Pick-ups, Tuners, Tape Recorders, Speakers ( 10"
and smaller) are:subject to Purchase Tax in the U.K. About
1/5th ( 3/10 in the £) is deductible on Export orders of
these items. Amplifiers, Large Speaker Systems, etc., are
Tax free in the U.K. and available at U.K. Prices. U.S.
DOLLAR PRICES QUOTED ARE TAX FREE. PAYMENT MAY
BE MADE IN ANY CURRENCY BY CERTIFIED CHECK
OR MONEY ORDER.
Quotes free or send $ 1bill for specified leaflets

All equipment is carefully packed, insured
and shipped promptly at minimum cost
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
PERSONAL EXPORT FACILITIES

VISIT

C.C.GOOdWin(saleslijii
7, THE BROADWAY, WOOD GREEN
LONDON N.22 Tel: 01-888 0077
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GOODS DESPATCHED BY RETURN
Carriage, Packing and Insurance ( U. K.) FREE I!
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CENTRE •
OR H.P. TERMS
SPEAKERS

Bowers & Wilkins P2GH Monitor ..
94
o $226.80
Bowers & Wilkins DM3T Monitor ..
63
o $151.20
Celestion HF I
300 Mk. 2 Tweeter ..
5
6 $14.22
Celestion Studio 12" CX2012
18
$42.00
Celestion Dicton 10 Mk. 11 ..
21
$40.70
Decca Deram Speaker System
17 1 o $42.84
Decca-Kelly DK30 Tweeter ..
12 I o $30.24
Goodmans ARUI72 or 180 ..
3 1 8
$9.32
Goodmans Axiette 8 ..
7
$13.80
Goodmans Twin Axiette 8 ..
8
$15.60
Goodmans Axiom 301
17
$41.96
Goodmans Axiom 10
8
$16.32
Goodmans Trebax 5K/20XL ..
8
$20.06
Goodmans Triaxiom 1220C ..
21 I
$52.20
Goodmans Magnum- K System
40
$96.24
Goodmans Mambo Speaker Sytm ( pair) 44 1
$85.92
Goodmans Marimba Speaker Sytm ( pair) 48
$89.30
Goodmans Maxim Mini System ..
20
$38.92
Goodmans Mezzo 11 Speaker System
30 1
$74.16
Goodmans 10-10 Speaker System ..
16
$31.20
Jordan-Watts Module ( 3or 15 ohms)
11
$26.40
K.E.F. B139 13" • 9#" Speaker ..
Ill
$27.60
K.E.F. " Cresta" Speaker System ..
22
$43.20
K.E.F. " Celeste" Mk. 2Speaker System 29
$69.60
K.E.F. K2 Mk. 2 Baffle
24
$57.60
K.E.F. " Concord" Speaker System ..
43
$104.40
Leak Mini Sandwich Speaker System
29
$71.40
Leak " Sandwich" Mk. II Speaker System 43
$104.40
Lowther PM6 Drive Unit .. ..
20
$49.20
Lowther PM6 Mk. 1Drive Unit ..
23
$56.40
Lowther PM6 in Acousta Enclosure ..
45
$109.20
Lowther PM7 Drive Unit .. ..
31
$74.40
Quad Electrostatic Speaker System ..
66
$158.40
Tannoy Lancaster Enclosure 12' D/C
54
Tannoy Lancaster Enclosure 15' D/C
60
Tannoy Monitor 12" D/C Gold ..
34
Tannoy Monitor 15 D/C Gold
40
Tannoy Ill LZ Monitor D/C Gold ..
31
W.B. Stentorian 10" HF 1012 ..
6
II
$12.30
W.B. Stentorian Tweeter T359
8
$4.30
Wharfedale Unit 3 Speaker Kit ..
10
6 $20.97
Wharfedale 10" Bronze RS/DD
5
0 $10.80
Wharfedale Super 3 Tweeter
6 $12.47
Wharfedale Super 8/RS/DD
o $14.46
Wharfedale Super 10/RS/DD ..
12
$24.11
Wharfedale Golden 10/RS/DD
6 $18.00
Wharfedale WI2 FRS .. ..
11
O $28.20
Wharfedale RS/I2/DD.. ..
12
$28.80
Wharfedale W15/RS
..
18
o $45.00
Wharfedale Super I2/RS/DD ..
17
$42.00
Wharfedale Melton System .. ..
29
0 $70.80
Wharfedale Denton W4OD Sytm. ( pair) 33
0 $64.83
Wharfedale Dovedale III System ..
39
0 $94.80
Wharfedale Super Linton Sytm. ( pair) 42
0 $81.04
Wharfedale Rosedale System
55
0 $132.00
All makes of Cross- over units available.

TAPE RECORDERS & DECKS
B & 0 2000K De Luxe Stereo Recorder
Brenell Mk. V Series 3 Recorder ..
Brenell Mk. V Series 3deck ..
Brenell Hi -Fi Stereo Tape Link ..
Brenell STB2/5/2 Stereo Tape Unit ..
Brenell ST400 Stereo Recorder ..
Ferguson 3232 Stereo Tape Recorder
Ferrograph 713M Mono Recorder ..
Ferrograph 704 Stereo Recorder ..
Ferrograph 724 Stereo Recorder ..
Philips 4404 Stereo Recorder.. ..
Revox 77CS/4/I 104 Stereo Recorder
Revox 77CSVV/4 ( 1124) Stereo Rec.
Tandberg 1521 Mono Recorder
Tandberg 6-4X Stereo Tape Unit
Tandberg 124IX Stereo Recorder ..

158 7 3 $ 304.80
106 16 7 $ 205.98
52 5 3 $ 100.32
62 5 3 $ 121.44
206 5 10 $ 396.00
145 0 0 $278.40
93 5 3 $ 173.90
153 6 3 $291.89
173 8 5 $ 330.81
194 3
$362.00
80 0 O $175.43
177 9 o $352.80
204 15 o $400.80
74 7 o $156.00
147 13 o $300.00
143 7 o $300.00

AUDIO SYSTEMS
Complete range byB&O, WYNDSOR, PHILIPS, VAN DER MOLEN,
BUSH, FERGUSON. L&L. RADON, HACKER etc,

OUR
IHE

SHOWROOMS

E3 ROADWAY
.10 No5
NORTH
LONIT TN 'S
HI - f CENINT

ROAD

FM
DIA_Y
BY AUSTIN UDEN

T conditions over the period March 4th and
HE

enhanced

tropospheric

propagation

the 8th, brought steady signals well into
southern England from the nearer continental
stations and, by astroke of luck, happened to
coincide with some interesting programmes,
especially from France.
According to one listener atop the Surrey
Hills, the measured aerial terminal voltages
from Lille reached close to 200 µV, although
30-50 µV seems to have been more usual at
less elevated places—certainly to the west and
north of London. In extreme south-west
England, the dominant signals originated as
usual from Brest. At 360 metres, ( 1200 ft),
above sea level, this station is even better sited
than Caen (
Mont Pinçon). The transmitting
aerial is also higher at 200 metres above ground
level. From these figures, you can work out the
distance to the horizon using the graph which
appears on page 939 of the August, 1968
number. (Active participation is expected of
all who will insist on reading this column!).
Incidentally, Ishould perhaps point out here
that the maximum effective radiated powers of
the principal O'RTF FM transmissions is,
according to station, 50, 100 or 150 kW and
not 12 kW as commonly stated.

AUDIO NEWS

continued

THE SOUNDS OF MUS I
C
DESIGNED I
O appeal to music lovers and musicians as well as hi-fi enthusiasts, The Sounds of
Music is one of a number of courses held at
Wye College, Ashford, Kent, as part of the
University Extension Summer School programme. No specialised knowledge is assumed, but ' akeen ear will be necessary', and
the course, which is residential, lasts for one
week. Application forms and full details are
available from the Deputy Director ( Extension), Department of Extramural Studies,
University of London, 7 Ridgemount Street,
London W.C.1, and interested readers are
asked to write as soon as possible as all applications must be received during the first part
of May.
BKSTS LECTURE
DR. C. J. DALTON of the BBC gave an interesting lecture to the BKSTS on March 12th,
describing the Corporation's new system of
inserting sound signals into the synchronising
pulses of the television video waveform. By
using sampling and pulse coding techniques,
two complete coded sound amplitude samples
may be transmitted during 3.8 µs of the 4.7 ss
line synchronising pulse period, the overall
audio performance being better than 30 Hz —
14 kHz+ 1dB, with a 70 dB signal-to-noise
ratio and total harmonic distortion less than
0.2%. This is all achieved even if the video
signal suffers as much as 20% amplitude distortion and has its signal-to-noise ratio reduced

But just what was so interesting about those
programmes back early in March? Well, on
the 7th, the Festival International du Son,
(French ' Audio Fair'), got under way (see
report on page 566) and as usual the O'RTF
put on special stereo programmes from the
Palais d'Orsay, broadcasting them ' en direct'
from over 28 of the 41 FranceMusique stations.
How many U.K. firms were present this year I
do not know but, at a distance, listeners here
had the pleasure of being able to share some
of the programmes with them through Boulogne
89.7, Lille 88.7, Rouen 92.0, Caen 95.6, Rennes
89.7 and Brest 89.4 MHz. At the risk of
upsetting the Head of BBC Radio 3, I feel
bound to point out that with abit of enthusiasm
on his part, it would have been possible for
many more listeners here to have enjoyed the
broadcasts on our own little stereo network
using direct FM pickup and a temporary
microwave link. But of course, the days of
improvisation and experimentation ended long
ago on radio. About 1927 wasn't it?
Besides the special programmes put on by
the O'RTF, broadcasting organisations from
other countries also gave stereophonic demonstrations during the Festival. The first of
these was on the Thursday afternoon from
Norddeutscher Rundfunk following an organ
recital by Gaston Litaize. Unfortunately, Idid
not hear the BBC's contribution if, indeed, they
attended.
Even from my limited listening, it seemed
evident that the support of the O'RTF and
other concerns, made an important contribution to this Festival. If this was the feeling of
UK exhibitors present, then Ithink they must
make every effort to ensure the BBC's presence

at Olympia in October. Proper demonstrations
mind, not a fiddling little kiosk labelled
'Engineering Information'.
The France- Culture network, not surprisingly
perhaps, decided to make the first week of
March a ' Berlioz Week'. In all, some thirty
hours of broadcasting was devoted to the music
and history of this and other composers of his
time. One of the programmes during that week
was a concert given in Zurich by the O'RTF
National Orchestra during their Swiss tour and
conducted by Wolfgang Sawallisch. ( 20.40 on
the 5th, through Boulogne 99.9, Lille 98.0,
Rouen 94.0, Caen 91.53, Rennes 98.3 and
Brest 97.8 MHz). Quite a pleasant listening
period then, but perhaps you yearn for some
light music from France in stereo? If so, take
my tip and try the FM network Tuesday—
Thursday evenings at 19.35. Iwill be pleased
to have your views on the programmes at those
times. One other programme to which my
attention has been drawn goes out on FranceMusique in the early hours. It has the ominous
title ' Permanence de la Monophonie'. Ionly
hope that it can be translated in some other
way!
A final note for this month. In the March
number, 1 referred to the Practical Aerial
Handbook by Gordon King reviewed in HiFi
News last year. Unfortunately, copies of this
and other books by Mr. King have not been
available through booksellers since last
autumn, following flooding of Odhams warehouse premises. However, all of them are
eventually to reappear republished by Newnes—
Butterworth.
Meantime therefore, readers
should enquire at their local public refeience
libraries.

to less than 30 dB, the protection resulting
from the type of coding employed, which uses a
10 digit binary code together with high frequency pre-emphasis and compression, being
equivalent to nearer 13 digits in effect.
It was demonstrated using apiano recording
that if the coding were restricted to only 6
digits the ' quantizing noise' was quite unpleasant, sounding something like excessive
modulation noise and dying with each note;
the lecturer pointed out that the system was
perfect with no signal! Other codings were
demonstrated and by the time 11 digits were
in use the results were very satisfactory. To
show the advantage of the system when relayed
over adistance of about 750 miles, it was compared with a normal GPO audio circuit.
Recorded comparisons using piano, male
speech and Latin American music showed that
the pulse coding offered a considerably enhanced HF response, less coloration, and
freedom from interference.
Although the system could be used for
sound-in-vision transmissions to the public,
the cost of including the necessary decoding
circuits in television receivers would be uneconomic, and it is intended to confine its use
to programme links. But in view of the excellent performance even when the transmission
link is unusable for video purposes, the
system holds possibilities for the relay of high
quality multi-channel audio signals.

cribed in the March issue is only obtained when
athyristor is used, and it has been pointed out
to us that the circuit diagram of the power
supply ( page 323) and components list ( page
325) are somewhat ambiguous, suggesting that
the 2N5062 device listed is athyristor. In fact
this device is asilicon transistor, which will give
limiting, but does not incorporate the latching
facility. The other devices named are thyristors.
Constructors who require the latching power
supply should therefore note that the caption
opposite TR3 on the diagrant labelled ' Power
Supply and Protection Device Circuit Diagram'
is intended to read 2N 5062 or SCR etc. The
components list should also distinguish between
the devices.

TWIN TWENTY SAFETY
LATCHING OPERATION of the power supply in the
Mark 11 Twin-Twenty power amplifier des573

LIT ERAT URE RE CEIVED
PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED and attractively presented Messrs Laskys Radio have produced
their latest newspaper catalogue, including
many colour illustrations and a variety of
special offers. It is available free of charge from
any branch or from 3-15 Cavell Street, Tower
Hamlets, London E.1.
ALSO IN newspaper format, Sound News is
published by Sound Incorporated. 114 Broadway, London S.W.19 every month. In addition
to news of the company, the paper contains
short articles on various aspects of audio
equipment and reprints of technical reports
from audio magazines (including HiFi News
and Tape Recorder). It is available from the
publishers free of charge.

Surrey
Sound Equipment Ltd.
Purley

the sound service to
South East England!
Believing that only the best will satisfy you, we have assembled at
Purley, near Croydon, one of the finest selections of true high fidelity
equipment you could wish to hear anywhere.
Of course, you will have your own unhurried personal demonstration.
You will receive expert, unbiased advice. And an after- sales service
second to none, without regard to the value of what you buy.
Surrey Sound is more than apurchase—it is an investment. Remember
you are choosing years of listening pleasure. We won't hurry you.
There are no parking problems at Purley.
Excellent parking facilities immediately
adjacent to our showrooms.

SURREY SOUND EQUIPMENT LIMITED

1
E1 1
111
1

Open 9-6 p.m. Closed all day Monday.
3 & 4 ROYAL OAK CENTRE • PURLEY CR 22BG • SURREY • TEL: 01-668 4800
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maintaining
Hi -FT equipment
PART 10 • OVERLOAD AND
COMPONENT FAILURE
BY GORDON J. KING
FTEN a system reasonably free from
O
•-/ distortion yields badly mutilated sounds

simply because of incorrect conditions of
operation. Before delving too deeply into the
system itself therefore, one should always
ensure that the various items of the chain are
coupled correctly both in terms of impedance
and signal voltage. High-level distortion, for
instance, not uncommonly results from too
much signal being applied from a programme
source to a high-sensitivity input. This does
not necessarily mean that the signal will produce overpowering sound from the loudspeakers
because the volume control will permit
adjustment of the sound intensity in spite of
the reproduction carrying an abnormally high
level of distortion. A symptom of trouble of
this kind is the volume or loudness control of
the main amplifier needing to be advanced by
a few degrees only to secure full orchestral
listening power from the speakers. Normally,
this listening condition should happen only
when the control is turned beyond its midsetting, and if this is not the case then it is
likely that input overload will occurr.
Amplifier inputs have a specific sensitivity
according to the nature of the programme
signals they are designed for. The most
sensitive input is usually that designed to
accept the signals from a magnetic pickup
cartridge, a typical rated voltage being 4mV.
Radio tuner and auxiliary inputs might be
rated at 50-200 mV, which are high-levels
(relatively speaking, and these sensitivity
voltages roughly correspond to the programme
input signals required to obtain full power
output from the amplifier when the volume
control is fully advanced. Amplifier designers
attempt to set the sensitivities of the various
inputs so that the programme signals will
normally be acceptable by the time they reach
the volume control (see fig. 2 of Part 9), and
this avoids the need of changing the volume
control setting drastically each time adifferent
source is selected by the front panel switch.
Hi-fi programme input sources are now
becoming more standardised in terms of
signal voltage (and impedance for that matter)
than was the case several years back although
variations persist. However, based on average
signal values again, a typical magnetic cartridge yields something like 5mV, a radio
tuner usually 100 mV, the high-level output of a
tape recorder 50-100 mV, the tape head direct
3mV and so on. This has made the job of the
amplifier designer easier; but since many
audiophiles retain some—if not all—of their
earlier programme sources when their vintage
amplifier is exchanged for amodern counterpart,
a few designers still prefer to feature preset

signal level controls at the inputs (like Heathkit,
for instance), so that the programme channels
can be balanced virtually at source.
The correct level of input signal is significantly
more important with the latest generation
systems than with the earlier ones using valves.
This is because transistors tend to overload
more easily—and violently—than valves and
also because of the conflicting demands of
designing for low noise and maximum overload performance. In HiFi News we are
taking more note of this when testing transistor
amplifiers, and in many cases now give input
overload figures as well as signal-to-noise
ratio in our reviews.
Sadly, some amplifiers have insufficient
overload margin, particularly on low-level
inputs. It is possible for a magnetic cartridge
with a 5mV ' average' signal output to yield
up to 30 mV on heavily recorded parts of the
disc, and the first stages of the amplifier
should remain very linear even at that value of
signal which, relative to 5mV, represents an
overload of 6 times, or about 16 dB. The
first stages of some amplifiers start producing
bad distortion (5 % or more THD) on an overload amounting to some 26 dB (20 times), and
it is not unknown for clipping of the waveform
to occur at such modest overload values.
Consequently, not much imagination is
needed to appreciate what would happen if the
average signal level is, say, 20 dB above the
rated voltage to start with, that is 50 mV into a
5mV input. On really loud passages of music
the level could rise almost to one volt, and this
is just what happens when a programme
source delivers too much signal voltage for the
input circuit so that the distortion—even with
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the volume level turned well down by the
volume control—rises to 10 or 20 per cent.
As already mentioned, incorrect signal coupling
of this kind is indicated when loud results are
obtained from low (less than 4-way) settings
of the amplifier's main volume control, and
even though there might be no apparent
subjective distortion this is certainly a very
bad way to run any amplifier.
The solution lies simply in the connection of
an attenuator—opposite of an amplifier— between the programme source and the offended
programme input. Of course, the problem
will never arise with amplifiers having input
presets (which are simply adjustable attenuation) for then all that is necessary is to set up
the system with the volume control adjusted
to its half way position and then with the input
signal from the source, make adjustment on
the preset for normal listening level. Each
preset should be adjusted at the same setting
of the volume control, though some sources
themselves incorporate presets for adjusting
the level of the output signal; radio tuners, for
example, commonly feature a control like
this. Again, the idea is to set the preset (or
main control on some tuners) for normal
listening level with the amplifier's main volume
control about halfway advanced, and if both
amplifier and tuner have presets, the tuner's
preset should be timed to maximum.
With amplifiers that tend to overload easily
in the first stages improved performance may
be achieved by applying asignal a little below
the rated sensitivity voltage. This artifice, of
course, produces a better overload performance, but if the amplifier noise performance
is inadequate hiss could be troublesome on
passages of particularly low modulation.
Basically, the idea is to secure the best dynamic
range by adjusting the source signal level for
the best compromise between noise at one end
and overload at the other end of the loudness
scale (see fig. 1).
An attenuator in many instances need be no
more complicated than apreset control arranged
as shown in fig. 2. The resistance of the preset
is best selected to correspond with the impedance of the source rather than with the input
load, but it is not unduly critical in alot of cases.
This brings us to the question of impedance
matching. In practice, this gives less trouble
than signal matching because the majority of
amplifiers have their inputs designed to suit the

'This is asuperbly designed
and produced integrated piece
of equipment...
it is difficult to fault: st„„y„„y

The Gramophone, January 1969

PS - 2000 transcription unit, recommended retail price £ 169:15:6
SPECIFICATIONS
Model PS- 2000
Weight
Dimensions
Accessory
Turntable TTS-3000
Turntable
Motor
Speed
Speed regulation system
Speed control range
Driving system
Starting response
Wow Er Flutter
S/N
Turntable waving
Power requirement
Power consumption
Weight
Dimension
Accessory

21 lbs. 4ozs.
18-2 ( w) X 8il
e ( h) x 15g" ( d)
Screw driver
Aluminium diecasting 12" 3lbs. 5ozs.
Servo- controlled direct current motor
334 Et 45 rpm
Frequency generator/frequency discriminator
servo control
±5%
Polyurethane belt drive. Reduction ratio: 10:1
Within 1sec
Less than 0.05% rms
Over 60 db ( NARTB std.)
Within ± 0.05mm
100, 117, 220. 240V, 50/60 Hz
4VA
Approx. 12Ibs 11ozs.
14 19
6. (w) X 54 ( h) x15" ( d)
Adaptor for 45 rpm

SONY

RESEARCH MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

Ascot Road, Bedfont, Feltham, Middlesex.

Tonearm PUA 237
Arm length
Tracking error
Cartridge off- set angle
Arm resonance (with VC- 8E)
Stylus pressure
Overhang
Acceptable cartridge weight
Cartridge mount
Stereo cartridge VC- 8E
Typo
Frequency response
Channel separation
Channel balance
Output voltage
Impedance
D.C. resistance
Load impedance
Compliance
Stylus
Stylus pressure
Weight
Mounting dimension

Overall 13g":
Pivot to stylus tip 944".
Max. 1°44'.
22°13'.
Vertical 9Hz Lateral 11 Hz
0-3 grs. with direct reading gauge
94-1"
grs.
EIA standard
Moving coil type stereo cartridge
10 ,
---,25,000 Hz
30 db at 1,000 Hz: 20 db at 10,000 Hz
±0.5 db at 1,000 Hz
4mV±2 db at 1.000 Hz ( 50 mm/sec)
Approx. 40 ohms at 10 — 25,000 Hz
Approx. 40 ohms
4e7k ohms ( 10—.400k ohms applicable)
10 X 10
cm/dyne (
for vertical and horizontal)
0.2 X 0.8 mil elliptical diamond
grs. ( 1.5 grs. mostly recommended)
Approx. 0.55 ozs.
EIA standard
-6
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known impedances of the various sources. A
magnetic cartridge, for example, requires aload
anywhere between 47 K and 68 K and the
magnetic inputs of all amplifiers have an impedance value somewhere within this range.
Crystal and ceramic cartridges may cause abit
of trouble, for to work best these must be
loaded across 1-2 M in a non-equalised
circuit. Loaded at a smaller value will result
in a distinct roll-off at the bass end, giving the
impression of treble emphasis, which is a
form of frequency distortion that we shall be
looking into more deeply later. Up until
recently it has not been possible easily to
engineer such high input impedances in
transistor circuits, but of recent months the
field effect transistor (FET) has eased the
problem, for this operates rather like a
thermionic valve with the gate electrode,
corresponding to the control grid of a valve,
responding to signal voltage rather than
current, thereby reflecting a very high impedance to the input circuits.
While it is possible for ceramic and crystal
(piezo-electric) cartridges to work across the
47-100 K impedance of a magnetic cartridge
input, the inbuilt equalisation then combating
the treble lift and bass roll-off effects, the
voltage from such cartridges is commonly well
above that of a magnetic cartridge, meaning
that attenuation is again required in that
application to avoid overloading the first
stages (see fig. 3). It should also be noted that
some crystal and ceramic devices require
extra compensatory ' padding' for the best
results when loaded into an equalised input,
details of which are usually given in the
instruction leaflet.
Assuming that high-level distortion is not
being caused by overdriving the first stages of
the amplifier, and having proved by the methods
discussed in Part 9 that the distortion is not
occurring in the preamplifier or control unit
stages, one can be pretty safe in assuming that
all is not well in the power amplifier driver
and/or output stages. Although transistor
amplifiers are now rapidly becoming more
commonplace than valve models, for the sake
of completeness we shall investigate possible
causes of high-level distortion in valved amplifiers to start with.
A common cause of the trouble is failing
emission of one (or both) of the push-pull
pair. These should match each other as far as
possible and any doubt at all in this connection
should lead to the pair being tested by a
reputable radio dealer, followed by the
replacement of one or both if the emission or
balance is impaired by any more than, say,
10 per cent. Heaviest distortion though,
results from complete failure of one valve of the
pair. This can happen if the cathode is stripped
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of its emissive properties by bad biasing or by
abnormally high currents, or the heater may
fail. This latter symptom is revealed by the
valve's failure to glow with the amplifier
switched on; but before rushing out to buy a
new valve make sure that the heater line is
intact right up to the heater tags on the valve
holder. A rough and ready emission check is
possible merely by checking the temperature
of the glass envelope with a finger, first one
of the pair then the other. It is, of course,
perfectly normal for these valves to run very
hot indeed, but if one is very hot and the other
relatively cool, the cool one is obviously not
passing the same amount of current as its
partner, and this could mean that the valve
emission is well down or that something has
gone wrong with the electrode potentials.
Conversely, an extremely hot one compared
with the normal, very hot running temperature
of the other could mean that the grid biasing
of the former is at fault, causing it to pass more
anode and screen grid current than is good for
it, although most 0/P valves run quite hot
under normal conditions. If over dissipation
occurs the valve anode or screen will probably
be seen glowing red hot—asingularly unhealthy
sign if the partner has no similar signs of very
high temperature. A relatively cool valve
should again lead to an emission test, while an
over-hot one should lead to a check of the
grid bias.
If the screen grid is glowing red hot this is a
sure indication that the anode of the valve has a
very low or zero voltage on it. A not particularly uncommon cause of this is the open-circuiting of one half section of the primary of the
output transformer. Excessive distortion will result from this, often accompanied by bad 100
Hz hum due to stage unbalance failing to neutralise the hum voltages from the power supply.
The cure is obvious if expensive.
Both the anode and screen grid running red
hot in one valve only could well mean that the
capacitor on the control grid is electrically
leaky, thereby causing it to go slightly positive
countering the normal negative grid bias. This
capacitor often couples audio signals from an
anode circuit of a driver valve to the control
grid, and since the driver anode is positive,
anyway, such apotential is reflected on to the
control grid of the output valve. Again, this
produces very bad distortion—and hum in
some cases. Because most valved amplifiers
derive bias for the output valves from the
voltage drop across resistors connected in the
cathodes, the extra cathode current due to a
'leaky' coupling capacitor pushes up the
negative grid bias. It is therefore a sign that
excessive leakage is occurring if red-hot
electrodes are apparent.
A good way of testing for leaky couplers is
577

FIG. 4. Transistor heat- sinks

to measure the voltage across the cathode
resistor of the suspect output valve with and
without the capacitor connected to the grid.
If the voltage is slightly higher with the
capacitor
connected—with
the
amplifier
quiescent, of course—then the capacitor is
certainly leaky and must be replaced.
Some amplifiers are DC-coupled from the
anodes of the drivers to the control grids of
subsequent valves (not necessarily, or usually,
the output valves) and unbalance of the biasing
of the first valve can influence the anode
current due to biasing changes in the coupled
partners. All capacitors and resistors in and
around the audio coupling and biasing circuits
concerned should thus be very carefully
checked for value and—most important—the
capacitors for insulation resistance.
Grid
current rise due to valve trouble in DC-coupled
stages can also result in changes in biasing
conditions applied to associated stages, causing
the valves to run abnormally hot with consequent heavy distortion.
Another cause of high-level distortion
accompanied by restricted power output,
poor bass and treble performance and possibly hum is shorting turns in the output
transformer. This also shows by the transformer becoming very hot under drive conditions. The short, which need only be between
adjacent turns of the primary or secondary
windings, significantly reduces the winding
inductance and adds to the losses.
Transistor amplifiers are not so easily
checked as valved models. The Class B
models, representing the vast majority of
today's designs, do not run hot under quiescent
conditions, since the electrical power rises in
the output transistors in accordance with the
audio drive, and although on such an amplifier
left running for an hour or so at fairly high
level, the output transistors will certainly feel
quite warm to the touch, since the pair (two
pairs for stereo) is often mounted on acommon
heat-sink (
fig. 4) it is virtually impossible to
tell whether one of the pair is any warmer (or
cooler) than its partner. The same applies to
the smaller heat-sinked drivers. The few class
A amplifiers available at the time of writing
behave differently regarding temperature rise,
for the output transistors warm up to a
constant value, as governed by their nature and
the heat-sink to which they are clamped,
whether the amplifier is driven or not. In other
words they get just as hot under quiescent
conditions as under fully driven conditions, so,
again, it is difficult to say whether one of the
pair is passing more or less emitter current that
its partner.
The problem of transistor output stages
and distortion is on our list for next month.
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Chassis model £63.0.0
In teak case £69.10.0

Tite nett. I
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'flu. amplifier
in whirl' distortion
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The Leak Stereo 70 will thrill you
with the clearest, most exciting sound
ever reproduced by an amplifier.
Introduced to coincide with the 1968
Audio Fair, it is full of latent power- up
to 35 watts r.m.s. per channel. This is
not power for power's sake, ( though
there may be times when you'll need it)
but rather the means to perfect reproduction. Distortion is a mere 0.1% at
1000 Hz for all power outputs up to 25
watts r.m.s. per channel.
In addition, this extra output enables
a pair of loudspeakers to be connected
apart from the two in the main listening
room.

in black and silver. An attractive teak
case is available for shelf mounting.
Other brand new features are a headphone socket for those who prefer to
listen to stereo that way, and a DIN
record/replay socket on the front panel
for' a portable tape recorder together
with the standard inputs at the back of
the amplifier.
All this, backed by the famous Leak
craftsmanship and reliability, makes the
Stereo 70 the most technically advanced amplifier available.
And it sounds it.

The Stereo 70 follows the elegant
styling of other Leak units. It is finished

H. J. Leak & Co. Ltd., Brunel Road,
London, W.3. Telephone: 01-743 1173
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BC SITRIvilE0
the time this article appears in print it is
BYpossible
that an irrevocable decision by a

committee may have been taken, to curtail or
axe Radio 3*. The SLP, with members' help,
has been doing its best to arouse as much
publicity as possible for the disgraceful state
of affairs, and the matter has been brought up
in the House of Commons where the existence
of acommittee looking into BBC finances has
been admitted. If it is amatter of finance that
is making the BBC consider curtailing Radio 3,
let alone improving it, Iwould like to repeat
asuggestion made some time ago in this journal
that an extra licence fee could be levied for the
right to listen stereophonically. Colour television has already established aprecedent, and
the BBC apparently need, and will probably
get, a lot more money for colour, although at
the moment this appears to be just as minor
an interest as stereo except that profit margins
are bigger with colour. The existing sound
radio licence is unnecessarily cheap, and it
would be perfectly reasonable for a stereo
licence to be anywhere from 50s. to £5 extra
per year—until such a time as the number of
stereo listeners would be large enough to permit
areduction of this licence. There is no reason
why pensioners and one or two other low
income groups might not have free radio, whilst
the vast majority could certainly afford to pay
at least an extra £ 1 per year for what the
masses call ' their transistor' especially as most
of them have a station to themselves! The
curtailment of Radio 3would presumably mean
that stereo would come on Radio 4, and thus
it is reasonable to assume that most stereo
plays, and concerts of ' out of the way' music
would disappear. Let us all hope that Radio 3
will continue to be admired throughout the
world of broadcasting as probably the finest
network of its type.
The most interesting stereo programmes
since last writing have been at the end of
February whilst, on the other hand, the middle
fortnight of March has been bleaker than any
period Ihave known for aconsiderable time.
It was most interesting to hear Bruckner's
8th Symphony performed by the BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by Reginald
Goodall, who received acclaim for his brilliant
conducting of Wagner's Mastersingers at Sadlers Wells. The sound from Maida Vale was
again considerably superior to much of the
sound from that studio transmitted last year,
the string tone being particularly good, though
some of the woodwind parts were slightly lost
and might have been helped by an additional
fill-in mic fairly close to them. The brass, however, sounded excellent, and I particularly
noticed the extremely low background hiss on
this broadcast.
How enterprising of the BBC to broadcast
two works by the almost unknown composer,
Zemlinsky. The Sinfonielta sounded very well,
and not unlike Mahler; the sound quality was
again good. The Lyric Symphony, a similar
work to Mahler's Das Lied Von der Erde but
with clear influence by the Schoenberg school,
was remarkable in stereo, the very large7orches*See page 610—Ed.
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tra sounding well managed, presumably in the
Maida Vale studio. My only criticism was that
the soloists were sometimes rather masked by
the very loud orchestra, this fault possibly
being more the composer's than the BBC
balance.
A most interesting concert was broadcast
some weeks after it was recorded at the Queen
Elizabeth Hall, consisting of Mozart's Serenata
Notturna, and Piano Concerto K.595 with
Ashkenazy as soloist, Reizenstein's Concerto
for string-orchestra and Haydn's Symphony
No. 83. It so happened that Ihad the opportunity of hearing the entire programme the
evening before it was recorded, at a private
concert in Elstree. I considered the timpani
ridiculously loud in the serenata, and the
tempo far too slow, but Ashkenazy played brilliantly, and the Concerto was well balanced.
The orchestra sounded fairly reasonable although Imust again mention that Idislike the
broadcast acoustics of the Q.E.H. The Reizenstein work sounded well, and probably came
over best in the programme.
On February 20th afriend who had not seen
the Radio Times happened to tune in on his car
radio to what he thought was atutti in Beethoven's Violin Concerto, but after several seconds
was amazed to hear apiano come in. In fact,
like me, he had been listening to Beethoven's
transcription for piano written for Clementi in
London, of his Violin Concerto in D. The
London Symphony Orchestra was conducted
by Previn, and the soloist was John Ogden.
The sound was superb, and the piano balance
beyond criticism, though it was extremely disconcerting to note that the deviation was
approximately 4dB down on normal, although
it appears to have been raised during the finale.
In the second half the deviation appeared
normal and Bennett's Second Symphony proved
quite atour de force for stereo the sound being
very vivid and ' hi-fi'. Ravel's La Valse concluded the concert, which was one of the
month's finest efforts.
I was surprised to find at the end of an
otherwise bleak evening a BBC recording in
stereo of Lennox Berkeley's piano concerto,
well performed by Colin Horsley with Lawrence Leonard conducting the English Chamber
Orchestra. Iwish the BBC could give us more
of this type of music late in the evening as a
snippet before one goes to bed. The sound
was good, whilst not being outstanding. This
concerto deserves to be better known, and
this is an example of the BBC doing justice to
British music—perhaps now we can have a
record of the work.
Readers may remember that some months
ago Icommented on the Decca recording of
the Verdi Requiem as an example of good
choral music recording. It was most interesting to hear the BBC's version of the same
work with their orchestra conducted by
Maazel. In the Kyrie I noticed some unfortunate blasting of the sopranos, though later
the female soloist almost completely disappeared, so it was fairly obvious that the
engineers were having some form of microphone trouble, and this was confirmed next
day.
Notwithstanding this, however, the
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general sound was very good with good
definition on the chorus, excellent string sound
and clear brass. It was also unfortunate that
such a small bass drum was used in the Dies
Irae, making what should be terrifying drum
beats sound comparatively tame. Possibly the
hall acoustics could have been partly to blame
here, but certainly not the BBC engineers.
Apart from the points where there was obvious
microphone trouble the balance between
soloists, chorus and orchestra was always good.
It is worth mentioning that the peaks on this
broadcast corresponded precisely to full
deviation of 75 kHz measured by monitoring
the broadcast with apeak programme meter.
I enjoyed the unfamiliar vocal and choral
works of Berlioz conducted by Davis, which
were well recorded, but on the same day a
performance of Goehr's Violin Concerto with
the BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by
Erich Schmid with Parikian as soloist was
severely marred by an extremely bad balance
of the instrument. From listening to the original
broadcast, and later studying atape recording,
it was obvious that the soloist's extra microphone was injected into the general stereo
sound on the left channel, instead of just left
of centre, where the extra clarity of the closer
microphone would have been coincident with
the sound pick up of the violin on the stereo
crossed pair used on the orchestra. The effect
of this extraordinary balance was to pull all
the high notes to the left-hand channel, whilst
the low notes sounded backward and from the
centre. One can only assume that the injection
mic circuit was faulty on this occasion since I
cannot believe that the BBC engineers would
have committed such aglaring error.

BBC STEREO FOR MAY
May 2nd:
May 4th:
May 6th:
May 7th:
May 8th:
May 11th:
May 15th:
May 17th:

May 20th:

May 25th:

4

Humphrey Searle opera, Hamlet (
1st
Broadcast).
L.P.O., Haitink, Royal Festival Hall.
Beethoven 3rd Piano Concerto. Arrau,
Tchaikovsky 4th Symphony.
Invitation Concert. Vocal and instrumental music.
BBC Symphony Orchestra, Boulez,
Royal Festival Hall. Pli Selon Pli and
Edgar Varese.
L.P.O., Haitink Royal Festival Hall.
Beethoven 4th Piano Concerto. Arrau,
Bruckner 9th Symphony.
L.P.O., Royal Festival Hall, Haitink.
Beethoven Emperor Concerto with
Arrau. Shostakovitch 4th Symphony.
J. S. Bach cantatas recorded at St.
Andrews, Holborn. Conductor John
Elliot Gardiner.
Brighton Festival, from The Dome.
English Chamber Orchestra Barenboim
and Kubelick. Haydn Cello Concerto
with Jacqueline du Pré. J. S. Bach.
Concerto for 2 Pianos.
Alexander
Goehr Piano Concerto.
I
nvitiation
Concert
recorded
at
Southampton
University,
including
chamber works by Baraque and
Debussy.
L.S.O., Queen Elizabeth Hall, Boulez.
Webern, Schoenberg, Berg.

This list Is provisional, and the BBC reserve the
right of alteration.

See page 589 for details of the first stereo
broadcast by alocal radio station.
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Bang & Olufsen
for those who consider
i
e design and quality
before price.

00

ft

With aB & 0 music system you can hear
your records as you were meant
to hear them.
Some people are never content ... they want the very
best they can buy . . . they want to hear music and
radio programmes as they were meant to be heard.
They should see their B & 0 dealer. He has been
specially selected for his knowledge of audio equipment and he is fully qualified to advise you on the

your exact needs knowing that each unit— high
fidelity stereo amplifier with FM radio, record player
and loudspeakers—will be a perfect match both
acoustically and aesthetically. Beautifully toned to

system most suited to your needs. He knows that

achieve a new high quality, each separate unit is a
masterpiece of technical design and Danish craftsmanship. The system shown here comprises the long,

those who want the best will eventually buy B & O.

low and elegant Beomaster 1000 stereo amplifier,

Your Bang & Olufsen dealer can tailor a system to

the Beogram 1000 record turntable and two Beovox
2400 pressure chamber loudspeakers.

Fully descriptive literature is available from your appointed B & 0 dealer or direct from
Bang & Olufsen U.K. Limited, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester. Tel: 0452 21591
London Showrooms: 70/71 Welbeck Street, London, W.1. Tel: 01-486 2144

materials at home
G.

A.

JOLLY

DESCRIBES

AN

INEXPENSIVE

METHOD

OF

APPLYING DAMPING TO CABINETS CONSTRUCTED AT HOME

The sides of the enclosure consist of 4-inch
mahogany veneered chipboard bonded to
14 x14 in. vertical battens. The space between
the construction of loudspeaker enclosures is
the inner surfaces of the battens is 74 in. wide
that of finding a material which is ideally
and this was loosely lined with six layers of
suitable for the prevention of internal refelt. Two further layers of felt were then
sonances: suitable that is in terms of efficiency,
added, to cover the earlier layers and the
ease of handling and economy. There is no
outer faces of the battens, making a total of
single material which is universally used or
eight layers, or approximately 14 in. thickness
made for this specific purpose, and loudspeaker
on the internal surfaces of the sides; the whole
manufacturers differ in their choice of material
being secured to the sides by large headed 1in.
and the methods they use. The amateur who
galvanised clout nails spaced at 6in. intervals
wishes to construct his own enclosures in an
at the edges and down the centre, care being
effort to obtain the best results consistent with
taken to avoid piercing the external surfaces
economy is obliged to solve the problem by
of the sides. The internal surfaces of the top,
trial and error.
bottom and back panel were lined with a
Several materials have been suggested,
similar thickness and a hole in the felt on the
particularly wadding, bonded acetate fibre and
back panel was created to take the briliance
the fibre glass material used for roof insulation.
control, which is afeature of the drive unit of
Conversely, the use of other materials such as
my choice. The baffle was left bare as a preplastic foam and carpet underfelt has been
caution against adversely affecting the clarity
discouraged due to lack of absorption and, in
of reproduction.
the case of underfelt, the dust associated with
Next, using awire brush, Icarefully pricked
it which may adversely affect the efficiency of
the felt to break the compressed surface and then,
the drive unit.
with my fingers, Ilifted, loosened and manipuThis problem was encountered during the
lated the material so that it presented an
construction of reflex enclosures for a pair of
irregualr, fluffy surface of soft, springy texture.
Celestion 2012 co-axial drive units, and
During this process, the wire brush quickly
readers who construct their own cabinets may
became clogged with felt fibres and frequently
be interested in the solution to the problem.
had to be cleared, the felt being retained for
At the time, bonded acetate fibre had only then
use during the next stage of the operation for
been suggested and it became evident from
the repair of patches when the felt became
letters addressed to the Editor that many
readers had experienced difficulty in finding a detached from the hessian backing.
The next problem to be overcome was that
supplier. Ialso had this problem, and having
of sealing the dust below the surface I had
already discarded the idea of using fibre glass
created. The solution to this problem came
due to the difficulties of handling and the risk
to me when watching my wife use an aerosol
of particles of fibre interfering with the free
spray of hair lacquer, but although the method
operation of the drive unit, there appeared to
was ideal, Ihad doubts about the efficacy of
be no alternative but to find something
hair lacquer. Ithen remembered having seen
different.
spray paint in aerosol cannisters in hardware
I experimented separately with newspaper
shops and after some difficulty was able to
loosely screwed into balls, carpet underfelt,
purchase a cannister containing clear varnish.
and discarded clothing of mixed material loosely
This is sold in two sizes, the large size, which
wrapped in butter muslin; but none of these
costs about 10s, being just sufficient for one
gave entire satisfaction, though my thoughts
enclosure.
returned constantly to carpet underfelt. As
The varnish was sprayed on to the felt, care
this is a loosely woven natural fibre, I felt
being taken to penetrate the surface as far as
disinclined to accept the advice that it should
possible, while the patches of hessian from
not be used, and gave some thought to overwhich the felt had become detached were
coming the problems which its use involved.
heavily sprayed and the balls of loose fibre
Ithen conceived the idea of breaking up the
compressed surface and spraying with a pressed into place and sprayed. When the
spraying was completed, the surface of the
suitable substance to prevent dust being
felt was coated with fine globules of varnish
disturbed by the movement of air created by
and when this had dried, the surface of the
the operation of the cone, and this idea was
felt became firm and springy in texture, and did
put into effect as follows.
T would appear that one of the most difficult
I
problems which confront the amateur in
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not emit dust when touched. Care was also
taken not to compress the surface after the
varnish had dried.
This whole operation may seem tedious—in
fact, it required just one evening's work of
about three hours for each enclosure, which is
not excessive when the cabinet work, etc, is
taken into account. As for the dust-sealing,
the first of these enclosures to be completed
has now been in use for more than twelve
months and when opened recently the drive
unit was virtually free of dust.
It is not possible for me to report the
results in objective terms since Ido not have
the requisite knowledge or measuring apparatus,
but I have, of course, carried out extensive
listening tests. However, as readers are aware,
these are a strictly personal affair and not
necessarily a useful guide; each of us having
his own idea of what constitutes ' the closest
approach to the original sound'.
Iregard the treble as clean, clear and projected forward, whilst the bass is satisfyingly
deep, without boom, and unobtrustive to the
ears. With the controls at level, female voices
are free of whistling sibilants and male voices
sound natural. The important criterion is that
the treble and bass notes, and the intermediate
nuances of sound, should be a means of
identifying the instruments which create them,
if the illusion of reality is to be achieved. I
have found this impression of realism well in
evidence, without being aware of any contribution to the sound by the cabinet. With
the speakers arranged nine feet apart in the
Hugh Brittain manner, and using suitable
record material, a spacious stereo image is
created which satisfyingly represents the
atmosphere and depth of aconcert hall without
the loudspeakers imposing their presence. Iam
therefore satisfied that this method of internal
damping, in an enclosure made to the loudspeaker manufacturer's recommended dimensions and materials, enables the drive unit to
perform well up to its specification.
The cost? Ihave found that most carpet
suppliers are pleased to give away quantities
of underfelt off-cuts, especially for such a
good cause, so the basic material therefore
cost nothing. The only expenditure was the
purchase of the spray varnish. The economy
achieved (coupled with the purchase of the
drive units from a discount house) enabled
me to produce each complete loudspeaker for
a total outlay not exceeding £20, which I
regard as an unparalleled bargain.
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TD150AB Transcriotior Tornta!il... complete with TP.13
arm and teak plinth. 331. and 45 rpm. Belt drive system.
7}11) antimagnetic turntable. Plug . n shell. Horizontal and
vertical adjustment. Viscous daniped lowering device.
Tracking force 1-8 grammes. Wow and Flutter + 0.09%.
Rumble —65dB. Price £39.16.9 Inc. pt.
A5.13 Anti- Skating Device optional extra.

• metrosound

The basic
performance
of aturntable is
judged by speed
regularity (wow and
flutter) and rumble
level and in order to
make comparisons with
different models it is
essential that performance
figures are obtained by the
same method of measurement.
All figures quoted by Thorens
are to the DIN specification by
which units must meet or exceed
the following figures, i.e. Rumble
—35db. Wow and flutter * 0.2%.
Before you decide to buy a turntable
make the comparison test— no other
transcription turntable can match Thorens,

TD124/11 Transcription Turntable. 16, 331, 45 and 78
r.p.m. Two part turntable with clutch action. Belt drive
system. Variable control + 3% on all speeds. Illuminated
stroboscope. Knit in levelling device. Replaceable pick up
arm mounting board. Wow and Flutter
0.09%. Rumble
--60dB. Sets the 'standard by which all other turntables are
judged. Price £46.15.10 inc. pt.

TD125 Thorens first electronic turntable and the latest
addition to their range of fine turntables. 16. 331 and 45
r.p.m. Transistor governed 16 pole synchronous motor.
Electronic speed selector. Variable control + 2% on all
speeds. Illuminated stroboscope. Bust in levelling device.
Dynamically balanced 7
12" turntable. Belt drive system.
Interchangeable pick up mounting bomil. Wow and Flutter
+ 0.08%. Rumble —68d B. Price £69.11.2 Inc. pt.

Stocked and demonstrated by all leading Hi- Fi dealers or write for full details to:
Metrosound ( Sales) Ltd., Audio Works, 35/37, Queensland Road, London, N.7. Tel : 01-607 0351/2/3.
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STEREO RECORD REVIEWS
Some recent discs selected for their ' above
average' technical quality. Reviewers' comments
are based on actual releases, not test pressings.

BERLIOZ. Grande Messe des Morts (
Requiem).
Peter Schreier (tenor) with the Chorus and
Symphony Orchestra of the Bavarian Radio conducted by Charles Munch. Records supplied In
box album with booklet of notes and words.
DOG 104 969/70 (£3 11s. 8d.).
'THE MUSIC WAS BEAUTIFUL and strange, wild,
convulsively throbbing and heartrending'.
Thus wrote Alfred de Vigny of the Requiem's
first performance, and his judgement shines
today with immediate truth. It is music for
space, splendour and public occasion, yet
depends for its nobility as much on arestrained
visionary beauty as on the famous brass
bands, etc.
This set offers the best all-round performance
on disc. The chorus sings magnificently; the
orchestra is more than adequate; the tenor
could perhaps have floated more ethereally in
the Sanctus but is nevertheless effective enough;
and Munch achieved what is for me a just
interpretation.
The recording integrates the forces well, in a
medium sized acoustic, with chorus seemingly
behind the main orchestral body and the brass
groups well presented within the confines
imposed by 2-channel stereophony. A touch
more reverberation might have blended trombones and flutes to better effect in the Hostias
and Agnus Dei, and a fuller bass would have
aided the big drum in Lacrymosa and Sanctus.
Background noise is rather highish at times,
but texture remains clean even at the mightiest
climaxes.
Despite reservations, the best
recording so far—but do beware of the autocoupling sequence.
J. C.
BERLIOZ Symphonie Fantastique and Le/jo (
the
Return to Life). Jean-Louis Barrault (narrator),
John Mitchinson (tenor), John Shirley-Quirk
(baritone), with the London Symphony Orchestra
and Chorus, conducted by Pierre Boulez. Records
supplied in box album with word-sheet CBS S
77226 (
2 record set) (65s.).

a splendid if somewhat analytical performance. The slow speeds
adopted, especially in the March, will perplex
some listeners, but the Ball and the pastoral
movement are most beautifully presented.
Boulez reveals detail in an appropriately

THE SYMPHONY RECEIVES

TREVOR ATTEWELL

ROBERT FISHER
ADRIAN HOPE

CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG

FRANK JONES

JOHN CRABBE
COLIN EVANS

GERRY OAKLEY
JOHN PALMER

DONALD AMSEL

devilish sort of fashion, and after a second
playing I found his interpretation macabrely
gripping. Lelia, the sequel, is certainly an
intriguing collection of bits and pieces, ably
linked by Barrault's voice, well-performed, and
nice to use as aBerlioz lucky-dip.
The recording is somewhat over-bright, with
a touch of tape hiss and some inter-groove
'echos', but the sound is clear, clean and open
in character, with studio ambience playing a
more natural part than is usual for CBS. The
symphony offers some excellent orchestral
sound. In Lelia the narrator is in one's room
until Betlioz's ' curtain' goes up for the finale,
an understandable recording ploy which I
don't find altogether convincing, especially
as the soloists and chorus remains fairly close
all the time (with aslightly uncomfortable feel
at climaxes), even though the orchestra seems
recessed for the early scenes. But the composer's instructions are well nigh impossible to
implement anyway. A very worthwhile issue,
especially for the Symphony.
J. C.
BIZET. The Carmen Ballet: music of Bizet freely
arranged by Rodion Shchedrin. Strings and
percussion of the Bolshol Theatre Orchestra
conducted by Gennady Rozhdestvensky. HMV/
Melodiya ASD 2448 (
43s. 9d.).

except
that the action occurs at a bull fight and concerns strife between ahuman, Carmen, and her
Destiny, the black bull. Nothing much to do
with the music of Bizet as heard in the
concert hall or opera house either, though
the tunes are the same. Rodion Shchedrin has
been at the harmony and rhythm and a lot
more besides, and Igor Veprintsev, who
produced and engineered the record, has been
at the sonics. I rind myself tremendously
excited by it all and applaud the outcome.
Strings, 131 liliantly played strings, and forty
seven percussion instruments have ahint of all
those persuasive percussion records we heard
in the early sixties, but with an artistry never
possessed by that breed plus aslight hint of the
Mantovanis. There is atenseness that at times
is spine chilling, and taken at its face value, the
music, is very worthwhile.
ALMOST NOTHING TO DO WITH CARMEN,
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BERNARD PLUMTREE
LEON THOMPSON
PETER TURNER
BERT WEBB

An admirably clean cut and not the slightest
hint of distortion anywhere. As a good
friend of mine in the recording industry
remarked, ' I don't think we can teach the
Russians much about recording'.
R. H. F.

BRAHMS. Symphony No.3 in F major: Variations
on a Theme by Haydn. Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra conducted by Sir John Barbirolli.
HMV ASO 2432 (43s. 9d.).

in this
series, to find oneself praising a performance
of the elusive F major Symphony (with its
problems of setting suitably contrasted tempi
for the four movements) for its complete lack
of waywardness. More than that, Sir John
gives one of the most richly satisfying readings
on record—a performance which rises to a
summit of beauty and taste in the final crecendo of the slow movement, on to the end of
the movement. (Here the conductor's vocal
struggles are c-aught on disc, once more.) I
particularly relish here the timpani beats which
punctuate the texture.
Perhaps the third movement could do with
a firmer hand, and the Haydn Variations
certainly seem to me to gain in both discipline
and conviction as they progress.
The overall sound is less spacious than
comparable Viennese recordings made by
Decca, and although it is warm in character
there is perhaps aslight ambiguity between the
suspicion of close pick-up revealed by the upper
strings (and the vocal extras) and the reverberant general atmosphere—as if the actual
hall was smaller than would have been considered ideal.
Small reservations though.
Quiet surfaces.
C. J. B.
CURIOUS, AFTER THE FIRST TWO DISCS

BRAHMS, DVORAK. Serenade No. 2In A for ten
wind instruments and lower strings ( Brahms);
Serenade for Wind, with cello and bass ( Dvorak).
London Symphony Orchestra conducted by
Istvan Kertesz. Recorded at the Kingsway Hall,
London. Decca SXL 6368. (
43s. 6d.).

SXL6340—Brahm's 1st
Serenade—with a much more generous coupling than the Abbado/DGG recent rival.
A COMPANION DISC to
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Brahms' and Dvorak's Serenades, both rustic
works, both published originally by Sirnrock,
make a marvellously entertaining pairing.
(Note how the two composers round off their
works: Brahms by adding the swirling tones
of the piccolo to the texture, Dvorak with a
harping back to the funny little march-like
theme which opens his serenade.)
The Dvorak is the more rounded piece,
with its long central Andante anticipating
Mahler considerably, whereas the Adagio non
troppo in the Brahms gave the composer a
good deal of trouble, and Ifind it rather a
strange, uneasy movement. Clara Schumann
said it had the liturgical beauty of an Eleison,
according to Robin Golding's sleeve-note (yet
both the Decca recordings of the I
st Piano
Concerto—the next orchestral composition—
say she was alluding to the Concerto's slow
movement).
The wind playing of the LSO is superb
throughout, and it is almost unfair to single
out the oboe. Very firm direction from Kertesz.
Good Decca quality, if possibly a little solid.
One or two minor clicks on two copies heard.
Recommended.
C. J. B.
CAVALLI. L'Ormindo (
complete opera in two acts
edited by Raymond Leppard, musical preparation
by &till Strasser). John Wakefield and Hugues
Cuenod (tenors), Peter-ChristoPh Runge ( baritone), Isabel Garcisanz and Hanneke van Bork
(sopranos), Jean Allister (contralto), Anne
Howells and Jane Berbie ( mezzo-sopranos),
Frederico Davie and Richard van Allan ( basses)
with the London Philharmonic Orchestra and
various continuo players directed by Raymond
Leppard. Recorded at the Glyndebourne Festival
Opera House. Records supplied in box album
with booklet of notes and libretto. Argo ZNF 8-10
(138s. 9d.).

Venetian
composers living at a time when there was an
insatiable demand for new operatic works. He
composed more than forty operas, most of
which have fallen into oblivion. L'Ormindo
was written in 1644, the year after the death of
Monteverdi. CavaIli's work owes a great deal
to Monteverdi, and this opera is no exception.
It is characterised by flowing dramatic recitatives which blend smoothly, sometimes almost
imperceptibly into the arias and ariosos. The
terse and fragmentary melodic ideas are
supported by sophisticated use of quite basic
triadic harmony which, although simple, is
often strikingly expressive.
CavaIli's original and somewhat skeletal
manuscript has been virtually rescored by
Raymond Leppard, to whom much credit
must be given. Mr. Leppard's realisation
reflects Venetian tradition in that it makes use
of alarge group of continuo instruments which
add variety and colour to the overall effect.
This performance is conspicuously successfull: the singing is excellent throughout and
there is no weak member of the vocal team.
Anne Howells and John Wakefield are particularly outstanding, as are Hanneke van Bork
and Jane Berbie who sing with perfect intonation and beautiful phrasing.
The recording, made on location in the
Organ Room at Glyndebourne, is of the same
high quality as the performance. The sound
is a little bright, needing the slightest treble
cut, while the bass too, may to some seem
rather resonant. Despite the smallness of the
room, the perspective is entirely convincing

and the singers are well separated, producing a
surprisingly spacious sound.
The overall
balance, too, is finely judged and the string
tone comes through well, especially that of the
deeper-voiced continuo instruments.
The
discs have asilent background and even at the
climaxes there is no suggestion of overmodulation.
A particularly well produced record deserving
warm recommendation.
C. E.
CYCLES. Selection of songs by Frank Sinatra.
Reprise RSLP 1027 (40s. 8d.).
UNLESS YOU ARE EITHER very rich or very
devoted, buying Sinatra albums presents
difficulties. If it were a perfect world, the
Swinging Lovers and Swinging Affair LPs
would have been made in stereo—as it is
they are available only in mono. There are
certainly plenty of his stereo recordings to
buy, but some are a great deal better than
others and Cycles is one of the good ones.
Sinatra has always sung evergreens—songs
that started life as pop tunes but endured—but
whereas he once recorded music that had
already become evergreen, he now seems more
willing to help the better of contemporary pop
songs to do so; e.g., By the Time I Get to
Phoenix on this disc.
Certainly the voice can now be faulted, and
if you are looking for 100% perfect intonation
with no feel and predictable phrasing you
should carry on saving for that tone generator
and not waste money on this record. Incidentally, if you wonder what all the fuss about
Sinatra's phrasing is, just try singing along
with him.
A large lush backing by Don Costa with a
'wide screen' feel about the whole thing.
A. H.

CAVALLI WAS ONE OF THE LEADING

DUDLEY MOORE TRIO. Eleven items played by
Dudley Moore ( piano), Chris Karan ( drums) and
Jeff Clyne ( bass). Decca SKL 4976 (37s. 6d.).
IS A PLEASANTLY VARIED collection of
original compositions, with Dudley revealing
no particular single influence or keyboard
cliches and sounding far more relaxed than
when performing his jazz snippets on TV.
Amalgam, on which Dud hums quietly over
aslow right hand melody and staccato accompaniment, may sound off-putting in print but
is really quite a charmer. Lyrical touches are
also well to the fore on Folk Song, Nursery
Tune and a bossa nova, Romantic Notion.
The audio is superbly clean and natural
apart from some echo intervention by the
engineer at the close of Exploding Cadence, and
the piano man is well-served by the crisp and
finely controlled drumming of Chris Karan.
A good example of a man playing well
within his capabilities and making happy piano
music.
G. 0.

THIS

DVORAK, SMETANA. String Quartet No. 6 in F
major—' American' ( Dvorak); String Quartet No. 1
in E minor— From My Life' ( Smetana). The
Juilliard Quartet. CBS 572719 (43s. 9d.).
HAS LONG BEEN CONTROVERSY as to
whether Dvorak's American Quartet was
influenced by negro themes during the composer's stay in America. Whether such an
influence existed or not, there is little doubt
that the work contains some of the most
attractive tunes in Dvorak's chamber music
output. Smetana's autobiographical quartet,
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too, is both romantic and Bohemian and has
moments of great charm.
It can be difficult to interpret a work so
personal and so essentially Czech in character
as the Dvorak quartet. This American performance is not wholly successful in this respect, for there is sometimes atendency for the
emotion to gush rather too readily, especially
during the second movement. But this is a
minor point: the playing of the Juilliard
Quartet is remarkably good, and in the finale
of the Dvorak the chirruping incisive rhythms
are played with precision and clarity.
Although the instruments are placed well
back in a slightly reverberant acoustic, the
sound is rather edgy and lacks warmth.
However, it responds—partly at least—to a
slight treble cut, which also encourages the
surface noise to remain unobtrusive. The
instrumental balance is pleasing, and the
players are well spread over the sound-stage.
C. E.
FOOL ON THE HILL. Sergio Mendes and Brazil 68.
A 8, NI A M LS 922 ( 37s. 6d.).
POPULAR SONGS (
the Beatles' Fool on the Hill
and Simon and Garfunkel's Scarborough Fair)
and Brazilian music (
Lapinha) beautifully
performed by a six piece vocal group and a
large and very swinging studio orchestra.
Hard to classify musically because the vocal
work is on the road to Four Freshmen calibre,
nearly everything is jazz- influenced, and a
great deal of it is authentically Brazilian.
Nevertheless it is all still unashamedly pop
and one of the regrettably few records of its
type that is both wholly professional and
inspired by enthusiasm. In short, the cream of
today's non-electric American pop music.
Some may find the title song rather less
interesting than the rest, and deliberate tempo
changes make some tracks not too suitable for
dancing.
Good recording balance between backing
and vocals, and plenty of Latin American
percussion instruments with unpronounceable
names and with overtones which make them so
popular for stereo ' show-off' discs. In this
case, though, they are included because the
music calls for them, rather than featured for
tweeter testing purposes. Possibly a little
more noticeable hiss than usual on some
tracks.
A. H.
MAHLER. Symphony No. 3 in D minor. Two
recordings: RCA Victor—Shirley Verrett ( mezzosoprano), New England Conservatory Chorus,
Boston Boycholr, Boston Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Erich Leinsdorf. Decca— Helen
Watts (contralto) with the Ambrosian Chorus,
boys from Wandsworth School, and the London
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Georg Solti;
recorded at the Kingsway Hall, London. Records
supplied in box albums with booklets of notes and
texts. First set: RCA Victor SB-8765-6 (87s. 6d.).
Second set: Decca SET 385-6 (92s. 6d.).

the recording companies about their relative neglect,
hitherto, of this extraordinary work. What a
spate we now have—no less than three in about
six months, making achoice of five versions in
all of comparatively recent origin. Before
commenting on the two versions under review
it may be pertinent to say that in my view no
single version would be an automatic choice
above all others.
Iam afraid that Solti's version gets off to a
poor start by comparison with Leindorf's. It

SOMEBODY MUST HAVE BELABOURED
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seems hurried and almost casual and this
apparently casual approach also spoils the
opening of the lovely final movement with its
hymn-like theme. While Ihave no liking for
too much ` Schmaltz' (à la Bernstein), Solti's
unrelenting drive robs the movement of the
effect it should have. Iwas quite prepared for
Leinsdorf to be rather heavy-handed in his
approach to the third movement, but surprisingly enough he achieves a much more
satisfying effect than Solti. Moreover, the
Boston Orchestra scores heavily over the LSO
in this movement and indeed their playing
elsewhere is better.
In the vocal sections there is less to choose .
Neither Shirley Verrett nor Helen Watts are
outstanding, although both are very adequate.
Iprefer the boys choir on the Decca: they are
much more lusty than their Boston counterparts who sound rather too refined. Apart
from a certain amount of rhythmic slackness
the Ambrosian Singers are very good on the
Decca set.
The recording quality of both sets is very
good, but Iprefer the more opulent sound of
the RCA recording. The stereo image on both
versions is natural and definitive. No doubt
potential purchasers of this work will possibly
prefer to have ataste of all the versions before
buying, but of these two t recommend the
RCA.
D. A.

NICOLAI GEODA. Recital of popular arias from
L'Africaine, Aida, Masked Ball, La Bohème, Eugene
Onegin, Faust, La Gioconda, Manon Lescaut, Tosca,
Turandot. Nicolai Gedda (tenor) with the Royal
Opera House Orchestra, Covent Garden, conducted by Giuseppe Patane. Word sheet included.
HMV ASO 2445 (43s. 9d.).
POPULAR ARIAS INDEED: a rather indigestible
succession of tenor high-spots from nineteenthcentury operatic favourites. There are twelve
separate excerpts on the record, which means
that most of them are brief, and not ideal for
consecutive listening. The longer span of
Lensky's aria from Eugene Onegin is beautifully sung, and indeed there is nothing routine
about Gedda's approach to any of these welltried war-horses. A lovely voice is employed
with true artistry, though one feels, as with his
previous recital of German arias, that some of
the material is against the natural grain of his
talents. What about some Berlioz in this
centenary year?
Technically satisfying, Ifirst listened to this
record the evening following the disastrous TV
Otello. After the miserable musical travesty
offered by television sound on that occasion,
the record came as areminder of the gap that
remains to be bridged, both in receivers and in
the quality and balance of sound transmitted,
before those interested in hi-fi can be expected
to take music on TV very seriously.
J. P.

OVERTURES OF OLD VIENNA. Die Fleclermaus
and Prinz Methusalem (
Johann Strauss), Merry
Wives of Windsor (
Nlcolai), Donna Diana
(Reznitek), Der Opernball (
Heuberger). Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Willi
Boskovsky. Decca SXL 6383 (43s. 9d.).

who, whenever musical
subjects came up, said blankly that he ` liked
overtures'. He apparently didn't like anything else, though he probably meant, simply,
short orchestral pieces that are tuneful and

1 ONCE KNEW A MAN

lively. If that is your preference, this is a
record not to be missed. Ilike agreat deal else
in music apart from Viennese gaiety, but surely
no one of truly catholic taste can fail to enjoy a
few ` lollipops', especially when offered in such
infectious performances as here.
The sleeve note says that the ordinary
citizens of Vienna so love their music that
building labourers buy musical scores; yet they
apparently dress up for the opera and girls
wearing slacks would not gain admittance.
This is a bizarre contradiction to me, as
clothes have absolutely nothing to do with
musical appreciation (despite the abiding
blasphemy of Glyndebourne). Like all good
music, gay or sombre, these pieces have no
need of special dress, though they do benefit
from Decca's excellent sound, which gives
space, clarity and brilliance against astunningly
silent recorded background and—on the
review sample—an equally stunning absence of
surface noises. A demonstration record indeed.
J. C.
RELEASE.
The Mike Westbrook concert band
(ten players) in seventeen items arranged and
adapted by Mike Westbrook. Deram SML 1031
(37s. Mi.
PROGRAMMING
and evidence of
thorough rehearsal are fast becoming part of
the warranty with any new Mike Westbrook
album, and just one of the interesting points
about this record is the way in which all the
tunes are linked by a form of cadenza. Thus
there are no gaps and the impression of a ` live'
show is underlined.
As aunit, this band now play together very
well indeed, the emphasis coming mainly
from the reed section in which John Surman
(baritone) and Mike Osborne (alto) are outstanding. Surman is also featured greatly as a
soloist; full of fire and emotion, constantly
ringing the changes but, for me, his eagerness
to climb into the upper register becomes a
trifle off-putting.
Malcolm Griffiths (trombone) gets better
every time I hear him, while the rhythm
section of Alan Jackson and Harry Miller
performs like a mutual admiration society.
The arrangements of Sugar, Flying Home,
and Girl from Ipanema might stagger you a
little—they all reveal Westbrook's Jekyll and
Hyde treatment—and ten other pieces are
originals by the piano man himself who,
incidentally, contributes some nice touches to
the musical canvas.
G. O.
CAREFUL

SCHUBERT. Octet in F major. Members of the
Melos Ensemble: Emanuel Hurwitz, Ivor McMahon
(violins); Cecil Aronowitz (viola); Terence Weil
(cello); Adrian Berrs (double bass); Gervase de
Peyer (clarinet); Neill Sanders ( horn); William
Waterhouse ( bassoon). HMV ASO 2417 (43s. 9d.)
UNTIL THIS RECORD APPEARED, my favourite
version of the Schubert Octet was the Vienna
performance, now ten years old, but still
sounding remarkably well. Now, however, it
must at last give place. If one had to sell
British chamber music playing and recording
to the rest of the musical world, this disc would
be a most convincing argument. The Melos
Ensemble see the work clearly, and they see it
whole; no exaggerations of any kind; no tricks,
but many facilities and just the right balance
not only among the players but between
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youthful joy and musical maturity in the work
itself.
The recording is a delight, displaying the
same qualities of natural good balance, and
clarity combined with warmth. Again, no
exaggerations of microphone placing or
stereo effect, but the characteristic which is to
me of supreme importance: the capacity to
convince me that Iam listening to a performance rather than a recording, aided, at
least in the case of my review copy, by a
complete absence of background or surface
noise. For me, at any rate, this is the way to
make gramophone records.
B. J. W.

SIBELIUS. Symphony No. 4 in A minor: Tapio/a.
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by
Lorin Maazel. Recorded in the Sofiensaal, Vienna.
Decca SXL 8385 (43s. 9d.).

THOUGHT the Karajan/Berlin
Phil. Sibelius Fourth Symphony to be one of
DGG's best recordings, but quite positively
this new Decca outstrips it. Karajan's superb
performance is tragic and carthatic as befits
this icy work: Maazel's is monumental and
titanic. Sometimes, as in the second movement, he is quicker and there is asuggestion of
warmth here and there. Tapiola is wonderful
and the record is well worth having for this
side alone. Playing of the Vienna Philharmonic
cannot be too highly praised.
Both companies present a close-up picture
of the orchestra. Neither has any suggestion of
congestion, but Decca score with a nicer
sounding ambience and a rather more open
perspective. It is interesting to compare the
two openings. The DGG strings tend to ' buzz',
Decca reveal that the ' buzz' is the sound of the
bows on the strings; their brass is electrifying.
The Decca level is higher and definition of all
sections of the orchestra sets a high standard
which is perhaps best exemplified at the
beginning of the last movement.
1 HAVE ALWAYS

R. H. F.

WHY NOTI The Johnnie Spence Big Band playing
twelve pieces. Verve SVLP 9222 (37s. 5d.).
HAVE HAD A BAGFULL of albums by
American bands made up of studio musicians,
the best of which take some living up to.
Why Not! is asimilar effort by British session
men—the familiar faces behind the music
stands on so many top TV shows—and the gay
abandon of this LP indicates they were all
happy to be involved in this kind of blowing
once again.
The overall sound is reminiscent of the
great Ted Heath Orchestra; hardly surprising
of course, with Don Lusher, Stan Roderick and
Duncan Lamont in the ranks.
Obviously planned for a reasonably wide
listening audience (you can shake a leg, sing,
whistle or simply sit back and tap your feet),
the numbers include: Cherokee, Perdido and
South Rampart Street Parade.
Emphasis is on the ensemble work, but
excellent solos by Lusher, Bob Efford, Eddie
Blair and Johnny Scott reveal the homespun
talent currently centred in London.
Verve's recording of the band is rather
bright but easily adjusted, so if Mr. Spence
can get the whole gang together again and
conjure up some stiff jazz charts to really
stretch their talents, I'll place my order now.
G. O.
WE

The
perfect mateh
Dunatron Audio
Separates
With their range of Audio Separates, Dynatron promise the perfect
combination of separates for virtually any environment. Behind the
apparently effortless superiority of this exciting range, lie years of
Dynatron experience in matching expert design with expert technical
resources. And at the very heart of the range lies the new tuneramplifier SRX25—one of Dynatron's great advances for units of this
class. Consider the specification :
Tuner: Separate AM Er FM receiving sections from aerial to detector.
Built-in stereo radio decoder with indicator beacon and pre-set
threshold.
New silicon transistors.
Flywheel tuning and large tuning meter on all wavebands.
Transpovver Amplifier: Silicon low- noise devices used through all
pre- amplifier stages.
Large Germanium power transistors with high cut-off frequency.
Shuttered mains outlet for tape recorder or record player deck.
High quality ceramic or magnetic cartridges with inputs equalised to
R.I.A.A. specification.
Wider tone control range and switched loudness filter network incorporated in the volume control.
Choose from the following units: The Cantata Major, afull transcription single player, or the HFC11, the popular auto- changer, both incorporating the SRX25 tuner/amplifier.
The Mazurka HFC10 combines an amplifier with a single record
playing deck, should aradio tuner not be required. The TVR20 tuner/
amplifier is used in conjunction with either the P61 or P100 record
playing decks.
Four loudspeaker enclosures, either floor- standing or shelf mounted
to suit individual requirements, complete the range.
Fill in the coupon below for acopy of our booklet, it tells you all about
the full range of Dynatron Audio Separates and how to use them in
combination.
Prices
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Cantata
Cantata
Cantata
TRV20
P100
P61
LS300

Major HFC12
£ 124
HFC 11M £ 97. 10. O. ( single)
HFC11
£ 94
£ 78 10
0 LS150 £ 17
£ 56 15
0 LS100 £ 13
£ 39
5 0 RSU1 £ 20
£ 29 10
0 ST16 £ 5

LS200 £ 22
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HFC10 £ 64 15

Iwould like full details of Dynatron Audio Separates
send me afree copy of your new leaflet.

Please

NAME
ADDRESS

To: Dynatron Radio Ltd., Maidenhead, Berks. Tel: 23331
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READERS
PROBLEMS
Examined by ' Crossover'
For details of how to write to Crossover' p ease
refer to page 563.

CHOOSING A CROSSOVER

Dear Sir, I am using two HF 1300 Mk. I
tweeters, each one in conjunction with an
EMI 13 x84 in. elliptical aluminium centred
cone bass and mid- range speaker (92390
PFL). These bass speakers range from 25 Hz
to 5kHz and the tweeters from 24-15 kHz. I
believe. At present I am crossing over at
above 2,500 Hz and rolling off the bass
speaker at 6dB per octave. The results are
very good except for a certain roughness and
excessive sibilance on speech, coupled with a
peakiness or acidity on the treble and a hard
clanginess on high piano notes. Could this be
due to the crossover characteristics? Iwonder
if it would be better to cross over higher, say
3-34 kHz and/or roll off the bass faster, as the
two speakers may be reinforcing each other
excessively?
Can you advise me on the type and size of
speaker enclosure to achieve optimum results?
I can accommodate anything in reason. At
present, using a large ported corner enclosure
I find that very large quantities of damping
material and considerable reduction in air
leakage seems to effect aconsiderable improvement, cleaning up and focusing the bass, and
Iwonder whether an IB system would perhaps
be better than a ported reflex and whether a
smaller enclosure would be as good as my
present 6Cu ft model. My EMI speakers have
PVC surrounds and a low bass resonance
(quoted at 20-30 Hz) in free air.
Yours faithfully, J. S., Edinburgh
I think you are crossing over at the right
frequency, and would gain nothing from raising
the crossover points, though you may find that
some measure of treble control on the speaker
would help and a 15 ohm linear pot, (obtainable
from KEF Electronics, Ltd., Tovil, Maidstone,
Kent if you can't get one locally) in series with
a 50-ohm fixed resistor may be inserted into
the crossover unit across the HF 1300. Crossover
units are never easy, and it may well be that
some of the roughness you are finding will be
improved by a change here.
This speaker combination will work well in
various cabinets, but I don't think you would
gain anything from changing your present
cabinet for a smaller IB type. I would say
that, in general, for cabinet sizes up to 34 cu ft
the IB gives better results if it is sufficiently
rigid, has adequate depth behind the speaker
units, and is carefully damped, but above this
size Iprefer a vented cabinet. If I were you I
would write to EMI who will gladly supply
working drawings of different cabinets designed
to give optimum results from this bass unit in
conjunction with their mid-range and tweeter

When playing records with the volume
turned up to a normal level, a vibration is
transmitted to both the metal motor base
casting and to the plinth, and the result is
that if either the plinth or the motor unit is
'tapped' with say the finger, a deep sounding
note, rather like that made by a bass drum
occurs.
It is as if there is no insulation between the
pickup mounting or arm mounting, although
the mounting of the SME arm to the motor
board is according to the maker's instructions,
and the gramophone motor unit is mounted
on the maker's rubber shock absorbers
supplied, and no amount of foam rubber
under either the motor unit or the plinth effects
NO AFC ON TUNERS
acure.
Dear Sir, Iam thinking of buying an ArmThe above problem does not occur on the
strong tuner-amplifier Model No. 425 and I plain bands of a record, but only when any
have written to Messrs. Armstrong about this
frequency is being amplified, and it is rather
model. They tell me that their tuners don't
like acoustic feedback. Is this normal or can
have AFC now as the new components they
it be cured?
use don't need it and the tuner is not liable to
Yours faithfully, J. H. B., Tadworth
drift.
The situation which you describe is not
Would you say that this is the trend in
normal, and is in fact rather curious, as the
tuners now, and isn't there any need for AFC?
TD124 is normally excellent from the point of
I would like to purchase Armstrong equipview of mechanical feedback. It is true that any
ment as Ihave always found them helpful in
playing equipment will become microphonic at
after-sales-service.
and above agiven setting of the volume control,
Yours faithfully, G. L. C., Rainham
but this is generally above comfortable listening
I have not seen any point in AFC on FM
level. Is the plinth on a really firm setting,
tuners for some time, tending to regard it as
near or on a wall, and does this apply to the
something of a gimmick where used on current
speakers? This should be the case, and if it is I
transistor designs. The IF passband is already
can only suggest further decoupling with the
more than wide enough to deal with the minor
addition of some mass to the plinth if necessary
front-end drift that may occur, and attention to
in the form of concrete slab under it, together
the IF section of tuners and their alignment to
with thick pads of foam rubber under the
attain good selectivity is far more important,
speakers. The motor board may be made
particularly in stereo reception, than is the
undersize, so that it does not touch the sides of
addition of AFC.
the plinth if this is practical, and either the
plinth itself or the board stood on foam pads.
In the case of aseparate motor board resting on
ACOUSTIC FEEDBACK
the hearers by its own weight, rubber bearers
can be used without being screwed down. If a
Dear Sir, Iwould be very grateful if you can
slab is used to add mass to the plinth, thick
explain a problem which Ihave when playing
pads of foam rubber between slab and shelf or
records on the following equipment: Ravenstable will help. Wall mounting the plinth, out of
bourne amplifier, Thorens TD124 motor unit,
contact with the floor, is another possibility
SME 12 in. arm, Shure V15 cartridge and
which sometimes works very well indeed.
KEF speakers.

units. These do not matter, of course, so Jar as
the cabinet is concerned, since they occupy
little space. Having looked at these designs,
you might feel that your enclosure could be
modified and reduced in size, but if space isn't a
problem it may not be worth the effort. Have
you tried long fibre wool as adamping material?
This really does make a difference; a 6cu ft
enclosure would need about Ilb, well teased
out, and it is obtainable from Messrs. J. W.
Pennington, Midland Wool Warehouses Limited,
Brigate, Windhill, Shipley, Yorks and costs
ten shillings apound.

RADIO STOKE GOES STEREO
For some weeks Radio Stoke has been
transmitting stereo test tones at extremely low
power, and on Saturday March 29th at
3.55 p.m. Harold Williams, the station manager
authorised the first stereo test programme to
local listeners. Members of the S.L.P. in the
area were on the alert and a report on the
quality of the transmissions will appear in the
June issue of Hi-Fi News. The test transmissions included stereo records of pops, jazz
and classics and a stereo recording made by
John Cordeaux, Programme Director, of the
Guyanese police force singing their national
folk songs at the time of the trouble in 1964.
Recordings were made on a Uher stereo
portable, and the transmitter was run at an
effective radiated power of 1kW; excellent
signals were received by many members of the
S.L.P. including Mr. Macklin in N. Wirral,
56 miles from Stoke, and Mr. Hooper 13 miles
away.
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Having been quoted several thousands of
pounds for modifications to the transmitter for
stereo, Brian Lock and Simon Penfold,
engineers at Radio Stoke, have managed to do
this conversion initially for approximately
£20 using a borrowed LoeweOpta stereo
encoder—costing under £ 100.
The stereo tapes and announcements were
played back on a Revox 736 at 74 i/s and
stereo records were played using a Thorens
TD 124 turntable, Lenco L70 arm, and Decca
Deram cartidge.
Although such modest
equipment was used the results were very
satisfactory, and the switchboard was jammed
with over 50 phone calls of congratulations
during the test transmission, which lasted about
an hour. It is hoped that by the time this is in
print more experimental stereo transmissions
will have been broadcast from Radio Stoke
and we would like to wish them luck in their
most interesting and provocative venture.

Amatch to remember
We'd like to tell you about Grundig
Systemised Audio.
The Grundig RTV 350, PS3 record changer
and our loudspeaker enclosures.
All for D47.18.7.
The RTV 350 is aneat compact unit
comprising ahigh-quality AM/FM tuner,
pre-amplifier and power amplifier.
It is fully transistorised and has a
large, easy-to-read tuning scale for extraeasy station selection.
It also has abuilt-in stereo decoder
and an indicator to show when stereo
transmission is being received.
Then there's the Box 8loudspeaker
system—for full stereo effect.
Each box contains atwin-cone highflux loudspeaker for ultimate reproduction
of delicate or heavy notes.

The base response is outstanding—
with no distortion. A quality you normally
find only in much larger speaker systems.
The PS 3record changer completes
Grundig Systemised Audio. 4speeds,
micro-lift pick-up, sapphire and diamond
styli, in abeautiful walnut finish with a
transparent Perspex lid.
You can see this package deal at
your local Grundig dealer.
Ask him.
He'll know the score.
Grundig (Great Britain) Limited, London

S.E.26.

A MEMBER OF THE BRITISH INDUSTRIAL HOLDINGS GROUP

(o Runup uo)
For people who listen.
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Hi- Fi
IN

A Hong- Kong hi-fi set-up ( see text)

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON ANOTHER HI-FI SCENE
BY P. G. LOWE
the four million people crowded into the
OFarea
of Hong Kong. about three million

seem to be interested in hi-fi. Ninety-eight
per cent of the population are Chinese, and
fifty per cent of these are under the age thirtyfive, and in order of priority, money, watches,
lighters and hi-fi seem to be the most important
items in the life of the Chinese. Houses and
cars are along way down on the list!
Most of the English people here are on atwo
or three year contract— and their salaries are
high. The money they spend on equipment is
usually far more than they would spend at
home, and the quality is higher too, as Japanese
equipment is about half the UK price, English
equipment about two-thirds, and American
about three-quarters.
The wealthy Chinese will often spend over
£300 on one set of equipment, and he may
have more than one set—one for his home and
one for his private business penthouse. This
expenditure is not necessarily for love of
music, but for prestige value, astate of affairs
not entirely unique to this island. In the more
general Chinese market the magic figure of
HK $ 1000 (about £70) is aimed at for a complete set-up, when a tape recorder is added at
the earliest opportunity. The tremendous
interest shown in hi-fi is illustrated by the fact
that there are two weekly articles written on the
subject in the English language newspapers,
and five in the Chinese press. The weekly
piece that I write sometimes runs to seven
pages and is never less than four.
Although there is asmall nucleus of Chinese
who are technically minded and can judge
good sound for themselves, most of the
potential buyers require a non-technical
description of equipment.

The most popular equipment is Japanese;
their prices are the lowest, the external design
and finish excellent, and the sound quality
quite good. English products are held in very
high esteem, but the external design is considered a long way behind the Americans and
Japanese.
In Hong Kong the buying methods are very
interesting and have a bearing on the type of
equipment which is most popular. While in
England equipment is distributed first through
the manufacturer or importer, and then
through the district wholesaler or direct to the
retailer—so that most of the equipment has
the same ' marketing' chance—in Hong Kong
the system is very different. With all makes
except Acoustical Research of America, each
manufacturer appoints an import agent. This
agent may be one of the large import houses
(in which case unless it is a very well known
brand, the marketing chances are skm) or it
may be a large hi-fi retail shop. There is a
wholesale and a retail price as there is in
England, but here the usual selling price is the
wholesale one. The profit margin for anyone
is very small indeed, and it usually amounts to
two percent cash discount on an item that is
not imported by the seller.
Iam sure that the reader will have already
deduced that the chance of getting an unbiased
opinion from a hi-fi retailer in Hong Kong is
very small. Each dealer is out to sell the item
he gets a little profit on—the one he imports!
And so the market is wide open, and the poor
potential purchaser has to tramp around the
different shops trying to evaluate the equipment for himself, although he can never hear
the same piece of equipment in conjunction
with another because each shop has a corn591

pletely different set. The retailer is reluctant
to let the equipment out on test as the profit
margin is so small that he cannot afford more
than one delivery charge. This is one of the
reasons that the weekly articles are so popular,
and the usual question is: ' What equipment
can Ibuy for HK$1000?'
As far as the music is concerned, the
Englishman's tastes seem not to be influenced
by the Hong Kong environment, and are much
the same as at home. The Chinese record
collection often consists of nondescript background music or a mixture of pops and
classics, though classics are very popular with
the Chinese and every live performance is a
sell-out. Generally speaking, however, they
are not a creative people musically, and
although pop is very popular with the younger
set, the standard of music produced by even
the leading groups is quite awful and yet they
get the same shouts and screams from the
audience! However, the Beatles, Simon &
Garfunkel, and the Rolling Stones, etc, get
just the same sort of following as anywhere in
the world.
The selection of classical records and tapes
available in the shops is very good, Pop
selections are quite good (although always
with atime lag), and jazz of any sort very poor.
Getting back to equipment, apart from the
unusual marketing methods, the weather plays
a part in selection too. The humidity is very
high throughout the summer months, and
despite air conditioning some of the more
delicate items of equipment are not suitable for
Hong Kong. Speaking very generally, cartridges from America are the most popular,
together with turntables from England and
(continued overleaf)

HI-FI IN HONG KONG co.
Europe. Japanese and European tape recorders
get the market, and the amplifier field is wide
open. The best speakers come from England
and America of course, and the Japanese get
some of the lower end of the market.
The equipment housing situation must be
the best in the world. Not only are custombuilt units actually cheaper than the standard
imported ones, but the quality of the local
carpentry is excellent. You just pick a picture
of the design you require, decide the size and
finish, and you get just what you ordered. To
give an idea of the prices, one can get a turntable box in oiled teak with a wooden and
Perspex top for £4, and a modest cabinet to
house all your equipment can be made for as
little as £5.
The unit illustrated is part of my own set-up.
An equipment reviewer is often tempted to
change his equipment to keep up with the latest
developements (or fads), so any housing must
be flexible. The picture shows half the cabinet
which is completely knock-down'. In fact any
shelf can be inserted in any desired position.
The tape deck is the Teac 4010S, the turntable
aThorens 124111, which is fitted with an ADC
IOEIllas well as aShure V15111 mounted on a
SME 3009/I! arm. The integrated amplifier is
the Sony 1120 and the tuner aSony ST-80W;
we have FM but not in stereo. The speakers
used are usually those on test, and my
favourite ones to have on test' are the Quad
ESLs and KEFs.

BOOK REVIEWS
THE STEREO RECORD GUIDE. By Edward
Greenfield, Robert Layton, Ivan March and Denis
Stevens. Vol. 8, Mc-Z. 374 pages. Price 28s.
Published by The Long Playing Record Library Ltd.,
Squires Gate Station Approach, Blackpool, Lancs.
THE FORSYTE SAGA has come at last to an end;
the March Saga, praise be, and thanks to the
remarkable vitality of its Editor and his team,
shows no sign of doing so. Some of us cherish
the fond hope that it will prove to be interminable. No one who is not in daily contact
with gramophone records can envisage the
prodigious labour involved in keeping a work
like this nearly enough up-to-date to be
relevent to the situation at any given time, but
the crucial matter is whether all this effort is
justified, is worthwhile from the point of view
of the consumer. In the case of the Stereo
Record Guide there is no room for doubt or
qualification.
The Guide now covers aperiod of ten years
of stereo recording, and in order to keep it
within bounds, this volume and its immediate
predecessor provide reference not only to the
later issues but also to all the important ones
mentioned in Vols. II and IV, which remain in

KLINGErt
SLIMLINE

HIGH

Garrard 4- speed Model 3000
with lightweight arm and Sonotone ceramic high compliance
pick-up with diamond stylus.
All silicon solid state amplifiers,
5watt per channel. Bass, Treble,
Balance, Volume and Mono/Stereo
Controls. Input selector switch,
sockets for radio and tape inputs
and tape record outlets. Separate
on/off switch with indicator light.
Matched twin-cone speakers in
sealed enclosures.
Player Unit 20"x 15" x8+" deep.
Each Speaker I
3" x7" x8" deep.
Supplied with 10ft plug-in speaker
leads.

IN TEAK •

A serious and knowledgeable record collector should not expect to find himself always
at one with any critic, but for such people, as
well as for the many hundreds of those who
are always 'just starting' I can think of no
better fire or bedside companion than the
Stereo Record Guide. There will be disagreements, and they will make excellent
talking points, but the work is free from
major defects, and is well and attractively
presented. My copy, inevitably, will soon
bear the marks of much use, and in consequence Ishall be both wiser and happier.
B. J. W.

"PHANTOM 505"

QUALITY STEREO SYSTEM

ELEGANTLY STYLED

print. All stereo discs of classical music are
covered, together with Operetta and Musical
Comedy, and comment is offered in every
instance on musical content, quality of performance and quality of recorded sound,
overall assessment being indicated by asystem
of 'stars' to facilitate rapid reference to the
authors' evaluations without going into the
reasons for them; but readers are advised not
to skip the comments, which are informed,
pointed and often witty.

WITH FOLDAWAY RECORD CHANGER

IDEAL FOR SHELF OR WALL MOUNTING

* SUPERB PERFORMANCE *
OUTSTANDING
RELIABILITY

Complete System recommended
price 72 Gns.

For further details and particulars of other KLINGER models write to

KLINGER CONTROLS LTD.
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10, FRIAR STREET, LONDON EC4,

TEL 01-236-1811

THE NOISE
OF RADIO 1
By Austin Uden
Receiving MF stations.
BBC Radio 1 in particular
07.00 hours on Saturday, 30th September,
AT1967,
the BBC'S Light programme was

split into two separate networks and Radios I
and 2 were launched. The ten mediumfrequency ( MF) transmitters of the old Light
programme on 247 metres, ( 1214 kHz), were
given over to Radio I a new popular music
service. Seven additional transmitters now
augment them, six operating also on 247 m.
Droitwich on 1500 m long-wave, and all the
FM stations continued to carry the Light
programme in its revised form as Radio 2.
Reception of this programme has been improved recently for Scottish listeners by four
additional AM stations at Edinburgh, Glasgow,
Dundee and Redmoss on 202 metres.
At certain hours, a common programme is
broadcast by Radios Iand 2, but for two thirds
of the time during day time hours the networks go their separate ways. There are some
alternative programmes during the evenings
also. For example on Wednesdays between
19.45 and 22.00, Radio I offers jazz, rhythm
and blues, and folk music as a contrast to
Radio 2's more traditional fare. Radio I
similarly ' opts out' during Sunday evenings
with an hour of jazz from 20.30 whilst Sunday
Half-Hour and Brain of Britain 1969, are
carried on Radio 2. The total output of the
two networks is over 200 hours each week.
Although Radio 2 is available now both on
AM and FM to some 99% of the population,
the BBC have found it technically impossible
to provide comparable nationwide coverage of
Radio I even with the extra transmitters.
Under the Copenhagen Wavelength Plan of
1948, only one MF wavelength was allocated
to the BBC for the old Light programme and
sixteen out of the present seventeen transmitters use it. The other one, at Bournemouth,
broadcasts on an international common
wavelength of 202 m ( 1484 kHz). The map
(fig. 1) and table 1 give some details about
these stations which the BBC estimate make
Radio I available to about 85-87% of the
population, during the day time.
The situation is very different at night,
especially on 247 m as literally thousands of
listeners can testify. Indeed it is difficult to
believe at times that the noise emerging from
the loudspeaker really is Radio 1, and asteady
flow of letters reach the BBC about it from
listeners who find it difficult if not impossible
to hear the programme. Every few minutes
there is an unpleasant form of distortion which

fades in and out, then at certain hours a
penetrating continuous audio frequency tone
of afew hundred Hertz is heard. Superimposed
as an accompaniment to this din, are voices
speaking in an assortment of European and
other tongues.
Reception conditions on the MF radio band
have steadily deteriorated during the past
twenty years of course, not only in the UK but
Europe generally. To understand the reasons
for this, and in particular the present troubles
besetting Radio I, we first need to know
something of how MF signals reach the receiving aerial.
The predominant component near the
transmitter is the ground wave. This travels
out from the aerial along the surface of the
earth, its intensity decreasing with distance
due to spreading of the wave and absorption
by the earth. The magnitude of ground wave
losses varies considerably with the conductivity
characteristics of the ground along the reception path according to its geolocial structure.
Distance ranges of reception are shortest over
mountainous and/or arid terrain where this
conductivity is poor, and longest over flat,
well watered land or the sea where it is good.
The greatest ranges are obtained over sea
paths.
In the vicinity of the UK, the ground waves
from high power MF transmitters, ( upwards of
50 kW), extend out to distances varying, very
approximately, between 80 to 240 km, ( 50150 miles). So, tuning slowly over the MF
waveband during the day we can pick up afew
stations only with the various BBC programmes including possibly one or two
different regional versions of Radio 4. About
the only continental stations which will be
heard any distance inland during the day are
those in Holland broadcasting Hilversum /and
//, and in Belgium broadcasting Brussels I.
Their ground waves spread easily across
the good conducting characteristics of the
flat land and sea to penetrate some way in to
eastern England and the midlands.
Even so, the programmes may be partially
'drowned out' for some listeners as MF
reception is very prone to electrical disturbances, both man-made and natural. These
are produced by spark discharges heard as
interfering crackles, pops and buzzing noises
along with the programme. Man-made electrical disturbances are emitted by switches
including thermostat devices, ineffectively sup593

pressed brush-type motors and fluorescent
lighting. Consequently, the levels of unwanted
noise interference are highest in the built-up
areas of cities and towns where ground wave
field-strengths of at least 4mV/m are necessary
to give asignal to noise ratio of 40 dB. Whilst
these requirements are met easily by local
transmitters by virtue of their siting, the
ground wave field-strengths from more distant
stations are usually insufficient for comparable listening conditions particularly with
simple receiving aerials.
In sparsely populated country districts manmade electrical interference is negligible and
good MF reception is possible with ground
wave field-strengths as low as 0.5 mV/m. Due
to natural atmospheric noise, however, it still
cannot equal the consistently quiet background of the frequency modulated VHF
transmissions.
Atmospheric noise varies with time of
year and is at its worst during outbreaks of
thundery weather. When an exceptionally
severe electrical storm occurred in southern
England some years ago, local BBC MF
broadcasts were lost for about six hours in the
near-continuous crashes and crackles caused
by the flashes of lightening. On VHF, programmes were ' loud and clear'.
For local broadcasting purposes, listeners
should ideally be served at all times by the
steady, unvarying ground wave alone. But
nature dictates otherwise.
Some of the
magnetic energy from the
radiated electrotransmitting aerial unavoidably escapes skywards leading to the existence of a second
signal component, the sky wave. Sky waves
are the very curse of local MF reception at
night due to the behaviour of the ionosphere,
the electrically conducting region of the upper
atmosphere surrounding our Earth. Conventionally, the ionosphere is divided into
identifiable layers which influence in various
ways sky wave radio signals reaching them.
Those considered most important to MF
waves are termed the D and the E layers at
heights of about 80 km ( 50 miles) and 110 km
(70 miles). The ionisation intensity of both
layers is proportional to the height of the sun
and is therefore greatest at local noon.
Now during daylight hours, the lower (D)
layer has the capacity of absorbing skybound
MF waves as is illustrated in fig. 2(a). Hence
the ground wave signal does indeed predominate at the receiving aerial and we can only
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MAXELL ( Japanese) CASSETTE OFFER
To fit all cassette recorders, including PHILIPS, SANYO, CROWN,
SONY, STANDARD. etc. Available in two convenient standard
sizes.
C.60 to give one hour's playing, 10/6
C.90 to give If hrs. playing, 15/P/P 6d. per cassette - 6 or more post free in U.K.
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GARRARD A.70 MK. II
FITTED WITH SONOTONE STEREO
CARTRIDGE!

The best cassette
recorder of all

Outstanding amongst modern Garrard units, the
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reproduction. A Sonotone Stereo Ceramic Cartridge 9TA is fitted.
Non-ferrous turntable,
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guarantee and full instructions.
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LIST
Garrard AP.75 .. . ' £ 23/12/11
Goldring 1300H Stereo Cartridge .. £ 10/139
Teak Plinth ..
Plastic Hard Top
E4/4/4
Total List Price
PRYCE

£ 33/0/0

E43/19/-

COMPLETE

Here is a fine new Garrard motor and pick-up
combination to make a first-class foundation for
a top line hi-fi. Comprises high- quality 3- speed
single player with non-ferrous recessed t/table
and bias- compensated arm, cue and pause, auto
start/stop, etc., mounted in elegant plinth with
transparent lid. The superb new Goldring stereo
cartridge with diamond stylus assures outstanding
performance. Ready wired for immediate use.

Six or more, post free in U.K.
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0
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tune in to those stations within the ground
wave ranges mentioned earlier on.
At sunset, the ionisation of both layers
starts to decrease and the absorbing D layer
quickly disappears after nightfall allowing the
sky waves to reach the higher ( E) layer. This
too tends to disappear, but some ionisation
remains through the night to reflect the skywaves earthwards until sunrise the following
morning when the D layer is reformed.
During the hours of darkness then, both the
indirect (reflected) sky wave and the direct
ground wave will be present together at certain
distances from a MF transmitter, as shown in
fig. 2(b). Unlike the ground wave, the sky
wave is neither constant in strength or phase
because the reflecting E layer itself is in a
continuous state of change both in height and
density. This means that in areas where the
two waves are received at comparable strength,
interaction is set up between them causing
unpleasant programme fading and distortion
as the aerial signal strength rises and falls.
With high-power transmissions this fading
becomes troublesome at about
160 km,
(100 miles). The useful range cannot be
increased by increasing transmitter power for
the strengths of both waves would be equally
increased, but it is possible to limit the energy
radiated skywards by using ' anti-fading' mast
radiators.
The distance quoted above is only valid
when one transmitter is broadcasting on a
particular frequency; Brookmans Park, for
example, with Radio 4on 908 kHz. A far more
serious loss in service coverage occurs with
sixteen of the Radio I transmitters having to
share the same frequency.
Several complications arise when a number
23

of transmitters broadcast the same programme in this way—known as synchronised
group working. Sky waves from various
stations in the group located in another part of
the UK will interfere with the ground wave of
one's ' local' transmitter; local signals need
to be to five times (14 dB) stronger to avoid
this effect, even though the same programme is
being broadcast, hence the coverage loss. In
practice, fade-free Radio /reception zones do
not extend at night beyond 70 km (45 miles)
from even the 50-60 kW stations, and some
are limited to little more than 30 km (20 miles).
Ilive just 45 km west of Brookmans Park and
am unable to receive a steady distortion-free
signal in the evening.
Effective synchronised group working requires all the transmitters to be ' in step'.
Carrier deviations of only 1Hz would further
reduce the coverage and whilst the frequencies
are held to within fine limits using quartz
crystal oscillator units, ' synchronised' is still
perhaps something of a misnomer for small
deviations up to about 0.1 Hz are possible in
practice.
Sky wave interference, imperfect synchronism, even the time delays over programme
circuits of different length, all these factors
contribute to degraded sound quality.
But what of the penetrating audio frequency
whine which we hear superimposed on Radio 1
programmes at times? Fig. 3shows an outline
map of the European area with a circle of
2000 km ( 1250 miles) radius centered on
London. Once the sun has set, sky waves from
virtually any foreign transmitter within that
radius can be reflected into the UK via the E
layer, and tuning over the MF band after dark
provides indisputable proof of the correctness
of the theoretical calculations on which the
map is based!
Possibly without realising it, listeners to (and
sponsors of) Radio Luxembourg depend on the
sky wave from that station for reception in
this country. The direct ground wave is too
weak to be picked up here which explains why,
in common with many other European transmitters, it cannot be heard during the day
although on the air.
It is the sky wave from astation at Scutari in
Albania which causes the interference with
Radio / on 1214 kHz. (This transmitter's
approximate position is indicated in fig. 3).
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Scutari started using the frequency back in
October 1966, and does so in contravention of
the Copenhagen Wavelength Plan of which
Albania was asignatory. It was reported to the
Post Office then, and has been since on several
subsequent occasions, with a request that an
approach be made to the Albanian administration.
The interference is made worse because
Scutari is not precisely on the same frequency
as Radio Istations, but is offset by an amount
which varies between 250 and 450 Hz. When
two amplitude modulated carrier signals not on
quite the same frequency are received together,
an audible beat frequency is set up. The
frequency (or pitch) depends on how far apart
the carrier frequencies are, but it is this
difference frequency that we hear from our
loudspeakers. Scutari is not on the air continuously so the interfering low-pitched whine
comes and goes accordingly—table 2 lists the
transmission schedule. Sunset times are getting
later now, but Scutari can continue to cause
interference even during mid-summer evenings
assuming the present schedule is maintained.
Although any improvements you can make
to your Radio Ireception may be marginal, it
is worth checking up on the following points.
All AM portable sets nowadays and most AM
tuner units have built-in ferrite rod aerials
with bi-directional properties akin to those of
the FM dipole. Try, therefore, turning the set
or tuner round slowly.
Some table receivers have a turntable-type base for this

SENSATIONAL STEREO OFFERS!
NUSOUND BREAK THE PRICE BARRIER!
Never before has such value for money Hi -Fi been
available. After months of testing and comparing
amplifiers, speakers, cartridges etc., the NuSound
test team arrived at five combinations 0 that not
only produce the finest sound but represent the finest
value for money available today.
NuSound by virtue of its tremendous purchasing power is
able to buy truly vast quantities of each selected component and by doing so obtain the lowest possible prices,
the benefit of which we pass on to you the customer.
Never at any time has our motivation been towards the
cheapest available. On the contrary when we exhaustively
tested many magnetic cartridges several were found to
be quite good ( in fact one in particular is used in another
well known budget system) but they did not come up to
the high standard set by the NuSound team. We therefore
chose the most expensive cartridge purely on the grounds
that it gave the highest standard of performance on a par
with the other components in the system, instead of being
the weak link in the chain.
A NuSound Stereo System saves you fff's, in one
case as much as 334% off our normal price, if the
items were purchased individually, but whatever
the saving all systems are 100% value, not only in
quality but in both performance and reliability!
Call into any of our showrooms, hear any of our five stereo
systems and judge for yourself! !
TELETON 203E STEREO AMPLIFIER. Representing
the finest value coupled with the most outstanding performance available today. A supreme example of Japanese
equipment. 18 Silicon transistors, 12 Watts output, Freq.
range 30-20,000 Hz,
IdB.
10 dB Bass. Treble boost
or cut. Scratch filter, Output for stereo headphones,
Magnetic inputs. Equal in performance to amplifiers twice
the price. Attractive wooden cabinet easy to operate
controls, including tape, gram, tuner selector controls
and illuminated on/off indicator. Worth double. Our
Normal Price E28/7/6.
ROGERS RAVENSBROOK STEREO AMPLIFIER.
The latest model from Rogers! Using 18 silicon transistors.
20 watts output ( 10 watts r.m.s. per channel). Total
harmonic distortion less than 0-1%. Frequency range
25-20,000 Hz. Inputs for gram, tuner and tape. Tape
output sockets. Controls: Volume, Treble ( z¡16 dB at
10 kHz), Bass (
16 dB at 10 kHz), Balance, Lowpass filter
with variable slope control and switched high pass filter.
On/off switch and indcator light. Attractive teak veneer
case. Our Normal Price E47/10/-.
GARRARD SP.25 Mk II. Single- record playing unit.
4 speeds. With weight counter- balanced tubular pick-up
arm, bias compensator, integral stylus force calibrated adjustment, and cueing device. Our Normal Price [ 15/9/7.
GARRARD AP.73. A high- quality, three- speed single
record- playing unit. Features include non-magnetic turntable, diecast aluminium pick-up arm with calibrated bias
compensation, stylus force adjustment and slide- in
cartridge carrier. Facilities for cue and pause and automatic play of single records. Our Normal Price E23/13/-.
GARRARD A.70 Mk II. High-fidelity four-speed automatic record changer with a large diameter heavy turntable of sandwich construction. Weight-counterbalnced
pick-up arm with bias compensator and integral calibrated
stylus force adjustment. Our Normal Price E23/13/-.
DELUXE TEAK PLINTHS BY MEDLEY. Beautifully
finished with high quality perspex cover. For SP25/AP75.
Our Normal Price E8/19/6. With hinged perspex cover
for A70. Our Normal Price £9/19/6.
NM33 STEREO MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE. A top
quality high compliance cartridge of truly superlative performance. On test the NM33 produced results equal to
cartridges costing over L15.
20.-20,000 Hz.
Tracking
weight 2-3 grammes. Diamond stylus 0-7 mil.
Our Normal Price E9/19/6.
GOLDRI NG 800 STEREO MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE
The new Goldring Cartridge employing the " Free Field"
principle. Frequency response 20-20,000 Hz. Compliance
10 x 10 • cm/dyne. Tracking weight 1-3 grammes. Diamond stylus 0.5 mil. Our Normal Price f131-/-.
DE- LUXE D.N.H. HI-FI SPEAKER ENCLOSURES.
By Norway's Largest Speaker Manufacturer. Matched in
appearance and performance. Each fitted high quality
twin cone 84 in. speaker giving excellent reproduction.
10 watts handling capacity.
Not mini- speakers. Size
II" x7" x 154" high. Teak finished on all sides, cloth fronts,
vertical or horizontal use. Our Normal Price f33/12/-.
DECCA DERAM LUXURY CONSOLE LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURES. The Decca Derams reproduce the world's finest sounds with clarity and crispness
which no other speaker at anywhere near the price can
match. Each fitted 13" x8" high flux density elliptical
bass speaker, crossover network and 3" treble speaker.
Frequency range 50-15,000 Hz.
Power handling 8-10
watts. Unique styling, attractively finished in teak with
padded cloth fronts and elegant silver trim. Size 25" high
X
wide v 8" deep. Our Normal Price f35/14/-.
eIt is possible to combine any of the equipment listed to
create a system to suit your individual requirements. List
available.
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STEREO SYSTEM "64"
Teleton 203E Amplifier
Garrard SP25 Mk II ..
Plinth and cover
NM33 Stereo Cartridge
Pair of D.N.H. Speakers
All leads and plugs .
Total cost if
purchased individually
SAVE
SYSTEM eA GNS.
£30/19/1 PRICE
liPT Carr. &

STEREO SYSTEM " 92"

£28
£15
£8
£9
£33
£1

7
9
19
19
12
15

6
7
6
6
0
0

£98

3

I

.•
••
••
••

£28
£23
£9
£9
£33
£2

Total cost if Ino
purchased individually `'""
SAVE
SYSTEM co GNS.
£36/13/6 PRICE
UV Carr. &

7
13
19
19
12
10

1 6

7
9
19
19
14
17

Total cost if
purchased individually7£ 101

7

SAVE
£25/15/7

SYSTEM 70 GNS.
PRICE I
Carr. &

Ins. 50/-

7
6
6
0
6

SYSTEM CM GNS.
PRICE
U4.. Carr. &

1

Ins. 50/-

Rogers Ravensbrook
£47
Garrard AP75
£23
Plinth and Cover
a
Goldring 800 Stereo Cartridge
£13
Pair of Decca Deram Speakers
£35
All leads and plugs .. ..
£2
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13
19
0
14
17

0

Total cost if
purchased individually

14

0

SAVE
£21/9/-

Ins. 35,-

£28
£15
£8
£9
£35
£2

o

STEREO SYSTEM " 105"
6
0
6
6
0
0

STEREO SYSTEM " 72"
Teleton 203E Amplifier
Garrard SP25 Mk II
Plinth and Cover ..
NM Stereo Cartridge ..
Pair of Decca Deram Speakers
All leads and plugs ..
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9
19
19
14
17

Total cost if
£120 10
purchased individually
SAVE
£23/18/1

Ins. 35,-

STEREO SYSTEM "68"
Teleton 203E Amplifier
Garrard A70 Mk II ..
Plinth and cover
NM33 Stereo Cartridge
Pair of D.N.H. Speakers
All leads and plugs ..

Rogers Ravensbrook £47
Garrard SP25 Mk II
£ 15
Plinth and cover
£8
NM33 Stereo Cartridge
£9
Pair of Decca Deram Speakers
£35
All leads and plugs .
£2

6
7
6
6
0
6

SYSTEM 1 fl
GNS.
PRICE
I WO Carr. &

o

6
0
0
6

Ins. 50,-

PART EXCHANGES WELCOME.
Best possible prices given for your
existing Radio, Tape
Recorder,
Record Player or Hi Fi equipment
in Part Exchange.
EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE.
If you are unable to visit our showrooms order with confidence by
post. All NuSound Stereo Systems
are supplied ready to plug in and
play, complete with all connecting
leads.
GIRO ACCOUNT No: 58-271 0006.

• 82 HIGH HOLBORN W.C.I. Tel.: 01-242 7401 • 360 KILBURN HIGH RD., N.W.6. Tel.: 01-624 1656
• 228 BUSH OPSGATE, E.C.2.
Tel.: 01-247 2609
• 87/100 ILFORD LANE, ILFORD Tel.: 01-478 2291
(Opp. Liverpool St. Stn.— Closed Sat. Open Sun. ( 10-2) ( Pioneer Market- 1minute from Ilford Broadway)
e 242/4, PE NTO NVILLE RD., N.I. Tel.: 01-837 8200 • 36 LEWISHAM HIGH ST., S.E.I3. Tel.: 01-852 2399
MAIL ORDERS TO:

Dept. H N/MAY, Magnatape House, 191/193 Plashet Rd., Upton Park, London E.13.
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purpose or there may be a knob at the front
or side of the cabinet to adjust the aerial
direction.
AM tuner units usually have
provision for connection of an external aerial
and if you live in an area remote from a
Radio 1 transmitter, for example in Wales or
north-west Scotland, it will be worthwhile fixing one up. Your instruction literature (or the
maker directly) will probably recommend
something similar to that shown in fig. 4.
Basically, it is a length of stranded copper
wire with coloured plastic insulation slung
between insulators supported by cords. The
total length can be anywhere between 50 and
150 feet (Iwill leave you to work that out in
metres!) including the lead-in. The signal
induced into a long-wire aerial from a radio
wave is relative to the earth, so you need also
an efficient earth lead connected directly to a
metal (water) pipe buried in the garden.
Should this be too elaborate, you can sling a
long-wire aerial around the attic or loft, but it
must be kept clear of any electric cables, and
an outside earth is still worthwhile.
Finally, areminder for those within range of
the BBC's local radio stations. Most of them
take Radio Ias their ` sustaining' programme,
and this is received over GPO lines giving an
upper frequency bandwidth about twice that
of most AM receivers and without the fading
and distortion. Table 3 lists the approximate
times during the evenings when these stations
switch over to Radio I; Radio Leeds takes
little fixed Radio Iprogramming and so is not
shown. During some of the times shown, of
course, the Radio I programme may be the
same as Radio 2. If you particularly want jazz
programmes with VHF quality then Jazz on
One (
Sunday nights), is available from Merseyside, Sheffield, Nottingham and Leicester in
toto. Radio Durham takes the last half hour
and Radio Stoke-on-Trent the last 15 minutes.
Since some Radio 1 programmes can be
heard exclusively on VHF through these local
outlets, aquestion which might be raised here
is whether means should be sought to provide
it nationally, as the Austrian radio have done
with their popular music programme. A
practical long-term solution could, perhaps, be
evolved by a further and complete replanning
of all existing BBC sound services to give still
better balanced alternative programming within
the basic three channel VHF network.
This survey would be incomplete without
asking and attempting an answer to one further
question: what of the future for MF broadcasting in Europe generally? Apart from the
two international common frequencies of 1484
and 1594 kHz which can be used by any
number of stations up to powers of 2kW,
there are about 1200 transmitters presently in
operation. The original wavelength plan made
provision for but 364 with a 9kHz frequency
spacing, and under these conditions, a MF
broadcasting service operates very inefficiently
in terms of listener coverage when compared
with the VHF system. Is any responsible
professional broadcasting organisation really
justified in retaining such services in their
entirety alongside a comprehensive VHF
network when the former provides decreasingly
satisfactory reception?
This side-by-side duplication is akin to that
which existed in the gramophone record
industry during the early nineteen-fifties when
current releases could be bought on 78's and

TABLE 1—BBC Radio 1 ( Popular Music Programme)
Frequency
(kHz)

Wavelength
(metres)

Bournemouth*
Brighton*
Brookmans Park
Burghead
Droltwich*
Fareham*
Hull*
LisnagarveY

1484

202

Londonderry
Moorside Edge
Newcastle
Plymouth
Postwick*
Redmoss
Redruth
Washford

1214

247

Station

Westerglen

_

Power

Area Served

2kW
1kW
50 kW
20 kW
30 kW
1kW
150 W
10 kW

Bournemouth and Poole
Brighton area
London and parts of SE England
Moray Firth area of Scotland
Birmingham and Midland Counties
Southampton and Portsmouth areas
Hull and Grimsby areas
Belfast. The Counties of Down and Armagh.
Also parts of the Counties of Antrim, Tyrone
and Londonderry
Londonderry area
South Lancashire and South-West Yorkshire
Tyneside
Plymouth area
Norwich area
Aberdeen area
Redruth area
South Wales, Bristol area, and parts of Gloucestershire, Wiltshire, Dorset and Devon
Edinburgh and Glasgow areas

250 W
50 kW
2kW
500 W
1kW
2kW
2kW
60 kW
40 kW

*Station brought into service to augment coverage of the other eleven transmitters which prior to 30th
September, 1967, had broadcast the Light programme.

in microgroove form. Once the equipment to
reproduce EPs and LPs was well established
on the market, the gramophone companies
announced their intention to cease pressing
78s. Had not this sensible decision been taken,
one imagines that some people today would
still be preferring to order the old 78 just for
the sheer hell of it.

TABLE 2
Scutari Transmission Times ( B.S.T.)

With radio programmes the listening public
still have very much of a free choice between
the MF and VHF systems, although it is the
case that some countries broadcast one nationwide programme exclusively on VHF. For the
moment, it seems broadcasting authorities are
quite content to continue with this farcical
situation of programme duplication on the two
transmission systems even though the listener
is (usually) paying. In introducing VHF/FM
and at the same time continuing to increase
the numbers and powers of medium-frequency
transmitters, the broadcasters have got themselves, and us their listeners, into quite a
muddle, which most certainly does not excuse
them from facing their responsibilities to each
other as well as to us. On the contrary it
makes sensible action more urgent than ever.

04.30-05.00
05.30-06.00
13.40-14.30
15.00-18.30
19.00-19.30*
20.00-20.30*
21.00-21.30*

At these times, programmes are
broadcast in several languages
including Arabic, Bulgarian,
Italian and Serbo-Croat.

*Denotes times during which interference with
Radio 1 reception can occur on 247 metres,
(1214 kHz) ( April, 1969).

Clearly, what is required is the setting up of
a working party within the European Broadcasting Union to consider a phased closedown of non-essential MF transmitters.
Probably, each member country will wish to
retain certain principal stations, but if the total
number in operation could be reduced to 200
or so, there would be a real chance for a new
and workable wavelength plan to be drawn up.
The present
chaotic conditions cannot,
indeed must not, be allowed to continue for
any longer. It is on such major policy decisions
that the future of Radio I may depend.

TABLE 3—BBC Local Radio Stations Relaying Radio 1
Station

Frequency (
MHz)

Brighton
Durham

88.1
96.8

ERP
75 Wt
2.6 kWt

Leicester

95.05

Merseyside

95 85

Nottingham

94.8

140 W

Sheffield
Rotherham
(relays Sheffield)
Stoke-on-Trent

88.6

30 W

95 05
94.9

140 W
2.5 kW+

9Wt
2.5 kWt

Evening Relays of Radio 1
(Times BST)
Wed: 20.15-02.02
Sun: 20.30-02.02
Mon and Wed: 19.45-02.02
Tue:
Thu: 19.06-02.O2
Fri:
Sat: 19.02-02.02
Sun-Fri: 20.1542.02
Sat: 19.00-02.02
Sun: 20.30-02.02
Mon-Fri: 20.15-02.02
Sat: 19.00-02.02
Sun: 17.00-02.02
Mon-Fri: 20.15-02.02
Sat: 19.10-02.02
Sun: 18.35-02.02
Mon-Fri: 19.15-02.02
Sat: 18.45-02.02
Sun: 18.40-02.02
19.30-20.30
Mon-Fri:{21.15*02
Sat: 19.00-02.02

•Approximate time, Certain weekday evenings, Radio Leicester oins Radio 1up to half an hour later
than shown. Radi o Stoke-on-Trent joins Radio 1at 21.00 on Fri days.
tTransmitting aeria Ihas directional characteristics.
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SOUND INCORPORATED

WIMBLEDON'S HI -FI AND TAPE RECORDER CENTRE
We can supply all leading makes of Hi -Fi and Tape Recorders and are specialists
in installations to suit YOUR pocket. Stereo or Mono, H.P. Terms and

GENEROUS PART EXCHANGES

SUPER FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE—
YOUR ORDER DESPATCHED SAME DAY

NO INTEREST CREDIT TERNS

CARRIAGE, PACKING AND INSURANCE FREE

WE CAN NOW OFFER INTEREST- FREE
CREDIT UP TO TWELVE MONTHS ON
ALL MAKES OF HI-FI, RADIO, TAPE
RECORDERS, ETC. ETC. CALL, WRITE
OR TELEPHONE FOR DETAILS.

AMPLIFIERS—STEREO
Quad 33 & 303
Leak Stereo 30
Leak Stereo 70
Trio TK2507
Trio TKI5OT
Armstrong 521
Sansui AU 222
Sansui AU 777
Beolab 5000 ..
Rogers Cadet Ill ..
Rogers Ravensbrook
Arena F2I0 .
Radford SCA 30 ..
Sony TA 1080 ..
Goodmans Maxamp
Dual CV40
Grundig SV80 .
Teleton SAQ 203 ..
Nikko TRM 4013
A.R.D. 2000 .

cs.

98
52
63
52
36
52
59
110
140
33
42
34
106
120
54
64
119
28
46
44

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS—STEREO
d.

1
1
I
I

1
1
I

TAPE RECORDERS
WE ARE STOCKISTS FOR ALL MANUFACTURERS—AKAI—SONY—B. 8i O.
TRUVOX — AMPEX — FERROGRAPH
TANDBERG — REVOX — ETC. ETC.

PICKUPS AND CARTRIDGES
ALL

LEADING

MAKES

IN

STOCK

C
Armstrong 426
..
88
Arena T2400
..
84
Armstrong 127
..
43
Beomaster 1400M .. III
Beomaster 1000K .. 102
Sanyo DC 60
.. 100
Trio 140X .. .. 172
Trio 66T
.. 122
Trio 20T .. . •
85
Sansui 5000 .. • • 195
Sansui 2000 .. .. 151
Sansui 350 .. • • 120
Sony 6060 FW.
• 188
Teleton F2000 . •
43

s. d.
19 0
7 0
13 9
15 0
10 0
14 7
0 0
0 0
0 0
16 0
14 6
15 0
1 6
1 8

Beovox 1000
Mordaunt Short MS100
Mordaunt Short MS300
Mordaunt Short M5700
Sansui SP30
Arena HTIO
Howland West Narvik

SPEAKERS
Leak Sandwich .. • •
Mini Sandwich
Goodmans Maxim ..
Goodmans Mambo .. ..
Goodmans Marimba• .
Tannoy Lancaster .. ..
Tannoy Audiometric ..
Wharfedale Denton—pair
Wharfedale Super Linton—
pair
Wharfedale Melton
Wharfedale Dovedale
Beovox 5000

• . 21
• . 36
. • 47
68
• • 29
• • 19
• 29

COMPLETE SYSTEMS — STEREO
Teleton CMS 400 .. ..
Dual HS31
.
..
Sony HP 180
..
Sony HP 480
Sanyo 434 ( less Speakers) ..
Sanyo 534 ( less Speakers) ..
Record Housing 2000 ( less
Speakers) ..

TUNERS
43
29
20
22
23
60
27
33

10
15
3
6
19
0
10
12

0
0
4
6
6
0
0

Nikko FAM I2F AM/FM ..
68 8
Leak Troughline FM Stereo
SI 10
Quad FM Stereo .. ..
51
0
Trio AM/FM Stereo ..
56 0
Sansui TU 555 AM/FM Stereo 72 9
Armstrong 523 AM/FM ..
52 9
Armstrong 524 FM .. ..
40 4
Beomaster 5000 .. 140 15

42 0
29 10
39 10
62 15

0
0
0
0

WE STOCK A LARGE RANGE OF
CABINETS INCLUDING MANY FOR
WALL MOUNTING

SOUND

114

125 15

0

MOTORS

CABINETS

WE CAN ONLY LIST A SMALL PERCENTAGE OF OUR
HUGE STOCK. ALL ENQUIRIES REGARDING ANY ITEM
OF EQUIPMENT WILL BE ANSWERED BY RETURN.

124 9 0
122 10
126 7 9
161 15 6
175 9 10
135 6 3

Garrard 401
Garrard SL95
Garrard AP75
Thorens TD 125 ..
Thorens TD 124 Mk 11
Thorens TD 150 AB
Dual 1019 ..
Dual 1015 ..
Goldring GL 75 ..
Sanyo TP 78 ( complete)
Sanyo TP 70 ( complete)

.•
••
•.
••
••
••
••
.•

31
45
23
69
46
39
46
34
36
67
90

14
9
16
II
IS
16
15
10
8
3
16

0
0
7
4
HI
9
0
0
2
2
6

INCORPORATED

BROADWAY,

WIMBLEDON,

LONDON,

S.W.19

PHONE: 01-542 7455 ( almost opposite Wimbledon Theatre)

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY — FRIDAYS UNTIL 7.30 p.m.
Nearest Tube: South Wimbledon ( Northern

ALSO NOW AT
4 Winthrop House, St. Marks Hill, Surbiton, Surrey

Line) or Wimbledon ( District Line).

Wafetype LIGHTWEIGHT
• COMPACT
LOUDSPEAKER
• FLAT
• HI- Fl QUALITY
Now available in picture
frame cabinets made from
oiled solid teak.
Price per pair 24gns.

Price including postage'

12

L

Remittance enclosed
To: The Oakland Trading Company,
68 Lupus Street, London, S.W.I
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Quid
BY

REX BALDOCK

DECAUSE

the performance of much audio
equipment can only be evaluated by
subjective assessment, its quality is often
expressed in broad terms such as
highfidelity', ' clean' or ' natural'. These descriptions are, however, somewhat arbitrary and
overall perceived quality is influenced by
several primary and secondary factors, some
of them interrelated.
Possibly the most significant primary factor
affecting assessment of reproduced sound
quality is the degree of amplitude distortion
present, arising from non-linear amplification
and including the distortions described as
harmonic, limiting, crossover, intermodulation,
beat note, etc. Generally these have adeleterious
effect on quality, since they create sound
components additional to those present in the
original.
If concordant—as with simple
harmonic low order distortion—these additions
can be innocuous, but invariably intermodulation and allied distortions give rise to discordant beats and mushiness which may fairly
be regarded as unnatural. It is still not entirely
clear just how much amplitude distortion is
permissible, since results depend on the nature
of the signal, its level and duration, but above
afew kHz it now appears that fair amounts of
distortion are not readily detectable provided
the distortion products cease with the signal.
This last observation is made with regard to
the effects of hangover, a by-product of the
storage, interchange and delayed release of
energy anywhere in the audio chain. This may
include parasitic oscillation and transient
ringing in amplifiers, but it more usually
arises in transducers and enclosures, giving
various types of coloration. These tend to be
more noticeable at higher levels and in severe
cases cause a system to sound mechanical ' ;
but some of the consequences of coloration
are only evident over a long listening period,
when residual hangover as little as 40 dB
below the wanted signal can be of consequence. Although these sort of deviations

may not be observed on acasual listening test,
they can eventually lead to listening fatigue.
Distress similar to that arising from hangover
can be induced by response peaks in the frequency spectrum.
Some transducers give
increased response over a fairly broad band,
and the audible effect can be simulated by
combining tone control (A) and filter (B)
responses as shown by (A + B) in the diagram.
When listening via a high grade, wide band,
loudspeaker, it is instructive initially to
introduce such a humped response and then
raise its centre frequency, ending finally with a
flat characteristic. Using music of a transient
nature, uncritical listeners often accept even a
5kHz ` hump' as quite satisfactory and hi-fi,
until shown that the flat system is pleasantly
crisp in contrast to the scratchy nature of the
peaky and narrowband response.
When
programme material was of very limited bandwidth, the use of response peaks at both low
and high frequencies was legitimate in order to
avoid a lifeless quality, but the relics of such
design measures are still present.
Peaks apart, the relative balance of large
portions of the frequency spectrum can be
important. Although a2dB change in response
over a limited band may go unnoticed, its
extension to 2, 3or even 4octaves above afew
hundred Hz can result in what is commonly
referred to as presence. This is quite distinct
from the more familiar changes in balance
using constant slope tone controls, which
obviously modify apparent programme quality
by considerable losses or gains imposed on
either end of the spectrum.
Apart from frequency balance, the absolute
sound level of the reproduced programme
indirectly affects quality because of the ear's
pressure dependent frequency response. The
relative balance of the lower middle and bass
frequencies suffers most, although a few dB
error in overall level setting is of little moment.
Even if the peak level of the programme is
reproduced correctly, overall results will not be
entirely natural if the dynamic range of the
signal has been reduced, increased or otherSIMULATING A ' PEAKY' HIGH- FREQUENCY
RESPONSE
+20
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wise modified. Some restriction is often necessary and the listener then has to make an
arbitrary choice of mean level and tolerate the
scale distortion thereby introduced. Fortunately, this factor is not readily noticeable
unless the dynamic range is grossly altered.
The last primary factor is that determining
the spatial character of the sound. Aside from
an adequate stereo spread, the openness or
otherwise of results is dependent on the
avoidance of sharp changes with frequency
in the polar characteristics of microphones
and loudspeakers. Perceived quality is also
bound up to some degree with the type of
stereo presentation and whether ambiophonic
reverberation is added. Both these aspects may
influence preferred listening levels and hence
overall balance.
A number of secondary factors may indirectly degrade quality if present to asufficient
extent. The most obvious is high frequency
noise, particularly if impulsive in character. It
is here that the smoothness and linearity of the
whole audio chain is important in order to
minimise the obtrusiveness of noise; any
resonances or ringing will tend to colour the
noise spectrum. This is also true of low
frequency rumble, which if reproduced cleanly
without harmonic additions is far less annoying.
Unfortunately hum is readily heard within the
programme, since low frequencies are not
masked in the ear by higher ones until the latter
are very much more intense.
Slow changes in pitch or wow worry some
more than others.
Its higher frequency
counterpart, flutter, particularly nauseous to
musicians, is more subtle and in small amounts
has repercussions akin to intermodulation.
In stereo systems crosstalk arises, though if
it is linear small amounts merely narrow the
field alittle. But quality may deterioriate if the
induced signals are distorted, even if they are
small in magnitude.
Apparently phase distortion is quite undetectable provided it does not provoke simultaneous
amplitude distortion, and slow changes of
phase between components of a waveform
may be observed without any alteration in
quality. This is not surprising, since the
hearing system has evolved in a reflective
world in which resultant phase can be almost
random. However, differential time delay
between different parts of the spectrum of a
transient sound is detectable and this can occur
with spaced multi-speaker systems. Severe
cases of this phenomenon lead to loss of impact
and unnatural sounding speech.
Finally, although a single sound radiator
may introduce negligible time delay distortion,
it will produce Doppler distortion if covering a
large part of the audio band. This arises from
velocity modulation of high by low frequencies,
but despite several investigations into its
importance there is no general agreement on
its significance. In theory its products are
similar to those from intermodulation and it is
suspected that its elimination leads to asubtle
improvement in quality and reduction of long
term listening fatigue.
Summing up, quality assessment involves a
dozen or more factors, to some degree interdependent and of varying importance. It
would seem that many systems might qualify
for the description high-quality', but that the
label high fidelity' implies amuch more subtle
specification.
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Then buy aCeleste Mk.2.

Find yourself haunted by a melody? Then hear
your favourites, as often as you like, on a Celeste
Mk.2. by KEF. Why a Celeste ? Because, time after
time, your Celeste remains true, brings you the true
enjoyment of music, covers the entire frequency
range. No matter what you listen to, you'll hear it
beautifully on a Celeste. Just 18" long, it only
occupies the space of a dozen average- sized
books. Celeste Mk.2, now better than ever to give
you the best in high-fidelity entertainment.
Another example of sound thinking by KEF.

SPECIFICATION:
Size:

18"x1Orx6"

Weight:

21 lb.

Impedance:

8-16 ohms.

46 cm. x27 cm. x17 cm.
9.5 kg.

Max. Input:

15 watts r.m.s.

System resonance:

80 Hz.

Frequency range:

50 — 20,000 Hz.

Input connections:

Terminals

30 watts peak

Fitted with separate B.139 Mk.2 woofer, T.15 Mk.2 tweeter and
printed circuit crossover network.
Finished in super grade hardwood veneer with a choice of oiled
American walnut or teak, with coffee fleck Vynair grille.

PRICE £ 29.0.0

KEF ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Tovil • Maidstone • Kent
Phone: Maidstone 57258
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OUR READERS WRITE ...
.about paying for service
From: Roy Wiseman, Audio Manager, Hammonds Music Studio, 63 Queens Road, Watford.
Hertfordshire.
DEAR SIR, Your very interesting Editorial on
RPM and servicing raises one or two points
worthy of discussion, though it appears in the
final analysis that the dealer cannot conceivably win!
We, as acompany, have anumber of departments in the same area; hi-fi (of course) plus
musical instruments, electronic organs, etc, and
a service department. Taking just the hi-fi
section, we offer avery comprehensive demonstration room, plus evening lectures and
demonstrations and construction classes, all of
which are available free of charge. We offer an
after-sales service on normal sales, which is
superb, even going to the customer instead of
the customer bringing equipment to us. Every
possible facility is offered to a customer, to
back up a sale. Yet we are confidently asked
to give a 15% discount in addition to these
services. When it is made clear that we will give
such adiscount, but at the loss of these services,
then annoyance becomes very apparent!
On the other hand, we also accept faulty
equipment for servicing whether it was bought
from us or not (there is aDiscount House not
far away!). Initially, the plea is that ' other
companies won't service it as it was not
bought from them'. The job is serviced, but
when the bill is presented, woe betide us if it
exceeds 25s. We then become sharks of the
first order. That people want quick and
efficient service facilities is certainly obvious,
but why can they not accept that service
engineers have to be paid, too. This, Ithink,
is why so many companies do not want to
service equipment bought elsewhere: it simply
isn't worth the fuss and argument when a bill
is presented! People want results, but they
just don't want to pay for them.
Finally, Itake my hat off to the customer
who today asked for adiscount for cash when
paying his service bill!
Yours faithfully

. . . about an unservioe agency
From: Brig. K. S. Mackenzie, 44 Grove End
Gardens, London N.W.8.
DEAR SIR, Ihave just experienced the kind of
trouble which is the subject of your March
Editorial. My German tape recorder ( which I
bought on the strength of a review in Tape
Recorder of December 1959) developed afault
a few months ago—a simple failure of the
Bowden control of the speed-change switch.
Being unaware of any suitable official service
agency in this country, and knowing the
recorder to be arather complicated machine, I
wrote to the manufacturers in Germany, who
replied to the effect that they now had no
special agency. They emphasised the desirability of going to a high class repair shop and

unfortunately added the only address of a
repair shop we can give you is the following': . . .
My solicitor tells me that Imust beware of
naming these people in writing. How they
came to have any sort of connection with an
important manufacturer Icannot imagine; their
ignorance of tape recorders was quite remarkable. Istrongly suspect that the replacements which they made were quite unnecessary.
They failed to rectify the fault for which I
originally handed it over to them until finally
(after consulting my solicitor) I threatened
legal action.
Yours faithfully

.about starting up in service
From: A. Champions, 4 The Rise, Ewell,
Epsom, Surrey.
DEAR SIR, Your Editorial of March 1969 has
prompted me to think seriously about the
openings for a small firm specialising in
domestic appliance servicing, as created by the
manifest need for competent, reliable servicing
of a large range of increasingly complex
electronic equipment.
After reading your remarks, I suddenly
realised that Iam, perhaps, in aposition to fill
such a need. Being the owner of a small van
and having acquired over the years acomprehensive range of test equipment, plus a varied
experience in the servicing of domestic appliances, ranging from table lamps and televisions
to tin-openers and twintubs, I have been,
albeit unknowingly, fulfilling such a role.
Personally, I revel in the challenge of
obscure Japanese circuitry and complicated
electromechanical switching arrangements, as
are found in some tape recorders, but Ialso
realise that this is very time consuming and
would not pay commercially.
However, assuming the technical servicing
information is available, and asmall workshop
or garage could be obtained at a reasonable
rent, Icannot forsee any reason why a small
firm, operating along the lines you have suggested, i.e. specialising in servicing, could not
be made aviable concern.
In my experience, finding customers does not
seem to be much of a problem. The relatively
few ' clients' I do have ( mainly friends and
relatives), keep me busy with aconstant trickle
of faulty appliances, though whether Icould
find enough work by specialising in one field,
say audio, is another question. It may be
possible to subcontract for local shops who do
not wish to service audio equipment, be it
imported or British, which they sell. I feel,
though, that the narrower the field, the more
experience and efficiency will be gained in that
field; therefore, one can work more economically and stock asmaller range of spares—but
one restricts one's potential source of income.
Ithink one would need to be fairly flexible at
least until a reputation had been built up, in
order to make maximum use of time and
equipment.
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Bearing in mind the above, and my serious
thoughts about the possibility of creating such
a firm, I would be interested to hear any
comments, criticism, ideas or advice that
readers would be kind enough to offer.
Yours faithfully

.about one firm's service
facilities
From: A. C. Relph, G. & S. Llectrics, 8 St.
Georges Parade, Perry Hill, London S.E.6.
DEAR sur, With reference to your Editorial
in the March HiFi News, we are a service
organisation specialising in reputable hi-fi
equipment, and we would like to offer our
facilities in this matter to individuals who
experience difficulty in obtaining service for
their equipment.
Our service department is fully equipped
with all the necessary equipment for complete
and efficient servicing of hi-fi units. Our
engineers are fully conversant with all makes
of reputable audio equipment in operation and
in service. Our chief engineer has attended a
training course with Elstone Electronics
(Tandberg) and has a full working knowledge
of these machines. Our engineers have also
attended the Grundig training course in
Northern Ireland and are fully competent to
service any of these machines.
As we are official service agents for the above
companies we usually work from their direct
recommendation, but we are willing to accept
equipment from private individuals or trade
concerns. We also work in conjunction with
Rogers Development Ltd. by servicing a large
number of their older models.
Our service department is situated just off
the main South Circular road, making it
easier for people to find us. We do not employ
field service engineers as we feel that we
cannot give efficient service in the home.
Yours faithfully

.about servicing and spares
From: Ronald D. Morris, Director, Sound
Distinctive Limited, 24 Asmuns Hill, Temple
Fortune, London N.W.11.
DEAR SIR, Iwas most interested to read your
March Editorial regarding servicing difficulties.
Probably the average dealer is not able to give
the service he would wish, due to the very high
costs of running a fully equipped department
staffed with engineers competent to use and
interpret such instrumentation. This company was formed primarily as a Service
Organisation—sales being a secondary consideration—to meet this need.
We are fully instrumentated, able to repair
hi-fi equipment of the highest quality to full
manufacture's' specifications and using only
genuine manufacturers' replacement spares—
an important consideration. For this reason
we have, in the main, undertaken only to
repair the better British equipment, for which

K. J. ENTERPRISES
BRITAIN'S PREMIER MAIL-ORDER AUDIO SPECIALISTS
Immediate despatch on Advertised Lines.

Send Cash with Order.
DISCOUNT BARGAINS * VAST STOCKS OF TAPE & EQUIPMENT * REFUND GUARANTEE.

ILFORD -ZONAL TAPE

BRANDED TAPES
20% OFF!

407 OFF!

BASF—EMI—GRUNDIG—PHILIPS
SCOTCH—AG FA
Brand new, Fully Guaranteed and in normal manufacturer's pack
STANDARD PLAY
5
600
5
900 ' ,Except Agfa
7 1200 J

LIST
OUR
PRICE PRICE
22/2
18/29/5
24/.
36/7
29/6

LONG PLAY
3'
210 .Not Scotch
9/3
r 300' Scotch only
9/7
e 450'
14/9
4r 600' BASF, Agfa only 22/is- 900'
29/2
1200
36/5
.7" 1800'
51/7
8r 2400' BASF, Scotch only 74/10" 3280' Agfa only
85/9
10' 3600' BASF only
96/6
101" 4200' Agfa, BASF only 113/6

•sr

SCOTCH DYNARANGE
5"
900'
51" 1200'
7' 1800'
8f" 2400' ( Metal Reel)

7/6
7/9
12/18/23/6
29/6
41/6
58/9
68/9
77/6
89/3

( L/P)
32/8 26/3
41/.
33/58/1
46/6
84/3
67/6

GRLINDIG TAPE AVAILABLE ONLY
WHERE MARKED WITH ASTERISK
Postage and packing 26

LIST
OUR
DOUBLE PLAY
PRICE PRICE
11/6
3"
300' Not Scotch
14/3
13/3
3"
400' Scotch only
16/7
21/4"
600'
26/25/.
4-r 900' Agfa, BASF only 31/34/9
5" 1200'
43/2
46/.
1800'
56/11
63/6
*7" 2400'
79/.
10" 4600' Agfa only
140/9 112/9

NEW KJ SPECTACULAR
From the Motion Picture and Magnetic Products Division of ILFORD LTD. we are
proud to present a New Stupendous BARGAIN OFFER! Never before have
you been offered such a breathtaking opportunity. ILFORD-ZONAL premium
grade magnetic tape (extensively used by the B.B.C.) at a terrific reduction of
40%1 Brand New, Boxed, Fully Guaranteed and complete with leaders, trailers
and stop foil. UNIQUE TO KJ.
LIST
ONE
THREE
SIX
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
17/6
50/6
96/6
900' on 5' reel Long Play P.V C. ..
29/1
22/6
65/125/1200' on
reel Long Play P.V.C. ..
36/1
1800' on 7" reel Long Play P.V.C. ..
51/4
29/6
86/165/27/9
8I/157/6
1200' on 5" reel Double Play (Polyester)
43/1
36/.
l05/104/1800' on 51 reel Double Play (Polyester)
56/1
49/6
145/6
285/.
2400' on 7' reel Double Play (Polyester) 78/10
Orders over £3 post free
Post and Packing 2/6

.5r

sr

TRIPLE PLAY
3"
450' Not Scotch
22/3
3'
600' Scotch only
26/10
4"
900'
40/1200' Agfa, BASF only 50/F 1800' Not Scotch
67/2
2400"I,, Agfa. BASF
91/4
7" 3600' f only
116/6

18/19/9
32/3
40/3
54/73/6
93/6

COMPACT CASSETTES
C.60
17/6
C.90
25/C.120
33/6

14/3
20/3
27/-

.4151-

SPECIALISTS in PHILIPS, GRUNDIG,
FERGUSON, SANYO and EAGLE EQUIPMENT

BARGAIN OF THE MONTH
PHILIPS 4-TRACK

Orders over £ 3 post free.

TAPE

AMPEX TAPE—SAVE 30 -0
A special offer of top quality, premium grade, mylar (Polyester) base tape
Full Leader and Stop Foil. Boxed and Fully guaranteed.
TYPE
DESCRIPTION
LIST PRICE
ONE
THREE
541-12
1150' on 51" reel Long Play ..
35/24/6
7I/551-12 1200' on 5' reel Double Play ..
42/29/6
86/551-16 1650' on $ 1" reel Double Play ..
55/33/6
97/6
551-24 2400' on 7" reel Double Play ..
77/6
49/6
145/6
POST AND PACKING 2/6. ORDERS OVER £ 3 POST FREE.

RECORDER

SAVE f7.15.0!

with
SIX
137/166/189/285/-

48.110

LIST
RICE
PPRICE
OR
/<
.4gebeKlIllre
t.

/71CARRIAGE 10 /

Model N 4307

SPECIAL OFFER COMPACT CASSETTES

up to HALF PRICE

Superb reproduction, beautifully
designed, simple operation. The
N4307 Philips Tape Recorder
incorporates all the famous Phi.ips
features.

Compact Cassettes with 60 and 90 minutes playing
time. Brand New and packed in normal plastic library
box. Available at this exceptional price.
MAXELL MC.60
1for 10/6
3for 30/6 for 55/6
12 for 105/.
Post and Packing 2/6.
Standard pattern to fit
Philips. Steno, Elizabethan
Dan, ette, Sanyo, etc.

MAXELL MC.90
Ifor 14/3for 40/6
6 for 78/12 for I50/-

SPECIFICATION
Frequency Range-60-14,000 Hz. Signal to Noise-45 db. Wow and Flutter—
+0.25%. Output Power-2watts. Inputs—Mic. 2mV. Radio/Diode 2rnV, Gram.
00m V. Power Supply—Mains Voltage II
0/250v. Dimensions- 164"X 111"X W.
Mono recording and playback at 31 i.p.s. Takes 7" spools.
for mono
playback of two parallel tracks. • Monitoring facilities.
Position indicator.
Tone control.
Socket for direct recording from Mic./Record player. ',Extension speaker socket.
Stylishly housed in wooden cabinet.
Complete with
microphone, tape and spool.

•
•

Orders over £3 post free.

Must not be confused with cheaper American
Overtu re cassettes advertised elsewhere with an
MC prefix.

K. J. ENTERPRISES (
Dept) 17 THE BRIDGE,
WEALDSTONE, MIDDLESEX ( Oposite Harrow and
Wealdstone Station). 01-427 7758. Showroom hours:
9.30a.m. - 5.30p.m. Closed Lunch 12.30 - 1.30p.m. Close
1p.m. Saturday.

E
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•

•

*Provision
•
•

Our New 100 page illustrated catalogue sent entirely
FREE on request. Britain's most specialised comprehensive range of recording tape, Accessories
and Audio equipment. 20,000 reels of tape always in
stock with reductions ranging up to 50".

we can hold large stocks of spares. Thus we
are able to give the ' quick turn-round'
invariably required—in cases of urgency or for
industrial users, sometimes amere 24 hours.
Whilst we do occasionally service foreign
equipment, it is just impossible to carry the
galaxy of spares necessary for ¡ numerable
models and types, and they are frequently
difficult to obtain from the importers. Electrical equivalents, although available, can be
physically unsuitable. Surely retailers should
ensure before stocking imported equipment
that service data—in English—is available,
together with components, and will continue
to be so. If the retailer does not wish to undertake servicing, then the importer should be able
to recommend reliable companies who will
do so, making available to them the relevant
data and spares.
Yours faithfully

. . . about aconsensus of opinion
From: C. Braddock, Director, The Tape
Recorder Centre, 266 Waterloo Road, Blackpool, Lancs.
DEAR SIR, It may be of some interest both to
your readers and the trade in general to have a
consensus of the public, asking amongst other
things the following:
(1) Do you feel that any dealer could and
should repair all and sundry equipment?
(2) Do you put cheapness above all other
considerations?
(3) What facilities are there in your area for
after-sales service ?
(4) Do your local dealers repair all and
sundry or limit repairs to their own
sales? (Which areas?)
This kind of survey would Ithink be useful
and allow apretty comprehensive picture to be
gained of the problems over the U.K.
Yours faithfully

... about RPM, service and ahi-fi
marriage
From: F. J. F. Smith, 31 St. Peters Ave.,
Caversham, Reading, Berks.
DEAR SIR, tnote with interest your further
Editorial on equipment servicing and resale
price maintenance, but is there really any
connection? In the 25 years of my interest in
hi-fi I have approached dealers on three
occasions. The first quoted a repair price
double the original equipment cost, the second
refused to service equipment not supplied by
him, both dealers being London based ' household names'. The third gave me prompt,
efficient service; but that was a Discount
House regularly advertising in your excellent
magazine.
On the other hand, the service Ipersonally
have had over the years from Acoustical,
B & O (Debenhams), Connoisseur, Garrard,
Goldring, Hacker, Leak, Lowther, Metrosound, Shure and Wharfedale has been without
exception quite excellent, often going beyond
the limits which one has any right to expect.
I know, but not from personal experience,
that there are many other manufacturers/U.K.
Distributors who give similar service, a point
which the discerning buyer can check before
purchase without great difficulty.
Could

reference be made to servicing facilities in
your equipment reviews?
Surely the manufacturer/U.K. Distributor
is the only place for service facilities, for no
dealer can possibly be expected to buy all the
exotic test equipment, jigs and fixtures, and
maintain the vast range of spares and specifications needed to make even asmall impression
on the range of hi-fi equipment on sale today.
There may be arguments for RPM, but repair
services cannot really be one of them.
Turning to Mr. Taggart's article on The
Ladies, for the 24 years 1have known my wife,
she has been aware of, and up to the point of
marriage appeared to share, my interest in
music, live and reproduced. As you so rightly
say, however, the situation slowly deteriorates,
in my case to the point where, being at last on
the point of owning atop quality set-up, Ican
now only admire visually the orange buttons
of the amplifier, the rich veneers of the folded
Voigts and the beautiful, exotic (and sometimes
erotic) record sleeves. Can some kind reader
recommend a pair of headphones which are
not only a ' serious alternative' to loudspeakers, but block out the TV, the knitting
machine (far worse than needles believe me!)
and sewing machine, not to mention the
children. Alternatively, could someone stake
me to ahouse extension?
Yours faithfully

.about female attitudes
From: Mrs. G. W. Barden, 114 Godstone Road,
Whyteleafe, Surrey.
After reading Maurice Taggart's
article concerning the female attitude to hi-fi
in your March issue, Iwould like to say how
much Ienjoyed it. But Imust say Icertainly
differ from the ladies of his acquaintance, who
did not seem to appreciate the wonders of it.
Since hi-fi equipment has been delivered to
our humble home it seems everything must
take second place. I find myself rushing
through the chores like one possessed so that I
can have my daily session of favourite music
that seems to transport me into another
world. I've never heard anything so wonderful.
The clarity of every instrument playing is a
real joy to hear and I'd recommend it to
anyone who is in need of atonic or is mentally
depressed.
By the way, I've treated myself to some
headphones, after being informed by the
neighbour's little girl that they have ' moved
into the front room ' !!!
Yours faithfully
DEAR SIR,

.about male attitudes
From: Mrs. P. Sindall, 26 Holmesdale Road,
Burgess Hill, Sussex.
DEAR SIR, In answer to Maurice Taggart's
article Shall we join the Ladies? I must say
that all the leopard-skinned muscle men on
earth would not induce me to buy hi-fi gear.
Our hi-fi equipment is my husband's hobby,
and although Irespect and enjoy it, and could
not move the speaker cabinets more than an
inch if Iwanted to, Iwould never interfere in
any way. I frequently flick through HiFi
News, reading articles and searching for
bargains. If 1see a pretty girl, Icannot help
thinking that men who are lucky enough to
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possess expensive equipment and a beautiful
girl, who will love both man and music, must be
few and far between.
Inot only clicketty clack with my needles,
but also my tongue, but Ido enjoy music too
and I am quite capable of listening quietly
when the occasion demands. Show me aman
who will sit down for acouple of minutes (or
hours) and listen with undivided attention to
his wife's account of the day's events. Not
many people can sit and do nothing for long.
If my husband decides to do an hour's
listening, he spends five minutes with eyes shut
and ears glued, and the other fifty-five minutes
jumping up and down adjusting bass, treble,
and volume controls, exchanging a well-loved
record for a test record, and assuming all
sorts of weird poses all over the carpet.
Eventually he remembers an organ recital, so
with the volume full on, and no doubt all the
neighbours stopping dead in their tracks for a
free listen, we hear the last minute or two of
what might have been an enjoyable programme.
Having bought several records myself, I
long to be able to spend aquiet evening on my
own, actually hearing a complete piece of
music from start to finish, without my husband's interference.
Yours faithfully

.about ` if only' equipment and
budge titis
From: B. T. Quilter, 23 Lancaster House,
South Lynn Crescent, Bracknell, Berks.
DEAR SIR, I understand that a number of
readers have chosen to use, or feel that they
ought to use, drive units other than the one
specified in my article ' Cheap But Not Nasty'.
In some cases this has no doubt been prompted
by the unforseen and regrettable hold-up in
supplies of the Elac unit (see Dec. issue).
Constructors are strongly urged to adhere to
the use of the Elac speaker and to resist the
temptation to use a ' better' unit costing more,
or to attempt to ' improve' the performance by
adding tweeters, etc. The extra two or three
pounds needed would be better spent on a
Dust Bug, Disc Preener and stylus cleaner—
these three items being essential accompaniments to any record recital.
Budget hi-fi is something of awaste of time
unless the very maximum performance can be
obtained for the very minimum of expenditure
—not necessarily crying for the moon—and
although there is a good deal of low-priced
equipment about, much care is needed to
find that which comes up to the max-performance/min-cost ideal. The wise avoid the
rest of the merchandise which would seem to
carry the ` if only' label . . . ` if only this
cartridge didn't need 7grams playing weight...'
(reviewer not so long ago); ` if only this
amplifier gave its rated output of 12 watts at
1% distortion instead of 24 watts with 10%
distortion' (reviewer fairly recently); and from
an up-to-the-minute report on Messrs X.
Budget Audio Set-Up the reviewer would seem
to be saying ' if only the equipment didn't
require a complete redesign it would be all
right'.
The Elac/B.Q. loudspeaker-enclosure combination was produced at the request of those
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ELAC STS 244-17, one of anew range of magnetic stereo cartridges by the pioneers of magnetic cartridge
design, ELAC GMBH, West Germany.

TYPE

FREQUENCY RANGE

STYLUS FORCE

STATIC COMPLIANCE

PRICE, incl. P/TAX

STS 244-17

20-20,000 Hz

1+-3 gms

18.10 -6 cm/dyn

£7 17 6

STS 344-17

20-22,000 Hz

1 -2gms

25.10 -6 cm/dyn

Ell 19 0

STS 344-E

20-22,000 Hz

1 -2gms

25.10 -6 cm/dyn

£16

56

STS 444-E

10-24,000 Hz

33-10 -6 cm/dyn

£22

00

;
I-1+

gms

Also from the ELAC Hi Fi series, the superb MIRAPHON 22H transcription turntable and the Internationally
acclaimed MIRACORD 50H deluxe autochanger.
Either model with STS 344-17 cartridge al 19s. Od. incl. P/TAX.
Base and cover optional extra a 10s. Od.
Comparator demonstrations of ELAC magnetic cartridges and turntables along with an extensive range of
HiFi equipment daily at our studio.
REMEMBER—YOU DO PAY LESS AT UPL.
UNILET PRODUCTS LIMITED . COMPTON HOUSE . NEW MALDEN . SURREY
Telephone: 01-942 9567

STUDIO ENTRANCE BY NO. 37 MALDEN ROAD

Hours: MONDAY- FRIDAY 9AM-6PM

SATURDAY 9AM-NOON

To: UPL, COMPTON HOUSE, NEW MALDEN, SURREY
Please send me full ELAC details

Cartridges

E

Free Hi Fi Price Catalogue
High

NAME

Fidelity
ADDRESS

Turntables

Ei
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The Better Way
To Buy HI- F1

discophiles who, having found good quality
low-cost apparatus required two loudspeakers,
preferably without the i.o. appendage, to
complete their installations. Subsequent tests
have shown the desirability of finding acheap
but not nasty cartridge to companion the
Elac/B.Q.'s and research so far (via the
literature and the laboratory) indicates the
many pitfalls; not the least of which are the
sometimes uninformative, conflicting and
occasionally inaccurate reviews (not always the
fault of the reviewer, it should be noted).
Once again, having found a little gem of a
pocket-priced magnetic cartridge and being
virtually given away by discount firms, it
must suffer the stricture ` if only the manufacturer had fitted a 0.5 mil stylus (unobtainable) in place of the compromise (and now old
hat) 01 mil version supplied, the tracing
distortion could be reduced by about half.'
The gem isn't little enough.
However, those who scoff at budgetitis
should remember that the desire to get something for nothing is widespread: witness the
increase in sales of pick-axe handles and
thermic lances, to say nothing of the fascination
of that legal swindle called Premium Bonds.
Enthusiasts that buy only the best (meaning
the most expensive) can just as easily bite the
dust (the now notorious £ 100 loudspeaker
describable as fit for the dustbin) as can the
less well-to-do budgeteer, and those who play
safe by steering along the middle of the
financial road in all probability fall between
the two proverbial stools, since not only do
they miss the opportunity taken by the shrewd
and well-informed person of limited means,
but they fail to realise the concert hall performance obtainable from a small and select
band of top quality equipment normally
available only to the man with a fat cheque
book.
Yours faithfully

.about influencing the BBC
From: P. R. Letchford,
Harden, Bingley, Yorks.

5 Narrow

Lane,

DEAR SIR, It was with great interest that I
read Mr. Lillie's letter in your February issue,
particularly regarding the playing of stereo or
mono records as Ihad begun to believe that I
was the only person dissatisfied with stereo
equipment and Iam relieved to see that there
are others. You will be interested to know
that Ihave written five letters to the BBC on
this and other subjects in connection with
stereo broadcasts, without any success.
I also noticed that your Mr. Oakley complained about the lack of music for serious
jazz fans and light music lovers, which is also
an item Ihave taken up with the BBC. He
goes on to suggest that they bombard the
BBC with their views. Iwonder if they will.
Ihope they will not be put off and will continue to try to get the BBC to broadcast what
the stereo listeners want and not what the
BBC thinks they want.
I am surprised that more people have not
complained about the timing of broadcasts, as
Ifind it extremely irritating when the BBC has
such asmall amount of stereo broadcasting in
the evenings and so much more before 6p.m.
Recently in one day there were 54 hours stereo
broadcasting. Only 14 hours of this was after

6p.m. and none was music of any kind. The
following day, although there were five hours
of stereo broadcasting during the day, none of
this was in the evening. On Sundays it is particularly irritating to find that there are stereo
broadcasts at 8.4 a.m. and 1 would have
thought that a much more appropriate time
could have been chosen.
1am pleased to see that alistening panel has
been formed and Ido hope that they will find
some ways and means of trying to force the
BBC to take notice of listeners' requirements,
as it is quite obvious that the attempts of
individuals are a complete waste of time. 1
wish them every success.
Yours faithfully

.about aheadset review—and
listening in the bath
From: 1. G. Abelson, 81 Sheringham ANenue,
Southgate, London N.14.
DEAR SIR, 1 was very pleased to read the
highly favourable report on the Stax SR3
Headset in the March issue. Recently Iwas
commissioned to compare all high quality
earphones on the British Market and my conclusion too was that those requiring the best
sound in headphones must select the SR3.
Iwas so impressed that Idecided to make
tapes of live performances and monitor
immediately by replaying into SR3s, concluding with the most difficult test for audio
transducers, the harpsichord. Trumpets were
also monitored, but because of microphone
shortcomings direct acoustic recordings were
used. Results were most favourable; where
audible degradations occurred it was in the
order of that experienced by moving from the
best listening point in the studio to one less
favourable.
A ' freak' recording was deliberately made
by placing the stereo microphones inside the
harpsichord. On playback through the phones
the harpsichord was played inside the listeners
head!
As well as being so valuable to the listener,
the SR3 constitutes a first-class piece of testgear. When a loudspeaker has to be tested it
can only be effectively evaluated by comparison
with other speakers on the market, or in the
case of the very best speakers by comparison
with the sound of the live performance. Before
the availability of the SR3 it would have been
necessary to transport the speaker to the
performance or to transport the musicians to
the speaker, both costly and inconvenient
undertakings.
Unfortunately the reviewers omit one
essential word of instruction. Exposure to
damp (e.g. leaving adjacent to an electric
humidifier used to protect the harpsichord
against the drying effects of central heating)
will permit the charge to migrate, giving rise
to peaky response. For this reason the phones
should not be worn in the bath (not for
electrical reasons—there is no danger) or on
outdoor assignments in rain or mist. Placing
the phones near asource of dry warmth for a
few minutes will ensure complete recovery.
Perspiration should pose no problem, except
perhaps in an overheated studio.
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The reviewers also seem to have overstressed the amount of sound leakage. It
may perhaps be disturbing to a companion
in a double-bed, but should be of no concern
in an ordinary room.
Yours faithfully
One of the reviewers comments: Naturally I
am gratified that Mr. Abelson agrees with our
opinions of the Stax SR3 headset, although I
very much doubt if they are better than the best
microphones. If Mr. Abelson's microphones
are not good enough for recording trumpets, I
doubt their ability to give of their best with ' the
most difficult test for audio transducers'.
Although the Stax headset does not have a
hermetically sealed diaphragm, like the Quad
ELS for instance, we did not think it necessary
to warn readers about using them in the bath—
this is dangerous with any mains operated
equipment. In normal conditions (i.e. used for
stereo reproduction in the home) the diaphragms are unlikely to become damp—and we
have not experienced the peakiness Mr. Abelson
mentions.
As far as sound leakage is concerned, Ithink
Mr. Abelson cannot have read our comments.
We say: ' it is unlikely to offend others in the
same room unless they require complete
silence . . .' and though I do not know Mr.
Abelson's wife, lam sure she can be no more
demanding than that, in this respect.
Incidentally, it has been suggested that the
allusion to the Koss Electrostatic headset
within the body of the review may lead readers
to suppose that these were among the phones
compared with the Stax SR3s. This is not the
case; apair of these has been submitted and we
will report on them in due course. Finally, an
apology: the switching circuit in the SRD-5
diagram is incorrectly drawn! However, its
function is obvious Ithink.
R. F. J.

...about Tygan framing
From: N. R. Varney, 20 Aldermary Road,
Bromley, Kent.
DEAR SIR, Several of your correspondents
have recently remarked on the apparent
difficulty facing home constructors who wish
to make use of Tygan loudspeaker gale cloth.
Although I am sure it is hardly original, I
wonder if my own method may prove to be of
use to other readers.
The enclosures were constructed with the
baffle boards set back some ¡ in. from the
leading edges of the cabinet shells. A simple
rectangular frame was then made in 1x1in.
hardwood for each cabinet, shaped to allow a
double thickness of cloth to surround it in
each of the two dimensions, painted a dull
black and then pressed firmly home against
the baffle board with the cloth stretched
tightly over it and stapled to the back.
Ihave found that this not only provides a
really professional finish, securing a really
flush fitting in which the outlines of the loudspeakers are completely invisible, but is
completely free from rattles or buzzes of any
kind. Heating the material has not proved
necessary.
Yours faithfully

HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENTe
•
FREE ILLUSTRATED

GARRARD AUTOCHANGERS

HI-FI CATALOGUE

ON

LOOK AT THESE
NEW PRICES ! !

REQUEST ( ref 16/17)

All complete with cartridge unless stated— Latest
versions, Brand New. Fully guaranteed.
(Post and packing 7/6 any model)
E s
Mode 2025 Mono/Stereo .. . .
8 8
Mode
3000LM
Mono/Stereo (9TAHC
DIAM)
..
10 10
Mode AT60 Mk II less cartridge ..
13 10
Mode AT60 Mk 11 mono cartridge
Mode AT60 Mk 11 mono/stereo diamond
15 10
Mode AT60 Mk 11 Deram M/S
18 5
Mode AT60 Mk 11 Shure M3DM or AT2I
21 10
Mode 3500 mono/stereo .. ..
12 19
Mode SL55 less cartridge ..
II 19
Mode SL65 less cartridge ..
14 14

e

Complete range of cartridges stocked—
Special Prices with Decks—Ask for Lists.
Modern Teak Plinth with metal surround, complete
with Perspex top. Record can be played with top on.
Price £7/19/6, p.p. 4/6.

QUALITY SPEAKERS

(
Post and packing 5/any model)
(F— Full Range speaker, B— Bass only)
s d
FR8 8" 10 watt ( F)
5 19 6
Axiette 8" 6 watt ( F)
6 II
6
Axiom 10" 10 watt ( F)
7 14 0
Super 8" RS/DD6 watt ( F)
6 17 6
Axiom 201 21" 15 watt ( F)
II 10 0
Audiom 51 12" 15 watt ( B)
10 8 6
Triaxiom 2I2C 15 watt ( F)
15 8 6
Super 10" RS/DD 10 watt ( F)
II 10 0
Golden 10" RS/DD 8 Watt ( F)
8 12 6
Axiom 301 12" 20 watt ( F) ..
16 10 0
(Whitewood Cabinets, 8", a 10s. Od., 10"
£6 10s. Od., 12" a 15s. Od.) (
Post and Packing
8", 10/-; 10', 12/6; 18", I5/-).
COMPLETE RANGE OF W.B., EAGLE, GOODMANS,
WHARFEDALE
SPEAKERS
AND
TWEETERS
ALWAYS IN STOCK.

TRANSCRIPTION RECORD PLAYERS

Garrard
Garrard
Garrard
Garrard
Garrard

SP25
SP25
SP25
SP25
SP25

Mk II
Mk 11 mono cartridge ( Diam.)
Mk II Mono/Stereo
Deram M/S
Mk 11 Shure M3DM or AT2I

L
II
13
13
16
19

s
19
10
10
15
19

STEREO CARTRIDGES
Complete range in stock
E s d
i s d
Shure M3D/M
7 15 0 • Decca Dertm 4 15 0
Shure M44E
15 19 6 • Goldring
Shure M44-5
13 5 0
CS90
4 16 6
Goldring 800E 17 19 6
Goldring 800
II 15 0
S2203
4 4 0 . Sugden Stu'
5 76
Audio/Tech. AT35 X E22/51AT66
5 IS 0
AT2I X
14 10 0
AT33
9 15 0
AT2I
7 19 6

d
6
O
o
O
6

New Price List on request with special prices with or without
cartridge, choice of 8-12 cartridges each model.
SINGLE PLAYERS— QUALITY BRAND
NEW PRODUCTION
LESS CARTRIDGE ( UNLESS STATED MONO OR MONO/
STEREO M/S).
E s
Garrard AP75 less cartridge ..
19 o
Garrard SL95 Syncrolab manual/auto
35 o
Garrard SL75 Syncrolab manual/auto ..
29 0
Goldring GL75
..
33 0
Goldring GL75P ( on new plinth with top) ..
46 15
Goldring GL68
..
22 o
Decca Deccadec
..
17 15
Thorens TDI50A
..
33 10

CATALOG U E

MMO11111311=0:1

Latest 320- Page edition. Full details of
test gear, Hi -Fi components etc. Over
6,500 stock items. Complete with I0/value discount vouchers.
Price 7/6, p.p. 1/6.

16610 6166

=In

Thorens TDISOAB ( with plinth) .. ..
SP25 and Deccadec Plinth ( pp 5s) and cover
AP75, SL75, 51..95 Plinth and cover ( pp 5s)

E
37
6
8

s
5
10
10

d
0
0
0

OFFICAL HI- F1 AGENTS for
ARMSTRONG
QUAD
PHILIPS
BRENELL
EAGLE
GOLDRING
DECCA
W.B.
SUGDEN
GOODMANS WHARFEDALE MAGNAVOX LEAK
CELESTION
KLINGER
ROGERS
GARRARD
SHURE TRUVOX
THORENS
TELETON
KOSS
Complete range always instock.

• NEW HI-FI STOCK LIST ( No. 16/17) WITH NEW LOW
PRICES PLUS MONEY SAVING SYSTEM PRICES.

6 II« 601.1.11616

(*Ceramic Cartridges— Rest Magnetic.)

MONO/STEREO AMPLIFIERS,
TUNERS, AND TUNER (packing
Post and
I0/any model)
AMPLIFIERS
(T=TRANSISTOR
Leak Stereo 70 in Teak Case (T)
Leak Stereo 70 Cnassis ( T)
Leak Stereo 30-1- Chassis ( T)
With Teas Case ST)
Leak Mono FM Toner ( V) .
Leak Stereo FM Tuner ( V) ..
Teak Case for Tuner
Rogers Ravensbrook Chassis (T)
Rogers Ravensbrook Teak ( T)

ALL

63
57
51
56
34 1
48 I
7
46
41

OFFERED AT SPECIAL

QUALITY
HEADPHONES

Quad 33 and 303 (T) Stereo Amplifier.. ..
Quad Stereo FM Tuner
..
..
Teleton F2000 AM/FM/Stereo FM Amplifier ..
Teleton 203E ( T) Stereo Amplifier ..
Rogers Ravensbourne Stereo Teak Case ( T)
Goodmans Stereo Amplifier ( T)
Eagle SA200 Stereo Amplifier ( V) .. ..
Eagle AM/FM 200 MW/FM Tuner ( V) .. ..
Eagle TSA20 Stereo Amplifier (T) . ..

E
92
48
39
26
58
50
26
29
22

PRICES— FULLY GUARANTEED— CALL IN
POST \

Li
Eagle VTA40 Stereo Amplifier (T) ..
38 10
Eagle TSA60 Silicon Stereo Amplifier (T)..
35 5
Eagle AFT60 AF/FM Stereo Tuner ( T) ..
47 10
Armstrong 426 AM/FM Stereo Amp/Tuner (T)83
Armstrong 523 AM/FM Tuner ( T) ..
50 0
Decoder for 426 and 523 .. ..
9 10
Armstrong 521 Stereo Amplifier (T) ..
SO 0
Armstrong, Quad, Eagle, Truvox, Dulci, Rogers
equipment in stock.

e

FOR DEMONSTRATION

SPEAKER SYSTEMS

Full Range Response. Adjustable head bands. Fitted
stereo jack.
Mono/Stereo 8+8 ohms
DI-102S— Recommended
3 9
SDI-17 ( with vol. controls) 5 10
5E21 ( with tweeter.) ..
7 19
SE28 Full Range
9 19
Koss KO- 727 ..
16 10
PRO-4A ..
23 0
SP-3XC
II 15

s
0
10
10
IS
0
0
5
15
0

POLISHED WOOD

(PAID)

with padded earpieces.

Optional
extra
Phone
(unction box
27/6 p.p. 2/6

V= VALVE)

All contain Bass Units, Tweeters, etc.
(Post etc., B 5/-; M and F, I0/-)
(B— Bookshelf; F— Floor Standing; M—
Medium Size; T—Teak; R— Rosewood)

6
0
6
6

[
8 I
12 1
15
IS
10
30
19
28
37
43 1

o •FCS104 ( B, T) 8/10 watt
o •M565 ( B, R) 10 watt ..
o •MS80 ( B, R) 15 watt

•DL67 ( B, T) 10 watt
STEREO HEADPHONE AMPLIFIERS
•DL42 ( B, T) 5 watt ..
Output for 8+8 ohm headphones, input for +Denton ( B, T) 15 watt ( per pair)
magnetic cartridges. Self contained.
+Super Linton ( M, T) 15 watt
s d eMezzo 11 ( M, T) 15 watt ..
Eagle Model HAIO
8 19 6 +Magnum K ( F, T) 25 watt ..
Shure Model SA/2E ..
18 18 0 INCEF Concorde ( F, T) 25 watt

SPECIAL £
N
450
.1W
0.0R
t
E
.
A
£
D
i
y
54.e.ECA
IASL
KRFURO

LISMTESN—SAVE
D E D C C:!
t)

HENRY'S RADIO LTD

. 12 to 16 ohms.
+ 4 to 8ohms.
8 to 16 ohms.

e

•Dovedale 3 ( F, T) .
leMini-Sandwich ( F, T) 15 watt
iDitton 15 ( M) ( T) 15 watt ..
° Maxim ( B, T) 10 watt ..
• Ditton ( B, T) 10 watt .. .
eSandwich ( F. T) 15/20 watt ..
* Melton ( M, T) 15 watt
IIINarvick ( F, T) 25 watt

P
TL
ID
ET£E
30HI-FI SYSTEMS FROM

Ls
36 0
27 0
28 10
18 17
19 0
40 0
27 0
29 10

d
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0

CALL IN
FOR A
DEMONSTRATION

SAVE £££'s

• HI -FI SHOWROOM (also Test Equipment, etc.)
309 Edgware Road, London, W.2 01-723 6963
eMAIL ORDER AND COMPONENTS SHOP (also Electronic Organ
303 Edgware Road, London, W.2

01-723 1008/9

OPEN MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M. (THURS. 9 A.M. TO 1 P.M.)
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EASY TO GET
HOOKED

Some thoughts on high-fdelity
by P. N. Heidenstrbm

Sof them, in fact, back in my early days of
MOKING pot was the start of it all. Two

making up kits, before Ilearnt that the AC
mains should not be connected across the
volume control.
From kitsets it was only astep to mainlining.
Ihad no LSD, but still Icraved SME, AKG,
Shure (elliptical of course), Garrard, Leak
(valves naturally), Tannoy, Ferrograph. In
New Zealand the prices of hi-fi gear are 2 or
3 dB up (Why not? Economists were using
logs and log/log scales before electricity was
even discovered!) on English prices, which is
approaching the threshold of pain. So it meant
practically selling up my home and family, but
at last Igot them. Then did Iget high!
Between trips I would read the pushers'
paper—that one with the psychedelic yellow
cover. Those letters from the lunatic fringe,
still content with their crummy mono, and the
demented wretches who spend their days playing 78s with thorn needles, these were asource
of kicks as well.
The day came when I had the chance of
achieving a life's ambition—an even closer
approach (to coin a phrase) to the original
whatsit. My wife, who is a professional
musician, listened. We both listened. And,
unbelievably, we turned the chance down.
That was the turning point of my life. But
perhaps the real crisis had been reached afew
days earlier. We had to review a new recording of the Mendelssohn violin concerto.
For comparison, we played our ancient, treasured 78s of Kreisler. Yes, Kreisler slithers
all over the board, and does things that today's
violinists would never do; but he also does
things today's violinists could never do. And
as those 78s scratched and hissed we thought
how wonderful it was to listen to music for a
change.
Thus began The Cure. Withdrawal is slow
and the symptoms painful. But you can judge
my progress from one of our recent reviews:
'This disc is in mono, and far from demonstration or even hi-fi class. Yet that seems not to
matter; perhaps because it makes you listen
to the music instead of the record.'
Not only advertisers and salesmen but seemingly equipment reviewers, too, would like us
to believe that we have all but reached perfection. Before ducking for cover, may Isuggest
that not only have we not reached perfection,
but that we are not even remotely approaching
it ?
Oh sure, your equipment is so good that you
can imagine you're actually there. People were
saying that back in pre-electric days, weren't
they? Just take a look at those old-time

advertisements. Anyway, since my eyes were
opened I've realised that if there's one thing
that today's records and equipment cannot do,
it is to make you believe you really are there.
Take speakers. The excellent Mr. West
speaks about ' a lovely open-window effect'
and ' a large window open even wider'. Now
who buys the most expensive seats to aconcert
(which is the equivalent of buying S.M.E. &
Co.) and then listens at a window, however
wide? Just ask that pestilential nuisance, the
latecomer, to wait and listen in the foyer, and
note his reaction. Come now, be honest:
your listening room is not a concert hall but
only a foyer adjoining one, isn't it?
So speakers may not be perfect. But amplifiers are. Or are they? If they are, why are
there so may different types, each with its own
supporters . . . running down all the others!
Compare writing instruments: we've seen
quills, steel nibs, gold nibs, glass nibs, ball
points, felt points, nylon points, dacron points,
and still they come. They'll continue to come
until someone invents a thoroughly satisfactory design. So will amplifiers.
Competition, they say, is very brisk in the
hi-fi game. However that may indicate a
healthy trend, it equally indicates an unhealthy
product. There is plenty of competition in
cheap cars, too, but who competes with RollsRoyce ? Incidentally some would have us
believe that at least three pickups have attained
that exalted class. Name two cars in the same
breath with R-R.
Then Mr. Kelly tells us, in so many words,
that all turntables have rumble. Alas, Iread
this only after discarding three of the brutes
for just that reason. Now Iknow that ' rumble
virtually non-existent' means `. . . so long
as you're deaf'. And if you still believe that
pickups are anywhere near perfection, you
have obviously not seen those nasty distortion
graphs of Mr. Walton's.
Hi-fi equipment is improving, no doubt.
But k's remarkable how, with each improvement, the remaining deficiencies simply become
more obvious and so more frustrating. The
fellow with the very best gear, worth £ 00, is
he happier than the fellow with 00-worth of
radiogram? Is he even as happy?
It might (or might not) increase his happiness to suggest to him that the road to perfection is always paved with logarithmic flagstones. This should not be difficult to accept
for anyone who has an acquaintance with
audio: changes in so many things, such as
pitch, sound intensity, output power, and
even tip mass and playing weight, are best
depicted logarithmically. So, as each mile607

stone is passed along the road to perfection,
the next mile becomes progressively longer!
There is of course no end to such aroad.
Anyone interested in track and field athletics
will find aparallel in the evaluation of athletic
performances. Compare those absurd predictions as to how fast man will eventually run
the mile. There are no practical limits: the
way ahead of man is longer than infinity.
To be specific, let's look at some of the many
factors inherent in present-day recording and
reproducing practice that bar our way to perfection and the illusion of reality.
(1) Standing- wave and similar problems. No
speakers, least of all a reach-me-down type,
can hope to suit equally every size and shape
of listening room. And speaker experts assure
us cheerily that moving aspeaker even a few
inches can vary its response by 10 dB and more.
A pickup that behaved so would scarcely rate
as high fidelity. Why then aspeaker?
(2) The acoustic- within-an-acoustic problem.
It is pure chance if the acoustics of the recording environment so match those of your listening room that the difference is not obvious and
obtrusive. Some people (who appear to listen
with their eyes) find the sight of a speaker
cut-out, or grille, or even cabinet ruins their
illusion of reality. These visual offences can
be hidden by curtains or darkness; not so the
aural offence. This remains aconstant (if yot.
listen with your ears), intolerable (if they are
good ones) and ineradicable reminder that
what you are hearing is not genuine but ersatz.
Also, whether your room's acoustic does or
doesn't conflict, it invariably abstracts much
of the incisiveness and detail of the recorded
sound. Listen to speakers and earphones and
note the difference.
(3) The moving orchestra effect. Stereo recreates only two dimensions (mono one); the
extra dimension being lateral, the apparent
distance of the performer from the listener is
governed largely by the loudness of the music
(plus the effects of ambience). Thus an
orchestra playing fff and then ppp may appear
to move forward and then backward, an effect
observable in real life but exaggerated in reproduction. Imperfections in reproducers, plus
clues gained from recorded ambience, help to
mask this effect partially, but until a further
channel (at least) is added we can never get a
really accurate ' fix' on the performers. Even
then, our hearing being three-dimensional, the
illusion would still be short of reality.
(4) The fiat perspective effect. This stems
from the same causes as (3) and from some
recording techniques. The apparent soundstage lacks depth, as though the performers
were lined up against a wall. (Is this what
some speaker advertisements mean by the
phrase ' a wall of sound ' ?) Again, apparently
only with certain speakers, the sound may
take on a shallow character which is difficult
to describe but has an appearance to the ears
similar to that of stage props to the eyes.
(5) The confined space problem. A domestic
room does not have either the physical space
or the acoustic space to accommodate a symphony orchestra. How then can the sound of
an orchestra, injected into that room, sound at
all realistic and convincing?* This is apart
(continued on page 609)
Sit sounds realistic and convincing when injected into
small rooms called ' boxes' in concert hall and opera
house.—Ed.
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oil grease and most forms of soiling from a
wide range of electronic or electromechanical
equipment.
Surface resistivity is very high (50,000 x
10 6 M/cm) and the cleaner is inflammable and
leaves no residue.
Ultraclene, mentioned in New Products in
our January issue, is not safe with all plastic
materials as stated then; it is a non-toxic
substitute for Carbon Tetrachloride, but
must be used with care as damage can occur to
some plastic materials when the spray is
applied to them.
Manufacturer: Automation Facilities Ltd.,
Oxford Ave., Slough, Buckinghamshire.
AAU KIT
have produced kit versions
of their popular audio adaptor units enabling
constructors to save up to 20% of the normal
cost of the units. Besides standard units
AAU-2, 3and 4, AAU-K is obtainable in kit
form only, and is intended for the user who
wishes to make up an adaptor unit to his
own design. Prices of the kit adaptors are
£3 2s. 6d., £ 3 5s. and £3 10s. for AAUs 2-4
and £2 12s. 6d. for AAU-K.
Manufacturer: M.A.C. Electronic Co., Ripley,
Surrey.
MAC ELECTRONICS

RONDO STEREO
FINISHED in walnut and plastic laminate,
Telefunken's new Rondo record player includes a compact stereo tuner-amplifier
covering Medium, Long and Short wavebands
as well as the FM band, and provides an
output of 4W per channel into separate
speakers supplied.
Fitted with a stereo
crystal cartridge and Telefunken record
changer, the complete Rondo measures
25& x 19! x 15! in. and costs £ 137 I
6s. 9d.
Manufacturer: AEG ( Great Britain) Ltd., 27
Chancery Lane, London W.C.2.

'

•

•

Ell- F1 SYSTEM 15
teak ( and rosewood in due course)
the Tandberg System 15 is a new addition to
the company's range of loudspeakers and
includes a 3-unit system with crossovers.
Rated power handling capacity is 30 W and
the impedance is 4ohms, making the unit
suitable for those power amplifiers that only
develop their rated power outputs into low
loads. The price of the System 15 is £40 19s.
(teak version only).
Distributor: Elstone Electronics Ltd., Hereford
House, North Court, off Vicar Lane, Leeds 2.
AVAILABLE IN

AEROSOL EQUIPMENT CLEANER
non-toxic, and safe with many
plastics including those used in hi-fi and radio
equipment, AF Spray can be used to remove
VIRTUALLY

FISHER RECEIVERS
Fisher receivers are announced by
Getz Bros. including a ' state of the art'
THREE NEW

HI-FI FROM DYNATRON
and revised hi-fi units are now
available from Dynatron based on the latest
version of their Ether Stereo tuner-amplifier
electronics.
Top of the list of new equipment is the
Cantata Major, a Goldring GL75 unit fitted
with the Goldring 800 cartridge and including
acomplete tuner-amplifier within the compact
teak case.
The amplifier specification has been improved
in several respects and signal-to-noise ratio is
now 65 dB on all inputs, and silicon low-noise
transistors are used in the preamplifier, with
germanium types retained for the power
amplifier.
A simpler less expensive unit is also
announced, to be known as Mazurka Model
HFC-I0. This includes a Garrard SP25 deck,
fitted with aGoldring 800 cartridge, electronics
are similar to those contained in the amplifier
stages of the Cantata Major, providing apower
output of 10 W into 3ohm loads and a range
of suitable loudspeakers is also available.
Prices for the new Dynatron ' Separates' are
£56 15s. for the Cantata unit fitted with a
Goldring GL75/800, £ 124 10s, for the same
unit fitted with the tuner-amplifier, and £78
10s, for the tuner-amplifier alone. The tuneramplifier can also be obtained with the Garrard
2025TC or SP25 units if required.
The Mazurka, here illustrated, costs £64 15s.
plus £515s. for the stand (if required).
SEVERAL NEW
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component which is claimed to be probably the
most sophisticated receiver ever imported (
and
therefore ever available) in the United Kingdom.
Known as the 500TX the unit features crystal
filters in the IF stages of both AM and FM
bands, and incorporates MOSFETS with
capacitor-diode tuning to give an IHF sensitivity of 1.7 e.V. Power output is claimed to be
190 W IHF or 60 W per channel into 8ohms
and the unit also includes an ' auto-scan'
facility which enables the user to scan the FM
band for stations without operating the tuner.
Two lower priced models, similar except for
power output, are Models 250-T and 400-T.
Both use pre-set tuning with a large variable
scale as well and FET front-ends are featured
in the FM tuner which has an IHF sensitivity
of 2µV. Power output of the 250-T is 100 W
total music power ( no continuous rating given)
and of the 400-T 150 W total music power.
Less powerful, and without the pre-set
tuning facility of its more expensive stablemates, the 175-T features AM- FM stereo radio
and a a 65 W total music power amplifier—
designed like all Fisher units to produce full
output into 8ohm loads.
Prices of these new Fisher receivers range
from £ 190 is. for the 175-T to £338 2s. for the
500TX, amatching range of Fisher accessories
is also available.
Distributor: Getz Bros. & Co. Inc., 2Harewood
Place, London W. I.
Manufacturer: Dynatron Radio Ltd., Maidenhead, Berkshire.

to be 8ohms and the unit has aresponse up to
15 kHz. Price is £ 1Is. 6d.
Distributor: Eagle Products, 32a Coptic Street,
London W.C.1.
LOW-PRICED PHONES

PHILIPS AUDIOPLAN

cassette recorders have been supplied
with several new American tuner-amplifiers
(receivers) but the first of these units to appear
on the British market comes, predictably,
from Philips. The basic unit is Model RH78I,
an AM/FM tuner-amplifier with coverage of
Long Medium and Short wavebands and provision for three FM tuned circuits selected by
push-buttons. A stereo decoder is provided as
standard and the unit has a power output
which is somewhat ambiguously specified as
`up to 6 W continuous' per channel.
Model RH88I includes a stereo cassette
BUILT-IN

recorder within the slightly larger, but nevertheless compact, cabinet, and a stereo microphone is available as an extra.
Loudspeaker Model GL561,170 is intended
to replace Model GL561 offering a load
suitable for 4and 8ohm impedance matching.
Prices of these Philips additions are £74 19s. 6d.
for the tuner-amplifier (RH78I), £94 19s. 6d.
for the tuner-amplifier with built-in tape unit
(RH881) and £26 19s. 6d. for the GL561/70
loudspeaker.
Manufacturer: Philips Electrical Ltd., Century
House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London W.C.2.

CLAIMED to have afull bass response and
a frequency range from 25 kHz- 15 kHz,
the Japanese Concord phones are 8ohm
moving coil types suitable for mono or stereo
reproduction. Like all moving-coil phones
they are very sensitive, and the distributors
state that an input of 1/12W is adequate for
efficient operation. The phones are said to be
robustly constructed, and have a fully adjustable headband and washable plastic earpads.
Recommended retail price is £4 19s. 6d.
Distributor: Transatlantic Music Tapes (Distributors) Ltd., 36 High Street, Salisbury,
Wiltshire.

SILICON transistor battery powered amplifiers
can produce excellent results into highfidelity headphones, and Eagle's new HA 10
unit is designed to operate from magnetic or
ceramic pickups, a tape recorder or a tuner,
and provides up to 50 mW of power—ample
for most dynamic headphones. Twin volume
controls are fitted, and the unit is housed in a
compact metal case. It costs £ 11 Os. 6d.
Also available is a low priced
highefficiency tweeter' designed to crossover at
3000 Hz and beyond. Its impedance is stated

A MEDLEY OF ITEMS
items from Medley Musical are
of interest, including two loudspeakers—one
bookshelf type and alarger model the Maestro
11 which features a specially modified Baker
drive unit—a range of solid teak fittings
suitable for Garrard and BSR turntables,
which are available with turntables and
cartridges and Perspex covers if required, and
aCompact stereo system.
Known as the 2008 this unit features a
'ceramic amplifier' with matched Sonotone
ceramic pickup and is supplied with teak minispeakers and an auto- or transcription-record
player to choice.
(continued overleaf)

phones—it produces a shut-in feeling that I
would accept conforms to the description
from the difficulty of reproducing the funda'orchestra in the head', so I suppose that
mentals of very low notes in small rooms.
centre-stage sounds in stereo must in theory
also be shut-in'.
Those experiments you have read about, where
the audience could not distinguish aperformer
Some subjects using headphones have reported that the performers appeared to be
or ensemble from arecording, invariably took
place in concert halls of course.
behind them, and one even found she could
(6) The stereo seat. In some surroundings,
move them to the front simply by reversing
even adopting the Brittain arrangement with
the channels. None ever complained that the
speakers facing partly (or wholly) inwards, it
sound-stage appeared to move as the head was
may still be impossible to obtain an even spread
moved, and in any case, commonsense says
that involuntary head movements are so small
of sound across the aural stage.
as to produce no noticeable change, while
These six distractions, along no doubt with
many others, are some of the chief causes of
movements large enough to do so are voluntary
listening fatigue. Our ears and brains simply
and are therefore automatically allowed for.
Quite obviously, many personal idiosyncrasies
become frustrated and weary from attempting
enter into earphone listening, but Iwould urge
to reconcile contradictions in the sound picanyone interested in trying it not to be deterred
tures which are offered them.
by the various criticisms that have been voiced.
Incidentally, with the possible exception of
Where close-miking has been used, with
(3) and (4) these distractions can be removed
little ambience being recorded, the performers
by listening via earphones. Now phones have
their faults. They can, for example, tell some
can sound uncomfortably close for my own
taste. But then some concertgoers prefer the
awful truths about conductors who separate
their first and second violins—agitators for
front row stalls, and would have the conductor's
this practice, please note. But the so-called
place if they could.
Speaking of microphones, isn't it strange
orchestra-in-the-head effect need not be signithat the pickup, the amplifier, the turntable,
ficant among those faults, given suitable
and the speaker have frequently to plead to
records. To investigate this in an amateur way
their nefarious activities, be examined, crossIhave made tests using stereo records chosen
examined, and sometimes condemned; while
for a generous acoustic and correspondingly
the microphone (whom Isuspect of being an
'distant' image. Of dozens of people tested,
arch-criminal) is rarely hailed into court? Is
both sexes, all ages, musicians and nonthe microphone innocent and blameless, too?
musicians alike, not one has noticed this effect,
There are in our collection perhaps one or
even when it was suggested to them. But I
two discs whose recorded sound faintly remust say that Idislike amono programme on

sembles the true-life sound of, for example,
solo or ensemble 'cellos. But even they could
never fool areasonable ear that it was hearing
the actual instruments. Is it microphones, or
the placing of them, or recording environments, or tape machines, or what that makes
the sound of recorded 'cellos hardly distinguishable from the rumbling of the traffic outside the studio?
Such extraneous noises are another problem.
And what is gained by increasing the amplifier's
S/N ratio to 80 dB when surface noise can be
worse than the original margin of 55 dB? By
the way, the pressings of a company which
News' has reproved are the leaders of the
field in New Zealand. On the other hand our
discs from one company which HFN often
commends, sound as if they were recorded at
ajetport. But perhaps this is a comment on
factory conditions again, as Ihear that many
British discs carrying the same labels as those
reviewed in the U.K. are in fact pressed over
here.
Icould go on. But we all know the unsatisfactory features of hi-fi, even if we refuse to
admit them. Fifty years from now, audio
addicts will still be welcoming the imminent
arrival of perfection, the advent of ultimate
reality, and deriding our equipment as we now
deride that of 50 years ago. Maybe back in
1918 they had something when they could
imagine themselves right there. It could be
worth trying. Anyone like to swap their
Edison phonograph and Lyric records (' Improved loud, Tone immense') for my SME/
Shure. . . ?

A HEAD WITH EAGLE

EASY TO GET HOOKED
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Appointed agents for B & W speakers

*NO EXTRA FOR CREDIT eOWN SERVICE DEPT.

QUAD, LEAK, ROGERS, KEF, GARRARD,
SHURE, GOLDRING and DUAL Equipment
on demonstration.
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BASSETS IN KIT FORM

Readers contemplating the construction of
the Basset loudspeaker described in the April
issue, may be interested to know that Centre
of Sound, who have marketed kit and readybuilt Paralines for many years, are able to
supply kits, complete finished enclosures or
whitewood versions of the Basset.
Supplied as a pre-cut kit in whitewood,
complete with loudspeakers but not including
the crossover components, the Centre of Sound
Basset costs £34 Is. 4d; assembled this whitewood version costs £3extra, while fully finished
in teak veneer the unit costs from £43 Is.
The Basset kits can also be supplied in
pre-cut kit form without drive units if required,
when prices start at £ 18. Delivery in all cases
is by arrangement (the Basset makes a bulky
parcel) although for purchasers in the London
area avan service is available and costs up to
30s. for 30 miles.
Centre of Sound will also be demonstrating
the Basset to interested purchasers during
normal working hours, which includes a short
time on Sunday.
Interested readers are
advised to contact the company.
Centre of Sound Ltd., 140-141 Plumstead
Road, London S.E.18.

STEREO

Sands Hunter!
45,HARESTREET,WOOLWICH,S.E18

INTEREST
TERMS

01-854 1955

LONDON AREA

Establish4d ¡snip

H. L. SMITH
sic CO LTD.
Comprehensive stock of equipment
by all leading makers.
287-9 EDGWARE ROAD
LONDON W.2
Tel: OS- 723

5891

CROYDON'S
TAPE RECORDER CENTRE

All leading makes in stock, HiFi equipment, cabinets, etc. Service agents for AXAI Tape Recorders

SPALDING ELECTRICAL LTD.,
352/354, Lower Addincombe Road,
CROYDON.
ADDiscombe 1231/2040
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Also available, a new range of '
L' shaped
cabinets intended to house these and arange of
other commercial items, made in teak veneers
and with detachable solid afrormosia legs.
Prices for these Medley items are £ 17 and
£33 respectively for the Bookshelf and Maestro
loudspeakers, £58 and £64 for the Compact
2008 record player (the non-auto version being
the most expensive) and £ 15 15s. for the ' L'
cabinet.
Manufacturer: Medley Musical Ltd., 4Felltram
Way, London S.E.7.

LONDON AREA [continued]
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BBC AND RADIO 3
the BBC were considering the
closure of Radio 3 were dispelled when the
new director-general, Mr. Charles Curran,
took over from Sir Hugh Greene at the beginning of April. Speaking of a ' rumour that
Radio 3is for the chop' Mr. Curran said that
such amove ' would be quite contradictory to
the aim of the BBC, which is to provide a
comprehensive radio service'.
Mr. Curran also asserted his opposition to
the acceptance of advertising by the BBC
because, among other things, advertisers
would not support nor care about the progress of services such as Radio 3. He made
no comments about stereo radio as such, but
confirmed that the Corporation hoped for a
considerable increase in licence money because
of the higher fee for colour receivers, once
more suggesting that the idea of a stereo
licence may not be without worth. There are
but 100,000 colour receivers in use in Britain
at present, yet all three channels are spending
vast amounts of money on catering for them—
not least because the radio industry has made
some attempt to popularise this form of entertainment while remaining oblivious to the
commercial appeal of all forms of good stereo,
especially stereo radio.
FEARS

THAT

equipment reviews
GOLDRING 800 SUPER E PICKUP CARTRIDGE
tracking of high modulation test discs where
this exceeds the maximum recommended by
the makers. Such a weight may possibly be
sufficient to displace the magnetic assembly and
force the cartridge into anon-linear operational
state thus defeating the object of the exercise.
The determination of optimum tracking
pressure for any given cartridge is not a foolproof operation which can readily be accomplished in five minutes. Correct bias setting
under the conditions is an important factor, and
no pickup, in my experience, will track every
disc perfectly; its performance in one's own
conditions and on one's own records is the
thing that matters.
The stylus assembly of the Goldring 800SE
best imported models. It is also for export, of
is shown in the diagram. A detailed description
course, where its initial success is extremely
—1"" HE production of moving magnet pickup
of the system was given by Granville Cooper
encouraging, Iunderstand.
I cartridges has, from the beginning, been
in his review of the 800 and 800E, and the
Each cartridge is supplied with a test card
principal differences in the case of the 800
almost exclusively American, which is not
showing output of each channel and separation
really surprising, since Shure Bros. were among
Super E are designated. The most significant
at 1kHz of the particular specimen, together
the originators of the system. Our own
is the use of a membrane to provide a fixed
with a response curve, taken on a Bruel and
British contribution to high quality magnetic
pivotal point for the stylus arm, which otherKjces pen recorder, presumably from the B. &
wise tends to pivot in a somewhat random
pickup manufacture has, in recent years, been
K. test discs. Temperature and load are not
limited to the justly famous Decca. The
manner, varying with frequency. My thanks
specified on the curve supplied with my partiEMI EPU 100 never really got off the ground,
are due to John Wright for the opportunity to
cular sample, but Iimagine that the conditions
inspect the component parts of the Goldring
for reasons which remain a mystery to many
stated on the test-card apply also to the
people; I believe that, even today, given the
800SE in their disassembled state when it is
response curve, i.e. 47 K at 20?C. We shall
apparent that the whole moving system is
same kind of treatment as the Decca design
refer to this data later in our report.
exceptionally light; the tip mass is stated to be
has received, it could compete with anything
When the cartridge arrived, this informaavailable. The arm is, in all respects, a thing
under 1mgm which may to some extent
tion was deliberately put aside, unexamined,
of beauty, and I wish it were possible for
account for the low output.
so that preliminary impressions might be
Incidentally, this 'super' stylus assembly can
Mr. Pike's admirable design, which he desgained free from any conditioning. With the
be purchased separately and fitted to the
cribed in detail in this magazine at the time of
tracking pressure set at the recommended
standard 800 body, afact we can only applaud.
its introduction, to be further developed by
maximum ( 11 grams) first impressions were of
EMI. Iremember, too, from earlier days, and
Turning to measurements, the frequency
ease and comfort, to be expected from a high
response curve, shown together with the
with some nostalgia, the original Voigt movinggrade cartridge of this type, and a quality of
separation in our graph, bears very close
coil and the Ferranti Ribbon', both, like the
self-effacement, nothing to call attention to the
resemblance to the B. & K. trace supplied with
Voigt speaker ahead of, and too good for,
pickup, simply apleasant and relaxing musical
the cartridge. It is a very good one, within
their time. But these are things of the past; as
experience. We then unleashed our war
±2'5 dB over the whole range up to 15 kHz,
in so many other fields, we pioneer, but we do
horses, and for the first time we were distracted
falling away above that frequency to minus
not develop and exploit. However, Idigress
at certain points by slight evidence of tracking
3-5 dB in the LHC and minus 7dB in the
from the business in hand.
failure. The weight was therefore very slightly
RHC, under the stated test conditions. In
Last year saw the welcome arrival of two
increased to just under 11 grams, and the
view of Granville Cooper's findings with the
magnetic cartridges of British manufacture,
trouble cleared.
800 and 800E we decided to assess the effect of
from Goldring, the 800 and the 800E. These
Having concluded this preliminary listening,
temperature changes on the response of the
were aimed at the medium price market, and
we turned to test discs, beginning with the
cartridge. Our curve was taken at 68°F (20°C)
were reviewed in our issue of May 1968.* They
Shure Audio Obstacle Course. The tracking
which may be regarded as normal, comfortable
work, like the ADC 10E/11 on the induced
weight was first restored to 11 grams, and there
room temperature.
magnet principle, closely akin to the moving
was evidence of failure on levels 3and 4of the
Everything was left in position, and the
magnet system, but having the advantage that
orchestral bells—a very severe test. Again, a
ambient temperature allowed to fall overnight.
slight increase of pressure brought improvethe magnet doesn't have to be moved. The
The following morning it registered 15°C (59°F)
Goldrings are designated ' free field' cartridges,
ment, but further increases (to just over 11
and there was no perceptible change in response.
grams, in 3steps) made things no better, and
and Granville Cooper found them in many
Temperature was slowly raised to 75°F (24°C)
respects very good, if unduly sensitive to
failed to produce clean results from level 4,
and again there was no noticeable difference.
temperature variations. Since the publication
and the weight was therefore reduced to the
While this and every other cartridge which
of our review a good deal of work has been
point at which any further reduction increased
depends for its proper functioning on plastic
the evidence of mistracking, and checks were
put into the improvement of these cartridges,
materials of one sort or another must be
made with ' Hi Fi Stereo Review' test disc
much of it by John Wright, lately with Audio
temperature sensitive, we conclude that a
Model 211 and EMI 77F 590 (
abeast, this one)
and Design Ltd. In current production, this
different plastic material is used for the hinge
hyper-sensitivity to temperature has been
as well as selected records of music. By this
in the 800 Super E from that which was
somewhat devious process, optimum pressure
controlled within the normal working range,
employed in the 800 and 800E at the time when
and the 800 and 800E are now joined by a was established as just over the recommended
Mr. Cooper examined them, and that within
third model, the 800 Super E. The price of this
maximum of I+ grams. It must not be conthe range of what may be regarded as normal
cluded that every specimen of the Goldring
is about 50% higher than the 800E and it is
listening temperatures', any variations in the
intended to compete on equal terms with the
800SE will require more than the 11 grams
response of the 800SE are, even if measureable,
maximum specified by the makers, nor, as we
quite insignificant for practical purposes.
pointed out in our note on the Neat V.70 last
•This review appears to have been of faulty samples,
and the performance of the 800 and 800E is now subThe response shows the characteristic fall
month does it necessarily improve performance
stantially similar to that of the 800 Super E, differing
to use the pressure required for the least mis- away of high trackability moving magnet
mainly in detailed analysis of complex musical material.

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
Free-field stereo pickup cartridge. Frequency
range: 10 Hz-23 kHz. Output: 4mV at 5cm/sec.
Channel separation: 25 dB, nowhere less than
15 dB. Static compliance: 35 c.u. Effective tip
mass: less than 1mgm. Playing weight: )1* gm. Stylus: Elliptical diamond. Stylus replacement type: 0.100 Super E. Terminating
load: 47-100 K. Cartridge weight: 8gm. Fitting:
4- in, fixing centres, 4-pin connection system.
Test data: each cartridge supplied with a calibration form giving test details on that particular
sample, plus a Bruel & Kjcer frequency response
plot. Guarantee: For one year against electrical
and mechanical faults, excepting stylus wear,
provided the manufacturer's instructions are complied with and that no unauthorised modification
or alteration has been attempted. Price: £25 11s.
Manufacturer: Goldring Manufacturing ( GB)
Co. Ltd., 486 483 High Road, Leytonstone,
London, Ell.
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Tel: Windsor 64106

For the finest selection of
Fi and tape equipment
Hi plus apersonal service.

Tel: 01-353 5812

For ARMSTRONG • LEAK • QUAD • GOODMANS
WHARFEDALE • ROGERS • FERROGRAPH
GARRARD

Ridgers of Berkshire

DESIGN

All HiFi and unit

SURBITON PARK

audio requirements

RADIO LTD
48-50 Surbiton Road,
Kingston upon Thames

KIN 5549

P. A. Ridgers, 42 Broadway, Bracknell, Berks. Tel: 5895

HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS.

TAPE RECORDER HI-FI CENTRE
SHEEN LTD.
HI-FI EQUIPMENT— TAPE RECORDERS
ACCESSORIES, SERVICE
3 & 4 STATION PARADE,
LONDON, S.W.14.
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P
I
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OF

CREWE

LTD

Head Office: 14 Hightown, Crewe. Tel. 3327

HiFi CENTRE: 28 HIGHTOWN, CREWE
Technical Division: 19 Ludford St., Crewe.

Hire or Buy

l Listen to the Best

* Cameras
* Monitors
* Video Tape Recorders
* Ampex
* Ikegami
* G.E.C.
* Loewe Opta
FULL SERVICE OFFERED

Holid ay

Bros.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Bryan
Truvox
Leak
Goodmans
Goldring
Thorens
Eagle
ETC.

(A.v.) if.,4
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BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

LONDON

HUGHES

Photographic and
HiFi Specialists

7 HIGH STREET

Tel: 30138-9

Specialising in
BANG & OLUFSEN, FERROGRAPH, FISHER,
TANDBERG, REVOX, ROGERS, QUAD, LEAK,
SONY
(
including Sony Video Tape Recorder')

Open until 8 p.m. on Fridays

SHEEN LANE, SHEEN,

rp,i
(

VIDEO AND HI- Fl STUDIO

KINGSTON UPON THAMES

HOUSING •

[
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FOR ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS...

89/90 High Street, Eton
WINDSOR

LONDON, E.C.4

Dealer

CHESHIRE

AUDIOCRAFT

Your leading City Audio
and HiFi Specialists

Cabinets by
RECORD
FURNITURE

loar

BERKSHIRE

Stern Radio Ltd.

109 FLEET STREET.

Dealer

PROSPECT 0985

Photographic Equipment accepted in Part Exchange
for HiFi

Opposite Mortlake Station S.R.

HI-FI STEREO
47 WASHWAY ROAD, SALE, CHESHIRE
(Tel.: 061-973 5577) ( opposite Sale Locarno)
Stockists for all good Hi -Fi units
Probably the best selection of gramophone records
in Cheshire. Specialists in building complete systems
into matching cabinets. All finishes available.
Free Hi-Fi brochure and price list sent on request to
residents within 30- mile radius of Sale.

LONDON
THE AUDIO /1 SCIENTIFIC CENTRE
QUALITY AT ALL PRICE RANGES
Make your Audio purchase an investment. Sound
advice in all sound matters, realistically simulating
home listening conditions at Britain's unique Audio
Studio. Shop open 6 full days a week (Thursdays
until 7 p.m.).

M. W. KEEN LTD.
Tape Recorders
Equipment
All leading makes
Hi Fi

ADVICE IS FREE, COME AND TALK TO US
(Two minutes from Tottenham Cc. Rd. Tube Station)

UNITED TECHNICAL SUPPLIES LIMITED

29 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.I
Tel. 01-580 5015

PAUL'S ROW
HIGH WYCOMBE

BEDFORDSHIRE

LUTON
ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS ( 1925)

See and hear the best and latest in Hi Fi
equipment at our Luton showrooms and
demonstration room.
Send for information on your requirements

189/191 Dunstable Road, Luton
Telephone: LUTON 28201

Agents for: Ferrograph, Philips, Grundig,
Brenel I, Hacker, Armstrong, Chapman,
Leak, Quad, Decca, Goodmans, B&

o

phone
25691

1

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS

geoplloztellitlill

I
X

l&2 PEAS HILL
CAMBRIDGE

Tel: 54237

LLOYD 8g WYLIE
42 BRIDGE ST., CHESTER

Tel: 26704

eers2
HI.FI AUDIO ,

EXCLUSIVELY AUDIO, ALL MAKES SUPPLIED
600 Car Park directly above.

Sat's

open till 6

Also at
CHELTENHAM & SOUTHAMPTON
CHESHIRE

BEDS.

D. P. HOBBS Ltd.
11, KING STREET

go scandinaviart hi-fi . . . .
Bang & Olufsen, Tandberg, Arena, Dynatron, Radford,
Sony, Philips, Quad, Leak, Fisher, Sanyo, Pioneer, Akai,
Sansui, Wharfedale, Armstrong, Rogers, Ferrograph,
Dual, Trio, Bryan, Normende, Eddystone, Goodmans,
Braun, etc.

Tel: LUTON 20907

the hi-fi and tape recorder lounge

leading makes of HI-FI equipment stocked
including Armstrong,
Leak,
Quad,
Truvox,
Rogers, Ferrograph, Trio, etc. We specialise
In the repair of all makes of HI -Fl equipment.

EXPERT STAFF - ADVICE SERVICE - PART EXCHANGE
HOME DEMS - AFTER-SALES SERVICE - COMPARATOR DENS

All

Est. 40 years

TAPE RECORDER AND HI-FI
SPECIALISTS

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

COVENTRY RADIO LTD.

LUTON

CHESTER

GREEN LANE, WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE, SK9.1LR
ring Wilmslow 24766 and ask for Mr. Bird
Closed \11 eds. except by appointment

612

DENBIGHSHIRE

WREXHAM
NORTH WALES HI-FI SPECIALISTS
Stockists: Bang & Olufsen, Bryan,
Pioneer, Quad, Leak, Akai,
Ferrograph, Revox, Tand berg,
Goodmans, Lowther, Thorens,
Garrard, Lenco. Etc.
HI Fl CENTRE & CAMERA SHOP
CENTRAL ARCADE, HOPE ST.,
WREXHAM. Tel: 4827

cartridges above the middle register. In the
case of the 800SE it starts at 1kHz, and is
slow and smooth. This is very convenient,
since many amplifier tone controls centre at
1kHz and an adjustment of the treble control
to about plus 1easily and simply corrects the
response. In listening tests using the Quad
331303 amplifier, we found this setting to be
optimum.
Separation is outstandingly good, although
there is adifference, on average 5dB, between
channels in this respect. The claim made is a
trifle difficult to interpret "Nowhere less than
15 dB". One assumes that it means nowhere
within the recorded range—it is then made
good past 10 kHz, and, at worst, is never less
than 10 dB right up to 20 kHz, the limit of
measurement.
Output was (just) under 1mV/cm/sec
per channel at 1kHz, and channel balance
within 1.2 dB. To avoid the necessity of turning
up the volume control higher than is desirable,
this cartridge really needs to work into an
amplifier with sensitivity at the magnetic
pickup input of not less than 3mV for 15-20 W.
(Remember that a 3mV amplifier is more
sensitive than a 5mV model.)
Static compliance measured 30 c.u. as specified, and the trackability claim on the test card
(plus 15 dB ref. 1.12 x10 -3 cm peak amplitude
at 300 Hz Side A, Group 2A, Band 4 CBS
STR 111)—was met at the pressure of 1 grams
at which all our measurements were taken. At
high levels- 15 cm/sec, 12 cm/sec and 9cm/sec
respectively, the waveform on the R.H.
channel was not good at 1kHz, 800 Hz and
600 Hz but from TCS 101 it was very good
throughout the range. An indication of the
shape of the square wave response is given,
and this was considered to be good.
The polish, shape and setting of the diamond
stylus were found to be beyond reproach, and
apart from the minor point mentioned in
connection with separation, the cartridge met
its stringent specification.
Final listening tests were a pleasurable
experience. Optimum bias setting had been
determined during the tracking tests at the
1gram mark on the SME arm (under our
conditions) and with the weight at a fraction
over 1+ gm we settled down to enjoy a wide
variety of music from both stereo and mono
discs. We shall not pretend that everything
was perfect (when is it?) but the overall quality
was extremely pleasing, and the subject of
favourable comment from a number of discriminating visitors. Apart, perhaps, from the
Shure V.15/11 and ADC 10/E11, no cartridge
which I have tried ' jibbed' at less, or did it
more mildly. One point did cross my mind—I
wonder if a slight reduction in the major axis
of the elliptical diamond, placing the upper
limit at 0-7 mil rather than the 0-8 mil of the
800SE might produce better results from some
discs without worsening the results on any?
Just athought. The whole struggle for improvement in high quality sound reproduction is a
struggle to achieve neutrality, and this pickup
does have the neutrality which is the hall-mark
of quality; it does not call attention to itself in
any positive way, so that one listens, as one
should, to the music, given similar characteristics in the ancillary equipment. Tone is
smooth and sweet throughout the whole range,
and the stereo image firm and clear.

GOLDRING 8005E

STYLUS ASSEMBLY

DETAIL

END DAMPING

EXTRA MEMBRANE
PIV3T
LOWER MASS
MAGNETIC TUBE
MORE COMPLIANT
DAMPING BUNG
ELLIPTICAL DIAMOND
STYLUS

ARMATURE

CONICAL COMPLIANT
PIVOT

ICOMPARISONS ARE WITH STANDARD 000E I

pickup at an eminently reasonable price,
which puts the kind of quality typical of the
best and most expensive moving magnet
designs within the reach of an increased
number of people. We offer sincere congratulations to Mr. Scharf and his associates in this
enterprise, for this is the first British product
of this type and class, and one which we feel
should stand up well in world markets against
the American ' big guns'.
B. J. Webb

There is not, perhaps, the same extraordinary capacity for the reproduction of the
finest detail, the same analytical quality as in,
for example, the ADC 10/E11, with which it
has been directly compared in these listening
tests, and certain records, almost all vocal,
which provoked unease in the 800SE did not
do so with the 10E. But there should be no
doubt in the mind of any reader of this report
that the Goldring 800 Super E is a first-class
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DERBYSHIRE

THE MIDLANDS HI-FI SPECIALISTS

BUCKLAND'S OF DERBY
90 ft. Frontage-3 Floors of Sound
Recording Studios
Manufacturers' Hi -Fi Recitals on Friday
Evenings

41/49 London Road, Derby.
Tel. 48425/6/7

GLOUC ESTE RS HIRE

EPPING — ESSEX
CHEW & OSBORNE LTD.
148 HIGH ST. Tel: 4242
Akai - Ampex - Arena - Armstrong - Audio Technica
B & 0 - Bryan - Celestion - Ferrograph - Fisher
Garrard - Goldring - Goodmans - Hacker - KEF - Leak
Lowther - Philips - Quad - Radford - Revox - Rogers
Shure - Sony - Thorens - Truvox - Wyndsor
Wharfedale
Home and showroom demonstrations
After sales service. H.P. Facilities
Equipment and Records by post

OF BRISTOL

Tape Recorder and Hi Fi
Specialists (Demonstration Room)
361-363 GLOUCESTER ROAD,
BRISTOL 7.
Tel. 41181

DEVONSHIRE

CROISETTE

HI- Fl IN PLYMOUTH

ALBERT E. FORD LTD.
84 CORNWALL ST.

RADIO

The Hi -Fi Room
Free delivery anywhere in Essex

Offer more than aselection—A SERVICE

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS

LARGE SELECTION OF EQUIPMENT AND
CABINETS ALWAYS ON SHOW AT

Tel: 63319

212 LONDON ROAD,
HADLE1GH, ESSEX

ti

111
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1
1
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AUDIO

87 WINCHCOMBE STREET
CHELTENHAM
Tel 53228
Also at
CAMBRIDGE & SOUTHAMPTON

Southend
557490

HAMPSHIRE

THE SOUTH WEST

Tom Molland Ltd.

Invite you to visit their well-equipped
Demonstration Theatre and compare all
the leading makes of HiFi and Tape
Equipment at
110 CORNWALL STREET, PLYMOUTH
Telephone 69285
Immediate delivery to ALL Areas

PROCTOR RADIO
24 FOSS ST. DARTMOUTH

TEL. 2432

• For all leading makes of Hi -Fi Equipment.
• Records—Tape—Cabinets—Accessories etc.
• Demonstration Room available by appointment.

• Home Demonstrations and installation up to
50 mile radius.
• All service carried out in our own workshops.
• Appointed Grundig service station.
• Personal attention by Mr. C. S. Proctor.

78, Brentwood Rd., Romford, Essex
Romford 41644
HiFi Specialists — All leading makes stocked
Sales & Service — Cash or Terms

Evening showroom demonstrations arranged.
Credit facilities-after sales service

335 Green Lane, Seven Kings,
Ilford.
Tel: 01-599 1826. No parking restrictions.

Exclusive Cabinets

Excellent Service

High Fidelity

Specialists

(Loughion) t'O. LTD.
FISHER, B & 0, ROGERS, LEAK,
ARMSTRONG, RICHARD ALLAN,
MEDLEY, LUXOR, ENGLISH AUDIO.

f(eceetics

49z3b

12, Smart's Lane, Loughton, Essex
Hamilton Electronics Soot hampton)Ltd.
35 London Pc.ad Seutharhoton Phone 28622 3Lines

TEL: 01-508 2715

ESSEX
STUART and PAUL invite you to see their stock at

UNIQUE RADIO

IORRESTER'S

NATIONAL RADIO
SUPPLIES LTD.

6 THE FACADE
HIGH ROAD
GOODMAYES
HI-FI AND PUBLIC ADDRESS ENGINEERS
INCORPORATING ESSEX SOUND SERVICES

SEVEN KINGS 8277

ESSEX

ILFORD AUDIO CENTRE

Appointed Agent for
AKA! • LEAK • QUAD • DUAL
TANDBERG • TANNOY

SOIVIN I/ SIJIel'LlES

Send 2/- for our hi-fi booklet, "Sound Ideas"

You are cordially invited to visit our demonstration
showroom-where you can sit, listen and compare
equipment at leisure without any obligation.

Tel. 28063

Southampton's
High Fidelity Specialists

SOUND & VISION SERVICES LTD.

peter russell's hot record store ltd.
24 market avenue dial OPL2-60255

FULL COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATION
FACILITIES, LEADING HI-Fl NAMES
AND ARENA

117 EAST ST., SOUTHAMPTON

ROMFORD

DUAL-LEAK-GRUND1G-TELEFUNKEN

PLYMOUTH

AUDIO CITY LTD

For all your Hi Fi Requirements
consult

70-72 HOLDENHURST ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH
HANTS
Largest hi-fi and radio component
store in the south
Tel: 25232

GLAMORGANSHIRE
WALES

Leading Hi -Fi Specialists

Est. 1930

J. COUGH & CO LTD, CARDIFF

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS

Jilildküe AMID

Designers of the "Gough Loudspeaker Cabinet"
Stockists of Quad, Leak, Armstrong, B & 0, Record
Housing, etc., etc.

* Demonstration rooms available *

148-154 NORTH ROAD
614

Telephone 28473

111111,1
I;

12 BARGATE STREET
SOUTHAMPTON Tel 28547
Also at
CAMBRIDGE & CHELTENHAM

DUODE-JANSZEN
SUMMIT 4 MID- RANGE
AND HIGH- FREQUENCY
ELECTROSTATIC
LOUDSPEAKER
have already met this Janszen electroW Estatic
tweeter element before and been

favourably impressed. The electrostatic principle is one of the right ways to convert
electrical signals to sound—` right' because it
avoids the problems that beset most of the
other methods, especially at the higher frequencies. The moving-coil has to have apaper
cone or something similar attached to it to
disturb enough air to be heard and it is impossible to get all the sound-radiating area doing
the same thing at the same time except at low
frequencies—when they can be very successful.
The ribbon and ionophone certainly produce
coherent vibrations, but being of necessity
small, generally need a horn to match them
to the air, in order to obtain an acceptable
electroacoustic efficiency. Horn design is not
exactly straightforward as directional properties have to be considered as well as actual
size, which limits one to higher frequencies
only.
However, successful designs exist,
notably in the Kelly ribbon tweeter, and the
Ionofane.
In many respects the electrostatic is the simplest design of all. It achieves this ` moving as
one piece' behaviour as the driving force is the
same all over its whole surface, and the diaphragm can easily be made large enough and
light enough to couple directly with the air.
Directional properties are no serious problem,
as the active element can be shaped to give any
desired dispersion of sound, either by making
it continuously curved physically or electrically,
or in a series of flat segments suitably angled.
The Duode Summit 4uses four Janszen units
side by side and at 224° with respect to each
other. This makes a dispersive assembly
covering about 90°. The use of four units also
increases power handling and enables a lower
cross over frequency to be used without
'stretching' the performance at low frequencies.
The whole design of these electrostatic
speakers looks ridiculously simple, but there
are afew hidden snags. High voltages can do
funny things to ` insulators' over long periods
of time, but those who have solved these
problems have shown how successful the
electrostatic element can be. Very low frequencies do present a rather more difficult
problem—though Quad solved it thirteen
years ago—but moving coil speakers can
perform very well at this end of the scale.
The real snag with electrostatic loudspeakers is the awkward load they present to

higher frequencies reaching it. Incidentally the
input impedance of the Summit 4 is over
megohm so it ought to have something
between 10 and 20 f connected across its
terminals to terminate any external crossover,
though no half-decent amplifier should mind
what is effectively an open circuit at high
frequencies, some may even be run like it.
The unit is neatly finished in a wooden
framing with metal grille protection back and
front, decorative at the front of course. It is
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
intended to sit on top of its woofer cabinet,
High-quality mid- high frequency loudspeaker
assembly with bullt-in power supply and transbut of course lends itself to awhole variety of
formerless matching unit. Drive units: Four
mounting possibilities. Being open at the
Janszen electrostatic panels. Crossover: At
back, it gives further possibilities of diffusion
500 Hz by R-C network in the matching amplifier.
by reflected sounds from walls, etc.
A separate roll-off for the bass unit is not Included.
Power handling capacity: 15 W when properly
After only a few minutes listening, it was
matched.
Power requirement: 200-250 V,
realised it would partner the reviewer's own
50-60 Hz.
Price:
£75 12s.
Manufacturer:
woofer system. A slight modification to the
Duode Ltd., Westfield Mills, Broad Lane,
Bramley, Leeds 13.
L.F. roll-off frequency and agood balance was
obtained. The increased sensitivity and lower
our electrical signals. Firstly, the input impefrequency performance was most marked—and
dance is very nearly pure capacitance. This
all this at 4 M load! A 20 n(
power) resistor
should not embarrass any really good amplifier,
was added later, and while this made a more
but it will of necessity reduce its power output
`respectable' load, there was absolutely no
before overloading, for the load ` line' is now
audible difference—the reviewer's own amplialmost acircle—so the technically minded can
fier is unconditionally stable.
ponder awhile! The low frequency limit and
Compared with previous experience with
the power handling desired, will decide the
one, two, and three Janz,en units, this assembly
spacing between the moving diaphragm and
had asmoothness and sweetness more like the
fixed plates, and this in turn will decide the
Ionofane. Measurements showed no appredriving voltage (and to some extent the polarisciable alteration in the frequency response, but
ing voltage). The driving voltage is always
distortion measurements of this valve driven
much higher than we ever use for moving coil
system showed well under 1% with a 5kHz
speakers; fifteen watts into a fifteen-ohm
signal reading 90 dB at 1 metre and 100 dB
speaker is just fifteen volts, and twenty five
close up, most unpleasantly loud anywhere in
watts into an eight-ohm speaker is only
the room. Above about 95 dB (at 1metre) the
fourteen volts. Electrostatic mid-range and
driving amplifier limits—gracefully, no rude
tweeters will need a few hundred volts drive
noises, just no more output. This is more than
and a full range like the Quad, about a enough, even for large demonstrations, and
thousand.
of course there are four units. The usual wide
The normal procedure is to use a step-up
range of material was tried and just nothing
transformer, but forty years ago we had electroshowed up any appreciable coloration; white
static speakers (Istill have mine!) and drove
noise tests confirmed this. Probably the most
them straight from the anode of the output
exacting noise test is the slight background
stage (anodes, if it was apush-pull ELS and a between musical performances on a good
push-pull amplifier). Even in 1969, this still
master tape—the slight audience noise, and
seems a sensible thing to do. After all, a the performers preparing for the next item.
capacity is a wretched load for a transformer
On the score of coloration, the reviewer's
secondary and for those who don't like valves(!)
first impression was of arather badly coloured
we will soon have cheap transistors with high
sound! This was very quickly traced to their
enough working collector voltages to take
position in the room—they were on two small
over this job!
shelves in the speaker corner, at ear height, and
However, while the reviewer has been trying
this put the rear faces of the units very close to
to find time to try this out, Peter Belt, of
the wall and the standing wave patterns set up
Duode Limited, has done the job and most
between the unit and the wall was enough to
successfully too. A compact 3-valve amplifier
upset the overall smooth response. Moving
takes the normal low impedance signal—of
them further out—as if they had been sitting
anything up to 15 W, and boosts it up into the
on top of a free standing woofer for instance,
low hundreds of volts. The first stage is a
all was well.
concertina phase splitter and uses only one
The alternative, actually adopted for conhalf of a 12AX7. The second is the amplifying
venience in this case, was to absorb most of
stage, a 12AT7, and the two fixed speaker
the rear radiation. This took 5or 6one-inch
plates are driven from the following cathode
slabs of polyurethane foam (to give a total
follower stage, all low distortion techniques.
thickness of about six inches) tucked inside
This is very neatly finished in aslim box about
the concave rear. This of course would be
8x5x2in. with ventilation panels top and
absorbing almost half the total sound power,
bottom. A second item, which needs little or
but it was still an excellent match for the pretty
no ventilation, produces the power, heater,
sensitive high flux twelve inch woofers used.
HT and polarising voltages. Crossover is at
As measurements showed the response
500 Hz and the simple two stage high-pass
starting to fall above about 16 or 17 kHz, the
filter incorporated, limits the amplifier to the
purist might like to fit a super tweeter. It is
upper range, so it does not matter whether it is
doubtful whether there would be any audible
used with acomplete external crossover or not.
difference—unless the super tweeter has a
The bass speaker used with it, will of course
(continued on page 625)
need its own crossover components to stop the
615
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WATFORD
High Fidelity Centre

HI-FI AUDIO SPECIALISTS

at RADIOLU X Ltd.

Leading Agent for: Bang and Olufsen,
Leak, etc. Personal Service, Demonstration Room.

SOUTHPORT'S LEADING
STEREO MUSIC CENTRE

36 WOODLANDS PARADE, HIGH ST.
WATFORD ( opposite the Pond)
WATFORD 29734, 41029

SF

Garth Harrison

THANET AUDIO CENTRE

IT'S GOOD — WE STOCK ¡ TI

Demonstrations in our Stereo Theatre. Also home
demonstrations with no obligation.

78 High Street,
Broadstairs,
Kent.

Tel.: Thanet 61587

84 Station Road
AINSDALE
Tel: Southport 79276

KENT

KENT

TU NBRIDGE WELLS

GRAVESEND HI-FI CENTRE
BENNETT

8i

BROWN

Est

1925

6013 WROTHAM RD., GRAVESEND. 3245-3060
Visit our Hi -Fi Showroom and Demonstration Room.
All leading makes stocked, including Tandberg, Armstrong,
Leak, Quad,
B &
0,
Rogers, Truvox,
Ferrograph,
GKD,
Record
Housing,
Goldring,
Thorens, KEF, Goodman:, Hacker, Grundig, etc.

BEXLEYHEATH * NORTH KENT

HI-FI CENTRE
Personal service and demonstrations in comfort.
Al! leading equipment.

BROADWAY RADIO, 228

BROADWAY

the sound studio eli«&
109 camden road,
tunbridge wells, kent

e

Telephone: BLAckfriars 9432

Open: Wednesday and Friday, 6.15 p.m.-8 p.m.
Saturday, 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Tunbridge Wells 32153.
For personal and uninterrupted attention, we are
available at all other times by appointment. Please
ring Pembury 3260 or ( London) 01-242 3130.

Agents for Ampex, Akai,Ferrograph,Tandberg, Brenell,
B & O. Vortexion, Truvox, Sony. Leak, Quad. Armstrong, Clarke & Smith, Lowther, Fisher. Goodmans,
Wharfedale, Garrard, Goldring, Dual, Decca. Record
Housing, Fitrobe, G.K.D., etc.
Any combination of leading amplifiers and speakers
demonstrated without the slightest obligation.

Armstrong, Rogers, ADC, Sony, Fisher, Leak,
Connoisseur, Revox, Lowther, B & 0, Shure,
Decca, Thorens, Ferrograph, STC, Garrard,
SME, Truvox, Celestion, Wharfedale, EMI,
Goodmans, Ampex, Grampian, Pioneer, etc.

WOODS & PORTER Ltd
23 West Hill, I
349, High St.,
DARTFORD
DEMONSTRATION ITel:
CHATHAM
Tel:
Dartford 20002

Bexleyheath 4186

GODLEYS
SHUDEHILL, MANCHESTER 4

ROOMS
Medway 42688

MINCING LANE / DARVVEN STREET

BLACKBURN TEL: 59595

7 MILES FROM MS— CLOSED THURS

LANCASHIRE

KENT

Armstrong, Leak, Quad, Fisher,
Rogers, Ampex, Tandberg,

AUDIO CENTRE

HARKER & HOWARTH
(Music) Ltd. of BOLTON

STOCKPORT
58/62 LOWER HILLGATE

STO 4872

Revox, etc.

GOULDEN AND CURRY LTD.

RADIO, TAPE AND DISC EQUIPMENT

For all leading makes of
HiFi Equipment

59-61 High Street, Tunbridge Wells

Advisory Service and Satisfaction assured

Goodwin St., Folds Rd., Bolton

COMPREHENSIVE STOCKS OF

Telephone: 30151/2

also 7 The Arcade.

FULL AFTER SALES SERVICE
EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS ARRANGED

KENT & S.E. LONDON —
138,0-SONY-ROGERS-ARENA-etc.

LIVERPOOL'S LEADING

lli-Fi

HERMLYN Hi Fi Ltd.
64 HIGH STREET
ORPINGTON
Tel: MM33101

230 HIGH STREET
ELTHAM S.E.9
Tel: 01-850 9548

TAPE RECORDERS— RECORDS

South East London and Kent

WOO 2369

Beaver Radio

BLACKPOOL

V. j. MONK LTD.
140-141 Plumstead Rd., London,

s.E.18

HiFi specialists since 1946

You choose the equipment and the
cabinets, we do the fitting free of charge.
We are happy to advise.
All leading makes Inc. PARALINES.

SPECIALISTS

OF WHITECHAPEL

ROYal 9898

Tel. Blackpool 28756

BENFELL
OF

BLACKPOOL

F. BENFELL LIMITED
17 Cheapside (Off Abingdon Street)
616

Tel: 26623'4

—

BOLTON

Specialists in
High Fidelity Sound

mimix«mcs
203 St. George's Road
Phone 23093

BOLTON

MANCHESTER
STEREO EQUIPMENT and RECORDS
Tape Recorders

LANCASHIRE HI-FI
The Specialists

248 WILMSLOW ROAD

MANCHESTER 14

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
Integrated stereo transistor amplifier. Power output: 25 W per channel into 4ohm loads. Harmonic distortion: Less than 1% at full power
output. Channel separation: Better than 40 dB.
Inputs: Magnetic pickup ( 7mV at 60 K); Crystal
pickup (
350 mV at 500 K); Microphone (
5mV at 60K);
Tuner (
320 mV at 500 K); Tape recorder (
320 mV at
500 K). Outputs: Tape recorder (
0.6 mV per 1K
load impedance). Frequency response: 20 Hz22 kHz ± 1* dB. Tone controls: Treble (± 13 dB
at 10 kHz), and Bass (+ 14, — 16 dB at 50 Hz).
Balance control: 60 dB variation. Noise filter:
—3 dB at 4kHz. Rumble filter: — 3dB at 60 Hz
and — 15 dB at 20 Hz. Price: £108 12s. Manufacturer: AEG-Telefunken, 3 Hanover, Góttinger
Chausse 76, Western Germany. Distributor:
AEG Ltd., Lonsdale Chambers, 27 Chancery
Lane, London W.C.2.
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TELEFUNKEN V201 INTEGRATED
STEREO AMPLIFIER
newcomer to our midst, the
ARELATIVE
Telefunken V201 is specified as yielding

25 W continuous power into 4-ohm loads at a
quality compatible with the German hi-fi DIN
45-500 standards (i.e., those devised to define
'minimum hi-fi' in Germany.) At its high
price it compares with the higher priced
British and imported amplifiers, many of
which are capable of excellent performance
(often considerably better than the DIN
minimum), so it is against such equipment that
it must necessarily compete.
It is a little larger physically than some
solid-state designs of similar power have of
recent years led us to expect, but this can be a
desirable feature, permitting uncluttered internal layout and easy-to-get at (and service)
circuit boards and subsections (see below).
However, it is not so large as to render contemporary shelf mounting impracticable.
Aesthetically it is fairly pleasing—not too
'scientific' looking for the lounge, yet obviously
a piece of advanced electronics—and is
enclosed in a wooden sleeve, as are most
amplifiers of this type. The front panel is
black with silver edging, and four smallish
matching control knobs cater for volume
(which, incidentally, can be switched to give
loudness contours at low settings), treble, bass
and balance. A fifth knob operates a twoposition switch for cutting out the two loudspeaker systems when listening is via headphones, for which a DIN stereo-wired socket
is located directly beneath the volume control
knob.
Remaining functions are coupled to pushbuttons in two groups of three and six. The
first group activates the filters, giving ' Loudness' (with the button depressed for a flat
response!). ' Rumble' (high-pass) and ' Noise'
(low-pass). The second group selects the
programme sources which are all fed in to
DIN sockets at the rear, inputs being available
for magnetic pickup, piezo pickup, microphone
radio tuner and tape recorder. The tape
recorder DIN socket also delivers outputs
on the two channels for recording stereophonically, this following the DIN standard
where pins 3and 5deliver left and right (A and
B) signals and pins 1and 4 receive A and B
signals respectively.
A sixth button with the five for source
selection is labelled Extreme', and when this
is depressed common signal cancellation
between the two stereo channels is introduced
in such amanner as to give the impression of a

spread of the stereo scene when the two
speakers out of necessity have to be placed too
close together.
A light-indicated push-button is used for
power on/off, and tappings on the mains
transformer provide for nominal potentials of
240 V, 220 V, 125 V and 110 V. This is a
good point, for it sometimes worries me when
I have to connect our now standard 240 V
mains to amplifiers with one mains input
rated (nominally, Ialways hope!) at 220 V. In
cases like this I undertake objective tests at
220 V, using a voltage adjusting transformer,
and subjective tests at 240 V. carefully examining the components later to check on possible
strain or overheating. The V201 was run for
several weeks under domestic conditions, and
no undue over-heating was observed on
subsequent internal examination.
As already mentioned, the internals are well
separated; the heat sinks, too, are of substantial mass and rise only a few degrees in
temperature on music signals. This is of
course amajor advantage of Class B amplifiers,
for Class A types run their heat sinks up to
significant temperatures; but provided the
sinks are properly engineered and ventilated,
then no damage whatever is likely to occur to
the power transistors, which are always
silicon in Class A designs. It is always interesting to run Class B amplifiers under sustained
continuous power, and then check on sink
temperature.
It is also revealing after such a test to see
how well the output stage biasing has been
maintained for the least crossover distortion
by testing for distortion at very low audio
powers before the sinks cool off! Organ music
enthusiasts can certainly come up against these
conditions in practice when a sustained
heavy phrase is followed immediately by
sounds perhaps — 40 dB or more in relatiw
level. No matter what the advocates of Class
B designs say, one can then certainly hear lowlevel crossover distortion if the amplifier
biasing is not very stable indeed. Actually,
many Class B designs have an inbuilt ' buffer'
from the continuous power aspect, in that the
DC supply voltage tends to drop and thus
automatically limit transistor power dissipation, especially when both channels are under
heavy power from the signal. But this, of
course, limits the audio power at the same time,
and this is one of the reasons why the power
output of Class B amplifiers based on music
signals (the heat sinks barely warming up,
617

and the supply voltage being held virtually
constant during the short duration waveform
peaks by the charge in the reservoir and
smoothing capacitors) is higher than those
obtained by running the same amplifier
under continuous power conditions (sine
waves) and then measuring the real power in
terms of root mean square voltage across the
loads.
The V201 had its power tested on a continuous basis (the only type of power test we
recognise on Hi Fi News) and the performance
table shows the results at thrce load values
and three frequencies. It is only fair that the
power at the lowest load value permissible
should be indicated, for to test at higher loads
only could give the wrong impression that the
amplifier is under powered or failing to meet
its specification in this respect, bearing in
mind that it is normal for most transistored
output stages to produce less power at increasing load impedances. The table gives the true
powers that were obtained just prior to waveform clipping. Based on this mode of testing
therefore, the maker's power claims appear to
be somewhat optimistic at 4ohms, and at 15
ohms the power is right down.
Continuous power was maintained for several
minutes without distress, during which time
the almost- full-power distortion was measured.
The distortion table shows that this was hovering about the 1
mark at the three test
frequencies, falling at 5W and then rising

Your

Dealer

Your

LANCASHIRE [continued]
Equipment selected from the world's finest in stock.
VISIT OUR STUDIO. Home demonstrations
arranged. Credit Sale- Cash Settlement-Personal
Loan Scheme, ( interest, tax deductible)-enables you
to consider that " better" unit.

LLOYD PATON & CO. LTD
RALLI BUILDINGS, STANLEY STREET,
Off BRIDGE STREET, MANCHESTER M3 SHY
Tele. 061-834 0563 4610
Evenings
061-748 9506 Manchester area.
after 7.30 pm
061-247 2584 Cheshire area.
26 63508
Bolton area.
0774-6 2623 Preston area.

Dealer

Your

LANCASHIRE [ continued]

LINCOLNSHIRE

Websters

'CENTRES OF SOUND'
*STOCKISTS Cf ALI LEADING HI. Fl EQUIPMENT
*THE FINEST AFTER SALIS SERVICE * BEST OF TERMS
*COMPARATIVE DEMONSTRATIONS
BETHESDA STREET • BURNLEY
TELEPHONE: 22822

For prompt attention to your
HI-FI Requirements
Contact

HUGHES
10 WESTGATE, SLEAFORD
TEL: 2802
Leading makes in stock
Listening studio.

LEICESTERSHIRE
WIGAN

Sony, 13 & 0, Radford, Armstrong, Tannoy,
Quad, Leak, Pioneer, Arena, Trio, Goodmans,
Rogers,
Truvox, KEF, Wharfedale,
Hacker,
Tandberg,
Lowther,
Celestion,
Ferrograph,
Fisher, Akai, Thorens, SME, Shure.

MIDDLESEX

audio
sound

SHOWROOM and COMPARATOR
DEMONSTRATION THEATRE

for sound advice

Half day Wednesday

H. PLUMB • SDN
DICCONSON ST

WIGAN 44442

Dealer

38 Waterloo Street Leicester
Telephone 26319
BOWERS & WILKINS-BRYAN-REVOX-SANSUI-LOWTHER

THE RECORDERIE
10 Buckingham Parade
Stanmore, Middx.
01-954 2940
Thelma and Alan Hill established The Recorderie
in 1961. The shop is well known for its comprehensive range of CLASSICAL and POPULAR
RECORDS and the extensive range of QUALITY
HI- F1 EQUIPMENT which is always on DEMONSTRATION in the HI- F1 SHOWROOM.
Fully qualified staff offer you friendly 1
and courteous service in luxurious
surroundings.

THE STEREO CENTRE

We have pleasure in inviting you to our NEW
BRANCH at:

MOST LEADING MAKES

3 ROWLAND PLACE, GREEN LANE
NORTHWOOD, Middx.
(opp. Northwood Met. Underground Station)
Phone: Northwood 24882

FRANK
BROWN

Special Agents for:- Richard Allan, B & W, Ferrograph,
Tandberg, Revea, Radford, Dynatron, Hacker, Armstrong, Large stock of cabinets.
Comparator Dews - closed Tuesday - Car Park at rear.

J. SMITH & SON
184, THE ROCK, BURY.

AUDIO CONSULTANT
HI-Fl SPECIALIST

061-764 1242

Both shops are open TUESDAY-SATURDAY
9 a.m.-4. p.m.
EVERY RECORD AND PIECE OF HI- F1 EQUIPMENT ' RECORDERIE' CHECKED AND
GUARANTEED

29 Lychgate Lane, Burbage, Leics. Tel. Burbage 423

Harold Stott Ltd.
18 Westfield Street, St. Helens
HiFi Consultant
Agents for leading makes of Tape
Recorder, Etc.
Equipment Planned and Supplied
Tel: ST. HELE.VS 26791

or 23105

LOUGHBOROUGH'S AUDIO CENTRE
• All leading makes of Amplifiers, Turntables, Loudspeakers. Tape Recorders,
Accessories, etc.
Home Demonstrations.
Excellent After Sales Service.

e
e

Radio Maintenance(Leicester)Ltd.
and End,

Loughborough.

Telephone

3091

4GOOD REASONS 4VISITI NG
OUR SHOWROOM OR RINGING
* Quality products from all parts of the world.
** Top agencies.
*** Accessories unlimited.
**** Before and After Sales Service.

DAYTRONICS LTD.
Teddington,
Middlesex

I9a High Street,

Tel, 01-977 1324
NO

WAYFARERS RADIO

CAMPKINS

Bang & Olufsen, Ferrograph,

All modern hi-fi equipment in stock

Hacker, Radford, Sony, etc.

15, LONG CAUSEWAY

tel. 4070
BURTON ARCADE

Tel.: 5643

PETERBOROUGH

SOUTHPORT

LARGEST LOCAL STOCKISTS

LORD ST.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Warrington
Electric
ESTABLISHED 1919

AUDIO UNITS
AND HI-FI
EQUIPMENT
WITH
COMPARATOR
DEMONSTRATIONS

THE AUDIO

CENTRE

Music lovers must visit the Midlands' finest
Hi -Fi showroom
See our Comparator System which demonst aaaaa
everything at the flick of aswitch

THE AUDIO CENTRE

LEAK • WHARF DALE • RADFORD

(in the PHOTO CENTRE Building)

PELHAM STREET, NOTTINGHAM

QUAD • GOODMANS • B & 0, ETC.

54833 - Phones - 51247

57/59, BRIDGE ST, WARRINGTON 30444
6 1S

slightly again at 100 mW due to crossovei
effects (note that the sinks and output transistors were still warm from the full power
tests). The distortion was up to 1 % at 40 Hz
even at 100 mW.
Most other parts of the specification were
found to be very substantially correct. The
magnetic pickup input had, in fact, a higher
sensitivity than specified, although the overload
performance of this input circuit (not given
by the makers) was only about 18 dB at 1kHz
(relative to the full drive input voltage with
volume control at maximum) which is not all
that good. At the high velocity end of the
recording spectrum though, the overload
margin was greater, falling at frequencies
below 1kHz, a common feature of collectoremitter negative feedback for equalising
between two input transistors. Sadly, this sort
of thing does tend to restrict the dynamic
performance on gram, and the stage might well
be susceptible to the effects of inaudible
rumble.

TELEFUNKEN V201

(Level 3 dB below 18 W)
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3. 1 kHz Into 4 n and 2.5 le

4. 10 kHz into 4 Q and 2.5 ; LF

\IV

The tone controls are near perfect, the best
1kHz square-wave being obtained at their
physical centres and no interaction between
treble and bass.
The square-waves were taken at about half
full amplifier power under three different
conditions of loading, 4ohms resistive, 4ohms
reactive and simulated electrostatic speaker.
The roll-off above 25 kHz (indicated by the top
power bandwidth limit) is shown on all the
10 kHz waveforms by the rounded corners and
sloping sides, but it is noteworthy that an
upper frequency of 100 kHz or so is required to
retain the perfect square wave shape because
the wave is composed of amultiplicity of oddnumbered harmonics extending to at least ten
times the fundamental frequency.
Ringing is pretty bad on the ELS loading at
1kHz, while extreme HF attenuation is
indicated at 10 kHz. The displays on pure
resistive and reactive (4ohms in parallel with
2.51e) loads are reasonable, but in any case,
an ELS would hardly be used with an amplifier
having such a limited power at 15 ohms.
Any reviewer delving into the subjective lays
himself open to challenge and introduces his
own tastes into his assessments. I shall not
endeavour to describe in subjective detail how
the amplifier sounded on test, apart from saying
that signals from all programme sources were
pleasantly reproduced and that adequate
power was available for my 6-ohm test
speakers in a room of some 2,000 cu ft. The
magnetic pickup input sensitivity was all right
for my test cartridges (all producing around

r

2. 10 kHz into 4 Q

1. 1 kHz into 4 !1

The deviation from true RIAA equalisation,
includes a hump around the 5kHz mark
(could be desirable with some magnetic
cartridges) and a bass roll-off (which appears
rather more efficient than switching in the
rumble filter!).
The various filter responses are also given
and the loudness contours are quite respectable, and effective subjectively on certain
programme material. However, the low- and
high-pass filters could do with a more rapid
rate of roll-off, especially the former, though
they may be quite useful for getting rid of
excessive sizzle and rumble from non hi-fi
sources.

AMPLIFIER SQUARE- WAVE PERFORMANCE

6. 10 kHz into simulated ELS

5. 1 kHz into simulated ELS

TELEFUNKEN

V201

TONE CONTROL

RESPONSES
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NOTTINGHAMSHIRE ¡ continued

Your

Dealer

,

NOTTINGHAM HI-FI CENTRE
156 Alfreton Road, Nottingham

GRAYS

CAMERA
SHOP
2986

Telephone: 76919
All your Hi -Fi requirements by Quad, Leak, Armstrong, Bryan, Wharfedale, Goodmans, Thorens,
Goldring-Lenco, Garrard, Celestion, etc. Full
service facilities by our own service staff. Complete range of spares, valves, etc.

Your

SOMERSET

MAIN

AKAI

Dealer

SURREY [ continued]

TAUNTON
DEALERS

Somerset & Dorset
Also Husbands of Bristol 24068

FARNHAM

SURREY

• Stockists of all good Hi Fi app
• Comparative demonstrations.
• We offer a real after sales service.
• Easiest of terms.
• No parking problems.

Lloyd & Keyworth Ltd.
THE RECORD SHOP
26-27 DOWNING STREET, FARNHAM
SURREY
Telephone: Farnham 5534
SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI- Fl SPECIALISTS

STAFFORDSHIRE

Nottingham lape Recorder Ltd.
BURTON ST.

2 mins. Victoria Station

STOKE-ON-TRENT

BRADB URY'S
(CAMERAS) LTD.

Specialists in all the best makes of

• TAPE RECORDERS • AMPLIFIERS •
• HI-FI DISC EQUIPMENT •
Telephone: Nottingham 4.1222

Mansfield

AppoInted Agents for
TANDBERG, REVOX
SONY, 13.5 0, AMPEX

All leading makes of
'Hi Fi' supplied

Tel: 47125

20-22 Lonsdale St.
STOKE-ON-TRENT

Tel: 26315

STO. BOOM, QUEEN ST.

Comparator Demonstrations of all
Leading Makes
Home Demonstrations - Day or
Evenings by Appointment

STOKE-ON-TRENT

Visit
HANLEY'S NEW

iIL \ l'ItE

31 Pall Mall ( opp. Theatre Royal)
Phone: 25194

Service Always

MERROW SOUND LTD.

Specialists in Hi -Fi & Tape Recording (
Fully equipped for comparative demonstrations. ,

Leading Agents tor:
B&O and TANDBERD
Open 9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. daily incl. Sat

Early closing Wed. 1p.m.
EASY PARKING
229 Epsom Road, Merrow, Guildford.
Tel: Guildford 64171

GUILDFORD

Surrey
Sound Equipment Ltd.
Purley
PN

the sound service to
South East England!

P‘

3 & 4 ROYAL OAK CENTRE, PURLEY, CR2 2BG
Tel: 01-668 4800

OXFORDSHIRE

MILL WARDS

HORNS

SALOP STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON
Specialist HiFi dealers under she direction of

M T. S.Bowdler, Grad., 1.T.E.R.

SIX

SOUTH

Telephone

PARADE

OXFORD

A minimum of 30 of the finest
Grams always in stock.
SALES—SERVICE DEPOT for:
Ampex, B. & O., Brenell, Ferrograph,
Grundig, Sony, Truvox, Philips, Leak,
Quad, etc.

55360

WEYBRIDGE AUDIO
32 BAKER STREET, WEYBRIDGE
Phone: 44065
Hi -Fi and Colour TV Specialists, Agents
for Bang & Olufsen, and all other leading
makes.
SUSSEX

HENLEY-ON-THAMES AND READING DISTRICT

AUNIQUE MI SERVICE

G. O. MOORHEN
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALIST
190 READING ROAD, HENLEY.

Tel. 4163

Appointed Agent for

(BOWERS

Tandberg - Fisher - Revox - Radford
Bang & Olufsen - Sony
Armstrong, Ferrograph, Leak, Quad,
Rogers, Goodman, K.E.F., Wharfedale etc.
Cabinets and

4
es 1-c.yucylls
Hi Fi Equipment
of your choice
46 George Street

Becket Buildings, Littlehampton Rd.
WORTHING Tel. 64141

complete installations to order

Oxford 47783

SURREY

Reigate & District

Ji
All leading Hi -Fi equipment stocked.
Demonstration showroom above the camera
shop at Alan Laurenson & Co.,
9, Bell Street, Reigate.
RIng Reigate 46494 for ahome demonstration

620

CENTRAL RADIO
Our stocks include equipment by Akai,
Ampex, Armstrong, B. & O., Dual, Ferrograph,
Fisher, Garrard, Goodmans, Grundig, Kef, Leak,
Philips, Quad, Radford, Reslo, Revox, Shure,
S.M.E. Sony, Tandberg, Thorens, Wharfedale,
Design Furniture & Record Housing

EASTBOURNE 21989

PERFORMANCE
Power output at 1 kHz (
both channels operating, continuous sinewave)
15 ohm load
8 ohm load
4 ohm load ..
Power output at 10 kHz (
conditions as above)
15 ohm load
8 ohm load
4ohm load
Power output at 40 Hz (
conditions as above)
15 ohm load
8 ohm load
4 ohm load ..
Total harmonic distortion (
at 15W into 4 ohm load)
1kHz
10 kHz
40 Hz
Total harmonic distortion (
at 5 W conditions as above)
1kHz
10 kHz

6W
10 W
18 W
6W
10 W
17 W
6W
10 W
17 W

0.3%
0.3%
0-3%

Total harmonic distortion (
at 0.1 W conditions as above i.e. heat sinks warm)
1kHz
..
10 kHz
..
40 Hz
..
..
..
..
..
..
Power bandwidth ( half power output for constant input)..
Input sensitivities (for full power output at 1kHz volume control at maximum)
Tuner .. .. .. ..
Tape recorder ..
Crystal pickup ..
Magnetic pickup
..
Microphone .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Signal-to-noise ratios (
referred to maximum output, unweighted)
Tuner .. ..
Tape recorder ..
Crystal pickup ..
Magnetic pickup ..
Microphone .. .. .. .. ..
Tape output ( high impedance load) .. .. .. ..
Overload performance ( level at which clipping occurs)
Magnetic pickup
..
..
..
..
Balance control .. .. .. .. .. .. • • ..
Both channels were substantially identical and variations never exceeded li, dB.

TELEFUNKEN V201
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..

DEVIATION FROM RIAA CORRECTION
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LOUDNESS CONTROL AND FILTER RESPONSES
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mV
mV
mV
mV
mV

63 dB
63 dB
63 dB
58 dB
50 dB
70 mV

dB

50

..

320
320
320
5.8
3.5

+5

-10
20

..

0.5%
0.5%
1%
..
23 Hz-25 kHz
Never worse than - 40 dB

10K

210

..
..
45 mV
completely mutes both channels

ImV/cm/sec recorded velocity) and t prefer
the sensitivity to veer more to the lower rather
than higher side provided the noise performance of the outfit is better than say — 60 dB
ref. 3mV. This places the ' average' signal
input lower down the preamplifier dynamic
scale, so to speak, and allows for a greater
overload margin, which Ihave found desirable
with some of the better quality cartridges
especially with the high output of discs of
recent vintage. For example, based on an
`average' signal of 3mV the overload margin
of the V201 is lifted to about 24 dB, although
the noise level is rather less acceptable at this
level.
I am certainly not going to say that this
amplifier sounds better or worse than amplifier
A, B or C—nor even mention subjective
crossover distortion effects relative to Class A
designs, for one can ( unwittingly) so easily
give the wrong impression! If amplifier A
sounds no better or worse than amplifier B
then that is praise indeed if amplifier A
happens to cost two or three times less than
amplifier B! My philosophy is that if it is
necessary to compare amplifier performance
in this way, then factors of price etc., as well as
performance should be included. Objectively
the view will not be restricted or coloured
provided there is sufficient comparative test
data, and in this connection there is no doubt
that the V201 reaches the DIN specs—exceeding them on some counts—and, apart from my
continuous power measurements, performs well
up to the specs published by the makers.
Gordon . 1. King

Your Ili- 14 Dealer
WARWICKSHIRE

Coventry CV! 3HX
Your central HiFi supplier
Phone Coventry 24632

SOLIHULL
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AMERICAN LETTER
FROM EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

1.SAT down awhile ago in afine casual mood,
to write a breezy American Letter on a
number of important subjects, such as TV,
radio, recordings, hi-fi equipment and so on.
Ishould have known better. Iam starting all
over again and this time it will be only one
subject—American radio. Even so, I'll probably
have to break my thoughts into two parts if
I am to avoid editorial indigestion at the
British end of our liaison.
No matter what communications area one
chooses to discuss today there are complications, not to mention revolutions. Wheels
within wheels, values compounded upon values,
controversy on controversy. It's acomplicated
world. Things are seldom what they seem.
Nevertheless, as has already been noted by a
few of us, our greatest asset may be that very
confusion and passion for controversy that at
least keeps us all arguing, and acting. For the
pressures do get relieved; things dangerously
static (no radio pun intended) become hopefully fluid. Our greatest dangers are in those
smooth, unimaginative areas of complacency
and nothingness and seeming non-change.
Nothingness in the safe, lily-white American
suburbs, in the never-ending mood music in
supermarkets, banks, planes, cars, elevators
(lifts), nothingness in the great TV wasteland;
in the look-alike, ever-bigger, monster autos
from Detroit; nothingness in a great deal of
American radio.
Tuning in, you surely would not know that
our radio is, actually, agreat deal better than
nothing in terms of future prospect. It does
sound awful, as any visitor with ahandy transistor knows. Sleazy background music, loud
and brassy chart-pops, sanctimonious symphonies, brief bits of wire service news, the
whole interspersed with endlessly repetitive
commercials, now offered in that falsely confidential stage whisper which came in afew years
back when the ' transistor' made the confidential
sibilants audible—the old radios suppressed
them for the most part, since they did not
reproduce higher tones.
We do in American have the most marvellous ability to sound our worst, to look our
worst, on any sort of casual inspection! If the
BBC occasionally sounds more high-toned than
their programming warrants, we go to the
other extreme—our most significant messages
are clothed in banality. On superficial examination, U.S. radio is obviously, as we put it,
a hopeless mess. Worse than that, it is a
minority mess for, of course, TV is king, these
days, where radio once was on top, and is thus
the prime mover in terms of innovation.
And yet—not really a Mess. A mess of
controversy—yes; a mess of contradictions—
decidedly; a mess of confusions and awallow
of conflicts, even more so. All to the good!
For under its dismally suave surface, Ifind
radio quite fascinating. A one-sense medium,

for the ear alone, in an age of ' poly-sense'
communication, from TV to the Happening.
Radio ought to be out of date, obsolescent, in
plain fact moribund, but it isn't. Characteristically, the minority medium is fighting for its
life and in the process it proliferates, expands,
shifts ground, puts forth multiple new techniques, finds new usefulness, new areas to
explore, new ways to attract the not-toocurious ear; and thereby it keeps itself miraculously alive. Media fight for existence today in
the purest Darwinian sense—they must adapt,
evolve, or die. Our radio is evolving, desperately, in the most profound sense, behind its
screen of suave nothingness. So can we be
critical? Are we to be presumptuous enough
to say, at this point, what radio ought to be?
We do say it, of course, but we don't agree.
"Radio," one group says, " must maintain
High Standards," whatever they are. Radio
should return to the Good Old Days. On the
contrary, radio should barge into the new as
fast as it can. Radio should eschew that dreadful pop stuff—radio should have more of it.
Radio must defer to Culture and the symphony
—radio should throw out all that garbage and
face practical realities. Radio should stick to
handcrafting, so to speak—to " live" announcers, to individually intelligent commentary, to programmes with a personal slant—
radio, conversely, should move with the times
and automate its entire operation (it already
has in many outlets). Radio should put all its
commercials in one half-hour row (would
anybody listen?) and then devote the rest of
its time to high-minded public service (again—
would anybody listen ?). Radio should have more
"live" broadcasting, like in the old days; then
again, radio should avoid " live" broadcasts
because they are inevitably inferior to recorded
material in terms of radio effectiveness.
An so evolution marches on, and may the
fittest survive. Should we advise the upstart
mammals to return to the egg? ( Iam thinking,
of course, of the classical-music concert and its
peculiar destiny in our world of recordings and
broadcasts.) Can we criticise the elephant for
his trunk, the platypus for being neither one
thing nor the other, the cockroach for not
evolving at all? We can if we wish—but where
will it get us? And so it is with radio and its
present state of turmoil. Radio is evolving.
Slowly by the volatile standards of youth,
rapidly in Darwinian terms. Give it time. It's
alive—that's what matters.
Take technology. For long years before
television, in the days when radio was king, the
established AM system was challenged by that
new and revolutionary kind of radio, FM—
Frequency Modulation. If Iremember rightly,
it was invented by the indefatigible Major
Armstrong back in 1933 and it got nowhere.
Cynics observed that FM merely proved the
inevitable: vested interests always defeat the
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dangerously new. They surely did. FM was
kept in its place and AM continued its domination, though the major fought on with incredible persistence. But evolution has its
surprises. It was television, threatening all
forms of radio—AM and FM alike—which
finally broke the impasse and allowed FM to
take a place in the communications spectrum.
Now, thanks to TV, both AM and FM radio
are thoroughly entrenched in our commercialized economy, in all sorts of abundance if not
yet in what might be called affluence. There
is some usefulness in being aminority medium!
Technology shapes communications in unexpected ways. So, too, does law and its embodied thinking, reasonable or emotional as
the case may be. A highly reasonable recent
law is now exerting the most profound influence
on all our radio. It is that which requires alarge
percentage of independent programming for
both FM and AM outlets and it came about as
the result of a genuine abuse of communications potential, the combining of AM and FM
transmitters as one and the same signal. FMAM programming was an easy answer to the
FM challenge, and ameans whereby the existing AM interest could take over FM in toto
with aminimum of upheaval. But it was technologically an unnatural marriage, squarely
against the differing nature of the two media,
denying the very virtues that make FM both
superior to and differing from AM.
Now, the FM stations are forced to strike
out on their own, regardless of affiliations, and
AM must find its own separate level of success,
or die. Thus a vast, slow shifting in the very
essence of radio programme content has begun,
which will continue for many years, like those
long-term shifts of animal evolution brought
on by sudden changes in earth's climate.
Government and the law can, and indeed do,
exert enormous influence on communications
—if the pressure is put in the right places and
intelligently. In this sense, government is
merely at the service of technology. The wise
governmental control is that which sees where
the technological (and programmaticall roads
lead, and exerts its objective vision accordingly.
It really doesn't matter whether government
actually owns the communications or not. An
owning government can make as many mistakes as a government like ours that merely
exerts an outside control.
So FM has its finest lease on life to date, and
AM has a new potential, though neither FM
nor AM operators at this point would be likely
to agree with me; their roads to success are at
the moment slightly obscure—the problem is
how to live until tomorrow. In our new situation, AM and FM are fighting neck and neck
for position within radio's relatively narrow
area of operation. The inevitable acceleration
of experiment and technical progress is—for
those of us who merely kibbutz on the outside
—boundlessly stimulating. Good is bound to
come out of it—if we can define good. Something will come of it, in any case, and that is
much better than nothing.
As things stand now in radio, we have as
many AM stations as ever and they blanket
and re-blanket the entire nation in the usual
totality of overlapping confusion. Nature
doesn't cooperate at all and Florida may drown
out the local AM station in North Dakota and
(continued overleaf)
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Canadian music can overpower the country
stuff in Nashville, Tennessee. But if one allows
nature to have its AM way, things aren't too
SCOTLAND [ continued]
bad—there are always some powerful stations
at hand for any AM radio, even apocket tranGLASGOW
Tel: 041-221 3562
sistor, and the sudden vagaries of reception
can be interesting as well as frustrating, when
such enormous areas of geography are con551 SAUCHIEHALL ST.
cerned. ( Remember that New York broadcasts in a half dozen languages as a matter of
AUDIO & ELECTRONIC CONSULTANTS
course, to meet local needs; the Canadians
The best in High Fidelity Equipment
provide classical French and the Mexicans,
Cabinet Manufacturers and Designers
Cubans and even a few more remote peoples
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED - CREDIT FACILITIES
give us their many varieties of Spanish.)
As for burgeoning FM, on our two coasts,
where populations are dense, you can pick up
a full spectrum of stations from 88 to 108 on
County Recording Service the dial almost any old time, night and day, in
this case neatly ordered, equally powered (at
TAPE TO DISC
the source, that is) and non-interfering. All
MASTER DISCS AND PRESSINGS
this if you are within afifty-mile radius of one
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
or more large population centres. Since these
areas are now merging into super-urban strips
SUPPLIERS OF CUTTING SAPPHIRES
hundreds of miles long, the good-reception FM
APRS MEMBERS
territory is already enormous; with a halfway
LONDON ROAD, BINFIELD, BRACKNELL, decent antenna, even so slight aone as aplasticBERKS.
Tel. Bracknell 4935 ribbon dipole thumbtacked on awall, it grows
even larger.
FM tuners get smaller and smaller and they
appear, consequently, in more and more diverse
recording and
combinations. Even the ubiquitous portable
transcription service
transistor is now likely to include FM as a
matter of course, except in the lowest price
Mono and Stereo records: latest cutting methods, automatic
cari groove, feedback cutter heads, limiters and equalisers,
brackets (no matter that most of these are
techniques hitherto available only to the professional, faciliforeign imports; its our market . . .) and FM
tating high undistorted cutting levels and extended playing
radio in automobiles, unheard-of until very
times even from amateur recordings.
Booklet available.
recently, is also becoming commonplace, made
45, HIGH STREET,
BUR_NHAM, BERKS.
practicable by two major technical advanceTel. BURNHAM 61303
ments—low-drain,
high-power
transistor
receivers and the newly ingenious double polarization of FM broadcasts, the carrier signal
being sent out in both horizontal and vertical
configuration. This seems to be enough to
get the message in under bridges and around
tall buildings where before it faded away.
al Recording and Disc Transcription Service.
As if automobiles weren't enough of a
11 Latest high-level cutting techniques.
market for the FM signal, power boats, portEl Mono and Stereo records.
• Exceptional quality obtained from amateur
able house trailers, country camping grounds,
recordings.
swimming pools and beaches, all favour portable
• Members A.P.R.S.
FM. You'll find it even on such civilized conveyances as bicycles and snow-mobiles. (The
31-36 Hermitage Rd. • Hitchin • Herts • Tel: Hitchin 4537
latest winter curse in the snowy regions, these
are small streamlined ski sleds with a caterpillar rear drive via a noisy outboard motor;
they replace the summer-time small power
boat now obligatory for affluent middle class
families who must keep up with the Joneses.)
All of which, needless to say, opens up avast
area of opportunity in FM broadcasting, as
far as the means of communication is concerned, and the means for keeping it in operation via the usual advertising. Questionable
development? Who knows? Certainly, the
MAKES SURE YOUR HI- F1
KNOWLEDGE IS
worst will come first—it always does. But
COMPLETE
better things are possible, so long as such
channels of communication exist and remain
viable in aworld of competitive turmoil.
ORDER A
And then there is stereo. With so much in
REGULAR COPY FROM
hi-fi already converted to stereo there is akind
YOUR NEWSAGENT NOW
of communications symmetry which demands
stereo on the air too, complementing tapes and
disc recordings, matching the dual speakers,
A LINK HOUSE GROUP
dual inputs and outputs, with adual FM signal
PUBLICATION
for the left and the right channel. Somehow,
mono seems symbolically out of place in this
overall duality; stereo via the radio tuner
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completes a wholeness, even if (as may be the
case) you never get around to listening to it.
Mono is easier.
To many people's surprise, stereo broadcasting, the shakiest of recent technical innovations, seems to be finding areal place for itself.
Though my admiration for the stereo medium
is boundless, Istill find it hard to believe that
so much broadcast stereo is now available on
our air, from so many small and, one would
think, relatively impoverished commercial
stations. How can it be? The stereo transmitting equipment is costly (if nothing compared
to colour TV), it needs extra manpower and
extra intelligence to keep it running, for there
are still plenty of internal bugs compared to
the present uncomplicated perfection of FM in
simple mono. Much more vital is that disastrous loss of effective signal strength when the
FM carrier is modulated with multiplexed
signals. I forget the exact proportion—but
when a carrier switches from mono to stereo,
it is as though it had suddenly shifted to an
emergency low-power transmitter. Thousands
of square miles of coverage vanish in amicroinstant; the potency of advertising and entertainment alike is cut to a fractional value.
Millions of FM tuners, receiving a perfectly
quiet mono signal, suddenly belch forth loud
background hiss—the inevitable complement
of low stereo power. Disastrous! Impossible!
And yet stereo persists, and waxes, as can easily
be observed by an occasional tuning-in, month
by month.
It would seem an agonizing listening decision, this choice between hissy stereo and silent
mono. Only the most powerful local signals
really reduce the stereo hiss to near-zero. ( It is
unfortunately inherent not only in the signal
weakness as such but, if Iam right, as asideproduct of the complex U.S. multiplex circuit,
which even includes an AM component.)
Agonizing, perhaps. If so, the agony isn't
showing. Stereo is everywhere, periodically on
some stations, alternating with mono broadcast, yet an astonishing number of smallish
stations are stereo 24 hours a day. (Alas, the
rule seems to be that the longer the daily hours
of stereo the more hopelessly banal is the
stereo content. More on this later.)
Maybe people buy FM stereo for convenience
—it is almost impossible not to buy it now—
and/or for prestige. Perhaps they buy stereo
and then, as already suggested, listen mono?
Could be—we have no statistics on this very
private operation! Be that as it may, stereo
thrives according to the most accurate indicator
of all, sheer availability on the air. And so we
have another miracle-revolution, impossibly
accomplished. Indeed, the FM broadcaster
who doesn't have a stereo signal now is
definitely on the defensive, with both his
listeners and his advertisers. To be areal FM
station you must have stereo, whether you are
commercial or strictly ' educational' and nonprofit.
So you put in your stereo equipment, at
huge cost, and then start figuring out what to
do with it. More on that, too, in alater instalment. I'll only say here that, so far, stereo
broadcast content is 99 per cent parisitic. Nobody broadcasts anything in stereo that isn't
already on a safe and solid stereo disc, or its
equivalent stereo tape. There, the essential
stereo work has already been done by those

who know all about it. Radio isn't taking any
chances yet, emphatically.
Even the stereo announcer tends to be located
safely in the mono middle, fed into both channels equally. A few outlets with relatively
excessive imagination actually put their men
in one channel or the other, off to one side.
That is as far as direct broadcast-stereo enterprise has got, in the main! I trust you in
Britain have done better—so much can be
done, with two channels available instead of
one. . . .
All this proliferation of equipment does, I'll
admit, seem terribly silly and maybe rather
typically American. The age of largesse
oblige! So much of it seems wholly false—how
many people for instance who buy stereo really
appreciate its values, actual and, more problematically, potential? Does stereo really
matter? Is it really important to have two
channels of information via your FM tuner?
Easy enough to say no, but Isuggest that we
would do better to say perhaps.
Never forget that, however foolish and transitory these faddish technical developments may
seem in terms of present content, they do open
up working channels for communication, and
keep them viable. The mere fact of the continuing existence of such a medium makes
some sort of progress at least possible—and
therefore, people being people, in the end
highly likely.
Ibelieve in the McLuhan principles (if not
in his slightly sensational exploitation of them).
In away, they have always applied. Our finest
expressions in the past have come out of the
most unlikely sources—but always active,
workable, in being. It is the ferment of activity
that really counts, not the product-of-the-

HIINTS
AND
TF'S
BY HARRY LEEMING
NYLON INSULATED COAXIAL AERIAL
PLUGS

A rather bad fault with this type of plug is
that it is possible for the screen of the coaxial
cable to be left disconnected on a plug which
appears to be fitted perfectly. This results in a
slightly weaker signal with greater susceptibility
to local interference; but unfortunately reception does not usually deteriorate sufficiently
for one to realise that there is anything actually
wrong. When using this type of plug it is not
sufficient just to ensure that the braid is making
contact with the metal clamp, it must also make
contact with the part of the plug which connects
with the socket. Usually the contact is automatic, but occasionally the two halves of the
plug do not quite touch each other. The only
safe way out of the difficulty is to check each
connection with an ohmeter, (or abattery and
bulb), after the plug has been fitted—or use
all metal plugs!
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moment. Stage drama would not exist were it
not for drama companies and their theatres,
from the Globe onwards, not to mention the
Greek semi-circles of centuries back. There
would have been no opera, for good or bad,
without opera-in-action, in rehearsal and in
performance; not even the Lincoln Center can
change that. Great visual art came from busy
Italian botteghi—workshops full of activity. So
it is with our new media, including radio. First
the medium must exist, be continuously activated, continuously flexible, continuously involving people and excitement. That is the
primary necessity.
Remember (if I may preach a bit further)
that many awasteland has existed in the past,
in every branch of art and communication;
but the slag (to change a metaphor) has long
since been poured off; only the pure metal
remains. It would be nice if we could quickly
get rid of our own slag right now in modern
communications. There is plenty of it! But
the refining isn't done. We really do not know
which is slag and which is the precious essence,
though we are always ready to argue. On all
sides. Simultaneously.
And so controversy continues, and it is the
essence of progress. The present controversies
within American radio are characteristically
bitter and impassioned—as indeed they should
be. Things really matter to these people, both
within the radio business and outside in the
vital listener area. Behind the vast, featureless
mass of day-to-day radio's nothing-programmes, things are moving, changing, arguments are being fought, unexpected battles are
being won and lost, both minor and major.
So Iam fascinated, and full of hope. Just so
long as Ido not have to listen too often.
RECORDING STEREO RADIO

If a whistle appears on your stereo radio
recordings, it is apparent that, either the 19 kHz
pilot tone, or the 38 kHz subcarrier is beating
against the bias oscillator of your tape recorder.
The correct cure for this trouble, is to install a
filter rejecting these frequencies at the input of
the tape recorder. If this is not available, the
normal scratch filter, as fitted to many preamplifiers, can provide some degree of attenuation, though some preamplifiers, such as the
Quad, have their tape outlet sockets prior to
the filter, and hence in these cases it is necessary
to record from the loudspeaker terminals for
the filter to be effective. In all cases where the
filter is variable it should be operated so as to
provide the least amount of cut, whilst still
rejecting the whistle. In cases of severe interference, the correct filter will be essential, and
in this case, either your dealer, or the tape
recorder makers, should be approached.

DUODE-JANSZEN REVIEW
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shocking resonance for a finite response, with
agraceful ' die away' i.e. no large peaks in the
falling part of the curve, is by far the better
sound to live with and enjoy.
These have been lived with now for over a
month and continue to satisfy greatly. The
reviewer is more convinced than ever that the
electrostatic speaker is becoming difficult even
to equal, for at least the upper part of the
frequency range.
Ralph West
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cent harmonic distortion. Frequency response
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switch.
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SP25 Mk II with base and

• Garrard SP25 Mn 11 with base and
smoked grey perspex cover ..

• Garrard
• Garrard

El I/19/6

natural- tinted

cover.

Ready- cut

for

SP25,

AT60, LM3000 etc. List Price £ 7. FANTASTIC
E16/19/-

VALUE at

P/P 17/-

AP75 player unit

E19/19/6

P/P 10/-

A70 Mk 11 autochanger

£13/7/6

P/P I0/-

P/P 7/6.

Deluxe version also available with dark grey
tinted perspex cover, 4/6 extra.
;.a.e. for iLustrated leaflets on above items

All above Garrard motor units can be supplied ready- wired
with 6 ft. of mains lead and twin stereo audio cables at
12/6 extra. Phono plugs or 5 pin DIN plugs can also be
fitted at additional cost of 7,/- if required.

LEE ELECTRONICS

and spec'al budget stereo systems from SS gnu,
including Sonntone Solent speakers.

THE MAIL ORDER
HI-FI SPECIALISTS

400 EDGWARE ROAD
PADDINGTON W.2
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Telephone:
10-723 5521

2 mina from Edgware Rd. Station
(Bakerloo line). Closed Thursday

.
115 •
4,

SOLIHULL

BIRMINGHAM

A

rise on
ewde

•
- "vie -•

For the best in equipment

A marketing organisation
offering anew deal to the

visit

shrewd cash customer,

All new, factory-fresb equipment
brandedmanufacture delivered
in maker's cartons to your tiO0r,

C. H. ( HI- FIDELITY) LTD.

We have no expensive
display premises, no
high- paid salesmen
and cur overheads
are low

Hi-Fidelity Centre

12, DRURY LANE,

167-169, BROMSGROVE ST.,

SOLI H ULL,

BIRMINGHAM 5.

WARWICKSHIRE.

021-692 1487

021-705 7999

Postage included in all prices

Recnmmended
List
Price

Denionstration facilities

s.

available by appointment

Have you good
quality stereo
equipment?
Do you know how
to care for
stereo discs
and tapes?

o
o
o
o
o

49
55
45
83
19

10

58
82 10
51 o
29 18

8
6
o
o

49 15
72 o
45 15
24 19

o
o
o
6

33 12

0

27 14

0

TUNERS
LEAK F.M. Stereo troughline
GOODMANS ' STEREOMAX'
QUAD F.M. Stereo ..
DULCI F.M.T. Stereo ..

o
o o
18 o
10 o
19 o

42 0 0
29 10 0

35
25

39 10
20 7
44 13
30 18
29 15
43 10
order

32 15
17 5
39 0
25 15
24 15
36 5

0
9
0
0
0
0

d.

8 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Order acknowledged by return

Would you like
to enjoy all the
latest stereo
records in your
own home for
only afew pence
per day?

Absolute 7 days money back guarantee
Send cash/cheque with order to

Then send 9d. in
stamps for our ne
free brochure
giving full
details of the
WSL service.

DISCOUNT'S
BRIDGE St.
DEESIDE

24

s.

59 10
63 0
54 0
98 0
23 10

d.

New
Dawn
Discount
Price
E

AMPLIFIERS
LEAK STEREO 30 in teak case
LEAK STEREO 70
GOODMANS ' MAXAMP' 30
QUAD 33/303 AMP & PREAM.P
.
DULCI 207 ( MAG PU.)

SPEAKERS
WHARFEDALE ' DENTON' ( pair)
WHARFEDALE ' SUPER LINTON'
(pair) ..
WHARFEDALE' M— E LTON'(each)
WHARFEDALE ' DOVEDALE 3'
(each)
..
GOODMANS' MAXIM'.. ..
GOODMANS ' MAMBO' ( pair)
GOODMANS ' MEZZO II' ..
LEAK ' MINI SANDWICH' ..
LEAK ' SANDWICH' .. ..
Cosh or Cheque with

You get

the benefit!
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SHOTTON

FLINTSHIRE

NEW

11141 Stereophonic sound
with '
SYSTEM FOUR"

Perfectly matched ' System Four' equipment has been specially designed for people who appreciate fine sound. ' System Four' units
have the added advantage of being housed in veneered teak
cabinets and are suitable for shelf or contemporary wall mounting
KLINGER STEREO AMPLIFIER KC26
Built to the highest technical standards ensuring outstanding reliability, long
term stability and virtual freedom from heat, hum, microphony and noise. This
fully integrated high fidelity amplifier represents the ultimate in domestic sound
reproduction, including comprehensive facilities for record reproduction.
All input and output facilities are provided by foolproof plugs into clearly identified
sockets at the rear of the instrument.
Up to three different pickups could be connected simultaneously and selected by
push button.
The front control panel is finished in Grey/Silver with Black and Silver trim.

£44.2.0.

GARRARD SP25 Mk II RECORD PLAYER

A high- quality single record playing unit at moderate cost; incorporates a number
of special features including a cue and pause control, calibrated fine stylus force
adjustment, pickup arm bias compensation and alarge turntable. On completion of
playing arecord the automatic pickup arm returns to its rest and the motor cuts off.
Finished in Polychromatic Dark Green and Silver, and mounted on a Teak Plinth
with Perspex Cover.

SHURE STEREO CARTRIDGE MODEL M3D-M
Shure Magnetic M3D-M is a magnetic cartridge with wide frequency response and
excellent channel separation. It tracks at under 3 gramms and has a response
from 20 Hz to 15000 Hz. A compatible stylus with 0.7 mil radius is fitted and will
play both Mono and Stereo records.
Price of SP25 with Shure Cartridge
all mounted on Teak Plinth with Cover. £30.12.6.

FOUR UNIT LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
To compliment the superb results attainable from the Amplifier, we offer aspeaker
combination capable of smooth reproduction from below 25 cps to above 17 Kcs.
Full stereo width is achieved with a carefully matched four speaker system consisting of two 10 in. round bass units and two 4in. high frequency tweeter units.
Mounted in Teak Veneered enclosures measuring 20" x15" x7. The bass unit
has a circular exponential ridged cone giving a smooth frequency response over
the lower and middle register. A high flux magnetic assembly ensures high
sensitivity and efficient reproduction with specially matched 15 ohms Voice coll.
The 4in. Cone Tweeter is fitted with a powerful ceramic magnet and lightweight
coll. These units coupled with aspecial crossover filter, ensure asmooth response
with complete freedom from irregularities. Price for two matched speaker systems

£30.15.0.

MIIIIMMIMIMMIIIMIIII.
SYSTEM
Please send me FREE.
II
I

FOUR' units are available separately e105

specification
your range. leaflets of ' but units purchased complete only
I

I NAME

I

H.P. Terms Available

ADDRESS
n

radio

100 Chase Side, London N14
Tel' 01-886 3733/9666

11.1-111..1111.111

EE

Bs

9. 6
Inc
Gns
P&•

CALLERS WELCOME

ELY TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS AVAILABLEPAST THIS COUPON TODAY FOR LEAFLETS

A word of warning.
from B&W:
Hear the DIM
and your own
speaker system
will never sound
the same again
The B&W DM3 monitor loudspeaker sets a new
standard. Each unit is individually checked and
adjusted in the B & W anechoic chamber using
Bruel & Kjaer measuring equipment, and is sold
with a calibration guarantee certificate. The
DM3 has exceptionally good frequency response
—distortion is so low that throughout the major
portion of the frequency response it is in the
order of 1%.

The inch-thick cabinet comes in achoice of Teak
or American walnut veneer-finish—or Rosewood
at a little extra.
From £63 the B&W DM3 gives you a beautiful
new experience in sound. Do hear t soon—
but don't say we didn't warn

ASHTON UNDER LYNE F. Scowcroft & Son. 58 Oldham Road. BATH C. MiIsom, Northgate. BISHOP AUCKLAND McKenna & Brown, 134 Newgate Street. BLACKPOOL F. Benfell, 17 Cheapside. BOSTON Acklys. Bargate.
BRADFORD IC. Pratt, 33 North Parade. BRISTOL Sound Selection, 361-363 Gloucester Road. BROMBOROUGH
Peters Electrical, The Cross. BURY John Smith & Son, 184 The Rock. CAMBRIDGE University Audio, I & 2 Peas Hill.
CARDIFF City Radio, 8 Hill Street ( off The Hayes). CHELTEN HAM Uriversity Audio, 24 Winchcombe Street.
CHESTER Peters Electrical, Charles Street, Hoole. DARLINGTON McKenna & Brown, Bondgate. DENTON G. A.
Taylor, Crown Point. EDINBURGH Hi -Fi Corner, I Haddington Place. ETON Audiocraft, 89-90 High Street.
EXETER Wippell Bros. & Row, 164 Sidwell Street. GLASGOW Thermac, 96 Langside Avenue. HADLEIGH Croisette
Radio, 212 London Road. HALIFAX Tape Recorder Centre, 30 Kings Cross Street. ST HELENS Harold Stott, 18
Westfield Street. ISLE OF MAN Manx Audio Hi -Fi Systems, Crosby. KIRBY LONSDALE J. W. Garnett. LEICESTER Audio Sound, 38 Waterloo Street. LONDON Record Hunter, 29 York Road; R.E.W., Tooting; Camera 65,
Station Bridge, Harrogate. LOWESTOFT John Wells, 54 London Road North. MANCHESTER Lancs Hi -Fi 8 Deansgate. MIDDLESBOROUGH McKenna & Brown, 122 Linthorpe Road. NORTH WALES Soundrite Components.
65 Worsley Avenue, Johnstown. NOTTINGHAM Peter Anson Electrics, 165 Arkwright Street. REDCAR McKenna
& Brown, 135 High Street. SETTLE J. W. Garnett, The Market Place. SOUTHAMPTON University Audio, 12
Bargate Street. SOUTHPORT Wayfarers Radio & T.V., 18-20 Burton Arcade, Lord Street. SPALDING Welec,
Pinchbeck Road. STOCKPORT Fairbotham & Co. Ltd., 58-62 Lower Hillgate. WARRINGTON Warrington Electrics
Ltd., 57-59 Bridge Street. WILMSLOW Transistor Centre, Green Lane. EXPORT AGENTS VVilmex Ltd., Compton
House, Malden Road, New Malden, Surrey.

We will gladly send you full
specification and illustrated leaflets

Ask about the new supplementary
pick-up equaliser, type SEIA
£2.15.0

Littlehampton Road • Worthing - Sussex
Telephone Worthing 66830, Grams ' Monex VVorthino

2-1,`
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()RTOF0._\
Stands a;one in its faithfulness of
reproduction to the original performance.
Listen to the living, true concert hall
reproduction of the SL15E Stereo
Cartridge. Engineered for the music
lover giving the important advantages
of 15 tracking angle; 25 x 10 —I
cm/dyne static compliance,
10-40,000 Hz. frequency response,
unequalled tracking at 1-2 grammes
stylus pressure, unique " ProtectoSkate" glide to protect the famous
Ortofon elliptical diamond stylus
against damage. The S115 Series
introduces an outstanding
lightweight stereo cartridge, total mass 7g.

A new range of high
fidelity speaker systems,
Scandinavian styling in
teak, bookshelf size to
floor standing models.
Full details and specifications available.

Full details available from:
metrosound (sales) ltd.,
audio works, 35/37, queensland road, london, n.7.
tel: 01-607 0351/213.
The 2 x 15K Transformer is now presented in module form for
linking into the normal pickup wiring and is fitted with male and
female plugs. The 2 x 15K Transformer module will then enable
the SL15E stereo cartridge to match the impedance of most high
quality amplifiers. Prices: Ortofon SL15E (17 micron/8 micron
elliptical diamond) £20.13.11 Tax paid. Ortofon SL15 (15 micron
spherical d.amoncl)£22.10.11 Tax paid. Ortofon 2 x 15K Transformer Module £ 7 0.0.

ORTOFON RS212 PROFESSIONAL PICK-UP
ARM WITH AUTOMATIC ANTISKATING—by
setting the calibrated scale to the stylus force
required the correct skating force is automatically obtained. The ratio between
stylus and antiskating force can
be adjusted to suit any
cartridge or stylus shape.
Ortofon Hi Jack cueing
device is included. Adjustable stylus presThe RS212 is only one of the sure 0-4.5 gramwide range of Ortofon Pick-up
mes. Price £ 30.17.7
arms.
Tax Paid.
ORTOFON SPU SERIES STEREO CARTRIDGES
Prices from £18.7.4 Tax Pald

STOCKED &, DEMONSTRATED
BY ALL LEADING HI-FI DEALERS

metrosound
Full details of Thorens, Ortofon, Sinus and Metrosound products
available from:

Available from all leading dealers or send for illustrated leaflet.

metrosound (sales) ltd., audio works, 35137, queensland road, london, n.7.

metrosound manufacturing co. ltd.

tel: 01-607 035112/3.

audio works, 35/37, queonolond rd, london, n.7. tel. 01-807 0351/2/3

•

•
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Good
Pudding!
If you think we're going to give you a load of Hi Fi
propaganda and blinding technical terms—you're
wrong. The proof of the pudding ... as the saying goes
.is in the eating. So, in order to prove to yourself
(after all, it is YOUR money you're spending) that the
LUX range is worth asecond look— pop in (with your
favourite record if you like) and see for yourself:
'Here, then is an amplifier of Japanese origin which
conforms very closely (on some counts better!) to the
published specifications ... '
`The amplifier was run for several weeks under
domestic conditions with awide range of programme
sources, pickup cartridges and speakers, and at all
times it performed perfectly and without flaw.'
'1 vote the

FVI

LUX SQ 1220 a top-of-the-class ampli-

LUX SQ 1220
HIGH FIDELITY

fier .... ' ( Gordon J. King, HiFi News, Jan; ' 69).
SQ 1220: E115:14:6

The complete range of LUX

'I have no hesitation at all in voting this one of the most

equipment is on display

worthy of amplifiers Ihave had the pleasure of testing
for along time. For the power that it delivers and the
way that it is made, it is well worth its price.'

and demonstration at

(Gordon J. King, HiFi Sound, Feb; ' 69).
SQ 77 T: £59:17:0

115 Kingsway, WC2 01-405 0446

DA_tylleAYS

AMPLIFIERS
TUNERS
TUNER-AMPLIFIERS

Photographic and HiFi
Part Exchanges

115 KINGSWAY, WC.2.

— CASH or HP Terms —

DAYS

Branches
throughout
LONDON

115 Kingsway WC2
5 Turnpike Parade, N15
857 High Road, Finchley, N12
4 High Street, Walthamstow, Eli
61 Seven Sisters Road, N7
3 Wembley Hill Road, Wembley, Middlesex
169 Fore Street, Edmonton, N18

TURNTABLES

01-405
01-888
01-445
01-520
01-272
01-702
01-336

Please supply

Name

*
0446
9291
3319
4121
7901
1792
2807
631

Address

1enclose Cash/Cheque £
Iwill collect/Please send the equipment.

Phone

Bowers & Wilkins
for everything
that is best
in

Bowers & Wilkins bring you the
finest, most comprehensive Hi Fi
range on the South Coast. In our
enlarged demonstration lounge you
can experience all the latest
equipment in just the way it was
meant to be heard. You can talk with
people who feel the way you do
about HiFi —not just salesmen, but
real experts with the right answer to
any problem. And behind the scenes
are technicians who tackle
installations, repairs and servicing
quickly and efficiently.
Whichever way you look at it —
avisit to Bowers & Wilkins makes
sound sense.
Bowers & Wilkins

(BOWE

Becket Buildings,
Littlehampton Road, Worthing, Sussex.
Tel. 64141
RS

M. r

WILKINS)

The Goldring caress...
we call it transduction seduction
Smooth, breathing, open and graceful
that's the sound of Goldring True
Transduction. The ability of acartridge
to track properly at low forces
is only the first stage of design,
and from that point Goldring
engineers continued development
through to achieve their
True Transduction. A micro-element
of tubular permeable material lies
in aTree-Field' generated from afixed
source away from the removable

stylus assembly. It is as light as the
cantilever itself— no massy magnets
or coils to move! This design approach
provides atexture of
sound transparency previously
associated with direct-coupled pickups.
Excessive de-coupling techniques are
rendered unnecessary and
tight coupling is employed to ensure
that every motion of the sensing
element is identical to that of
the stylus — at all frequencies.

®

Full technical details of these new era cartridges from
Desk HF, Goldring Manufacturing Co. (Great Britain) Ltd.,
486-488 High Road, Leytonstone, London. Ea x,
or from your nearest dealer.
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err Hi-Fi

eALL

ITEMS OFFERED ARE FULLY GUARANTEED AND BACKED BY COMET.

•OPENING

HOURS, OPEN DAILY UNTIL
5.30 p.m. ( 8.0 p.m. THURS. AND FRI. EVENINGS) AND 5.0 p.m. SATURDAY.

•COMPLETE

FREE PRICE LIST CONTAINING OVER SOO ITEMS ON REQUEST.

DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
AMPLIFIERS
The new LEAK Stereo
30 Plus ( Standard)
The new LEAK Stereo
30 Plus(in teak case)
The New LEAK
Stereo 70
GOODMANS
Maxamp
QUAD 33 Preamplifier
QUAD 303 Stereo
Main Amplifier
ROGERS Cadet
Mark Ill
ROGERS Cadet Mark
Ill in teak case ..
ROGERS Ravensbourne 50w. Stereo
ROGERS Ravensbourne in teak case
LINEAR LT.66 Stereo
Amplifier
PHILIPS GH.925
Stereo Amplifier
F.A.L. 50 watt Guitar
and Public Address
Amplifier
TRUVOX TSA.200
DULCI 207 Stereo
Amplifier
DULCI 207M stereo/
Amplifier takes
magnetic P/U
TUNERS
ARENA 211 Stereo
with decoder .
LEAK FM Troughlfne
LEAK Troughline
Tuner with multiplex .
GOODMANS
Stereomax AM/FM
Stereo Tuner ..
QUAD Stereo FM
Tuner .
ROGERS Cadet
Mark Ill Tuner ..
ROGERS Ravensbourne Tuner with
Decoder ..
TRUVOX FM Tuner
DULCI FMT.7 FM
Tuner ..
DULCI FMT.7S FM
Stereo Tuner ..

Rec. Retail
Price
£52

0 0

£58 10

£44

0 0

£48 14

0

£63

0 0

£55

£54

0 0

£45 18

0

£43

0 0

£37 11

9

£55

0 0

0 0

£48 15

0
0

£33 15

0

£28 14

£37 10

0

£31 17

6

£59 10

0

£50 12

0

£64

0 0

£15 15
£26

0

£54

8 0

£13 10

0

0 0

£21

9 0

Slashed to
£51 9 0

£30
£42

9 0
9 0

£23

2 0

£18

0 0

£27

6 0

£21 19

6

£39 18
£35 15

0
4

£34 18
£30 10

0
4

£50 11

4

£42 19

6

£80 19

0

£70 19

0

0 0

£45 15

0

£17 13

0

£50

£20 12

6

£60 15 3
£35 5 0

£52
£30

2 0
5 0

£22

1 0

£19

0 0

8 0

£23

0 0

0

£79

0 0

0

£29

0 0

0

£75

0 0

£29

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
ARENA 2500 complete with Decoder £97 0
WIEN with Stereo
Decoder .. £43 0
ARENA 2400 with
Decoder .. £90 6
TELETON 7AT1
AM/FM Automatic multiplex
stereo tuner/amplifier with 50 watts
RMS and field
effect transistors £133 0
TELETON MX.990
Stereo Tuner/
Amplifier
with AM/FM
Multiplex Stereo
Radio c/w two
Speakers, each
speaker containing
8in. bass, 2in.
tweeter .. £64 13

I

0

Comet
Price

9 £109

2

0 0

£54 16

0

TELETON F.2000
AM/FM Stereo
Tuner/Amplifier
2x5watts RMS
with silicon transistors ..
TELETON R.8000
AM/FM Stereo
Tuner/Amplifier
2x6watts RMS,
complete with 2
speakers ..
TELETON CMS.400
AM/FM Multiplex
Tuner/Amplifier
with 2 speakers
and turntable ..

Rec. Retail
Price

£43

0 0

£37

0 0

£60_1916 £52 15

£126

0 0

Rec. Retail
Price

Comet
Price

£99

0

0 0

BUDGET Hi Fi Stereo System
Garrard 3500 Turntable: Amplifier 8 watts
per channel: VHF Tuner and Pair of
matched Speakers beautifully finished in
teak, at a low price of only £65/0/0d.
CARTRIDGES
GOLDRING G800
Cartridge £12 15 6
£10 18
GOLDRING G800E
Cartridge £18 10 6 £15 10
GOLDRING CS 90
Cartridge £5 2 2
£4 8
SHURE M3D
£8 7 6 £7 3
SHURE M80E
£21 10 0 £18 7
SHURE M5D
£17 2 6 £14 2
SHURE M6S
£9 16 6
£8 6
SHURE M44-5 • •
£14 4 0 £12 0
SHURE M44-7 • •
£12 15 0
£10 19
SHURE M44- E • .
£17 2 6 £14 2
SHURE M55- E • •
£20 7 6 £17 7
SHURE M31E
£13 19 2
£11 14
SHURE M32E
£12 14 11
£10 12
SHURE M44C
£12 14 11
£10 12
SHURE M75E ..
£25 910
£21 5
SHURE M75E/95G £27 6 3
£23 0
SHURE M75/6 ..
£17 2 4
£14 2
SHURE V 15 Mk II .. £40 1 2
£34 9
ORTOFON S15TE
cartridge .. . £33 7 5
£27 19
ORTOFON '
M' shell £1 10 6
£1 7
ORTOFON SL15
cartridge .. £22 3 0
£18 19
ORTOFON SL15E
cartridge .. £27 6 0 £23 10
ORTOFON 2x15K
transformer ..
£7 0 0 £5 19
A.D.C. 10/E Mk 2
cartridge .. £45 10 0
£38 0
A.D.C. 220 cartridge £9 2 6 £7 15
A.D.C. 660 cartridge £16 1 6 £13 15
A.D.C. 660E cartridge £22 3 0
£18 19
All makes of cartridges stocked at discount prices
SPEAKERS
WHARFEDALE
Denton .. £16 6
WHARFEDALE
Super Linton .. £20 13
WHARFEDALE
Melton .. £29 10
LEAK Sandwich .. £43 10
LEAK Mini- Sandwich £29 15
GOODMANS Maxim £20 0
GOODMANS
Mezzo II .. £30 18
GOODMANS
Magnum- K
£40 2
GOODMANS
Marimba .. £26 0
GOODMANS
Mambo .. £19 19
DULCI AS3 Speaker £8 8
CELESTION Ditton 15 £30 12
CELESTION Ditton 10 £20 15

Comet Discount Warehouse I
Reservoir Road, Clough Road, Hull. Tel. 42363' I
633

£13 18
£17 10
£25 0
£35 19
£24 10
£18 19
£25 13
£32 19
£21

0

TELETON SA.1003
Speaker 5Watts
RMS 8Ohms.
1Speaker System
X9x 5 (Rec. for
use with F.2000)
TELETON SB.1002
8wad ; RMS 8Ohms
2Speaker System
5#" x104" x ..

£5

0 0

£9 11

0

TURNTABLES
GARRARD 3500 ..
£11 18 10
GARRARD SP.25 £15 6 4
GARRARD AP.75
£23 8 1
GARRARD SL.75
£34 4 11
GOLDRING Lenco
GL.68
£22 7 2
GOLDRING Lenco
GL.75 .. £35 15 5
THORENSTD.124/II
£45 18 1
THORENS TD.150 £28 16 11
THORENS TD.150
AB
£39 1 7
THORENSTD.150.
13 £32 17 6
GARRARD SL.55 £13 10 11
GARRARD SL.65 £17 19 4
Bases, plinths and covers stocked
the above turntables.

Comet
Price

£4 8 3

£8 0 0
£10 1 10
£12 2 0
£18 19 6
£29 10 0
£17 19 11
£28 15 5
£40 7 0
£25 7 0
£33 19 6
£28 18 0
£11 12 6
£15 5 0
to suit all

HI-FI STEREO TAPE DECKS AND
TAPE RECORDERS
AKAI 3000D deck 4tr. £99 10 0
£83 8 0
AKAI 17104 tr. w/o
acc.
£10900 £9100
AKAI M-94 tr. w/o
acc.
£195 0 0 £156 0 0
SHARP RD.707
Stereo Tape
Recorder £96 12 0
£81 0 0
MARCONI 4218
Stereo Tape
Recorder £88 0 0 £77 19 8
MARCONI 42384track Tape Recorder £58 11 0
£49 19 6
MARCONI 42164track Tape Recorder £41 5 0 £35 19
MARCONI 4214 twintrack Tape
Recorder £35 16 0
£31 0 0
AKAI X-3604 track £339 0 0 £284 0 0
AKAI X-360D deck
4tr.
£290 0 0 £243 0 0
AKAI X-3002 tr. ..
£26300 £22000
AKAI X-3004 tr. .. £263 0 0 £220 0 0
AKAI X- V 4tr. . £ 180 0 0 £151 0 0
AKAI X- 150D deck
tr.. . . .. £130 2 4 £109 0 0
AKAI1800SD 4tr. £199 0 0 £187 0 0
AKAI 18004 tr. .. £158 0 0 £133 0 0
FIDELITY HF Playmaster 2track .. £26 15 6 £19 19 8
FIDELITY Braemar
2track .. £30 9 0
£24 17 5
FIDELITY Braemar
4track .. £33 12 0
£27 811
SHARP 504 battery/
mains tape recorder, complete
with all accessories, guaranteed
5 yrs.
battery
— .. £35 5 3
£24 19
baery
operated tape
recorder Model
4200
..
£35 6 0
£21 19 8

a

£15 0
£6 19
£26 5
£17 16

DELIVERY Comet guarantee that all prices quoted are genuine. All
items offered are available at time of offer
Add 9/.- for post and packing on all orders.

THIS IS THE
FABULOUS

WE ARE MUCH MORE INTERESTED IN
music

JORDAN N A"S

That's what we really care about. And we care about the people who share our
passion for the "sacred art". That's why such diverse media as 'The Guardian' and
'House and Garden' single us out. Why the American magazine ' High Fidelity'
referred to ' Music in the Home' as "epitomizing the literate, music-oriented and
quality-minded British audio field in general.
Deeper Enjoyment
We strongly believe that the whole pursuit of Hi Fi should be directed towards a
deeper enjoyment and more thorough appreciation of fine music; that you don't
have to master audio jargon and technique before you can enjoy its fruits in your
own home. Of course we care about the technical aspects too, in so far as they serve
the cause of music, but it is the cause itself that really concerns us.
Live Record Review
Our pre-occupation with musical values lies behind, not only our choice of turntables,
pick-ups, amplifiers, tuners, tape units, and loudspeakers, but also behind ' Live
Record Review' our weekly free recital, devoted to the latest record releases ( 2 to
4.30 every Saturday afternoon) and our Record Advisory Service, based on a quarter
of a century's experience of record reviewing in British and American journals.
Budget-conscious
Our aim is to help you achieve and maintain the most satisfying and rewarding reproduction of music in your own home, and within your own means. This is where
BUDGET STEREO comes in. We realise that in many cases the benefits of stereo
at home can be enjoyed only after careful saving and economy. Our BUDGET
STEREO concept is designed exclusively to put maximum enjoyment of music at
minimum cost within your reach. It represents a general flexible, all-round approach
to stereo installation, based mainly on the CQ Junior bookshelf speaker. This system,
which has been aThomas Heinitz exclusive for many years, costs only 14gns. We, and
most of our clients consider it more musically satisfying than other units costing
25gns. But to make sure you will like the sound of the CQ speaker in your home as
much as you did in our showroom every pair of CQ Juniors is returnable to us
within six weeks. You can then choose any alternative speakers available and just
pay the difference!
Mutual Trust
We take apride in our reputation, our genuine expertise and our comprehensive aftersales service and our long-lasting relationship between ourselves and our customers.
It is this mutual trust that leads to the countless personal recommendations which
form the most vital part of our business. Indeed, caring about you and your love of
music is our business. The best way for you to find out about ' Music in the Home' is
to come along and see us. If you can't manage that, write to us and we will send you
some of our literature.
Hours of Business: 9.30 to 5.30 (Thurs. 9.30-1; Friday 9.30-7)

MODULAR
HIGH-FIDELITY
DRIVING UNIT

the cleanest, clearest,
most natural sound you can buy.

suitable for transistorised amplifiers
Manufactured by:
JORDAN WATTS LTD..
Bestow Works, Silverdale Road,
Hayes, Pilkddx.

Distributors:
BOOSEY S. HAWKES
(SALES) LTD.,
Deansbrook, Road,
Edgware, Middx.

World Exports:
K.H. WILLIMAN &CO. LTD.,
BLickford House, Sutton,
Surrey, England.
Tel: Melville 1491
Cables: Tiger, Sutton, Surrey

TH

Jordan- Watts Loudspeakers - The voice of high fidelity

STEREO

Thomas Heinitz
Tel. 01-229 2077

MUSIC IN THE HOME

35 MOSCOW RD QUEENSWAY LONDON W2

BROADCASTING

A TECHNICAL SERVICE — for the conversion and
realignment of F M Tuners for Stereo Broadcasts

Before investing in a new tuner, why not ask for our advice
about the possibility of converting your existing receiver to
STEREO?
Tuners modified include those manufactured by:—Armstrong
- Avantic - B 8i O - Clarke & Smith - Chapman - Dulci Dyratron - Eagle - Eddystone - E.M.I. - Fisher - Grundig Heathkit - Jasor - Leak - Lowther - L & R - Metz - Pioneer
- Pye - Quad - Rogers - R.C.A. - H. H. Scott - Telefunken T.S.L. - Trio.

MOTION ELECTRONICS LTD.
Manufacturers and Desigiers of High Quality Sound Systems
39 PELHAM ROAD, GRAVESEND,
TELEPHONE
GRAVESEND 64922

KENT.

measure it

—

on the Rank Studio Flutter Meter.

The Type 1740 measures accurately the
degree of Wow and Flutter on
-

P/ease send an estimate for the conversion of my FM Tuner
for MULTIPLEX RECEPTION

sound recorders and
reproducers.
For more infor-

To: Motion Electronics Ltd., 39 Pelham Road, Gravesend,
Kent,

mation write to:

RANK
f‘
STUDIO
EQUIPMENT

Name
Address

Woodger Road,

Telephone

Shepherds Bush,

Make and Model of Tuner

London, W.12.

Stereo Decoder Required YES/NO ( delete not applicable)

Tel. 01-743 2050
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GARRARD

LAFAYETTE
FULL RANGE OF THIS EXCITING NEW
EQUIPMENT IN STOCK-SEND S.A.E.
FOR DETAILS OF ANY MODEL

Nearly 200 pages giving full details
of a comprehensive range of HI Fl
EQUIPMENT,
COMPONENTS,
TEST EQUIPMENT and COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT.
Each section greatly enlarged and
fully illustrated. Thousands of items
-many at bargain prices.

LR-20 AM/FM STEREO SYSTEM
19 Solid State Devices. 6+6 watts IHF
Music Power. AM/FM Stereo Multiplex.
Automatic FM Stereo Switching. Two full
range 64" Speaker Systems. Stereo headphone jack. Loudness control. £63.18.6.
Recommended Record Deck to complete
the LR-20 System-Garrard 2025T/C
with cartridge, base and cover. £13.12.6.
STEREO AMPLIFIERS

LA85T. 30+30 W. r.m.s. ..
£49.10.0.
LA450. 164+164 W. r.m.s.
£40.0.0.
LA224T. 10+ 10 W. r.m.s.
£28.0.0.
Stereo 10. 5+5 W. i.h f. ..
£11.19.6.
AM/FM STEREO TUNERS

LT-425T. Matches LA- 857
LT-225T. Matches LA450

£60.8.9.
£52.6.0.

AM/FM STEREO TUNER
AMPLIFIERS

FREE
DISCOUNT
VALUE 10 -.

TELETON

SABI-203E amplifier 6+6 watts r.m.s.
Mag./crystal inputs. £24.
R-8000. Stereo System. AM/FM Stereo
Tuner Amplifier 6+6 watts complete with
2 matched speskers. £60.
CMS-400. Stereo System. AM/FM Stereo
tuner amplifier, 6+6 watts, built-in
record changer with 2 matched speakers.
£110.
F2000 Stereo Tuner Amplifier
£40.
F4200 Stereo Tuner Amplifier
£41.

DULCI
e

LR-99.
10+10 W.
semi- conductors

e
r.m.s.

TRIO

STE
▪REO AMPLIFIERS AND
TUNERS
TK-150T. 13.5+13.5 W. r.m.s.
£36.0.0.
TK-250T. 20+20 W. r.m.s.
£52.10.0.
TK-350T.
AM/FM
stereo
£62.0.0.
multiplex tuner ..
TK-500E. FM stereo multiplex tuner .. ..
£39.18.0.

EAGLE

£77.5.10.

NOW OPEN IN
EDGWARE RD

207 Stereo amplifier 74-7 W.
£20.17.6.
207M Ditto with magnetic input £24.10.0.

LR-500T.
20+20 W. r.m.s.
F.E.T. front end and four
integrated circuits .. ..

£19.7.6.
£26.0.0.

FMT7 Self powered FM tuner
FMT7S. Ditto ine-eo version

IIII
.5
,i.,,
,
l:
..e.
Th
I
t,
.
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LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
Oiled WaIntr•-8 ohm imp.
Minuette 2- way 5W. r.m.s...
£9.9.1.
CR25. 2- way. 12.5 W. r.m.s.
£11.8.2.
CR50. 2- way. 10 W. r.m.s. ..
£15.0.0.
CR-I50. 2- way. 20 W. r.m.s.
£24.0.0.
F-767. Stereo Headset • •
£4.10.0.

(

fry,

RK-870 STEREO TAPE DECK
3speed, 4 track, complete with solid state
silicon
record/playback
stereo
preamplifiers. 74"; 34; 14" IFS. Records
4 track stereo or mono. AM/FM radio or
gram inputs; live from mic. Sound with
sound, sound on sound. Aluminium diecast tape transport chassis with 4 pole
induction motor. Takes
reels. Fitted
with 2 VU meters. Housed in deluxe oiled
walnut wood case. Complete your Hi -Fi
system with this magnificent tape deck.
Price £74.7.0.

r

Our new walk around shop is now
open at 311 Edgware Road, fully
stocked with all Hi -Fi. Communication
and Test Equipment. Call into your
nearest shop-Edgware Road for all
Equipment- Lisle Street for all Equipment and Components.

£94.9.1 L

LR-1000T.
40+40 W. r.m.s.
F.E.T. front end and four
integrated circuits .. .. EI20.17.6.

SINCLAIR
ZI2 Amplifier ..
PZ4 Power Supply
Stereo 25 Preamplifier ..
Micromatic Radio Kit £2.9.6. Built
QI4 Speaker .. .

£4.9.6.
£4.19.6.
£9.19.6.
£2.19.6
£7.19.6 .

STEREO HEADSETS
ECHO HS-606
Wonderfully
comfortable.
Lightweight adjustable vinyl
headband, 6ft.
cable and stereo
jack plug, 2517,000 cps ,
imp. 67/6 P/P 2/6.

PACKAGE DEAL
2x ZI2 Amps. PZ4 and Stereo 25, £22; or
with 2x QI 4 Speaker:, £37.
NEW SINCLAIR 2000 SYSTEM
35 W. Integrated Amplifier, £29, Carr. 5/Self- powered FM Tuner, £25, Carr. 5/-.

TSA-10.
SA- I00.
SA-200.
TSA-20.
TSA-60.
VTA-40.

EAGLE AMPLIFIERS
£11.19.6.
5+5 W.
£18.0.0.
5+5 W.
£26.5.0.
7 5+7 5 W.
£22.0.0.
10+10 W.
£35.5.0.
15+15 W.
£35.5.0.
10+10 W.

EAGLE TUNERS
VFM-40. FM
FMT.51. LW- MW-AM .
AFM-200. AM- FM
AFT-60. AM- FM MPX

Each headphone contains
a 24" woofer and a r
tweeter. Built in individual
level
controls.
25-18,000 cps. 80 imp.
with cable and stereo
plug. £5/19/6, PIP 2/6,
SPECIAL OFFER!
B.S.R. MA-75 HI-FI
AUTOCHANGER

FULL RANGE OF ALL POPULAR
MAKES OF
IN STOCK AT
SPECIAL CASH DISCOUNT PRICES
-LET US QUOTE FOR ALL YOUR
REQUIREMENTS.

EAGLE TC-450H.
Stereo Tape Deck and Preamplifier.
£66.19.6.

Latest 4 speed unit less cartridge,
£12.10.0. Carr. 7/6.
Plinth, E4.0.0. Perspex cover, 58/-.

•

EAGLE TUNER AMPLIFIER
RA-96. AM/FM/MPX Solid State stereo
tuner amplifier 10+10 W• £83.3.0.
EAGLE SPEAKER
SYSTEMS
MS-40.
DL-42.
MS-65.
MS-80.
DL-67.

5 W.
£8.12.6.
5W.
£10.10.0.
IOW. £ 12.17.6.
20 W.
£15.9.0.
10 VV. £ 15.12.6.

Carriage extra on all items

(RADIO) LIMITED
_3and 34; LISLE STREET,
01-437 8204
'LEICESTER SCLLON DON , W.C.2 01-437 9155
311, EDGWARE RD.,LONDON,W.2 01-2620387

/dll

£11.19.6.
£14.10.0.
£30.10.0.
£48.0.0.

HOSIDEN DHO4S

F.M.
TUNER
6Transistor High
Quality 6" x4" X
24. 3I.F. stages.
Double- tuned
discriminator.
Ample output to
feed most amps.
Operates on 9 v. bat. 88-108 Mc/s. Ready
built, £6.7.6. P. & P.. 2/6.
Multiplex Adaptor 99/6.

II»

FULL CURRENT RANGE AVAILABLE
BRAND NEW AT FANTASTIC
SAVINGS
£6.10.0.
SPR22 Mono
£6.19.6.
SPR22 Stereo
£7.10.0.
O 1025 Mono ..
£7.15.0.
.1025 Stereo ..
•
£7.194.
.2025 Stereo ..
£8.17.6.
.2025T/C Mono/Stereo
£9.19.6.
.3000 Stereo ..
£11.19.6.
.SP25 Mk II ..
£11.19.6.
.51...55
£11.19.6.
A70 Mk 11 ..
• £ 13.5.0.
.AT60 Mk II ..
£14.14.0.
.SL65
• £ 17.17.0.
AP75
• £28.7.6.
401
£29.0.0.
SL75
. £35.0.0.
SI 95
Carriage/insurance, 7/6 extra any model.
W6-4 Base, E3.19.6. Cover, £3.10.0.
*Special Offer base and cover available
for these models at £4.15.0. Carr. 5/-.
Full range of Garrard accessories available.

AM/FM STEREO TUNER
AMPLIFIERS
TK-20T. 12+12 W. r.m.s. £85.0.0.
TK-40T. 16+16 W. r.m.s.
£110.0.0.
TK-66T. 20+20 W. r.m.s. ..
£122.0.0.
Accessories
AD-76K. Magnetic cartridge
£4.10.0.
HS-3. Stereo Headset ..
£5.15.0.

,
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COUPONS.

(ALL MAIL ORDERS TO:- 3,L1SLE STREET,LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON, w.C.2)
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OPEN
9-6 every
day Monday
to Saturday.
(Edgware Rd.
4- day Thurs.)
Trade supplied

RECORD
BUYERS
NE

UPTC15

70

F
19
e/t

Fre
./.
BRITAIN'S ONLY
TAPE RECORDER MART

specialising in the SALE, EXCHANGE and PURCHASE
of every make of high quality Tape Recorder. Brenell,
Ferrograph, Ampex, B. & O., etc., we have the lot!
Fantastic savings of up to 50% off original list prices for Personal
Callers only. Our stocks change daily— call today— well over
100 models to choose from—all guaranteed—you pay no tax
on secondhand machines.

WHY? BECAUSE it has the
most expert and forthright
panel of reviewers in the
business. A record buyer
can save time and money
by studying ARR first. And
if he's extra busy he need
only look at the ratings—
exclusive to AUDIO RECORD
REVIEW. Only is. 6d. at
bookstalls or by post from
AUDIO
RECORD
REVIEW,
Heathcock Court, Strand,
London, W.C.2. Every month
on the 1st.

TYPICAL BARGAINS
ALL WITH 3 MONTHS WRITTEN GUARANTEE
Note: M-=- Mono, S=Stereo, BP=Battery Portable, 4=4 track, 2=2 track)
ALL WITH 3 MONTHS WRITTEN GUARANTEE
(Note: M
Mono, S = Stereo, BP — Battery Portable, 4 - 4 track, 2 2 track.)
AKAI M8 ( S/4)
..
Our price ONLY 79 gns.
AKAI M6 ( 2/4)
..
..
Our price ONLY 62 gns.
AKAI M7 ( 5/4)
..
Our price ONLY 69 gns.
AKAI 1710W ( S/4) Brand New List £ 109 17 3
Our price ONLY 85 gns.
BRENELL STB2 TAPE UNIT ( S/2) .. ..
Our price ONLY 89 gns .
BRENELL Mk. 5 ( M/2)
..
Our price ONLY 39 gns.
FERROGRAPH 4/AN ( M/2)
..
Our price ONLY 49 gns.
FERROGRAPH 5/AN ( M/2)
..
Our price ONLY 59 gns.
FERROGRAPH 631 ( M/2)
..
Our price ONLY 69 gns.
GRUNDIG TK20 ( M/2) ..
. Our price ONLY 15 gns.
GRUNDIG TK30 ( M/2) ..
. Our price ONLY 29 gns.
GRUNDIG TK6 ( BP/M/2)
..
Our price ONLY 35 gns.
GRUNDIG TK40 ( M/2) ..
.
Our price ONLY 35 gns.
GRUNDIG TK4I ( M/4) ..
..
Our price ONLY 35 gns.
GRUNDIG TM60 ( 5/2) ..
..
Our price ONLY 39 gns.
GRUNDIG TM46 ( S/4) ..
..
Our price ONLY 49 gns.
GRUNDIG TK46 ( S/4)
..
Our price ONLY 52 gns.
GRUNDIG TK340 ( S/4)
..
Our price ONLY 75 gns.

If you're thinking about record storage
you must contact

NOTE:

THESE ARE NOW EVEN BETTER VALUE AS YOU PAY NO TAX ON
SECONDHAND RECORDERS
PHILIPS EL3301 ( BP/M/2)
..
Our price ONLY 17 gns.
PHILIPS ELMO ( 5/4)
Our price ONLY 45 gns.
REPS RIO ( M/2)
Our price ONLY 35 gns.
REPS RIO ( M/4)
Our price ONLY 35 gns.
REVOX E36 ( S/4) ..
Our price ONLY 69 gns.
REVOX 736 ( Sil)
Our price ONLY 85 gns.
SANYO MR939 ( S.
/4)
Our price ONLY 72 gns.
SANYO MR929 ( S/4) Brand New List £95 10
Our price ONLY 79 gns.
SONY TC260 ( 5/4) Brand New ..
Our price ONLY 79 gns.
SONY TC500 ( 5/4)
Our price ONLY 59 gns.
TANDBERG 1241 ( S/4)
Our price ONLY 69 gns.
TELEFUNKEN 75 ( M/2)
Our price ONLY 19 gns.
TELEFUNKEN 97 ( S/4)
Our price ONLY 49 gns.
TELEFUNKEN 85KL ( M/2)
Our price ONLY 39 gns.
TELEFUNKEN 204E (
S14) .
Our price ONLY 69 gns.
TELEFUNKEN 204E ( 5/4) Brand New
Our price ONLY 95 gns.
...
Our price ONLY 55 gns.
PERSONAL CALLERS ONLY

Phoenix
Unix Record Sections provide a really effective answer
to housing an expanding
record library.
Unix Record Sections enable
your storage space to grow
with your collection.

NEW TAPE RECORDERS
We also stock every make and model of New Tape Recorder
plus o complete range of accessories

Unix Record Sections are
available open fronted or
with glass or wooden sliding
doors,
and
are specially
designed to fit in with the
well-known Unix Bookcase
sections.

Part of the NuSound organisation

ONLY AVAILABLE FROM PHOENIX BOOKCASES

Dept. 11F59, 36a St. Martin's Lane, London, W.C.2
Telephone: 01-836 0526.
NAME AND ADDRESS

242/4 PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON,

CATALOGUE PLEASE'

(200 YDS. KINGS CROSS )
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PEAK SOUND PA.25-15
25 WATT/15 OHM POWER AMPLIFIER MODULE

_
From stock
limited items of
quality equipment
Quad 33/303

£98

Quad FM ..

£51

Quad Electrostatic L.S.

£66

Leak ST 70

£63

Leak ST 30 Plus

£53

Rogers Ravensbourne
Rogers Ravensbrook
Radford SCA 30

SIZE
5" x 3-a" x1"
COMPLETE

This design by Reg Williamson for Hi- F- News is one of
the finest high fidelity systems ever and Peak Sound
are particularly proud that their PA.25-I5 ready- built
power amplifier module based on Reg Williamson's
circuit has been fully approved by him both for its form
and performance. This means a great saving in time
and effort for the enthusiast prepared to construct his
own assembly for the sake of owning a superlatively
fine high fidelity stereo amplifier at not too great a cost
for the PA.25-I5 is a model of technically efficient
design.
The sub- miniature output transistors are
housed out of sight between the shell which serves as
both screen and heat sink and the circuit baseboard.
The forward edge of the module can take an edge
connector for power and output connections. A 68 volt
power supply unit will be available very shortly. For
full circuit details see "Hi Fi News", March issue.

£64
£47/10/0
£106

Ferrograph AMP

£56

Ferrograph Recorders from

£150

Revox 77K

£211

Lux SW 1220

£115

Lux SQ 505

£94 16 0

Sony 1080

£120

Sansui AU222

PEAK SOUND PA.25-15 SPECIFICATIONS

£59 17 0

Super Lintons

Power requirement: 68 VDC.
Speaker impedance: 8-16 ohms

£42

Philips PRO12TR

£239

Power at 1Hz: 26.6 W into 15 ohms.

Bandwidth for — IdB at 20 W at less than
0-25% distortion: 20 Hz-20 kHz.
Frequency response at 1W: — 20 Hz120 kHz ( — 3dB).

Total harmonic distortion at 1 kHz/26.6
watts: Less than 0.1%.

Input sensitivity for 26.6 W: 500 mV.
Signal to noise ratio: Better than 80 dB.

PEAK SOUND PA.25-15 designer-approved power amplifier
module ready built and fully tested before leaving factory.
If ordered direct, please add 1/6 p.p. per amt.

HAVE YOU the room to house a loudspeaker

£11.15.0

ES.10-15 Design by P. J. Baxandall. kit by Peak Sound

45" high 28" wide 174" deep,

This is the speaker that HI-FI NEWS described as "Rolls-Royce"
P J. Baxandall ( of Tone Control Circuit fame)
designed this high-fidelity loudspeaker which, by
using original equalising circuitry, was both low
priced and extremely efficient as described in
Wireless World (
Aug./Sept. '68). Peak Sound are
privileged to supply the kit for this exactly to the
specification and approval of the designer. Input
impedance- 15 ohms; loading up to 10 watts
R.M.S.; response 60 to 14,000 Hz ( 100-10 kHz
±3 dB). Teak finished cabinet— Ir x 12" x 10'.
Kit complete with special elliptical unit, pack-flat
cabinet, and all parts £ 10.2.3 £ 1.2.9 P/Tax
(Carr. 12/6)

HAVE YOU £257,
HAVE YOU the
for delivery,

patience to wait 8 weeks

then come and listen to the famous
LOCKWOOD STUDIO MONITOR
LOUDSPEAKERS

hFl

Go to your dealer now
for your authentic Peak Sound PA.15-15 Kit or
ES.10-15 Kit. In case of difficulty, please send
direct, giving the name and address of your usual
supplier if possible. Add 1/6 postage and packing
per module in U.K. and 12/6 carr. per ES. 10-15 if
ordered direct in U.K.

HI hampstead HIGH FIDELITY

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

91 Heath Street, Hampstead, N.W.3.
Telephone. 01-435 0999

PEAK SOUND ( HARR
LTD.OW ) 32 ST .JU D E'
G R EE N
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Advice
Demonstrations
Manufacturers Leaflets
Installations
FULL RETAIL PRICE SALES =-

DISCOUNTS =

Two Years Minimum After

Manufacturers

Sales Service.

Warranty

No charges

for Labour, Parts or return

"YOU CAN HAVE

Only

Carriage Charges
Full

Home/Export

Price

List and

Comparison

GOOD SOUND EQUIPMENT

Guide

available from

if you choose

Audio T., Dept. 16. Dem., 119 Oxford Street, London W.1.
Telephone 01-437 3063/5338/8391/2

LCIrampiani

(9.30-5.30 Mon- Fri Only) 1.30-2.30 PM Lunch.
Please indicate HFN when replying.

Oramplin Reproducers Ltd. Hanworth Trading Estate, Feltham, Middles«

A•D •8,

SECOND HAND BARGAINS

LOUDSPEAKER
ENCLOSURES
CABINETS

Revox Model 77, 10 watts Power Amplifier£ 145
Vortexion 4-way Microphone
powered

STOCK MODELS OR MADE
TO YOUR SPECIFICATION

Mixer, Self..
£25

R.C.A. FM High Gain Tuner Un powered
Leak Troughline III FM Tuner

£10

..

Telefunken M24 Professional Tape Deck Chassis
Model ..

FINEST VENEERS & FINISHES
PLEASE

£24

NOTE

£70

AKG D24 Ribbon Microphone

£25

..

Shure Unidyne Model 545F ..

£18

Grundig Transistor Stereo Microphone Mixer

£I2

Electrostatic

Loudspeaker

in

(Cabinet Makers)
56 WELLESLEY ROAD
LONDON, N.W.5

ADDRESS

01-485 5775

£ 12

Quad

A. DAVIES & CO.

OUR NEW

Jason ITV/BBC FM Tuner Un powered
Jason ITV/BBC FM Tuner, Powered

ALL
BRITISH

Maker's

PACKAGE

Carton, modified for use with Transistor
Amplifier and fitted with Latest Design
Front Grill ..

5
,1

DEAL

£40

LEE ELECTRONICS

£65

400 Edgware Road, London W.2 Paddington 5521
Closed Thursdays

638

Open till 5.30 Saturday

Garrard SP25 teak playing unit with
clear cover and stereo cartridge. Dulci
207 stereo amplifier.
Two teak loudspeakers 17f" / 10"
with

E.M.I.

13f" >'

8"

units

6"
and

tweeters. Clean sound at alow price.

I

KIRKMAN

40 The Broadway, CRAWLEY

thermac present
The ultimate in High Fidelity Recording

REM 77

will make and replay
your tapes to
professional standards

This range of
recorders, which is
available from stock
through Thermac,
has been acclaimed
by professional users
as amasterpiece of
electronic and
mechanical
engineering.

RE VOX 77
RE VOX 77
RE VOX 77

1102 or 4
1122 or 4
1222 or 4

Pick your cartridge with great
care. It's the all-important source
of sound. Only by using the right
cartridge will you hear your records
with true richness and clarity of tone.
And that's an unforgettable experience!
Listen with a Shure cartridge and
you'll hear what we mean.

£153 190
£175 50
£181 60

Prices include full carriage U.K. and are well below recommended retail figures

The nearest to
perfection...

High trackability at
competitive cost

B8V1

Spherical stylus
cartridges combining
quality and economy

IIMIISPEAKERS

The B & W range of loudspeakers provides the finest and closest performance
we have ever heard ( an opinion apparently shared by the reviewers) and we
have heard most.

Shure M75 Series Hi- Track.
From the new generation of
providing
high
cartridges
TRACKABILITY at minimum
tracking pressures.
M75E—Elliptical Stylus
1-13 grms
M75EJ — Elliptical Stylus, 13-3 grms
M75G — Conical Stylus,
3-13 grms
M75-6 — Conical Stylus,
13-3 grms

BOWERS & WILKINS P2HG
BOWERS & WILKINS DM3

Shure M44 Series Stereo Dynetic. All feature 15 tracking:
all have received widespread
critical acclaim.
M44-5 1-13 grammes
M44-7 1#-3 grammes
M44C 3-5 grammes

in Teak, Rosewood and Walnut

setting the world's standard
in sound

Send for Literature and quotation.

Shure Stereo cartridges are suitable for both mono and stereo
records, and for any modern arm, unit
or changer. For advice on the right cartridge for your equipment— POST THIS
COUPON NOW!

This equipment is especially recommended
by Hamish Robertson of Thermac.

CASH OR CREDIT TERMS

[" /ease send me details of Shure cartridges. Please
Irecommend the best model tor use with my equipment.

thennac

96 LANGSIDE AVENUE • GLASGOW Si

I Arm or Unit

For local technical service phone 041-632 1529

I Name

EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOMED

L

Amplifier

I Address
o: Shure Electronics Ltd • 84 Blackfriars Rd

639

HF 9
London SEI • Tel: 01-928 3424 j

FOR A FAIR AND DEPENDABLE DEAL IN

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM

TAPE and
*

Minimum Deposit and no Interest or Service Charges on H.P.
up to 18 months * Free Service during Guarantee Period
* Fair Part Exchange Allowance on your old Recorder
* Reconditioned Recorders available to personal shoppers only

We are specialists for all TA NDBERG Equipment
MAINS OPERATED TAPE RECORDERS
Ampex 800 Series Stereo
Ampex 1100 Stereo
Ampex 2100 Stereo
•Akai 1710W Stereo
•Akai 30000 Pre Amp Deck Stereo
•Akai M.9 Stereo
•Akai 1800 Dual-purpose stereo 8
track cartridge and tape recorder
•Brenell Mk. 5/M Series Ill Mono
•Brenell Mk. 5 Series Ill Mono
•Brenell ST200 2Tr. St.
•Brenell ST400 4Tr. St.
Ferguson 3232 Stereo 4 Tr.
Ferguson 3226 Mono
Ferguson 3224 Mono
Ferguson 3216 Mono
•Ferrograph 713
•Ferrograph 702/4
•Ferrograph 722/4
Fidelity Studio 4 Track Mono
Fidelity ' Braemar 2 or 4 Tr. Mono
Grundig TKI40 DL 4 Track Mono
Grundig TKI20 DL 2 Track Mono
•Grundig TK245 DL Stereo/Mono
•Grundig TR247 DL 4T. St.
Grundig 145 DL 4 Tr. Auto Mono
•Grundig TK340 DL 4 Tr. Stereo/3 sp.
Philips 4307 4 Tr. Single speed Mono
Philips 4305 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono
Philips 4308 2 Tr. Auto
+Philips Professional PRO.12
Philips Stereo 4404 2 sp. 4 Tr.
Philips Stereo Cassette 3312 with 2 sp.
Philips 4407 St. 3 sp. 4 Tr.
•Philips 4408 Prof. 3 sp. 3 Tr. Stereo
•Revox 77 Stereo Transis: or

Sanyo 801 St. Pre- Amp.
Sanyo 929 4 Tr. 2 sp. Stereo
Sanyo 939 4 Tr. 2 sp. Stereo
oSanyo 990 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sharp RD.706 2 sp./2 Tr./Batt. Mains
oSony 801 PA/Deck 3 sp. 4 Tr. St.
Sony TC230W
*Sony 335 Deck and Stereo Pre- amp.
*Sony 255 Deck and Stereo Pre-amp.
•Tandberg Series 6X Pr. A/ Dk Stereo
3 sp. 2/4 Tr.
*Tandberg Series I2X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. St.
Telefunken 200 2 Tr. Mono
Telefunken 203 Stereo/Mono 4Tr. 2 sp
Telefunken 201 Mono 4 Tr.
*Vortexion WVB 7 3-sp. 2 Tr. Mono
•Vortexion CLB 7 Stereo 2 Tr. 3 sp.
Wyndsor Vanguard 3 sp. 4 Tr. Mono

BATTERY PORTABLES
•Philips 2205 Batt Mains Cassette
Philips EL3302 Cassette
Stella 91I2AT Bat./Mains Cassette
Sharp 504 2-sp./2 Tr./Batt. Mains
Sharp 505 Mono/Batt. Mains
National 4 Tr./2 sp.'13att. Mains
National Cassette Batt./Mains
Telefunken 302 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono
Telefunken 300 2T. Mono
Uher 4000L. 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono
•Uher 42004400 2/4 Tr. 4 sp. Stereo

SPECIAL OFFER OF WORLD
FAMOUS ' SHAMROCK' TAPE
Brand new, top quality guaranteed.
2400, 7" reel Polyester ..
25/1800, 7"
1200, 7" ot 51" or 5" ..
15/-

III -FI 111EPT•
•AMPLIFIERS

Quad Rogers Arena Philips
Goodman
Nikko
Ferguson
Leak Armstrong Tripletone
Scott Tandberg

.
.
..
I0/P. and P. 1/6 per reel. Orders over £3
post free. Cash with order please.

eMICROPHONES,

•

TUNERS
Quad Rogers Leak Armstrong
Tripletone
Arena
Philips
Nikko Goodman Huldra

•

MIXERS etc. by

AKG, Hammond, Grampian, Reslo.
Acos, Film Industries, Telefunken,
Beyer, Sennheiser, etc.
Bib and E.M.I. splicers, Matching transformers, Defluxers, Bulk Erasers, etc.
Eagle Mixer
Hammond 5- way Mixer
Philips Pre- amp.
Also stands, booms, fittings.
Pre-recorded tapes and music cassettes by Columbia, H.M.V. and all
E.M.I. labels, etc.
Tapes in all grades and lengths by:
B.A.S.F., Scotch, Philips, E.M.I.
Cassettes by Philips, etc.
Headphones by AKG, Ampex, Akai,
Sansui, Nikko, Philips.

NOTE.

When

writing,

please

quote

HEN.8 and include s.a.e. for reply.

MAINS POWER PACKS

LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad
Rogers
W.B.
Kef
Wharfedale Goodman Tannoy
Lowther Leak Elac Ditton
Tandberg Arena

•

MOTORS, PICKUPS
GARRARD incl.
Thorens
SP.25 401, etc.
Euphonics
Goldring
Tannoy
Connoisseur
Shure
DECCA
Empire
Decca Deram
Sonotone
Philips
SME Mk. 11
Orotofon
BSR
Dual
Pickering
All types of Diamond and Sapphire
styli, stereo and mono. Microlifts,
Garrard, Goldring and Acos Pressure
Gauges. Disc Preener. Acos Dust
Bug. Cabinets by Record Housing,
Clearview and G.K.D.

169-173 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.16

Philips, Stella
Telefunken 300 with cell
Uher 4000 with cell

Between St Leonard's Church
and Streatham Station

• Microphone extra

•

01-769 0466: 01-769 0192

Please note this is our only address
Free parking Prentis Road, 2 mins. away
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY— EARLY CLOSING WEDNESDAY

MIRAD IN specialists
SOUND
and Tape
Recording

• • • • • • • • •
• LEADING AGENTS •
• • • • • • •

•

for

•

:BANG & OLUFSEN:
•AND TANDBERG •
• • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • •

* Fully informed Staff—Technically and Musically.
* Fine Demonstration Facilities.
* Large Stocks ready for immediate delivery.
* FREE DELIVERY and INSTALLATION
30 miles of GUILDFORD.

within

* Interest Free Terms or easy Hire Purchase.
* Fully equipped workshops to give you finest after
sales service.
*

No parking problems at Merrow.

* Open 9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
Early Closing Wednesday- 1p.m.

MERROW SOUND

(»GUILDFORD

Merrow Sound Ltd., 229 Epsom Rd., Guildford, Surrey. Tel: Guildford 64171
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Two more sound
ideas from Grundig.
\

NOW

EIJO
TI
LS
THI
AST
E

Connoisseur
Precision in Sound

TURNTABLE
KIT

Like our speaker enclosures.
Beautifully finished in teak and
walnut and fitted with really high-quality
Grundig loudspeakers.
Truly superb reproduction.
Also, if you have atransistor radio, the
Grundig mains power pack is avery useful
battery saver.
It just fits in the space of aconventional PP9
battery so when your portable isn't going any place
you can run it off the mains supply.
Write for the name and address of your nearest
Grundig Accessories specialist.
Grundig ( Great Britain) Ltd.. London S.E.26.

A Member of the British Industrial Holdings Group

TOP BRANDED TAPES „„ o,
2v AD SOUND INCORPORATED LTD ZU /o
OFF

126 BROADWAY LONDON SW19

OFF

SCOTCH— BASF— EMI — PHILIPS— GRUNDIG — AGFA ETC.
Brand new, fully guaranteed and in normal manufacturers' pack

Something new from Connoisseur—a Kit of the world
STANDARD PLAY

SU

LIST
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

900' ji
,, Except Agfa
29/5
24/7"
1200'
36/7
29/6
LONG PLAY
3210' Not Scotch
9/3
7/6
3300' Scotch only
9/7
7/9
4"
450
14/9
I2/41" 600' BASF, Agfa
only
22/18/.5"
900'
29/2
23/9
.5f" 1200'
36/5
29/6
•"7"
1800'
51/7
41/9
81" 2400' BASF, Scotch
74/59/6
only
10 - 3280' Agfa only
85/9
68 ,9
10"
360' BASF only
96/6
77 ,6
10f" 4200' Agfa, BASF
only
113/6
91'6
SCOTCH DY NARA NGE ( L P)
5"
900'
32/8
26/3
51" 1200'
41/33/7"
1800'
58/1
46:6
8f" 2400' ( Metal Reel)
84/3
67/6
BASF PES.35 L/P Low Noise
5"
900'
36/10
29/9
5f" 1200'
45/6
35/6
7"
1800'
63/50/9
10" 3600'
115/91 /Post and Packing 2/6

LIST
OUR
DOUBLE PLAY
PRICE
PRICE
3
300' Not Scotch
14/3
116
3"
400' Scotch only
16/7
13/6
4"
600'
26/2I /41"
900' Agfa, BASF
only
5"
1200'
43/2
35/•51" 1800'
5611
•1" 2400'
63;6
10 - 4600' Agfa on:y
1409
112 ,9
TRIPLE PLAY
3
450 Not Scotch
22/3
18'3"
600' Scotch only
24I0
19/9
4"
900'
40/32/3
54f,"
1200' Agfa, BASF
only
50 403
5"
1800' Not Scotch
67 2
54/51" 2400' Agfa, BASF
91/4
73/6
7"
3600' only
116/6
93;6
QUADRUPLE PLAY
3"
600'
37/29/6
31" 800' , Kodak only
46/3
37/4"
1200'
64'6
51/6
COMPACT CASSETTES
C.60
17/6
14/3
C.90
25 20/3
C.I20
33/6
27/GRUNDIG TAPE AVAILABLE ONLY
WHERE MARKED WITH ASTERISK
ORDERS OVER £ 3 POST FREE

famous BD.I Turntable.

Construction is simplicity itself—

the only tools required be.ng asmall screw driver and apair
of pliers apart from the special spanner which is included.
No soldering is required.
The BD.I Turntable operates at 34 and 45 rpm incorporating a flexible belt drive system, virtually eliminating
vibrating and transmission noise and giving a performarce
that will meet the requirements of the discerning enthusiast.
Fullest details on request to:

A. R. SUGDEN ct Co. (Engineers) Ltd.
Market Street, Brighouse, HD6 1DX, Yorkshire. Tel. 2142
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AUDIO SERVICES
offer up to

25%015H

swum

Ferrograph Series 7—
a lifetime of recording
724 + TRACK STEREO.
se t,

plus DEMONSTRATIONS
EXPERT GUIDANCE
INSTALLATION IF REQUIRED
SERVICE
GUARANTEED SATISFACTION

.1

WOODEN CASE OR
CHASSIS VERSION

PRICE £194
or your FERROGRAPH 613 and £ 125/10/or your REVOX F36 and £ 139/10/or your REVOX G36 and £ 119/10/TOP PART EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES
for all Hi -Fi and Photographic Equipment
Use your allowance as H.P. deposit

makes of equipment.

LARGE STOCKS

QUAD 33, 303 and FM TUNER, £149/—/—.
or your QUAD 22 inc. Amps. and Tuner, and £99/10/-.
or your ASAHI PENTAX SV and £79/101-.
or your GOODMANS MAXAMP and £ 108/101-.

Audio Services is an old established, highly specialised, Hi Fi retail
business of high reputation. Large stocks are carried of all leading
brands, including their own unique Dynastatic Mark II loudspeaker...
Duode Janszen, Leak Sandwich, Richard Allan ' Pavane', Richard Allan
Class A amplifiers, Leak Stereo 70, Rogers Ravensbourne, Armstrong
New 400 and 500, and Sinus Range, plus everything that is best!

LEAK STEREO 70 £69/10/—.
or your RETINETTE I
bard £44/10/-.
or your LEAK STEREO 30 cased and £29/10/-.
or your ROLLEICORD V6 and £29/101-.

... and now Audio Services introduce their latest development, the
NOVASTATIC Loudspeaker at only £42 0 0. An economically priced,
quality performance development from the very successful Dynastatic
series, the NOVASTATIC incorporates the patented Shackman
Electrostatic Unit. They are now on continuous demonstration and
deliveries commence in December.

LEAK SANDWICH SPEAKERS ( pair), £87/—/—.
or your VVHARFEDALE DENTONS and £62/10/-.
or your CELESTION DITTON TENS and £57/10/-.
or your GOODMANS MAXIMS and £57/10/-.

WE ARE A SHOP
AND CALLERS ARE WELCOME
including Saturday.

SPEEDS 15, 7+,
OUTPUT 2x10 WATTS
AVAILABLE, PORTABLE,

Alexander Shackman, the a knowledged authority on high
quality sound reproduction, now adds to his personal service,
the attraction of substantial cash discounts on all the leading

Hours of opening 9.30 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
Thursday. Tel: 01-449 6605

be t

NIKKO ST701 AM- FM TUNER/AMP, £136/3/6.
or your ARMSTRONG 425 TUNER/AMP. and £79/10 -.
or your NIKKORMAT FT and £59/10/-.
or your MINOLTA SRTIOI and £49/10/-.

Half day

LUX SQ SOS STEREO AMP. 30/30 WATTS
or your ARENA S210 and £64/10/-.
OR YOU NAME IT

The Dynastatic Mark II loudspeaker is widely exported. Price £52.
Covered by British Patents Nos. 1059307 and 1105627. Other UK and
US patents pending.

£94/16/-.

QUAD, LEAK, ARENA, LUX, TRIO, AKAI, SANYO,
TOSHIBA, ARMSTRONG, FERROGRAPH, TANDBERG,
WHARFEDALE, NIKKO, etc.

810100
MIUGEOCI3
ETD

82, EAST BARNET RD,

NEW BARNET,HERTS.
TEL

BARnet 6605.

Our allowances apply to mint equipment in good working
order.

SEND
stamped addressed

I

e H.P. CREDIT FACILITIES e BY RETURN MAIL ORDER.
e INSTANT BARCLAYCARD CREDIT. ( carriage extra).

envelope for
our new

WIMBLEDON

DISCOUNT

JAMES RUSSELL & SONS LTD.
5—I I WIMBLEDON ( Station) BRIDGE, SWI9

price list
HN 2

Tel.. 01-946 8804
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 8d. per word ( private), minimum
I0/-, Box Nos. 2s. 6d. extra. Trade rates 1/- per word, minimum I
5s., Box Nos. 2s. 6d. extra.
Copy and remittance for advertisements in JUNE 1969 issue must reach these offices by
1st MAY, addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block
capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.
The district after Box No. indicates its locality.

SITUATIONS VACANT
HiFi Tape Recorders. Senior Salesman required, must
be fully experienced in all makes of equipment. Also
Junior Salesman required. Telesonic Ltd., 92 Tottenham
Court Road, London, W.I. Tel.: 01-636 8177.
Magnetic Tapes Ltd. require young men to be trained
in various processes of manufacturing tape recorders for
both industrial and commercial use. Varied and interesting work. Genuine interest in the audio field essential.
Please write for appointment giving details of any previous experience. Apply to S. E. L. Collings, Magnetic
Tapes Ltd., Chilton Works, Garden Road, Richmond,
Surrey.
Tape Recorder Engineer required, experienced most
makes. Telesonic, 92 Tottenham Court Road, London
W.I. Tel.: 01-636 8177.
Junior and Senior Salesmen required for HiFi showrooms-Wimbledon. Write in first instance to Sound
Incorporated Ltd., 114, Broadway, S.W.I9.
Young man or woman trainee wanted for tape recording
work, London W.C.2 Phone: Stagesound, 01-240 0955.

RCA
MAINTENANCE
ENGINEER
This company is currently setting up a
new division to manufacture and market
its gramophone records in the United
Kingdom for the first time. The Technical
Recording Department-will be
situated in West London and we are
currently seeking the services of an
experienced man for the position of
Maintenance Engineer.
Applicants should be experienced in the
electromechanical and electronic maintenance of studio tape recording and
disc cutting equipment. Familiarity with
up-to-date testing techniques and equipment will also be required. Academic
qualifications in electrical and electronic
engineering are desirable, but experience will be considered to be of primary
importance.
A first class salary will be offered and the
prospects of advancement are excellent.
All applications will be treated as confidential. Please write or telephone for an
application form to
Mr. A. Freemantle,
Manager, Personnel
RCA Limited, Record Division,
50 Curzon Street, LONDON W.I.
Telephone: 01-499 3901

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Hi Fi (Sales, Rep. & ManuL). S.E. London. 19 yrs Lse.
Rent £750. 2 Shops. 3 Workshops, etc. T/0 £ 17,000.
£6,500. Adams & Co., 14 London Rd., Bromley. Tel.:
01-460 0061/2.

FOR SALE-private
Garrard LA1380-£18; A.D.C. 660 Cartridge-£9;
Record Housing Equipment Cabinet 32" x 18" x 18"-£6.
All in perfect condition-Tel.: Bourne End 20793.
(Bucks).
Rodgers Ravensbourne F.M. stereo tuner, Chassis,
£35/010. Lazenby, 77 Trafalgar Road. Scarborough.
Ortofon SLI5E cartridge and transformer. Brand new
-unused. 20 gns. Also Garrard SP 25 on plinth. No
cartridge. 10 gns. Both carriage paid. Phone: Sheffield
53157 (evenings).
Quad 22 stereo preamp, + amps. Also spare valves
(value £ 10). £45 o.n.o. Box No. 1043 (Birmingham).
Revox F36, 4 track stereo recorder, perfect, £65.
14 Weymouth Road, Ashton-u-Lyne. Tel.: 061-330 5524.
Wharfedale W4 speakers, Mahogany, good condition.
£45 pair. Tel.: Amersham (Bucks.) 1738 evenings.
Truvox PD82 Deck, £22, Collaro transcription turntable, arm, £7, Jason FMT3 tuner £6. All excellent
condition.
242 Cyncoed Road, Cardiff, CF2 6RT.
0-222 752335.
Korting AM/FM Multiplex Tuner Model T.500. Self
powered, transistorised and I.C. circuitry.
Natural
walnut case. New in makers carton £ 35. Phone: Hobson,
Wickersley 2649 (Yorks).

Akai X/355 Stereo Tape recorder with extras, including
remote control unit, all equipment as new. £ 150 o.n.o.
Telephone Romford 48176 (Essex).
Goodmans Audium 51.-Midax, Trebax, two attenuators, dual crossover.
In maker's cartons.
Never
installed. List £44. Bargain, £29. 1 Eastbury Ave.,
Northwood, Middx. (Tel.: 26408).
Wharfedale Super 12/RS/DD as new £ 11.
84 Noel Rise, Burgess Hill, 2852 (Sussex).

Cabinet £3

Sony stereo tape recorder 260, transistorised, two
speeds, r reel, mint condition £75. Telephone 01-894
7881,
Speakers,
Arena H.T.I0, perfect condition, £25
Richard Cook, 27 Caledonia Place, Bristol 8.
Enthusiast frustrated by rising costs wishes dispose
Fisher transistorised stereo master control amplifier
TX300 mint condition cost £ 150 willing accept £90 or
near offer. Ring evenings 01-459 6458 or write NWE
57 Mount Pleasant Road, London, N.W.I0.
Trio TK400 solid state amplifier 80 W total + matching
tuner and stereo headphones reduced to £60 o.n.o. Box
No. 1041 (Dorset).
Disk Cutter. Variable Groove, hot stylus and control
panel. Vacuum pump. Microscope. Offers. Curtis,
41 Collingwood Road, Northampton. 32382.
Quad 22 control unit, £ 14, Quad amplifiers, £ 14 each.
FM tuner (Quad) £ 15. AM tuner £ 10. Plas Isaf Hall,
Llangynhafal, Denbigh, N. Wales.
Pye HFTIO8M mono tuner, £9. B & 0 SPI cartridge,
£5. Both perfect. St. Albans 59615.
Goldring-Lenco 88 transcription table, shure stereo
Dynetic arm, model M216. New Shure Dynetic stylus
N22D. Cost approx. £74, Take £40 o.n.o. All mint
condition. Chalfont, St. Giles, 4927.
Ferrograph Series 6 632H High Speed stereo recorder
IS, 7¡, 31 2 track mint condition. £ 115 o.n.o. Box No.
1040 ( Kent).
Leak Varislope II/stereo 20 Amplifier £35; Leak FM
Troughline tuner £23-or offer. Flat 2, 20 Culmington
Road, London, W.I3,
Armstrong 227M
Phone: 01-959 2071.

tuner-amplifier.

As

new, £ 17.

Pair of Paralines: With r and 24" Elac Tweeters each.
£20. Bishop, 16, Linden Road, Wickford, Essex.
Truvox 102 three-speed tape transport with itrack
erase, record and play heads, as new, £25. Walchris 53M
ribbon microphone ( 16 gns new), VGC, £8. Eagle 5E21
stereo headphones (£9 I8s.), VGC, £4 10s. Exchange
considered with Ferrograph or Brennell. Box No. 1042
(Surrey).
Lab 80. Mk Il transcription turntable fitted with new
shure M80E Cartridge cost £46. Will accept £25. 40,
Firlands, Brancknell, Berks,

Ampex 753 stereo tape deck, mint condition, £55.
Telephone evenings between 8.00 and 9.00, Somerville
01-460 1253.

Superb Mono Outfit. Acoustical Quad II amplifier and
pre-amplifier and matching Acoustical FM tuner, with
record player, all in Heal's mahogany special 'Quad'
cabinet, together with Wharfedale `Dovedale' speaker.
£60, o.n.o. Phone: 01-940 4392 ( Richmond, Surrey).

Tandberg 64. Recent complete service by Tandberg
agent. £70. Eagle A.I8 p.u. arm, microlift and bias
adjuster, £4. Arm is fitted to old Connoisseur 334/78 turntable which is free if required. Basildon (Essex) 43282
evenings.

Rogers HG 88 Mk III stereo amp. £25. Pair KEF
Celeste speakers £40. Shure M-55E £9. All items as new.
Marlow, 23 Hill Brow, Sittingbourne, Kent. Phone:
4239.

Rogers Cadet IH amplifier (chassis version) £20.
Harbour, top flat, 749, Lincoln Road, Peterborough.

Leak Troughline stereo and stereo 70, £87/10/0. One
month old. Hampstead Equipment Cabinet, £28/10/0.
GL70, £ 1711010. Tandberg ' 64' 4 track, £75. Box No.
1045 ( London).

Quad 33/303 £70. Pair of Monitor speakers, £ 120.
Plinth fitted with Garrard 401, Thorens TPI4 arm and
Shure M55E £50. Pair of speakers using 2 drive units,
£40 the pair. Offers invited for pair of Klipshorn Loudspeakers using Tannoy Ir dual concentric units. Very
high efficiency. ( Ring FIT 3261 after 6p.m.)

Ferrograph Series 6 hardly used, as new. £60.
No. 1044 (Surrey).

Pair of Jordan Watts Jupiter speakers. Built to
manufacturers' specifications. Excellent reproduction
with exceptional power handling 25W each channel.
Beautifully finished in polished mahogany, £55 pair.
11, Brookfields Avenue, Mitcham, Surrey.

Radford STA.15 and S.C.22 Stereo controle unit £58 with
Pair Grundig Box 80 speakers, £48 each. Recently purchased new. Demonstration. Parrott, Whitchurch ( Bucks)
264.

Goodmans 'Eleganzia l' speaker unit in good condition.
Cole, 17, Latham Avenue, Orton Longueville, Peterborough.

Leak Stereo 70, six weeks old, £52. Pair of Lowther
PM6's in HI-FI NEWS column enclosures, £27. White,
"Meadowside", Mill Road, Great Bardfield, Braintree,
Essex.

Heathkit AA22U transistor stereo amplifier, £35;
Heathkit TFM-I S transistor stereo FM tuner, £25; Shure
M6I transistor stereo preamplifier, £ 10; 2 Wharfedale
WMTI autotransformers for speaker matching, 25/-. All
equipment 12 months old and little used. Pragnell, Tel.:
01-570 9909.
Akai M7SE with accessories, excellent condition £70,
also available Trio AM/FM stereo tuner AF220, pair
Akai SS70 speakers and Lenco L70. Raymont, 76,
Lynwood Grove, Orpington, Kent. Tel.: Orpington
23875.
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Box

Leak Stereo 20/Point One. Good condition. Only £20.
Box No. 1046 ( London).

Three months' old Empire 999VE ( 25 hrs, use-stylus
timer recorded) £30. Mr. Lewis, 172 Cross Hill, Ecclesfield,
Sheffield, S30 3WU
Complete mono hi-fi in separate contemporary cabinets,
record storage, Leak Varislope, TC12, plus Garrard Autochanger, Goldring cartridge, Goodman's speakers, £60
o.n.o. Cheltenham 26597.
Still in original packing Akai M9, list £ 198, genuine sale
£125, full guarantee. Box No. 1047 (Hants).

FOR SALE—trade
Save £££s on new hi-fi. As specialists in hi-fi and
stereo equipment, we can offer all makes fully guaranteed
at generous savings, up to 25%. No membership charges,
free delivery. Write with details of your requirements for
quotations to: HiFi Buying Agency, 22 Wardour Street,
London W. I. Tel.: REG 6848.
'Somerset' 10 and 30 watt output transformer. Transformer Equipment Limited, Railway Place, London
S.W. 19.
A better deal provided by a specialist HiFi Retail
Establishment of high reputation. Up to 25% discount.
Leading makes.
Massive stocks.
Demonstrations,
guidance, installations service. Optimum performance
guaranteed. Write or phone. Callers welcome. Shop
hours, 9.30 a.m.-6 p.m. Half day Thursday. Open all
day Saturday. Audio Services Ltd., 82 East Barnet Road,
New Barnet. Tel.: 6605.
UP to 25 % discount and an extra 2 % bonus on orders
over £ 100. Send for our new list now and compare our
prices. Planet Electronics, 26 Highview Avenue, Edgware,
Middlesex.

THE EXPERT'S CHOICE
1-1,- Ft News contributor Harry Leeming gives a
"tune", and " tips" a special recommendation.
Watch this space every month!
FED UP WAITING? You don't have to wait
months for " Stereo 30 Plus", " Stereo 70",
"Ravensbrook", or any other new equipment.
Try a ' phone call! Leak, Quad, Rogers, etc.,
we have it.
SANSU1 SS2 PHONES, only 7 gns, plus
St- post. Will out- perform most at twice price;
7 gns refunded if phones returned unmarked
within 14 days—you wont!

Holdings Photo/Audio Centre,
39/41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn BB2 2AF.
Tel.: 59595/6 (closed on Thursdays).

REFRESH

YOUR

EARS

by listening to WO OLLETT Speakers as demonstrated by Tom Joyce of Ramsgate. Audio
Specialists for over 35 years. Trust your ears—
they will do more than any ad. man. Personal
service.

TOM JOYCE
147 Boundary Road, Ramsgate, KENT
Cash Discount— Audio Technica AT66, £51918; Akai
300D, £88; B&O SP6, £7/5/-; Dual 1019/M75, £49/13/11,
1015/M75, £ 38/15/11; Base/cover, £ 11 /7/5; Empire 808,
£8/9/3; Garrard 401, £26/ I
0/-; Goldring GL75, £30/10/3;
GL75/P/Cover, £41/315; GL68, £ 19/117; GM, £ 10/18/-;
0800E, £ 15/16/-; 0800 Super E, £21/0/1; Goodmans
Mambo, £34/12/9; Maxamp, £43/4/-; KEF Concord,
£34/16/-; Celeste, £23/5/-; leak T/Line Stereo FM,
£41/8/4; Sandwich, £34/16/-; M/Sandwich, £23/ I6/-;
Neat V70, £41101-; Nikko TRM40B, £39/10/-; FAM I2F,
£61; Ortofon SL ISE/module, £28/18/3; Pioneer SE-30
headphones, £ 10/10/-; Junction box to adapt amplifier
for headphones, £ 1/10/-; Rogers Cadet (cased), £ 30;
Chassis, £27; Ravensbourne (cased), £51/14/-; Chassis,
£47/121-; Shure M3DM, £6/12/6; M31-E, £ 111/10/-;
M32-E, £ 10/10/-; M44-5, £ 11/5/-; M44-7 and C, £ 10/5/-:
M44-E, £ 13/110/-; M55-E, £ 15/12/6; M75-6, £ 13/10'
M75-E, £21; M75-EDI9 and 95G, £22; M75-G, £ 13/10 .
V15, £ 31; Sinclair 2000 amp., £25; 2000 FM, £23; Neoteric 60, £46; SME 3009, £23/18/5; Thorens TD150AB,
£33/10/3; TXI I, £ 3/9/8; ASI3, £ 1/7/1; TDI24, £39/7/9;
TD I
25, £58/11/2; Base, £5/17/2; AD76K, £4; Wharfedale
S/Lintons, £35/4/10; Meltons, £23/12/-. Series 7 Ferrograph in stock. ALSO EQUIPMENT BY—Armstrong,
A. & Design, B. & W., Celestion, Chapman, Connoisseur,
Decca, 0/Furniture, Dulci, Dynaco, Grundig, H/West,
J/Watts, LP., LL, Lowther, Pickering, Philips, Revox,
Sanyo, Sharp, Sony, Teleton, Tripletone, Telefunken,
Truvox. The following are special offers—Teak plinth.
hinged cover ready cut for Lab80 or with blank board,
£8117/6; SP25/AT60 plinth/cover, £5; Arena T2400
(MPX), £72/7/-; T2500F ( MPX), £80/141-; 15/I5W
MPX AM/FM tuner-amplifiers from £80; EMI EPU100
2 heads, £ 12/10/-. Replacement styli for leading makes
of cartridges at lowest prices. Mail order ( please enclose
P. & P.) welcome and Export. Rapid Repair Service (on
site if required). M. O'Brien, 49 Compton Road, London
S.W.I9. Tel.: 01-946 1528.

A.D. HiFi cabinets are individually made, so they can
be finished or adapted to your requirements, or made to
order if not suitable. Send rough sketch. We will quote
if we are able to help. You will find our prices very
competitive for the high quality. Visit our works and
showroom. A. Davies & Co., 56 Wellesley Road,
London N.W.5. Tel.: 01-485 5775.

Discount and Service. We are the only dealers offering
big discounts on all hi-fi, tape recorders, radio, recordplayers, etc., plus servicing facilities. Our highly trained
engineers can service all equipment supplied by us. All
equipment is brand-new, guaranteed, and supplied in
makers' sealed cartons. All makes supplied—return of
post service. Send s.a.e. with your enquiry and we will
quote same day. Discount Audio ( HFN), 192 Broadway,
London S.W.I9.

For all your HiFi Stereo requirements, visit Erdington
and District Hi-Fidelity Centre. Demonstrating Bang &
Olufsen, Quad. Leak, Philips, Goodmans, Garrard,
Shure, SME, Thorens, etc. Expert advice and service
given on all types of equipment. Evening demonstrations
arranged. W. J. Taylor Ltd., 128 Hawthorn Road,
Kingstanding, Birmingham 22c. Tel.: 373 2645/6.

Absolutely genuine. Up to 50% off retail price of
recording tape Up to 25% off pre-recorded tapes
including cassettes. Up to 25% off HiFi equipment.
Send 6d stamp for full details. BCM/Tapes Unlimited,
London W.C.I.

Shure Magnetic Cartridges Guaranteed New. Makers
boxes. Post free. M3DM, £6/5/-: M3I E, £ 11. M32E,
£10/5/-. M44/5, £ 11 /5/-. M44/7 or C, £ 10/5/-. M44E,
£13/11/-. M55E, £ 15/17/6. M75/6 or G, £ 13/11/-.
M75E, £20/10/-. M80E, £ 17/2/6. VI5 Mk 2, £ 31.
Send for Hi Fi list. Planet Electronics, 27 Highview
Avenue, Edgware, Middlesex.

QUAD

Large standing orders mean
we are never out of stock.

Part exchange—Photographic/HI-FI
equipment.
HOLDINGS PHOTO/AUDIO CENTRE
39/41 MINCING LANE, BIACKBURN, BB2.2AF
TEL: 59595/6
Not only a Discount but also leaflets, advice and
systems wired ready for use. Write or phone today for
price list. C.B.A., 188 Queens Road, Watford, Herts.
Tel.: WA 20917.
Always be careful (and money wise) before buying
quality equipment. Send your requirement to Audio
Supply Association for evaluation and quotation. See
below.
H quality matters consult first our 70-page photographically illustrated catalogue with technical specifications ( 5/6). Members enjoy unbiased advisory service,
preferential terms. Membership 7/6. Our associates also
manufacture records from your own tapes, or record
the master at our studios (Steinway grand). Bulk terms
for choirs, fund-raising. Please specify requirements.
Audio Supply Association, 18 Blenheim Rd., London W.4.
American LPs at lowest prices. Send 4/6 in stamps for
latest Schwann catalogue listing over 30,000 records.
Cost of catalogue refunded with first order over £5.
BCM/Tapes Unlimited, London W.C.1.

UP
T
o

25 c
Y
o DISCOUNT
ON ALL

,,,,eorphoneor EQUIPMENT
TOP CONSUMER SERVICES, 83 Parkway, Ruislip Manor,
Middx. Tel. Ruislip 36502/36686. and I2a London Road,
Camberley, Surrey. Tel. 24382 & 26035.

Audio Electronics have a golden vault of guaranteed
used equipment, such as S.M.E. 3009 pick-ups recently
reconditioned by S.M.E. Only 18 gns. Loudspeaker
systems incorporating Goodmans Audiom 60 12 in. plus
Wharfedale Super 3, only 17 gns" Each in sapele
mahogany. Buy from the established " Sound Sense"
company. Audio Electronics, 468 Arterial Road, Leigh.
on Sea, Essex. Telephone: Southend 521737.
B.K. Electronics offer 20% discount on, ADC,
Celestion, Decca, Garrard, Goldring, Goodmans, K.E.F.,
Leak, National, Neat, Rogers, Sansui, Shure, S.M.E.,
Thorens, Tripletone, Truvox, Ortofon, Philips and
Wharfedale. K.E.F. Celeste Mk. I? £23, Garrard 401
£26/7/7, Decca Deram £4/9/6. Terms cash with order.
Write or 'phone, B. K. Electronics, 37 Whitehouse
Meadows, Eastwood, Leigh-on-Sea 521118.
Pickering's Micro-Magnetic Cartridges. Save 20%.
Our prices including PT., no extras. Guaranteed and in
manufacturer's original boxes. Dustamatic and Standard
V- I5 series. AME3, £ 16/7/6; ATE-3, £ 15/7/-; AM-3,
£12/15/6; AT-3, £ 11/5/-; AME2, £15/7/-: AM-2, £ 11;
AT-2, £91151-. Our terms are cash with order, no C.O.D.
Delivery 7-10 days. The Oakland Trading Company,
Dept. HFN/36, 68 Lupus Street, London, S.W.I.
Telephone: 01-828 3160.

644

BONDED ACETATE FIBRE
LOUDSPEAKER CABINET LINING
I" Superior Quality, 9/6 per sq. yard.
Roll width, 54". ANY LENGTH CUT.
Per return.
LOUDSPEAKER GRILLE FABRICS

VYNAIR
Ten distinctive patterns, 3/- per sq. foot.
ANY SIZE CUT (
one farthing per sq. inch!).

TYGAN
Two selected patterns available now, more
later, Bronze/Silver and Gold/Burgundy,
5/- per sq. foot. ANY SIZE CUT, pro rata.
Samples: 1/- stamps, deductable against
purchase.
Despatched promptly in strong
cardboard tubes

TWEETER-ADD SERVICE
Recommended Treble Units, from 30 -.
Cross-over Networks, from 40/-.
Capacitators:
Iand 2 mfd, 3/9.
4 and 8 mfd, 5/3.
12 and 16 mfd, 6/3.
Ferrite Coils: Selected values, 12/6 to 15'-.
Al! items are post free.

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL
FITMENTS
Bubwith, near Selby, Yorkshire
Tel. Bubwith 206
Endersby and Quain ( Kennington Studio) offer HiFi
equipment at reduced prices. Send s.a.e. for details or
call 58a Hanover Gardens, London S.E.11. Open
Wednesdays and Thursdays 7-9 p.m. and Sundays
11 a.m.-4.30 p.m. (above Hanover Galleries, near Oval).
Closed May 4th.
Big money saving offers from G.E.S. Audio Services.
Two examples of our special package deals.
(I) Leak Stereo 30 Plus in teak case, Goldring GL75
on plinth with cover. Shure M75E cartridge, pair of
matched 15 watt speaker systems in teak. List price
£182/10/-; special package price £ 130. As above but
using Rogers Tavensbrook amplifier and Goldring G800E
cartridge SP, £ 118.
(2) Rogers Cadet III amplifier in teak case or Trio
TK 150T Audiotechnica AT66 or Shure M3D cartridge.
Pair of matched speaker systems in teak. Approx. list
price £ 116/10/-; special package price £83/10/-.
All equipment fully wired and ready to operate if
required. Carriage and insurance free. Hi-fi systems or
your own choice quoted for. All goods brand new and
fully guaranteed. Demonstration and sales department:
99 Holly Road, Twickenham, Middlesex. Telephone:
01-892 4737. Service Department: 49 Boston Road,
London W.7. Telephone: 01-579 4942.
More Audio Electronics Special Offers. 221 % off
Rogers Ravensbourne amplifiers. Neat V70 magnetic
stereo cartridges £4/7/6. Teleton professional headphones
£3/5/- pair. Ortofon SL I5E cartridge with module
transformer £27. Buy from Audio Electronics, 468
Arterial Road, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex. Southend 521737.

YOUR ` BEST BUY' IN HI-FI

25% OFF
PLUS A 2+% BONUS
ON ORDERS OVER
I00
UP TO

New comprehensive list
now available

F

iplanet electronics
27 HIGHVIEW AVENUE
EDGWARE, MIDDX.

Frank Brown. Audio Consultant, 29 Lychgate Lane,
Burbage, Hinckley, Leicestershire. Telephone: Burbage
423. For the best possible equipment within your price
orbit. Expertly installed and fully tested. Discount for
cash with order.
An Audio Electronics Special Offer—for one month:
Wharfedale Dentons £27/101-, Super Lintons £34/10/(pairs), Meltons £23/10/- each, Dovedale III £34 each,
in teak or walnut. Garrard SP.25 Mk 2 in slimline
teak plinth with smoked perspex cover 17 gns. S.M.E.
3009 25 gns and S.M.E. 3012 26 gns. All ex-stock and
fully guaranteed by us. Compare our prices, hear your
choice from a representative range in a normal modern
room setting. Open six days a week 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.!
Terms: cheque with order. Kindly help with carriage or
collect from: Audio Electronics, 468 Arterial Road,
Leigh-on-Sea, Essex. Phone: Southend 521737.

HI-FI AT
20% DISCOUNT

INTERESTED IN SAVING MONEY?
Then consult us on your Hi -Fi requirements. Quad,
Leak, Fisher, Shure, Decca, Custom Built Equipments,
in fact most items of Hi-Fi. Let us know your requirements, and we will advise you the best set up value
within your budget. Quotations Free. Cash with
order— Generous Discounts.
E. J. P. SOUND SYSTEMS LTD.,
118 High Street, Lowestoft, Suffolk.
Tel.: 0L02-2955.
Consult E. J. Pike. M.A.P.A.E.
STOP PRESS: Sinclair Products now in stock.

THE HI-FI ENTHUSIAST
Our associated Hi -Fi Company has been
in this field since 1925—and we were established in 1960 as one of Britain's first Mailorder Discount Agencies.
Since then we
have become known for our prompt personal
service and impeccable after-sales-attention
. . . the latter being of vital importance when
buying at a discount.
Only new unused Branded Equipment with
Manufacturers' Guarantees, No Membership charges. Hire purchase if required. All
enquiries and orders are dealt with on the
same day as received.
Send for free brochure (including full range
of domestic appliances) to:—
THE DISCOUNT BUYING AGENCY
Balcombe, Sussex
Tel.: Balcombe 295

Audio Electronics offer up to 271% discount on
Teleton, A.D.C., Armstrong, Celestion, Decca, Garrard,
Goldring, Goodmans, K.E.F., Leak, Rogers, Neat,
Shure, S.M.E., Thorens, Ortofon, Truvox, Wharfedale,
W.B., Stentorian, Nikko, etc. Why pay more? Write,
phone or call. Six days a week. 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Audio Electronics, 468 Arterial Road, Leigh-on-Sea,
Essex. Telephone: Southend 521737.
One Customer's Question: " How can you supply Hi Fi
equipment so cheaply?" Our answer: Because so many
people buy from us—and return for something else. You
get demonstrations, efficient technical service, good stocks,
not pie in the sky promises! Buy your HiFi from Audio
Electronics, 468 Arterial Road, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex.
Telephone: Southend 521737, more and more do!

MISCELLANEOUS
Make your own talkies. An introduction to electronic
tape/film synchronisation, with an explanation of the
-Carol" Cinesound system, modifying equipment, filming in sync. etc. Price 7/6 post free ( refundable against
purchase of your "Carol" Cinesound equipment).
Conronics Ltd., Deepcut, Camberley, Surrey.

Prompt servicing to all types of audio amplifiers.
Routine maintenance, equipment matching and
modifications. Full specification measurement and
testing facilities.
Performance evaluation and
development undertaken.
WARREN
88 Wellington Street, Luton, Bedfordshire.
Tel: Luton 32138
Audio Specialist and Consultant—David Philips, " St.
Anthony", Murky Crescent, Bishopsteington, Devon.
Tel.: 326.
Skilled tape recorder repairs carried out by expert
personnel of many years' experience backed by extensive
test equipment: Wow and Flutter Meter, Audio Valve
Voltmeter, Audio Generator, Oscilloscopes, etc., with
final test performance figures quoted if required. Ferrograph specialists. Tape Recorder Centre, Tel-Lee-Radio,
220 The Broadway, Wimbledon, S.W.19. Tel.: 01-542
4946.
B. Erwood ( Audio Engineer). Hi-fidelity equipment,
serviced, installed, modified and maintained. Reason,
able charges. Will travel. 30 Vincent Road, KingstonSurrey. Tel.: 01-546 6011.
SERVICE
SERVICING & Professional independent evaluation of
"quality" equipment, backed by the best available
instruments covering virtually all measurements in the
audio field.
Normally 3-day turnround. Collection and on-site
work in London area by appointment, including
evenings and weekends.
H FENGINEERING, 3 Willowbank, Sunbury-on-Thames,
Middlesex. Tel. Sunbury-on-Thames 83232 (24hr service)
Servicing Problems? The contented listener entrusts
his equipment to Sound Distinctive Ltd., Quad, Radford,
Leak, Armstrong and Rogers serviced to manufacturer's
full specifications. Installations and home visits in
London are also undertaken. Tel.: 01-458 1033.
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Your tapes to disc. 7 in. 45, 25/-; 10 in. LP, 55/-;
12 in. LP, 65/-. 4-day postal service. Masters and
Vinylite pressings. Top professional quality, sae. photo
leaflet. Deroy Studios, High Bank, Hawk Street, Carnforth, Lancs.
J & B Recordings. Tape-to-disc—latest high level disc
cutting all speeds. Mastering pressings, studio, mobile.
14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey. Tel.: MITcham
9952.

AMPLIFIER REPAIRS

WE SUPPLY
EVERYTHING FOR

STUDIO FACILITIES
Tape to Disc. 50 minutes LPs. Studio available.
Warren Recordings, 59 Hendale Avenue, London, N.W.4.
Tel.: SUNnyhill 0306.

Sapphire cutters available from stock to suit any type
of disc cutter, by return re- lapping service. Martin Watch
Laboratories, London Road, Binfield, Bracknell, Berks.
Tel.: Bracknell 4935.
Ring Guildford 61684 for Tape-Disc and mobile
recordings. EP and LP pressings. Sae. brochure.
Fanfare Records, I Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill,
Guildford.
Graham Clark Records. Tape to Disc-Pressings. 23
The Grove, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey. Tel.: Walton
25627.
Location Specialists. Full mobile stereophonic recording facilities. Write or phone Richard Daniel, 4 Latham
Road, Twickenham, Middlesex. Tel.: 01-892 9599, 01435 0066.

WANTED
Lee Electronics. The Tape Recorder and Hi Fi specialists wish to purchase good quality Tape and Hi Fi
equipment for cash. 400 Edgware Road, London W.2.
Highest Cash Prices offered good quality Stereo TapeRecorders, HiFi Equipment and LP records, R.E.W.
(Earlsfield) Ltd., 266/8 Upper Tooting Road, London
S.W.17. Tel.: 01-672 9175.
GOOD QUALITY
HI-FI EQUIPMENT
Tel.: 01-472 2185.

TAPE RECORDERS AND
PURCHASED FOR CASH.

We are constantly seeking good ideas for products to
develop and market in the audio and gramophone
industries. If you have one we should be delighted to
hear from you. Box No. 1000 ( London).
Wanted for cash: Tape Recorders, HiFi equipment in
any condition or part exchange for new B&O, Arena,
Brenell, Ferrograph, Green & Cooper Ltd., 211 Kenton
Road, Kenton, Middlesex.
Tel.: 01-907 9660.
Tandberg 1241. Similar quality track stereo recorders
considered. Webb, 45 Russell Square, Brighton, Sussex.
Wharfedale W2 speaker, teak, in good condition.
Parkins, ' Whincop', The Drive, Belmont, Sutton, Surrey.
Tel.: 01-642 5635.
Radford Stereo STAI5 amplifier and control unit. ( All
letters answered.) Mr. W. Porter, 9 Norton Close,
Worcester.
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CARTRIDGES & PICK-UPS

MONO & STEREO AMPLIFIERS

Cash
ADC-I0E stereo cartridge . £46 4 2
A & D Laboratory 9arm
£31
2 1
Connoisseur SA U-2 arm
.
£ 12 19 7
Decca Deram cartridge . .
6 10
Decca Mk IV cartridge C4E or H4E £22 8 9
Decca Mk IV cartridge SC4E or SH4E £32
1 1
Empire 808 cartridge .. .. .. £9 17 3
Empire 888 cartridge ..• £ 12 12 7
Empire 888E
..•
.
£ 16 12 9
Empire 888P
..
..
£ 13 17 3
Empire 8138PE
...
£ 17 16
1
Empire 888SE
..
..
£25 17 6
Empire 999VE .. .. .. .. £45 11 II
Goldring 800 free field mag. cart... £ 13 0 0
Goldring 800E free field mag. cart. £ 18 17 7
Neat V70 Stereo magnetic cartridge £5 4 8
Neat V70E Stereo magnetic cartridge £7 15 3
Neat G.30 tone arm .. .. ..
Ell 14
1
Ortofon RS2I2 pick-up arm .. .. £30 17 7
Ortofon SLISE with transformer .. £34 15 10
Pickering VIS AME 11 .. .. £ 19 S 10
Shure M3DM
..
.
..
£8 10 6
Shure M55- E
..
..
£20 15 6
Shure M44-7
..
£ 12 19 5
Shure M75- E•
.
£ 25 18 10
Shure M44- E
• • £ 17 8 4
Shure VIS 11
..•
.
£ 40 15 3
Shure M75-6
.
..
£ 17 8 4
SME 3009 with S2 shell
£31
6 3
SME 3012 with S2 shell
£33 7 4
Sony PUA 237 tone arm
£47 0 6

Deposit
Mthly Pays
Export
£16 4 2 12 of £2 10 0 $76.80
£11
2 1 10 of £2 0 O $60.00
$24.48
$10.35
£8 8 9
7of £2 0 0 $43.59
£11
I 1 10 of £2 2 0 $62.28
$24.50
$28-50
£6 12 9
5of £2 0 0 $ 3140
$26.90
£6 16
1 5of £2 4
$ 34.68
£9 17 6
8 of £2 0 0 $50.40
£15 II 11
12 of £2 10 0 $99.80
$24.00
f6 17 7
6 of £2 0 0 $36.54
$10.20
$15.12
$26.40
£10 17 7 10 of £2 0 0 $70.00
£11 15 11)
10 of £2 6 0 $5000
£7 S 10
6of £2 0 0 $41.40
$16.15
£7 15 6
6of £2 3 4 $39.12
$24.20
£9 18 10
8of £2 0 0 $50.40
£6 8 4
5of £2 4 0 $33.84
£13 15 3 12 of £2 5 0 $79.20
£6 8 4
5of £2 4 0 $ 33-84
£11
6 3 10 of £2 0 0 $60.39
£11
7 4 11 of £2 0 0 $61.40
£12 0 6 12 of /a 18 4 $91.20

SPECIAL OFFER!

£41
£18
£24
£19
£46
£31
£17
£45
£23
£15
£22
£36
.. £24
.. £262
.. £81
.. £46
.. £89
.. £39
.. £69

15 0 £ 14 15
13 11 £6 13
18 10 £8 18
4 8 £7 4
15 0 £ 16 15
14 2 £ 11 14
510 £6 S
9 I £ 15 9
16 7 £8 16
II II
ES II
IS
I £7 15
8 2 £ 12 8
14
1 £8 14
7 9 £88 7
8 0 £27 8
IS 10 £ 16 IS
12 8 £30 12
16 9 £ 13 16
II 2 £23 II

O
II
10
O
O
2
10
1
7
II
I
2
9
O
10
8
9
2

12 of £2
6 of £2
8 of £2
6of E2
12 of £2 I
10 of £2
5of £2
12 of £2 I
5of £3
5of £2
Sof £3
12 of £2
8of £2
12 of £ 14 1
12 of £41
12 of £2 I
12 of £5 I
12 of £2
12 of £3 I

GARRARD SP 25 MK II complete with
NEAT Y70 Stereo magnetic cartridge. Cash only

$77.48
$36.00
$77.48
$37.37
599.46
561..4
$32.40
$87.66
$48.00
$27.96
$44.10
$70.56
$45.88
$157.92
$88.80
$170.10
$75.60
8132.00

£
11.10.0

HI-FI EQUIPMENT CABINETS
HOWLAND-WEST SCANDINAVIAN
Malmo II
£32
Tromso 11
£38
Viking Major with stand
£37
HWI plinth and cover
£10
HW8 plinth and cover
£8
HWI2 plinth and cover
£13
RECORD HOUSING
Longfellow
Lowflex
Lowline
Schubert

RANGE
14 10 £11 14 10
4 0 £13 4 0
2 2 £13 2 2
12 9
10 0
18 3

£55
I 0
£39 3 8
. £29 12 10
£46 11
9

£ 19
1 0
£ 13 3 8
£ 11 12 10
£ 16 11 9

a

2 0 $ 72.60
10 of
12 of £2 1 8 $84.00
12 of £2 0 0 $82.00
$23.60

12 of
12 of
9 of
12 of

£3
£2
£2
£2

0
3
0
10

0
4
0
0

9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
O
O
0
O
O
O
O
8
O
O
6
O
O
6
O

Deposit
£14 13 9
£18 0 0
£34 15 0
£20 17 0
£24
1 0
£36 18 0
£18 0 0
£18 0 O
£66 7 9
£63
£35
£ 16
£34
£ 14
£20
£ 12
£51
£67
£45
£63
£40
£60
£ 10
£ 18

0
0
10
0
10
10
10
11
17
0
1
0
0
18
12

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
6
0
0
6
0

Mthly Pays
12 of £2 8 4
12 of £2 16 8
12 of £5 I1 8
12 of £3 5 0
12 of £3 6 8
12 of ES 10 0
12 of £3 0 0
12 of £2 16 4
12 of £ 15 10 0
12 of £ 10
12 of £5
12 of £2
12 of £5
12 of £2
12 of £3
12 of £2
12 of £8
12 of £ 11
12 of £6
12 of £ 10
12 of £6
12 of £8
9of £2
12 of £3

10
0
10
6
6
5
1
I1
I
13

O
O
O
8
8
O
8
8
8
4
e 4
13 O
6 4
2 4
0 O

Export
$82.26
$ 126.80
$ 194.40
$ 167.58

$ 129.60
$ 124.80

$228.00
$ 102.00
$235.20
$ 54.00
$ 138 48
$93.36
$298.00
8383.50
$300.00
$280.00
$384.00
$67.00
$ 129.36

SPEAKERS & SPEAKER SYSTEMS

TRANSCRIPTION UNITS & AUTO CHANGERS
B& O Beogram 1000V unit
Connoisseur Craftsman II
Connoisseur Craftsman Ill
Deccadec deluxe
Dual 1019
G
d 401 ..
G
d AT 60 .
Garrard SL 95 ..
Garrard AP 75 ..
G
d SP 25
Goldring GL 68
Goldring GL 75
Goldring G99 .
Maranta SLT 12
Sony TTS 3000
Thorens TD 124
Thorens TD 224
Thorens TD 150AB
Thorens TD 125

Cash
Armstrong 127 tuner/amp ..
£43 13
Armstrong 521 stereo amp ..
£52 0
B & 0 1000 tuner/amp
£101 15
Dynaco SCA35 amp ..
£59 17
Dynaco PAT4 pre-amp
£64
1
Dynaco 120 amp
£102 18
Goodmans Maxamp
£54 0
Leak Stereo 30 ..
£52 0
Maranta Model 15T Amplifier
£252 7
Marantz Model 7T Stereo Control
Unit . .
.. £ 189 0
Nikko TRMI20
.. £95 0
Nikko TRM-40B
.. £46 10
Quad 303 and 33
.. £98 0
Rogers Ravensbrook . £42 10
Rogers R
bourne transistor amp £59 10
Rogers Cadet Ill
.
£37 10
Sansui 2000 tuner/amp . £ 154 13
Sansui 5000 tuner/amp . £200 17
Scott 260B stereo amp
..
£ 125 0
Sony STR 6060F stereo tuner/amp . £ 188
1
Sony TAI080 amp
.
£ 120 0
Sony TA I120 amp
.. £ 160 0
Tripletone amp
.. £29 19
Truvox TSA 2000 amp..
.. £54 12

$ 121.32
$86.40
$64.72
$ 101.70

A & D Titanium Cone Module
Celestion Ditton 10 ..
Celestion Ditton 15 ..
Celestion CX 2012 ..
Goodmans Axiom 301.. ..
Goodmans Axiom 201
Goodmans Trebax 5K2OXL
Goodmans Maxim ..
Goodmans Mambo ..
Goodmans Marimba ..
Goodmans Magnum K
Goodmans Axiom 80 ..
Goodman: Mezzo 11
HW Bergen ..
HW Narvik ..
KEF Concerto ..
KEF Celeste Mk. 11
KEF Concord ..
KEF Cresta
KEF K2 baffle ..
Leak Mini Sandwich ..
Leak Sandwich ..
Lowther PM6 acousta
Lowther PM7 acousta
Quad Electrostatic ..
Tannoy 12 Monitor ..
Tannoy Lancaster ..
Wharfedale WI4/RS
Wharfedale 12" RS/DD
Wharfedale Super 10/12S/DD
Wharfedale Super Lintons ( Pair)
Wharfedale Denton: ( Pair)
Wharfedale Airedale ..
All prices subject to alteration

£18
£21
£31
£18
£17
£12
£8
£20
£21
£23
£40
£24
£30
£16
£29
£53
£29
£43
£22
£24
£29
£43
£48
£56
£66
£34
£54
£18
£12
£12
£42
£33
£69

15 0 £6 15 0
3 1 £7 3 1
3 6 Ell
3 6
18 0 £6 18 0
18 0 £6 18 0
10 0
8 0
7 8 £7 7 8
6 6 £7 6 6
19 11 £8 19 11
2 0 £ 14 2 0
16 7 £8 16 7
18 O £ 10 18 0
15 10 £6 IS 10
15 O £ 10 8 0
10 O £ 17 10 0
0 O £ 11
0 0
10 O £ 14 10 0
3 7 £8 3 7
0 O £8 0 0
15 0 £ 10 8 0
10 O £ 14 10 0
10 O £ 16 10 0
0 O £20 0 0
0 0 £22 0 0
15 O £ 12 15 0
0 O £ 18 0 0
15 O £6 15 0
0 0
8 9
0 O £ 15 0 0
12 O Ell 12 0
10 0 £23 10 0
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6 of
Sof

6 of
7of
5of
12 of
8 of
10 of
Sot
9of
12 of
9 af
12 of
8of
8 of
9of
12 of
12 of
12 of
12 of
11 of
12 of
6 of

£2 0 0 $42.00
£2 0 0 $45.48
£2 0 0 $68.52
£2 0 0 $42.00
£2 4 0 $42.00
$30.00
$20.16
£2 3 4 $39.24
£2 0 0 $43.20
£3 0 0 $45.20
£2 3 4 $96.24
£2 0 0 $58.56
£2 0 O $74.16
£2 0 0 $30.00
£2 3 0 $66.60
£3 0 0 8128.40
£2 0 0 $69.40
£2 8 4 $ 105.60
£2 0 0 $43.20
1.2 0 0 $97.60
£2 3 0 $ 71.40
£2 8 4 $ 104.40
£2 13 4 $120.00
£3 0 0 $ 134.40
£3 13 4 $ 137.00
£2 0 0 $00.00
£3 0 0 $00.00
£2 0 0 845.00

827.66
821.80
12 of £2 5 0 $40.44
II of £2 0 0 $81.82
12 of £3 16 8 $ 162.48

ALL AVAILABLE ON OUR FAMOUS

INTEREST FREE

TAPE DECKS & TAPE RECORDERS
Cash
£198 15
£268 16
£11 17
£159 15
£165 15
£86 16
£153
6
£173
8
£194
3
£177
9
£04 15
£90 0
£46 12
£00
2
. £ 9 17
.. £ 42 9
.. £ 35 18
.. £ 110 4
.. £ 00 2
.. £ 147 13
.. £ 154 2
.. £ 129 7

Akai M9
Akai X300
Akai 1710
& 0 2000K
B & 0 2000T
B& 01100K .
Ferrograph 713 mono
Ferrograph 702 stereo
Ferrograph 722 stereo
Revox 77 1102/1104
Revox 77 11221124
Sony TC 200
Sony TC 530
Sony TC 260
Sony TC 800
Sony TC 100
Sony TC 900
Sony TC 230W
Sony TC 355
Tandberg 64X
Uher 4200
Uher 4000L

9
1
II
0
5
3
3
5
1
0
0
0
3
6
9
6
0
9
6
0
3
7

Deposit
£ 66 15
9
£89 16 II
£ 37 17 11
£ 54 15
0
£56 15
5
£ 29 16
3
£51
6 3
£ 58 8 5
£ 5 3 1
£59
9 0
£68 15 0
£ 0 0 0
£ 49 12
3
£ 34 2 6
£ 30 17
9
£ l4 9 6
£ 9 18 0
£ 7 4 9
£ 4 2 6
£49 13 0
£52 2 3
£ 43
7 7

Mthly Pays
2of LI I 0
2 of £ 4 8
1 of £ 7 0
2 of £8 5
2 of £ 9 1
2 of £ 4 5
2
£8 0
2 of £ 9 1
2 of [ 10
5
2 of £ 9 6
2 of El I 6
2 of £5 0
2 of £8 1
2 of £5 10
2 of £4 1
2 of £2 6
2 of £2 3
2 of
1
lof LS 10
2 of £8 3
2 of £8 10
2 of £ 7 3

Export
$ 381.60
$ 516.60
$ 213.60
$ 328.80
$ 312.00
$ 168.00
$259.00
$ 314.30
5362.40

of

$ 173.20
$ 330.07
$ 168.67
$ 153.10
$85.73
$69.08
$ 226.20
$ 168.67
$ 312.60
$298.00
$ 251.00

TERMS

Our extensive knowledge in the Home and Export field coupled with
our technical expertise and the largest stock of all that is best in Hi -Fi
of British and Overseas manufacture enables us to offer the right
equipment of your requirement, wherever you are!
Al other makes of equipment available . ncluding Dynatron. Eagle,
Grundig, Martin, Phil-ps, Sanyo, Scctt, Sinclair, Sonotone. Staples
Ladderax, Telefunken etc.

e

• FREE DELVERY IN U.K.
M1N3MUM FREIGHT CHARGES TO OVERSEAS
CUSTOMERS- Free of U.K
tax- No
carting
cosu-all
consignmerts
FOB.
• EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED TAX FREE TO OVERSEAS VISITORS ON PERSONAL
EXPORT SCHEME.

AM- FM- MULTIPLEX TUNERS
Armstrong 523 AM- FM
Armstrong 524 FM tuner
Armstrong 425 tuner/amp
Armstrong 426 toner/amp
Dynaco FM- 3tuner
Gàodmans Stereomax AM- FM
Leak Troughline FM Tuner ..
Leak Troughline Stereo ..
Maranta 10B tuner
Nikko FAM12F stereo
Nikko ST701 tumer'amp
Quad FM stereo tuner
Rogers Sw. FM tuner ..
'rruvox FM 200 ..

£52
£40
£79
£8
£80
£82
£36
£1
£478
£68
£136
£51
£21
£37

9
4
14
19
12
10
8
10
4
8
3
0
0
13

0 £ 8
6 £ 14
9 £26
0 £29
3 £27
4 f27
10 £ 12
5 £ 7
0 £ I60
3 £ 23
II £ 46
0 £ 7
2 £7
4 £ 12

9
4
14
19
12
10
8
10
10
8
3
0
0
13

0
6
9
0
3
4
10
5
0
3
II
0
2
4

2 of
16
2 of E2 6
2 of £ 4 8
2 of £4 8
2 of Cit 8
2 of £ 4 1
2 of £ 2 0
2 of £2 6
2 of [26
0
2 of £2 8
2 of £ 7 0
2 of £ 2 6
7 of £ 2 0
2 of £ 2 1

8
8
4
4
4
8
0
8
0
4
0
8
0
8

CONNOISSEUR CLASSIC TWO SPEED
$ 133.66
$ 172.00
$ 168.00
$65.22
$ 94.80
$82.00
$ 262.80
$ 96.00
$ 37.29
$82.60

HI-FI RADIOS RADIOGRAMS- PORTABLES
Bets!it 600 FM radio
Beciiit 700 FM radio
B & 0 1000 radio
B & 0 900K radio
:-Iacker Sovereign
-1 acker Helmsman
-Sacker Herald

£3I 15
0 Ell
£39 14
3 £ 3
£64 15
O £ 21
£90 15
0 £ 30
£45
9 9 £ 5
£35 12
4 £9
£25
4 0 £9

15
0
14
3
15 0
15
0
9 9
12
4
4 0

0 of
2 of
2 of
2 of
2 of
2 of
8 of

0
E2
3
£ 3 II
E4 18
E2 10
£2 0
£2 0

0
4
8
4
0
0
0

TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE
Incorporating two slow speed
synchronous motors for 33+ and
45 rpm.
Phosphorbronze bearing turntable l0W dia. Lathe
turned
auminium
castings.
M croswitching us.ng suppressor condensers.
200/250v 50 Fiz
LIST PRICE

$ 60.00
$ 79.20
$ 148.20
$ 245.43
$84.66
$67.20
$ 48.42

SONY BATTERY/MAINS MODEL PORTABLE TV 9-900B [83.10.0 cash
£28.10.0 deposit and 12 monthly payments of £ 4.II.8 $ 160.60

92 Tottenham Ct. Rd., London, W.I. Tel.: 01-636 8177/8
Between Warren Street and Goodge Street Tube Stations
Open weekdays 9-6; Thursdays 9-7; Saturdays 9-1

£15

.5 . 7

OUR PRICE
1 1 . 10.0

(CASH
ONLY)
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the inside story of Willi Studer

The Revox A77 is Willi Studer's brain child ...
born from years of experience designing magnetic
recording equipment for the broadcasting and
recording industries. This is agreat recorder built to
the highest Willi Studer standards of manufacture.
For the discriminating music lover as well as the
professional user Willi Studer has developed a
matching range of high fidelity units which make
full use of the outstanding performance of the
Revox A77.

To know the detailed inside story on Willi Studer's
Revox A77 read the fully descriptive story from
Revox 90 High Street Eton Windsor Berks
Price 169 guineas including Purchase Tax

Also in USA and Canada
Revox Corporation 212 Mineola Avenue
Roslyn Heights New York 11577 New York USA
Tri-tel Associates Ltd Toronto Canada

R Wax

